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Attorneys for Plaintiffs Grace Community Church 
of the Valley, and Pastor John MacArthur 
 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES – NORTH CENTRAL DISTRICT 
 

GRACE COMMUNITY CHURCH OF THE 

VALLEY, a California nonprofit corporation; 
and PASTOR JOHN MACARTHUR, in his 
official capacity as representative of the Grace 
Community Church Board of Elders, 
   

  Plaintiffs, 
v. 

  
GAVIN NEWSOM, in his official capacity as 
the Governor of California; XAVIER 
BECERRA, in his official capacity as the 
Attorney General of California; SANDRA 
SHEWRY, in her official capacity as Acting 

Case No.: 
 

IMAGED FILE 
 

COMPLAINT FOR  
 

(1) Violation of California 
Constitution’s Guarantees of Free 
Exercise and Enjoyment of Religion 
without Discrimination or 
Preference (Cal. Const., art. I, § 4); 

(2) Violation of California 
Constitution’s Liberty and Due 
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California Department of Public Health 
Director; ERICA PAN, in her official capacity 
as Acting California Public Health Officer; 
BARBARA FERRER, in her official capacity 
as Public Health Director of the County of Los 
Angeles; ALEJANDRO VILLANUEVA, in 
his official capacity as Sheriff of the County of 
Los Angeles; MUNTU DAVIS, in his official 
capacity as Public Health Officer of the 
County of Los Angeles; ERIC GARCETTI, in 
his official capacity as Mayor of the City of Los 
Angeles; MICHEL MOORE, in his official 
capacity as Chief of Police for the City of Los 
Angeles Police Department; and DOES 1–10, 
inclusive, 
 

Defendants. 
 

Process Guarantees (Cal. Const., art. 
I, §§ 1, 7); 

(3) Violation of California 
Constitution’s Guarantees of 
Liberty of Speech (Cal. Const., art. I, 
§ 2); 

(4) Violation of California 
Constitution’s Equal Protection 
Guarantees (Cal. Const., art. I, § 7). 

(5) Violation of California 
Constitution’s Separation of Powers 
Guarantees: Non-Delegation 
Doctrine (Cal. Const., art. III, § 3.) 

(6) Violation of California 
Constitution’s Separation of Powers 
Guarantees: Ban on Legislative 
Vetoes (Cal. Const., art. III, § 3.) 

JURY TRIAL DEMANDED 
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The Governor may respond that his order forbids only indoor worship but still 
allows people of faith to worship outdoors. But whether health experts would 

endorse that dichotomy—and whether the First Amendment permits it—is far 
from obvious. . . . Under his logic, the Governor would allow tens of thousands of 

LSU fans to assemble this fall under the open sky at Tiger Stadium, while 
forbidding countless others from cheering on the Saints under the Superdome. 

(Spell v. Edwards (5th Cir. 2020) 962 F.3d 175,  
182 & n.6 [Ho., J., concurring].) 

INTRODUCTION 

1. For nearly 150 years, courts have recognized the old adage that, “Even a dog 

distinguishes between being stumbled over and being kicked.” (HOLMES, THE COMMON LAW 3 

(1881).) More recently, this adage was constitutionalized when the Supreme Court held that, 

“[j]ust as Holmes’s dog could tell the difference between being kicked and being stumbled over, 

it will matter . . . whether [government action is] . . . motivated by sectarianism, or whether it 

lacks a history demonstrating that purpose.” (McCreary Cty., Ky. v. Am. Civil Liberties Union of 

Ky. (2005) 545 U.S. 844, 866 n.14.) 

2. Here, the American people have begun to see that they are being “kicked” by their 

own government. They have witnessed how the onerous restrictions imposed on them by public 

officials to allegedly fight the COVID-19 pandemic simply do not apply to certain, favored 

groups. When many went to the streets to engage in “political” or “peaceful” protests 

purportedly against racism and police brutality, these protestors refused to comply with the 

pandemic restrictions. Instead of enforcing the public health orders, public officials were all too 

eager to grant a de facto exception for these favored protestors.  

3. These same public officials even encouraged these protestors to “express” their 

“rage” so the public could “hear it.”1 Indeed, this “rage” was felt by many innocent bystanders 

and protestors who became victims of violence, looting, destruction of property, and even fatal 

attacks. And whereas the general public was required to wear masks whenever they went out in 

____________________________ 
1 (Vivian Ho, George Floyd Protests in California Stretch From Biggest Cities to Smaller Towns, THE 

GUARDIAN (June 1, 2020, 5:28 P.M.), https://bit.ly/2XRfP0Q.)  
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public, protestors and rioters were often given a pass by officials.2 

4.  Of course, these protests could have been shut down—just like California shut down 

churches. Indeed, when peaceful protests against California’s stay-at-home orders occurred at 

the state Capitol, Governor Newsom was quick to shut them down.3  

5. This favoritism has caused a huge loss of confidence by the American people in their 

government leaders, public health officials, and the pandemic restrictions. The too frequently 

repeated joke—which is not just a joke—is that any otherwise unlawful gathering can proceed as 

long as it is termed a “political protest”: 

4 

____________________________ 
2 (Joseph Curl, New Study Claims Black Lives Matter Protests Actually SLOWED The Spread of 
Coronavirus, DAILYWIRE.COM (July 2, 2020), https://bit.ly/3gQR1gH [“[M]any people without 
masks marched elbow to elbow down city streets.”].) 
3 (Dustin Gardiner, California Bans Protests at State Capitol After Opposition to Gov. Gavin 
Newsom’s Coronavirus Stay-At-Home Order, SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE (April 22, 2020, 10:11 
A.M.), https://bit.ly/3ivYz93.) 
4 (See Bethany Mandel, Time for New York’s Jews to take their fight against Bill de Blasio to court, 
WASHINGTON EXAMINER (Jun. 19, 2020), https://washex.am/38BE0Vh.)  
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6. Public officials’ direct encouraging of favored groups to ignore the pandemic 

restrictions has caused amazing harm. As explained by Los Angeles County’s Public Health 

Director, the “George Floyd” protests caused a spike in coronavirus cases in June and July 

2020.5 But the current spike does not result solely from the protests. Rather, as explained by a 

COVID-19 planning expert, the second cause of the spike is “mitigation fatigue,”6 and the 

widespread decision by individuals in the age 20–50 demographic group to stop obeying 

pandemic restrictions. 

7. Members of the age 20–50 demographic have stopped heeding the calls of the 

governor and other government officials to decrease mobility and contacts. They have resumed 

socializing without social distancing and wear masks only when required. They have intuitively 

recognized that imprecise, arbitrary COVID-19 mitigation measures are inappropriate and 

disproportionate—and have especially recognized that “the principle that freedom for me, but 

not for thee, has no place under our Constitution.” (Spell v. Edwards, 962 F.3d 175, 183 (5th Cir. 

2020) [Ho, J., concurring].) 

8. The figure below, obtained from the CDC website, uses CDC data to explain how the 

early COVID-19 mitigation measures led to an approximate 40–50% decrease in mobility of 

California’s residents in the transit, workplace, retail, and recreation spheres. Over the ensuing 

weeks, mobility gradually increased to a level of about 60–80% of baseline (20–40% decrease from 

baseline). New restrictions were instituted by California and Los Angeles officials on July 1 and 

July 13. But the CDC data does not show any change in the mobility curves, nor was the 

cumulative death curve affected—showing, in the conclusion of experts, widespread 

noncompliance. 

____________________________ 
5 (Nick Givas, LA Mayor Garcetti admits ‘connection’ between coronavirus outbreak and protests, 
after downplaying link, FOX NEWS (Jul. 2, 2020), https://fxn.ws/2Z4FCnc; Kevin Rector, LAPD 
coronavirus cases spike, adding to debate over role of protests in spread, LOS ANGELES TIMES (Jun. 23, 
2020), https://lat.ms/2Cke9FB; Protesters in Los Angeles encouraged to monitor for Covid-19 
symptoms, CNN (Jun. 9, 2020), https://cnn.it/3afB2X2.) 
6 (Supplemental Declaration of Dr. George Delgado, ¶ 12, S. Bay United Pentecostal Church v. 
Newsom (S.D. Cal. Aug. 10, 2020) No. 20-cv-865-BAS, ECF No. 53-4.) 
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9. In June and July, attempting to fight this spike, California targeted the wrong groups. 

California first lifted restrictions on gatherings that occurred outdoors—blessing after-the-fact 

the illegal conduct of the “George Floyd” protestors. California then banned singing in worship 

services and then shut them all down—unless they could modify their services to operate 

identically to the now-legal protests. 

10. This blatant favoritism has not only led to spikes and a loss of confidence by the 

American people—but it has also resulted in forceful decisions by courts addressing these 

constitutional violations. One court recently enjoined New York Governor Cuomo and New 

York Mayor de Blasio from enforcing coronavirus regulations against places of worship 

differently from other places. (Soos v. Cuomo (N.D.N.Y. 2020) No. 1:20-cv-651 (GLS/DJS), 2020 

WL 3488742.) Another wrote an opinion noting how had Louisiana not withdrawn its restrictions 

on worship, a similar injunction would have been forthcoming. (Spell v. Edwards (5th Cir. 2020) 

962 F.3d 175, 180–83 [Ho, J., concurring].) And Justice Alito wrote a firm dissent, noting that, 

“the protests expressed a viewpoint on important issues, and that is undoubtedly true, but 

favoring one viewpoint over others is anathema to the First Amendment.” (Calvary Chapel 

Dayton Valley v. Sisolak (2020) --- S. Ct. ---, 2020 WL 4251360, at *4 [Alito, J., dissenting].) 

11. But amazingly, although California’s and Los Angeles’s refusal to enforce their 
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pandemic restrictions against favored protestors has led to a spike in coronavirus infection 

rates—with the causal connection undisputed by the parties—that refusal to enforce has not led 

to any spike in hospitalizations and deaths. Instead, the rates of actual harm flowing from the 

pandemic have continued to spiral downwards to negligibility. In other words, efforts to lower 

coronavirus infection rates have become completely divorced from efforts to lower actual 

hospitalization and death rates.  

12. Having irreparably damaged the confidence of Americans—and Californians 

especially—who now realize that the pandemic restrictions are neither necessary nor good, on 

Sunday, July 26, 2020, Grace Community Church decided to resume worship services—joining 

millions of Americans in deciding that enough is enough. With deaths from the “COVID-19 

suicide pandemic” exceeding those from the actual coronavirus pandemic, Grace Community 

Church decided that it would no longer sit by and watch its members and their children suffer 

from an absence of essential religious worship and instruction. Perhaps unsurprisingly—perhaps 

not—this led the County of Los Angeles to submit a demand letter to Grace Community Church, 

ordering it to comply with the restrictions that Los Angeles County deems unnecessary to 

enforce against so many others. Grace Community Church does not intend to comply. 

13. It is time for California to recognize that disfavored religious minorities are not 

second-class citizens. It is time for California to explain how it can justify banning worship to 

prevent the spread of a disease (with an overall mortality rate of 0.02%) while it is fine for 

protestors to spread that disease like wildfire. As explained below, the death rates from the 

coronavirus are continuing to steadily decline. In a society hostile to religion, banning worship 

might be justified to prevent deaths. But how can California—the land of the Missions—justify 

unfairly imposing the burden of lowering coronavirus infection rates (not death rates) on 

worshippers? 

14. The California State Constitution, mirroring the United States Constitution, 

specifically protects the individual right to free exercise of religion. The State would not be 

justified to place restrictions disparately and unequally in the manner it has even against a regular 

business or gathering; however, Grace Community Church and every other house of worship in 
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California enjoy heightened protection because our Founders recognized that the church has 

throughout world history been the target of secular kings and tyrants, not unlike Gavin Newsom. 

The Founders of the Nation and the State of California specifically protected freedom of speech, 

freedom of association and assembly, and free exercise of religion so that citizens could have their 

spiritual needs met through worshipping God together. 

15. Further, the State of California must answer where it claims to derive such 

discriminatory authority from the specific, limited powers “We The People” (necessarily 

including Christians) have granted for our own protection to government. California has no such 

power to determine whether churches are “essential,” as the federal and state constitutions have 

already done so. Grace Community Church provides a spiritual service to the Los Angeles 

community that its congregation and its members rightly believe is essential, and the California 

State Constitution specifically protects their fundamental rights in this context. 

16. This Action presents facial and as-applied challenges to executive orders and 

guidance issued by the State of California (Governor Newsom, Attorney General Becerra, Acting 

Public Health Director Shewry, Acting Public Health Officer Pan, collectively, “California” or 

“the State”); orders issued by the County of Los Angeles (Public Health Director Ferrer, Public 

Health Officer Davis, Sheriff Villanueva, collectively “the County of Los Angeles”); and orders 

issued by the City of Los Angeles (Mayor Garcetti, Police Chief Moore, collectively “the City of 

Los Angeles”). 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

17. This action arises under the California Constitution and applicable state law. Plaintiffs 

allege violations of Article I, sections 1, 2, 4, and 7 of the California Constitution. This Court has 

jurisdiction over the instant controversy under section 88 of the Code of Civil Procedure. 

18. Venue is proper in this Court under sections 393(b), 394(a) and 401(1) of the Code of 

Civil Procedure. 

THE PARTIES 

19. Founded in 1956, Plaintiff Grace Community Church of the Valley, is a California 

non-profit corporation, located in Sun Valley, Los Angeles, California. The Church sues in its 
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own capacity and on behalf of its congregants. It is an open and accepting, multi-national, multi-

cultural community that believes all people are children of God. 

20. Plaintiff John MacArthur is a resident of the County of Los Angeles, California. He has 

served as the Pastor-Teacher of Grace Community Church for over fifty years, and is a member of 

the Church’s Board of Elders. Pastor MacArthur sues in his official capacity as Pastor-Teacher of 

Grace Community Church and as representative of the Church’s 42-member Board of Elders. 

21. Defendant Gavin Newsom is sued in his official capacity as the Governor of 

California. The California Constitution vests the “supreme executive power of the State” in the 

Governor, who “shall see that the law is faithfully executed.” (Cal. Const., art. V, § 1.) Governor 

Newsom signed the relevant executive orders. 

22. Defendant Xavier Becerra is the Attorney General of California. As the State’s chief 

law enforcement officer, Becerra is responsible for executing the State’s police powers. He is 

sued in his official capacity.  

23. Defendant Sandra Shewry is the Acting Director of the California Department of 

Public Health. Defendant Erica Pan is the Acting California Public Health Officer. Both succeed 

Sonia Angell, California’s former Public Health Director and Officer. Under the authority of 

Governor Newsom’s executive orders, Angell decided which employees in the State are to be 

“Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers,” and otherwise promulgated California’s public 

health orders. Shewry and Pan are sued in their official capacities. 

24. Defendant Barbara Ferrer is Los Angeles County’s Public Health Director. She, along 

with the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, declared a local health emergency on March 

4, 2020. She is sued in her official capacity. 

25. Defendant Muntu Davis is Los Angeles County’s Public Health Officer. Relying on 

the local health emergency issued by Defendant Ferrer, he has issued Los Angeles County’s 

pandemic related health orders. He is sued in his official capacity. 

26. Defendant Alejandro Villanueva is the Sheriff of Los Angeles County. He is 

responsible for enforcing California’s and Los Angeles County’s pandemic orders. He is sued in 

his official capacity. 
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27. Defendant Eric Garcetti is the Mayor of the City of Los Angeles, California. Mayor 

Garcetti declared a local emergency for the City of Los Angeles, and promulgated the City of Los 

Angeles’s pandemic-related executive orders. He is sued in his official capacity. 

28. Defendant Michel Moore is the Chief of Police of the City of Los Angeles. He is 

responsible for enforcing California’s and Los Angeles City’s pandemic orders. He is sued in his 

official capacity. 

29. Each and every Defendant acted under color of state law with respect to all acts or 

omissions herein alleged. 

BACKGROUND 

A. The History of Grace Community Church and Pastor John MacArthur 

30. On July 1, 1956, Grace Community Church of the Valley conducted its first public 

services. Founded as a nondenominational church, its emphasis was on the basics of biblical 

Christianity. The fledgling church called Dr. Don Householder, one of the great preachers of his 

generation, to be its founding pastor. Worship services were conducted in the two main rooms of 

a converted townhouse, where a wall had been taken down to enable Dr. Householder to see his 

entire congregation while preaching.  

31. In 1957, services were moved to the newly built chapel at the present location on 

Roscoe Boulevard. Less than two years later, two services were being conducted on Sunday 

mornings, the first education building was built to house Sunday school classes, and Grace 

Community Church became known as “the fastest growing church in Los Angeles.” 

32. Dr. Householder died in April 1965, and in 1966, Dr. Richard Elvee was called to be 

pastor. Dr. Elvee had become known as a church builder. Grace Community Church continued 

to grow under Dr. Elvee’s leadership until he passed away in September 1968.  

33. Dr. John MacArthur assumed the pastorate of the Church in February 1969, and has 

remained Grace Community Church’s pastor ever since—over 50 years. Prior to this, Pastor 

MacArthur had been assistant pastor in the church his father led in Burbank. He had also 

traveled widely as a conference speaker and representative for Talbot Theological Seminary, 

from which he graduated with honors. Also in 1969, Pastor MacArthur founded Grace to You, a 
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nonprofit organization responsible for developing, producing, and distributing Pastor 

MacArthur’s books, audio resources, and the “Grace to You” radio and television programs.  

34. During the early days of Pastor MacArthur’s ministry, Grace Community Church 

doubled in size every two years. The Church moved from meeting in the Chapel to the newly 

built Family Center (now the Gymnasium) in 1971, and from there into the current Worship 

Center in 1977. Since then, additional buildings for teaching and fellowship use have been 

erected. In the ensuing years, the Lord has blessed the Church with exceptional growth in terms 

of both people and ministries.  

35. In 1985, Pastor MacArthur became president of The Master’s University (formerly 

Los Angeles Baptist College), an accredited, four-year liberal arts Christian college in Santa 

Clarita, California. In 1986, Pastor MacArthur founded The Master’s Seminary, a graduate 

school dedicated to training men for full-time pastoral roles and missionary work. These 

institutions exist to train students according to the teachings of the Bible. 

36. Since completing his first best-selling book The Gospel According to Jesus in 1988, 

Pastor MacArthur has written nearly 400 books and study guides. Pastor MacArthur’s titles have 

been translated into more than two dozen languages. The MacArthur Study Bible, the cornerstone 

resource of his ministry, is available in English, Spanish, Russian, German, French, Portuguese, 

Italian, Arabic, and Chinese. 

37. Currently, “Grace to You” radio airs more than 1,000 times daily throughout the 

English-speaking world, reaching major population centers on every continent of the world. It 

also airs nearly 1,000 times daily in Spanish, reaching 23 countries from Europe to Latin 

America. “Grace to You” television airs weekly on DirecTV in the United States, and is 

available for free on the Internet worldwide. All of Pastor MacArthur’s 3,000 sermons, spanning 

more than four decades of ministry, are available for free on the Grace to You website.  

38. More important than numbers, programs, and structures, however, is the foundation 

for the spiritual life of Grace Community Church that has been built. This foundation includes 

sound doctrine, spiritual leadership, and active service. The Church is convinced that God’s 

legacy of faithfulness to it will continue in the future if it remains faithful to Him and His Word. 
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39. Grace Community Church believes in “Biblical Eldership.” An elder is one of a 

plurality of biblically qualified men who jointly shepherd and oversee a local body of believers. 

The word translated “elder” is used nearly twenty times in Acts and the epistles in reference to 

this unique group of leaders who have responsibility for overseeing the people of God. The 

consistent pattern throughout the New Testament is that each local body of believers is 

shepherded by a plurality of God-ordained elders.  

40. The primary responsibility of an elder is to serve as a manager and caretaker of the 

church. (1 Tim. 3:5.) That involves a number of specific duties. As spiritual overseers of the 

flock, elders are to determine church policy (Acts 15:22), oversee the church (Acts 20:28), ordain 

others (1 Tim. 4:4), rule, teach, and preach (1 Tim. 5:17; cf. 1 Thess. 5:12; 1 Tim. 3:2), exhort and 

refute (Titus 1:9), and act as shepherds, setting an example for all (1 Pet. 5:1-3). Those 

responsibilities put elders at the core of the New Testament church’s work. Presently, Grace 

Community Church is governed by a group of 42 elders, including Pastor MacArthur, who serves 

as head teaching pastor.  

B. The Early History of the Executive Orders 

41. On March 4, 2020, both the County and City of Los Angeles separately declared a 

local health emergency. (Ex. 2-1; 3-1; 3-2.) A few days later, on March 15, 2020, the City issued 

an order closing certain businesses, such as movie theaters, restaurants, and gyms. (Ex. 3-3.) The 

next day, March 16, 2020, the County issued an emergency order prohibiting gatherings of more 

than 50 people. (Ex. 2-2, 2-3, 2-4.)  

42. Two days later, on March 19, 2020, California Governor Newsom issued his 

Executive Order N-33-20 in which he ordered that, “all residents are directed to immediately 

heed the current State public health directives.” (Ex. 1-1.) The state public health directives 

require “all individuals living in the State of California to stay home or at their place of residence 

except as needed to maintain continuity of operations of the federal critical infrastructure 

sectors.” (Ex. 1-1.)  

43. A few days later, on March 22, 2020, the California Public Health Officer and 

Director designated a list of “Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers.” (Ex. 1-2.) This list was 
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supposed to include “essential” workers “needed to maintain continuity of operations of the 

federal critical infrastructure sectors.” (Ex. 1-1.) However, also included on this list were 

industries California viewed as uniquely important, such as the Hollywood movie industry. (Ex. 

1-2.) Included on the list of the “essential workforce” were “faith based services that are 

provided through streaming or other technology.” Thus, at the very beginning, California began 

identifying the specific type of government-sanctioned worship. 

44. California’s order and list of essential workers were adopted and re-promulgated by 

the County of City of Los Angeles in a series of orders dated between March 19 and 21, 2020. 

(Ex. 2-5, 2-6; 3-4.) A few weeks later, on April 10, the County published a “Social Distancing 

Protocol” to which all essential businesses operating within the County and City were required 

to adhere. (Ex. 2-7.) This was Stage 1 of Governor Newsom’s 4-Stage “Resilience Roadmap” 

pandemic plan. 

45. After about six weeks of Stage 1, however, Californians began anticipating the day 

when they could reap the benefits of their hard work—their sacrifice. They began anticipating a 

lessening of the extreme measures imposed on them by their elected leaders, and began pushing 

for that lessening to come soon.  

46. In response to that pressure, on Tuesday, April 27, 2020, Governor Newsom held a 

press conference in which he outlined how we “have not only bent the curve in the state of 

California, but stabilized it.”7 As a result, “[t]he reality is, we are just a few weeks away, not 

months away, from making measurable and meaningful changes to our stay-at-home order.”8 

This was supported by Governor Newsom’s later recitation of the statistics:  

The number of hospitalizations, 1.4% increase. Again, we’re seeing 
some stabilization, decrease, modest increase, decrease, modest 
increase in the total number of people hospitalized. The number of 
people in ICU’s basically flat from yesterday, just one individual 

____________________________ 
7 (California Governor, Governor Gavin Newsom Provides an Update on the State’s Response to the 
COVID-19 Pandemic, FACEBOOK (Apr. 27, 2020), https://bit.ly/3h19rLw, at 6:03.) 
8 (Id. at 6:40.) 
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more than in the last 24 hours in the ICU—so again, stabilization.9 

Towards the end of the press conference, Governor Newsom announced that during a press 

conference on the next day, he would outline the forthcoming “measurable and meaningful 

changes to our stay-at-home order.” 

47. On Wednesday, Aril 28, 2020, Governor Newsom announced that those “meaningful 

modifications” would come in the form of moving to Stage 2 of the Resilience Roadmap.10 

48. During the press conference, Dr. Sonia Angell—then California Public Health Officer 

and Director of the California Department of Public Health—explained Stage 2 as follows: 

In stage 2, we’re going to really start focusing on lower risk 
workplaces, that means gradually opening some of those 
workplaces with adaptions. These include things like: Retail, 
allowing for curbside pickup; Manufacturing, which can include 
things like toys, clothing, other things, furniture, that was not a part of 
the essential sector; Talking about offices, this can include things like 
PR firms, and consulting, and other places where telework is not 
possible, but by modifying the environment itself, it can make it 
lower risk for individuals; and then ultimately talking about 
opening more public spaces, things like parks and trails, that may 
have historically been limited because of our concerns, trying to 
think about how we can modify that to make them safer for 
individuals to enjoy the outdoor spaces because we know physical 
activity is so important to our health, and this is also about health, 
clearly.11  

49. Dr. Angell then described Stage 3 and 4 as follows: “The third stage is when we get into 

those areas that may be higher risk, those sectors that we think will take a lot more modification to 

adapt in a way that can make them places where people can move with lower risk.”12 “Those are 

things like getting your hair cut, uh getting your nails done, doing anything that has very close 

inherent relationships with other people, where the proximity is very close.”13 “And then 

____________________________ 
9 (Id. at 25:04.) 
10 (California Governor, Governor Gavin Newsom Provides an Update on the State’s Response to the 
COVID-19 Pandemic, FACEBOOK (Apr. 28, 2020), https://bit.ly/2Wphz0v.) 
11 (Id. at 37:29 [italics added].) 
12 (Id. at 35:22.) 
13 (Id. at 35:52.) 
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ultimately, the space that we all look forward to, someday as we move forward and work diligently 

together, is Stage 4, which would be the end of the stay-at-home order. And that’s when we’d be 

opening all of our highest risk workplaces without modification necessary at that time, because at 

that time we will know that we have identified a way that we can keep people safe from COVID-

19.”14 

50. Then, on May 4, 2020, Governor Newsom issued a press release in which he stated 

that Stage 2 would begin, in part, on Friday, May 8, 2020. According to that press release, only 

some businesses would be allowed to reopen, like “bookstores, clothing stores, florists and 

sporting goods stores,” but not yet “offices, seated dining at restaurants, shopping malls or 

schools.”15 

51. On May 7, 2020, Governor Newsom held a press conference to announce the 

beginning of Stage 2. During that press conference, Governor Newsom was asked by a journalist 

why schools were being prioritized over places of worship. The following exchange followed: 

Q: Thank you Governor. Can you clarify why churches and salons 
are in Stage 3 and not Stage 2. Um, what makes them more high 
risk than schools, for example? Uh, what factors are you weighing 
here when you decide what goes into what phase? 

A: Yeah, we’re, we’re looking at the science, epidemiology, looking 
again at frequency, duration, time, uh, and looking at low risk-high 
reward, low risk-low reward, looking at a series of conditions and 
criteria, as well as best practices uh from other states and nations.16 

In other words, places of worship were being sidelined because they provide a “low reward” in 

the eyes of California. 

52. On May 7, 2020, Governor Newsom also published his Resilience Roadmap online. 

(Ex. 1-3.) That Roadmap identified the industries that could open immediately (retail for curbside 

pickup, manufacturing, and logistics), those that would open in a few weeks (shopping malls, car 

____________________________ 
14 (Id. at 46:49.) 
15 (Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, Governor Newsom Provides Update on California’s Progress 
Toward Stage 2 Reopening (May 4, 2020), https://bit.ly/2WnnOSx.) 
16 (California Governor, Governor Gavin Newsom Provides an Update on the State’s Response to the 
COVID-19 Pandemic, FACEBOOK (May 7, 2020), https://bit.ly/2DNy9kj, at 50:36.) 
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washes, schools, restaurants), and those that could not open for several months, until Stage 3 was 

announced (salons, tattoo parlors, gyms, bars, movie theaters, and places of worship). (Ex. 1-3, at 

9.) For each industry that would be allowed to open in Stage 2, the Roadmap also linked to 

industry-specific Pandemic Guidance with which the industry had to comply. The industry had 

to both comply with the guidance and certify to the state that it complied. At the same time, 

Governor Newsom published a press release announcing the “Resilience Roadmap” and 

explaining the same. (Ex. 1-4.) 

53. Then the federal government weighed in.17 On May 19, 2020, the U.S. Department of 

Justice sent a letter to Governor Newsom stating that his Resilience Roadmap violated the civil 

rights of religious Californians. In its letter, the DOJ stated: 

Religion and religious worship continue to be central to the lives of 
millions of Americans. This is true now more than ever. Religious 
communities have rallied to protect their communities from the 
spread of this disease by making services available online, in 
parking lots, or outdoors, by indoor services with a majority of 
pews empty, and in numerous other creative ways that otherwise 
comply with social distancing and sanitation guidelines. We 
believe, for the reasons outlined above, that the Constitution calls 
for California to do more to accommodate religious worship, 
including in Stage 2 of the Reopening Plan. 

The DOJ’s letter was sent by Eric S. Dreiband, Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights 

Division, and California’s four U.S. Attorneys: McGregor W. Scott, Nicola T. Hanna, David L. 

Anderson, and Robert S. Brewer.  

54. On May 20, buoyed in part by the DOJ’s letter, houses of worship across California 

and the country began declaring that they would reopen for Pentecost Sunday—to celebrate the 

end of the Easter season—regardless of any executive orders. In California, 3,000 Christian 

churches announced in a letter to Governor Newsom that they would reopen.18 In Minnesota, its 

____________________________ 
17 (Letter from Eric S. Dreiband, Ass. Attorney General, to the Hon. Gavin Newsom, Governor 
of California (May 19, 2020), https://politi.co/2ZztR8r.) 
18 (Sam Stanton, Thousands of churches say they will defy California governor and hold services May 
31, The Sacramento Bee (May 20, 2020), https://bit.ly/32hDvhU.) 
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Catholic bishops announced in a letter to their Governor that they would also reopen.19 

55. Further, on May 22, 2020, President Donald Trump held a press briefing. During that 

press briefing, President Trump stated:  

Today I am identifying houses of worship: churches, synagogues, 
and mosques, as essential places that provide essential 
services. . . . These are places that hold our society together and 
keep our people united, the people are demanding to go to 
church, synagogue, go to their mosque, many millions of 
Americans embrace worship as an essential part of life. The 
ministers, pastors, rabbis, imams, and other faith leaders will 
make sure that their congregations are safe, as they gather and 
pray. I know them well, they love their congregations, they love 
their people, they don’t want anything bad to happen to them or 
anybody else. The governors need to do the right thing and allow 
these very important essential places of faith to open right now, 
for this weekend. If they don’t do it, I will override the 
governors.20  

56. On Monday, May 25, 2020, Governor Newsom announced changes to his Resilience 

Roadmap with respect to constitutionally protected protesting and worship activities. With 

respect to both, Governor Newsom permitted individual counties to apply for 21-day licenses 

during which worship and protest would be permitted so long as the gathering did not exceed 25% 

of “building capacity” or “the relevant area’s maximum occupancy,” and with a maximum cap 

of no more than 100 persons. However, California remained in “Stage 2.” Alongside this change, 

Governor Newsom published industry guidance for “Places of Worship” (Ex. 1-5), and updated 

the Q&A page on coronavirus website concerning political protests. (Ex. 1-6.)  

57. Before each 21-day license would be issued, the county would have to certify that it 

satisfied certain statistical benchmarks. The next day, May 26, 2020, Governor Newsom also 

announced that hair salons and barbershops could reopen (moving them from “Stage 3” to 

____________________________ 
19 (Letter from Eric Rassbach, The Becket Fund for Religious Liberty, to Tim Walz, Governor of 
Minnesota (May 20, 2020), https://bit.ly/30dv7gP; MPR News Staff, Minnesota’s Catholic 
bishops say they’ll defy Walz’s limits on church attendance, MPR (May 20, 2020), 
https://bit.ly/3erpMHK.) 
20 (Press Briefing by Press Secretary Keyleigh McEnany, WHITE HOUSE (May 22, 2020), 
https://bit.ly/2WrcmoQ.) 
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“Stage 2”).21 On May 26, 2020, Los Angeles County and City amended their orders to permit 

houses of worship to reopen, and then on May 29, 2020, amended them to allow restaurants and 

hair salons to reopen. (Ex. 2-8; 2-9; 3-5; 3-6.) 

58. On June 12, Governor Newsom quietly changed the industry guidance for “Places of 

Worship” and the Q&A page concerning political protesting. On that date, Governor Newsom 

lifted all restrictions on them when they occurred outdoors—but continued the 100-person cap 

or 25% occupancy limit for indoor worship or protesting. (Ex. 1-7; Ex. 1-8.)  

59. On July 6, 2020, Governor Newsom changed the industry guidance for “Places of 

Worship” and the Q&A page concerning political protesting. On that date, Governor Newsom 

banned “indoor singing and chanting activities.” (Ex. 1-9; Ex. 1-10.) This led law enforcement in 

some counties to announce they would not enforce that order.22  

60. Then, on July 13, 2020, Governor Newsom banned 30 counties from conducting 

several indoor activities, including worship and protest. (Ex. 1-11; Ex. 1-12; Ex. 1-13.) This 

included small gatherings of worshippers in homes.23 Los Angeles was one of those counties (Ex. 

1-11), and it and the City modified their orders to make clear that the ban on indoor activities 

applied in the County. (Ex. 2-10; 2-11; 3-7; 3-8; 3-9.)24 This led to a group of senators to call for 

President Trump to get involved again, and speak out against this newest worship ban.25  

____________________________ 
21 (Noah Higgins-Dunn, California to allow hair salons and barbershops to reopen in majority of 
state’s counties, Gov. Newsom says, CNBC (May 26, 2020, 3:41 PM), https://cnb.cx/2XvgSUd.) 
22 (District Attorney San Luis Obispo County, SLO County DA Declared a Sanctuary County for 
Singing in Houses of Worship During COVID, YOUTUBE (Jul. 31, 2020), 
https://youtu.be/KWjn233gMNM.) 
23 (Alex Swoyer, Church sues California Gov. Gavin Newsom over ban against at-home Bible studies, 
THE WASHINGTON TIMES (Jul. 20, 2020), https://bit.ly/2F6QlWz.) 
24 Also closed were indoor and outdoor activities at bars and breweries, and indoor activities at 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, movie theaters, family entertainment (e.g., bowling 
alleys, miniature golf, batting cages, arcades), zoos and museums, cardrooms, fitness centers, 
protests, non-essential offices, personal care services (e.g., nail salons, body waxing, tattoo 
parlors), hair salons and barbershops, and malls. (Ex. 1-13.) Not closed were indoor activities at 
other places, such as essential offices, manufacturing, and either essential or nonessential retail. 
25 (Letter from Senator Mike Lee, et al., to President Donald Trump (Jul, 23, 2020), 
https://bit.ly/33S3LA5.) 
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C. The Current State of the Pandemic—According to Official Numbers 

61. Nationally, unified efforts by the American people to stop the coronavirus from 

spreading have been extremely successful. According to Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (“CDC”), between February 1 and August 11, 2020, there were 1,636,992 deaths in 

the United States, with 146,414 deaths occurring as a result of COVID-19—or 8.94%.26 The 

pandemic peaked in April and has since dramatically declined, as is impressively shown by the 

CDC graph below.27  

 

____________________________ 
26 (National Center for Health Statistics, Daily Updates of Totals by Week and State: Provisional 
Death Counts for Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND 

PREVENTION (Aug. 11, 2020), https://bit.ly/2Fknkab.) 
27 (National Center for Health Statistics, Weekly Updates by Select Demographic and Geographic 
Characteristics, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION (Aug. 11, 2020), 
https://bit.ly/3gSnALs.) 
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At its peak, 17,015 people died from the coronavirus in the week of April 11–18, 2020, but by the 

week of July 25 to August 1, 2020, there were only 2,016 deaths reported nationwide. 

62. Turning to California, according to the U.S. Census Bureau, California has an 

estimated population of 39,512,223.28 As of August 11, 2020, California has reported a total of 

561,911 cases of COVID-19 and 10,468 fatalities from COVID-19.29 The infection fatality rate—

the likelihood of someone dying if they are infected with COVID-19—is only 1.8% (10,468 ÷ 

561,911). And the general infection rate is only 0.02% (561,991 ÷ 39,512,223)—despite the fact 

that every day millions of people are indoors and in close proximity to each other in Costcos, 

Walmarts, Targets, Ralphs, Vons, Albertsons, Macys, and numerous other grocery markets and 

retail stores.  

63. The two leading causes of death in California have the following rates out of 100,000, 

according to the CDC:30 

Cause of Death Death Rate per 100,000 

Heart Disease 139.7 

Cancer 135 

 
In contrast, the number of deaths in California from COVID-19 per 100,000 total population is 

only 26.49. Even if the death rate of COVID-19 tripled by the end of the year—a highly unlikely 

proposition—it is still significantly smaller than the leading causes of death in California—not even 

reaching half the death rate of heart disease or cancer. Further, in comparison to other states, as of 

August 10, 2020, California’s death rate places it in the bottom half of all 50 states: it is ranked 

number 29—significantly lower than 28 other states.31 

____________________________ 
28 (QuickFacts California, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU (visited Aug. 11, 2020), https://bit.ly/2Cfenh5.) 
29 (COVID-19 Statewide Update, Update for August 11, 2020, COVID19.CA.GOV (Aug. 11, 2020), 
https://bit.ly/3gShjiQ.) 
30 (National Center for Health Statistics, California, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL & 

PREVENTION (visited Jul. 15, 2020), https://bit.ly/30hBP59.) 
31 (Death Rates from Coronavirus (COVID-19) in the United States as Of August 10, 2020, by state 
(per 100,000 people), STATISTA (visited Aug. 11, 2020), https://bit.ly/2Zv8Mfi.) 
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64. Turning to Los Angeles County, as of August 11, 2020, Los Angeles County had a total 

of 4,996 deaths due to COVID-19.32 The total cases of COVID-19 reported in Los Angeles County 

is 210,424.33 The total population of Los Angeles County is 10,039,107.34 With these numbers, the 

infection fatality rate—the likelihood of someone dying if he or she is infected with COVID-19—

is only 2.3% (4,995 ÷ 210,424). And the general infection rate is only 2% (210,424 ÷ 10,039,107)—

despite the fact that every day millions of Los Angeles County residents are inside of businesses, 

stores, markets, and restaurants, and in close proximity to each other.  

65. As of August 10, 2020, in Los Angeles County the COVID-19 death rate per 100,000 

people is 46—or 0.04%. In comparison, the leading cause of death in Los Angeles County, 

according to the County’s Office of Health Assessment and Epidemiology, is coronary heart 

disease—which has a death rate of 102.9 per 100,000.35 In other words, a person in LA County is 

far more likely to die from a heart attack than from COVID-19. 

66. The true COVID-19 fatality peak occurred long ago in late April (using the 7-day 

average) and has been on a steady decline. And even though California’s and Los Angeles’ 

encouragement of protestors led to a second spike in July, that spike is also now declining.36 

____________________________ 
32 (LA County Daily COVID-19 Data, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES PUBLIC HEALTH (visited Aug. 
11, 2020), https://bit.ly/3gRNiQd.) 
33 (See id.) 
34 (QuickFacts Los Angeles County, California, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU (visited Aug. 11, 2020), 
https://bit.ly/30Pj1vA.) 
35 (Barbara Ferrer et al., Office of Health Assessment & Epidemiology, Patterns of Mortality in Los 
Angeles County: 2008-2017, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES PUBLIC HEALTH (2019), 
https://bit.ly/3aiCGr2.)  
36 (Los Angeles Times Staff, Tracking the Coronavirus in Los Angeles County, L.A. TIMES (Aug. 11, 
2020, 11:57 P.M.), https://lat.ms/3gRbMJt.) 
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67. Finally, turning to Grace Community Church, there have been absolutely no recorded 

cases of COVID-19 at Grace Community Church since the inception of the coronavirus 

pandemic. Neither Pastor MacArthur nor any of his staff have tested positive for COVID-19, and 

since they have resumed worship services, they are unaware of any worshipper testing positive as 

a result of a worship service. 

68. Further, whatever minimal justification the above dataset provides for restricting 

religious worship, it is only effective insofar as the underlying dataset presents an accurate 

picture of the reality of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, as numerous experts and reports 

have observed, it is readily apparent that variances in the attribution of causes of death and 

problems with rates of diagnosis have yielded a faulty dataset.  

69. With respect to deaths, variances in attribution among the 50 states is widespread and 

documented. For example, on April 16, 2020, The Washington Post contrasted Alabama’s 

practice, which “ruled that one of every 10 people who died with COVID-19 [in their system] did 

not die of COVID-19,” with that of Colorado, where all deaths involving respiratory 
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complications were classified as COVID-19 deaths—even where no type of diagnostic test was 

administered in order to confirm the presence of coronavirus in a given test subject.37  

70. Despite these apparent discrepancies, on April 8, 2020, Dr. Deborah Birx of CDC 

acknowledged that all deaths of patients who die with coronavirus in their systems would be 

classified as “COVID-19” deaths regardless of the actual cause of death.38 The absurd result that 

this practice yields was underscored when, on July 16, 2020, the Florida Department of Health 

confirmed that it had counted and reported the death of a victim of a horrific motorcycle accident 

as a COVID-19 death due to the mere presence of coronavirus in his system.39 Months earlier, on 

May 27, 2020, National Geographic warned of the possibility of just such a result, observing that, 

“[r]egardless of whether a death is due to a car crash or COVID-19, the process remains largely 

the same.”40  

71. Nevertheless, the CDC has not changed its practices. As one statistical expert has 

noted, “data related to testing and health must be considered” and “omitting variables biases 

conclusions.”41 Despite this ominous failure, which any undergraduate statistics student is 

exhorted to guard against, the dataset used by California decisionmakers to ban religious exercise 

patently fails to account for variables that may cause death other than COVID-19.  

72. With respect to infections, the available dataset also exhibits a notable failure to 

account for problems with the rates of diagnosis of COVID-19. For example, in experiments 

utilizing samples taken from subjects who had submitted to the CDC’s “gold-standard” Reverse 

Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) test, board certified Pathologist Dr. Sin 

____________________________ 
37 (Emma Brown et al., Which Deaths Count Toward The Covid-19 Death Toll? It Depends On The 
State, WASHINGTON POST (Apr. 16, 2020, 3:30 A.M.), https://wapo.st/2PKgbld.) 
38 (Louis Casiano, Birx Says Government is Classifying All Deaths of Patients With Coronavirus as 
‘COVID-19’ Deaths, Regardless of Cause, FOX NEWS (Apr. 7, 2020), https://fxn.ws/2E0z6pC.) 
39 (Danielle Lama, Questions raised after fatal motorcycle crash lested as COVID-19 death, FOX 35 

INVESTIGATES (Jul. 16, 2020), https://bit.ly/31MoAu1.) 
40 (Carrie Arnold, What we’ll need to find the true COVID-19 death toll, NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC 
(May 27, 2020), https://on.natgeo.com/33U97uE.) 
41 (Declaration of Charles Cicchetti, Ph.D., ¶ 7, S. Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom (S.D. 
Cal. Aug. 10, 2020) ECF No. 53-5 in Case No. 20-cv-865-BAS.) 
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Hang Lee demonstrated that the RT-PCR test yielded a distressingly high incidence of mis-

diagnosis. Indeed, Dr. Lee’s experiments revealed that actual COVID-19 infection did not match 

the CDC samples’ labels, and as such some of the samples labeled “CDC-test-positive” were 

actually negative, and vice versa.42  

73. In this context, after five months of trying to get its act together, California cannot 

rely on its own scientific blunders to justify burdening constitutionally-protected religious 

worship. At the beginning of the pandemic, California and other states could arguably rely on the 

“fog of war” to justify restricting rights, and requesting that the American people bunker down. 

But as time passes, the excuse that California does not understand the nature of the threat wears 

thin—as evidenced by the fact that Californians are no longer complying with the pandemic 

restrictions. 

D. California’s Monitoring List Causes More Harm than Good 

74. To determine whether worship will be banned in any individual county, California 

continues to rely “heavily, if not exclusively, on COVID-19 case counts (cases) to determine the 

state or phase of recovery”43 Using infection rates, and not hospitalization or death rates, makes 

no sense. Perhaps (and this is a very big perhaps), death rates could justify some limited and 

narrowly tailored restrictions on constitutional rights—but it is hard to understand how infection 

rates qua infection rates ever could. Infection rates do not translate to death rates. For example, 

there are differing mortality rates in different segments of the population. “The mortality risk for 

those infected . . . is not the same for all patients . . . The CDC’s current best estimates are that 

the symptomatic fatality rate from COVID-19 among patients less than 50 years old is 0.05%, or 5 

in 10,000; 0.2% for patients between age 50 and 64; and 1.3% for patients 65 and above.”44  

75. At least one economist has noted, “[t]he use of the number of cases to drive this 

____________________________ 
42 (Sin Hang Lee, Testing for SARS-CoV-2 in cellular components by routine nest RT-PCR followed by 
DNA sequencing, INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF GERIATRICS AND REHABILITATION, 2(1):69–96 
(Jul. 17, 2020), https://bit.ly/3gTvZOB.) 
43 (Declaration of Charles Cicchetti, ¶ 8.) 
44 (Declaration of Dr. Jayanta Bhattacharya, ¶37, Brach v. Newsom (C.D. Cal. Aug. 3, 2020) ECF 
No. 28-3 in Case No. 20-cv-6472-SVW.) 
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policy obfuscates matters and yields a flawed statistic and [is] a costly policy choice all things 

considered.”45 In fact, at least one Certified Public Health Professional (CPH) has observed that 

“commonly utilized susceptible, infectious, and recovered – or “SIR” – disease transmission 

modeling associated with COVID-19, together with WHO and CDC public health metrics, 

suggest that California’s mandate is likely to make the overall public health situation worse and 

not better.”46 

76. Distressingly, experts have observed that concerns about the potential that 

California’s policies could make the overall public health situation worse is no mere potentiality. 

At this point in the pandemic, both suicides and drug overdose deaths caused by the response to 

the pandemic are outnumbering deaths due to the coronavirus itself. The social side effects of 

mitigation measures are rearing their ugly dead.47 “We now know that deaths due to non-specific 

effects of society’s response to COVID-19 outnumber the deaths that might be due to COVID-

19: deaths from suicides due to job loss and social isolation and deaths from lack of access to 

healthcare.”48  

77. California’s case-number-dependent regression analysis is not the only model 

available for the consultation of decisionmakers when they implement policies for the laudable 

purpose of protecting vulnerable populations. Another expert has noted that California has, thus 

far, rendered policies based on “worst case predictions,” which he notes is “unrealistic” since 

“society is well aware of the risks and recognizes the need to protect the vulnerable.”49 Instead, 

given the lower observed mortality rates over time described above, he advocates a strategy that 

____________________________ 
45 (Id. at ¶ 20.) 
46 (Declaration of Sean G. Kaufmann, ¶ 15, S. Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom (S.D. Cal. 
Aug. 10, 2020) ECF No. 53-6 in Case No. 20-cv-865-BAS.) 
47 (Transcript of COVID Webinar Series interview of Robert Redfield, MD, BUCK INSTITUTE 
(Jul. 14, 2020), https://bit.ly/2FjcjWB.) 
48 (Declaration of James Lyons-Weiler, ¶ 18, S. Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom (S.D. 
Cal. Aug. 10, 2020) ECF No. 53-7 in Case No. 20-cv-865-BAS; see also Leo Sher, The impact of 
the COVID-19 pandemic on suicide rates, GQM: AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MEDICINE (JUN. 
30, 2020), https://bit.ly/3iAE2QV.)  
49 (George Delgado, California: Roadmap for a Balanced Recovery, COVID PLANNING TOOLS (Jul 
24, 2020), https://bit.ly/3kFXXQ3.) 
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“tolerate[s] the spread of the virus as long as the hospital system is not overwhelmed.” Such 

controlled spread would be monitored through a Monte Carlo analysis of R(t) (a variable 

indicating the “reproduction number of the virus over time,”), daily deaths, the percentage of 

positive tests, and daily hospitalizations in order to better track the true spread and mortality rate 

of the virus. Such an analysis consults multiple variables for the purpose of more accurately 

tracking the virus’ impact to “prudently use the best indicators to protect [vulnerable 

populations].” 50 

78. Despite the availability of more accurate, alternative policies, California continues to 

insist on enforcing a failed model based on faulty data and a suspect case-number-based analysis. 

California persists in this approach despite the fact that various municipal authorities have 

observed and acknowledged with frustration that the analysis yields an “arbitrary and constantly 

changing framework” that lands counties on a “watch list” due to a mere increase in cases even 

as the absolute number of deaths remains low.51  

79. Nevertheless, when the consequences of the measures taken thus far are honestly 

assessed, it becomes apparent that the measures themselves, as well as the datasets upon which 

such measures are ostensibly based, are analogous to the sort of “faulty counsel” that Francis 

Bacon, the very progenitor of the scientific method itself, exhorted must be avoided. As he 

warned: 

We may have counsel given, hurtful and unsafe (though with 
good meaning) and mixed partly of mischief and partly of remedy; 
even as if you would call a physician that is thought good for the 
cure of the disease you complain of, but is unacquainted with your 
body; and therefore may put you in way for a present cure, but 
overthroweth your health in some other kind; and so cure the 
disease and kill the patient.52  

80. Unfortunately, Bacon’s warning, as well as that of the scientists and statisticians 

____________________________ 
50 (George Delgado, Rational Policy Strategies for the COVID-19 Pandemic, COVID PLANNING 

TOOLS (July 12,2020), https://bit.ly/2XX164i.) 
51 (Eric Ting, San Mateo County Health Officer Assails ‘Fundamentally Flawed’ State Watch List, 
SF Gate (Aug. 6, 2020), https://bit.ly/3al9BeM.) 
52 (FRANCIS BACON, OF TRUE GREATNESS OF KINGDOMS AND ESTATES (1612) [boldings added].) 
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discussed above, was not heeded, and now the patient is dying not of COVID-19, but of all manner 

of spiritual, social, and economic maladies – maladies exacerbated by this State’s apparent disdain 

(or, at best, neglect) for its citizens’ spiritual welfare. 

E. The “George Floyd” Protests 

81. On Monday, May 25, 2020—the same day that California announced that worship 

and protesting could resume under the same strict regulations—a police officer in Minneapolis, 

Minnesota killed an African-American man in his custody named George Floyd. The next day, a 

video-recording of the interaction went viral on social media, leading to protests in Minneapolis. 

The day after that, Wednesday, May 27, protests erupted in cities across the country, including a 

protest with hundreds of participants in Los Angeles. (Ex. 4-1.) Protesters in Los Angeles blocked 

the 101 Freeway and became violent. However, from the very first protest, Los Angeles officials 

turned a blind eye: no arrests were made for any reason—neither for violence or the blatant 

violations of Governor Newsom’s ban on any political protests exceeding 100 persons. (Ex. 4-2.) 

82. Two days later, on May 29, 2020, protests became violent in downtown Los Angeles 

and the Los Angeles Police Department began to enforce the law, arresting over 500 protestors. 

The charges included “Burglary, Looting, Probation Violation, Battery on Police Officer, 

Attempt[ed] Murder and Failure to Disperse,” but no citations for violations of COVID-19 

restrictions were issued. (Ex. 4-3.)  

83. Despite Newsom’s strict COVID-19 restrictions on religious services that were being 

imposed on churches, Governor Newsom publicly supported the Black Lives Matter protests. On 

May 30, Governor Newsom issued a press release “thank[ing] . . . community members who 

exercised their right to protest.” (Ex. 4-4.) The next day, Governor Newsom held a press briefing 

in which he again thanked and encouraged the protestors and the protest organizers, even going 

as far as to invoke God’s blessing on them: “To those who want to express themselves . . . God 

bless you. Keep doing it. Your rage is real.” (Ex. 4-5; 4-6.)  

84. He further stated at the press conference: “I just again want to express my deep 

gratitude and my deep humility, to those leaders of every stripe, that all across this state and all 

across our nation, are doing justice in this moment, those demonstrators who are reaching out.” 
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(Ex. 4-6.) “So I just want to thank all the leaders, not only again assembled here, but throughout 

the state, once again, for your courage, because now is a time for courage, now is a time for your 

voice to be brought to the forefront.” (Ex. 4-6.) In discussing the reason behind the protests, 

Governor Newsom “expressed sympathy and showed support for the protesters,” noting that 

“people have lost patience” and need to protest. (Ex. 4-7.) 

85. Additionally, Governor Newsom tweeted his support for the protests, recognizing 

that “millions of people are lifting up their voices in anger” and that “protesters have the right to 

protest peacefully—not be harassed.” (Ex. 4-8.) Newsom even re-tweeted a news article 

announcing an assembly of hundreds of people entitled, “Hundreds gather to paint Black Lives 

Matter street art.” (Ex. 4-8.)  

86. Therefore, with the governor’s support, the protests in Los Angeles continued and 

attendance significantly grew from May 30 to June 3, 2020. Due to the violence of the protests, 

Los Angeles began enforcing curfews. But when it came to arrests, many were reportedly due to 

violations of the curfew—not the coronavirus shut-down orders. (Ex. 4-9.)53  

87. On June 1, 2020, nearly 15,000 people gathered to protest in Oakland, California, and 

the Governor neither threatened nor imposed criminal sanctions on such gatherings despite the 

flagrant violations of his orders. (Ex. 4-15.) 

88. On June 6, 2020, thousands of other protesters assembled in Sacramento, right 

outside the Governor’s office, in blatant violation of the Governor’s orders, and no criminal 

citations or threats were issued against them. (Ex. 4-16.) 

89. By the following weekend of June 7, a protest in Hollywood had an estimated 100,000 

people in attendance. (Ex. 4-10.) 

90. On July 1, 2020, after the Governor had instructed people not to gather on July 4th, 

thousands of people again protested in Los Angeles and were not threatened with criminal 

____________________________ 
53 (See Associated Press, Los Angeles Sees Protests Downtown, in Hollywood, YOUTUBE.COM (June 
2, 2020), https://youtu.be/_HA5OQvoQc8; KTLA 5, Crowds Continue to March Through 
Downtown Los Angeles in Protest of George Floyd Killing, YOUTUBE.COM (June 4, 2020), 
https://youtu.be/vkBuAjJ5lnM.) 
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sanctions for violation of the Governor’s orders. (Ex. 4-14.) 

91. On July 12, 2020, just one day prior to the July 13 Public Health Order prohibiting 

Plaintiffs from holding any religious worship services in over 30 counties (including in small 

groups in their own homes), thousands of additional protesters gathered in Martinez, California 

without mention or threat of criminal sanction for blatantly violating the Governor’s orders. (Ex. 

4-13.) 

92. The governor is not the only one to have shown bias against churches and favor 

towards protests by discriminatorily enforcing COVID-19 orders. Los Angeles officials have also 

encouraged and participated in protests that defy the COVID-19 restrictions.  

93. In fact, on June 2, 2020, Los Angeles Mayor Garcetti joined a protest, taking a knee 

amongst a dense crowd. (Ex. 4-11.) Video footage was taken of Mayor Garcetti in the middle of a 

protest, swarmed by people who were noticeably not attempting to follow the protocols for social 

distancing.54 Mayor Garcetti stood in the video amongst a group chanting BLM slogans, 

harmonizing with their chants by words of reassurance of limiting funds for the police 

department. One media report noted that Garcetti was marching with church leaders. As can be 

seen, pastors are only targets when they are holding church services, and not when they are 

participating in politically charged protests favored by government officials.  

 
____________________________ 
54 (See Daily Nation, Los Angeles, Mayor Drops to his Knee in a Symbolic Act of Solidarity in Honour 
Of Floyd, YOUTUBE.COM (June 2, 2020), https://youtu.be/6vZSe-3dIH4.) 
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94. Los Angeles Supervisor Hilda Solis also supported the protests, with no concern as to 

safety protocols for the pandemic. In fact, in a statement, she encouraged people to take part in 

the protests in order to unify people because of the difficulties of the pandemic. She states: “This 

pandemic and economic crisis have upended our lives. I am certain we will get through this 

difficult moment together, which is why I urge all of you to give voice to George Floyd’s life, and 

the lives of all other black and brown people who were taken from us too soon due to police 

brutality.” She continued to encourage people to protest: “My hope is that the right to protest is 

practiced, and protected, nonviolently and that everyone remains safe.” In addition, Supervisor 

Solis makes it clear that it is by physically taking to the streets to protest with others, and not any 

kind of remote live streamed service such as the churches had been reduced to, that George 

Floyd is to be remembered: “We uplift George Floyd’s life by protesting his death 

peacefully.” (Ex. 4-12.) 

95. Similarly, on June 8, 2020, Supervisor Solis tweeted that she is “in solidarity with all 

peaceful protesters who gathered over the weekend at Mariachi Plaza” and referenced 

“hundreds” of protesters, sharing a video showing protesters:  
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96. Los Angeles Supervisor Sheila Kuehl has encouraged the illegal and unsafe practices 

of protestors. Supervisor Kuehl posted on Facebook a video of the June 7, 2020 protests in 

Hollywood, which shows many thousands of protesters packed together for miles on the street. 

Kuehl did not anywhere condemn the protestors for egregious violations of government orders, 

but rather encouraged and expressed her pride in the protests. “Protest has been the bedrock of 

social justice movements throughout history, and we are witnessing a moral and cultural shift 

that will ultimately lead to a more just future. Keep going.”55  

 
97. A media report of the protest estimated that as many as 100,000 people were in 

attendance at the protest. (See Ex. 4-10.) But in her official capacity as supervisor, Kuehl gave no 

warning to the protesters or ever expressed hope that they stay healthy or follow the law. 

Although older people at risk were told to stay home from church, and families were shut out of 

____________________________ 
55 (Supervisor Sheila Kuehl, Untitled Video, FACEBOOK.COM (June 8, 2020), 
https://www.facebook.com/sjkuehl/videos/342233100077423.) 
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the churches per the government’s guidelines, the supervisor encouraged people to participate in 

a protest where “parents brought their children and grandchildren brought their grandparents.” 

(Ex. 4-10; see also Ex. 4-11.) 

98. In addition, Kuehl authored a motion to require COVID-19 protective gear for law 

enforcement, and restrict arrests of illegal protestors. In essence, the motion seeks to help the 

protestors “safely” violate the ban on gatherings. 

99. When asked at a July 2, 2020 press conference about how there is selective 

enforcement between protests and other gatherings, Governor Newsom responded: “[P]eople 

. . . understand that we have a Constitution, we have a right to free speech and we are all dealing 

with a moment in our nation’s history that is profound and pronounced . . . but I recognize the 

dichotomy and to the extent the dialectic between those examples and all I can offer is this 

consideration: Do what you think is best not only for you but for the health of the people you 

love.” (Ex. 4-17 [original ellipses].) 

100. When asked about the dichotomous and disparate treatment of family, religious, 

or social gatherings and the often-violent protests in California, Governor Newsom stated that, 

“I recognize the dichotomy and to the extent the dialectic between those examples and all I can 

offer is this consideration: Do what you think is best not only for you but for the health of the 

people you love.”people also understand that we have a Constitution, we have a right to free 

speech and we are all dealing with a moment in our nation’s history that is profound and 

pronounced,” and expressed praise for the protesters flouting his orders. (Ex. 4-17.) 

101. Immediately, health experts began to worry about the consequences of the 

unregulated protests. At a national level, experts have been worried about a rise in new infections 

from the protests. (See Ex. 4-18.) 

102. Despite the encouragement from Los Angeles officials to join the massive 

protests, Los Angeles County Director of Public Health, Dr. Barbara Ferrer, has publicly stated 

that the Black Lives Matter protests caused a spike in COVID-19 cases. Dr. Ferrer stated that it is 

“highly likely” that the protests contributed to a rise in positive COVID-19 cases. (Exs. 4-17 & 4-

19.) Indeed, Dr. Ferrer confirmed that “[i]n situations where people are close together for longer 
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periods of time and it’s very crowded, we are certain that there is going to be spread. So, we’ve 

never said that there’s no spread from people who were protesting,” Dr. Ferrer stated. (Ex. 4-

20.) 

103. Mayor Garcetti had stated at a June 29, 2020, press conference that COVID-19 

spikes were not connected with the protests. However, two days later, he corrected his statement 

after meeting with Dr. Ferrer: “I talked again with Dr. Ferrer about that this morning. She does 

think some of the spread did come from our protests.” (Ex. 4-20.) 

104. Los Angeles Supervisor Kathryn Barger also confirmed that the protests helped 

facilitate the spread COVID-19. In an interview, she stated the following: “A lot of the protesters 

were not wearing a mask, and they definitely were not social distancing. And I believe that that’s 

what we’re seeing play out right now is as a result of that.” And further she admitted: “I 

definitely think there’s a direct correlation between the protesters and the spike.” (Ex. 4-21.) 

105. In full understanding of the public and private danger posed by the coronavirus, 

most churches and people of faith have conducted themselves, and intend to continue conducting 

themselves, in a manner that adheres to neutral CDC and California guidelines on social 

distancing and safe gatherings. But they cannot abide by restrictions imposed solely on them, 

either by explicitly discriminatory orders, unequal enforcement of neutral orders, or 

gerrymandered orders intended to protect favored groups. 

106. Thus, if allegedly concerned about the plight of African-Americans in our nation, 

or about the death of George Floyd, or about police brutality generally, between May 25 and June 

12, Californians were de facto allowed and encouraged to join a 1,000-person outdoor protests, 

but were not allowed to join with 101 people to pray indoors or outdoors. This discriminatory 

enforcement led millions of Americans to no longer respect the rule of law, and begin flouting it.  

F. Grace Community Church’s Response to the Coronavirus Pandemic 

107. On March 12, 2020, Pastor MacArthur and the elders of Grace Community 

Church decided to close all in-person services to temporarily protect the congregation from the 

coronavirus and began to conduct livestream services. This was before either the City, the 

County, or the State issued their stay-home orders banning gatherings. Grace Community 
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Church closed its campus officially between March 15th and July 19th. Morning and evening 

worship services went to livestream only. Grace Community Church’s regular weekly bible 

studies also began meeting on Zoom and not in person.  

108. When the City, County, and State orders came in the next few days, Grace 

Community Church voluntarily abided by them. As Pastor MacArthur explained in a sermon, 

now nearly twenty-five years old, he and Grace Community Church believe that Christians have 

a duty to obey governmental authorities: “Christians have never been permitted to storm the 

castle, to revolt against the king, to kill the officials, to overtake the city hall, to defy the police, to 

disobey the law. That is all contrary to what the Bible teaches. No matter what the form of 

government, no matter what the style in which it works, we are called to respond to governmental 

authority.”56 Indeed, “subjection to the governing authorities includes much more than simply 

obeying civil laws. It also includes genuine honor and respect for government officials as God’s 

agents for maintaining order and justice in human society.”57 

109. According to Pastor MacArthur and Grace Community Church: 

We believe the Scripture teaches that we are to submit to 
government even if that government does not function entirely (or 
even primarily) by biblical principles (Romans 13:1-7). That 
principle is explicit in Peter’s message to servants (1 Peter 2:18-19), 
which directly follows his more general comments regarding 
government (1 Peter 2:13-17). And that epistle teaches the same 
thing over and over again in varied ways: Submit even if you suffer, 
because in doing so you identify with Christ and are blessed (cf. 1 
Peter 2:21-24; 3:1-2; 4:12-14; 5:9-10). There are times when we 
must obey God rather than men, but we believe that we should 
disobey the authorities only if they command us to do 
something directly against God’s law (e.g. Acts 5:29 and its 
surrounding context). 

That is a fine distinction, but it is precisely where the issue lies. If 
we say that Christians are only required to obey their government 
when it is functioning by scriptural principles, we then nullify the 
teaching of Romans 13:1-7 and 1 Peter 2:13-17 in just about any age 

____________________________ 
56 (Pastor John MacArthur, Obeying Civil Authorities, GRACE TO YOU (Jul. 21, 1996), 
https://bit.ly/2CpKR8w.) 
57 (Pastor John MacArthur, Christians and Submitting to Government, GRACE TO YOU (Jul. 23, 
2019), https://bit.ly/3gSmzTC [quoting Romans 13:1a].) 
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of history-especially the time during which those passages were 
written! The Roman government was as corrupt and godless as any 
in history, and yet Paul and Peter told Christians to “live in 
subjection,” “submit to every ordinance,” and “honor the king.| 

So we believe that civil disobedience is justified only when 
government compels us to sin, or when there is no legal recourse 
for fighting injustice. The reason we draw the line there is simply 
because all the scriptural examples of civil disobedience fall 
squarely into those two situations. Any other kind of activism has 
no precedent in the Word of God and violates the spirit of Romans 
13 and 1 Peter 2.58 

110. Thus, during the pandemic, Grace Community Church voluntarily turned its 

focus away from in-person worship, to doing what it could to help the community. The majority 

of Grace Community Church’s staff worked from home—from March 19th through the end of 

May. And for those who were unable to work at all, Grace Community Church covered their 

hourly wages for two months. 

111. Grace Community Church began helping the community as much as it could. The 

Church began purchasing and delivering groceries to nearly one hundred needy families per 

week. Grace Community Church received significant food donations from a worldwide Christian 

non-profit, Children’s Hunger Fund, and an individual restaurateur/farmer in Orange County. 

The Church delivered groceries for 19 weeks, and estimates that it spent 3,629 man-hours (191 

hours per week) delivering the groceries.  

112. Grace Community Church also continued its prison ministry. The Church 

provided thousands of meals to Los Angeles area jails—including both men’s and women’s jails, 

such as the Pitches Detention Center, the Century Regional Detention Facility, and the Men’s 

Central Jail. 

113. Grace Community Church also did its part to help during the riots. The Church 

allowed the Los Angeles Police Department to use its parking lot as a processing center for two 

____________________________ 
58 (Pastor John MacArthur, Can Christians Participate in Civil Disobedience?, GRACE TO YOU 
(undated), https://bit.ly/340q0no [bolding added].)  
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nights during the riots, for which it received an award. In July, Grace Community Church lent its 

North Lot to the City of Los Angeles for a food drive event, for which it again received an award 

from the President of the Los Angeles City Council, Nury Martinez. 

114. Closing for even a short period of time was very difficult on the congregation and 

on the Church. Its primary function and ministry of providing worship services, training for 

children, and being a literal sanctuary or refuge for the community had been severely burdened 

and restricted. After being closed for in-person services for 19 weeks, Pastor MacArthur and the 

elders of Grace Community Church decided to reopen the church for in-person gatherings. At a 

Board of Elders meeting held on July 23, 2020, all elders present voted unanimously to reopen 

the Grace Community Church campus. The Church also decided to hold worship services in 

their regular auditorium, in part because they have no adequate place to hold services outside. 

The elders then published a statement explaining their decision: 

God has established three institutions within human society: the 
family, the state, and the church. Each institution has a sphere of 
authority with jurisdictional limits that must be respected. . . . God 
has not granted civic rulers authority over the doctrine, practice, or 
polity of the church. The biblical framework limits the authority of 
each institution to its specific jurisdiction. The church does not 
have the right to meddle in . . . civil matters while circumventing 
government officials. And similarly, government officials have no 
right to interfere in ecclesiastical matters in a way that undermines 
or disregards the God-given authority of pastors and elders. . . .  

Therefore, in response to the recent state order requiring 
churches in California to limit or suspend all meetings indefinitely, 
we, the pastors and elders of Grace Community Church, 
respectfully inform our civic leaders that they have exceeded their 
legitimate jurisdiction, and faithfulness to Christ prohibits us from 
observing the restrictions they want to impose on our corporate 
worship services. . . . 

[W]e are not making a constitutional argument. . . . The right we 
are appealing to was not created by the Constitution. It is one of 
those unalienable rights granted solely by God, who ordained 
human government and establishes both the extent and the 
limitations of the state’s authority (Romans 13:1–7). . . . In other 
words, freedom of worship is a command of God, not a privilege 
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granted by the state.59 

115. The next Sunday, July 26, 2020, Pastor MacArthur explained their decision more 

fully in his sermon: 

[A]lcohol kills three million people a year; and all the liquor stores 
were open. . . . So far this year the death of quarter of a million 
people can be traced back to smoking. Cigarettes are for sale. 
Alcohol’s for sale everywhere; you can have all you want. You can 
have a run on alcohol to the point that it eats up the aluminum 
cans. Smoking kills a quarter of a million people, cigarettes are 
available. By the way, the state had an interesting statistic: four 
hundred and forty-one thousand kids under 18 will die prematurely 
from smoking. Almost half a million kids currently under 18 will 
someday die from smoking. Where’s the ban on cigarettes? . . . 

Kill people with alcohol. Kill people with cigarettes. Kill people 
with diseases because the hospitals don’t function. Lock people up 
so that everybody’s under stress, and make sure churches can’t 
meet where it’s the only place they could find hope and help. We 
will not bow to such bizarre standards. We’ll follow our Lord and 
trust Him.60 

116. On July 29, 2020, a law firm identifying itself as counsel for the County of Los 

Angeles sent Grace Community Church a letter demanding that it cease worshipping.  

Grace Community Church conducted indoor in-person services on 
July 26, 2020, violating the State and County health orders. 
Violating these orders is a crime punishable by a fine of up to 
$1,000 and imprisonment of up to 90 days. Cal. Health & Safety 
Code § 120295. Each day that you conduct indoor services is a 
separate offense. Pursuant to the State and County health orders, 
Grace Community Church must immediately cease holding indoor 
worship services.  

The County again request Grace Community Church’s assistance 
and adherence to the health and safety protocols listed above as we 
collectively continue trying to close the spread of COVID-19 in Los 
Angeles County. Please note that unless written confirmation is 
received by 5:00 p.m. on July 30, 2020 that Grace Community 

____________________________ 
59 (Board of Elders, Christ, not Caesar, Is Head of the Church: A Biblical Case for the Church’s Duty 
to Remain Open, GRACE COMMUNITY CHURCH (Jul. 24, 2020), https://bit.ly/2PLvkD9.)  
60 (Pastor John MacArthur, We Must Obey God Rather Than Men, GRACE TO YOU (Jul. 26, 2020), 
https://bit.ly/3fMSLpX.) 
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Church will comply with the law, the County will pursue further 
action through all available avenues of relief. (Ex. 5-1.) 

117. Grace Community Church has continued permitting its members to worship, 

including on Sunday, August 2 and Sunday, August 9. It intends to continue doing so. 

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Free Exercise and Enjoyment of Religion without Discrimination or Preference: 

Article I, Section 4, of the California Constitution 

(By all Plaintiffs against all Defendants) 

118. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as though fully set forth herein. 

119. In California “[f]ree exercise and enjoyment of religion without discrimination or 

preference are guaranteed.” (Cal. Const., art. I, § 4.) 

120. “In general, the religion clauses of the California Constitution are read more 

broadly than their counterparts in the federal Constitution.” (Carpenter v. City and County of San 

Francisco (9th Cir. 1996) 93 F.3d 627, 629.) Courts “therefore review [a] challenge. . . under the 

free exercise clause of the California Constitution in the same way [they] might have reviewed a 

similar challenge under the federal Constitution after Sherbert, and before Smith. In other words, 

we apply strict scrutiny.” (Catholic Charities of Sacramento, Inc. v. Superior Court (2004) 32 

Cal.4th 527, 562 [citations omitted].) To satisfy strict scrutiny, if governmental action burdens 

religious rights, the “government action must advance interests of the highest order and must be 

narrowly tailored in pursuit of those interests.” (Espinoza v. Montana Dep’t of Revenue (2020) 140 

S.Ct. 2246, 2260.) 

121. Defendants’ mandates prohibit Plaintiffs from engaging in religious worship. 

Engaging in worship is the most fundamental right protected by the Free Exercise of Religion. 

Thus, prohibiting Plaintiffs from worshipping burdens their religious rights. 

122. Defendants’ mandates do not further an “interest[] of the highest order” for the 

simple fact that, as explained above, the cure has become more deadly than the disease. The 

“COVID-19 suicide pandemic” is greater than the COVID-19 pandemic. 
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123. Defendants’ mandates are not “narrowly tailored” to further any compelling 

governmental interest. Defendants have granted numerous special exemptions to their bans on 

public gatherings and conduct, including for purportedly “essential” businesses and activities, 

including, for example, cannabis dispensaries, abortion and other medical providers, daycare and 

childcare, and shopping. Defendants have also provided a de facto exemption for protests against 

the unjust death of George Floyd, without extending the same solicitude to Plaintiffs’ religious 

gatherings. Since these gatherings may be permitted, there can be no doubt that Defendants must 

also permit Plaintiffs to engage in religious activities and services. 

124. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law and will suffer serious and irreparable 

harm to their constitutionally protected rights unless Defendants are enjoined from 

implementing and enforcing the worship bans. 

125. Requiring Plaintiffs to only engage in state-approved religious worship, such as 

outdoors, or without singing, or without the full congregation in attendance, violates Plaintiffs’ 

free exercise rights under the California Constitution. This burdening cannot satisfy strict 

scrutiny because California permits other industries and activities to proceed unhindered. 

126. Plaintiffs have found it necessary to engage the services of private counsel to 

vindicate their rights under the law. Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to an award of attorney fees 

and costs pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1021.5. 

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Right to Liberty and Substantive Due Process: 

Article I, Sections 1 and 7, of the California Constitution 

(By all Plaintiffs against all Defendants) 

127. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as though fully set forth herein. 

128. In California, “[a]ll people are by nature free and independent and have 

inalienable rights. Among these are enjoying and defending life and liberty, acquiring, possessing, 

and protecting property, and pursuing and obtaining safety, happiness, and privacy.” (Cal. 

Const., art. I, § 1.) “A person may not be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due 
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process of law” (Cal. Const., art. I, § 7.) 

129. Federal courts in California have found that Public Health Officials could not 

quarantine 12 blocks of San Francisco Chinatown because of only nine deaths due to the bubonic 

plague. (See Jew Ho v. Williamson (C.C. Cal. 1900) 103 F. 10; Wong Wai v. Williamson (C.C. Cal. 

1900) 103 F. 1.) 

130. In Jew Ho and Wong Wai, the courts found that there were more than 15,000 

people living in the twelve blocks of San Francisco Chinatown who were to be quarantined. The 

courts found it unreasonable to shut down the ability of over 15,000 people to make a living 

because of nine deaths. This was one death for every 1,666 inhabitants of Chinatown. 

131. In Jew Ho, the court stated that it was “purely arbitrary, unreasonable, 

unwarranted, wrongful, and oppressive interference with the personal liberty of complainant” 

who had “never had or contracted said bubonic plague; that he has never been at any time 

exposed to the danger of contracting it, and has never been in any locality where said bubonic 

plague, or any germs of bacteria thereof, has or have existed.” (Jew Ho, supra, 103 F. 10.) 

132. To justify restricting liberty, California courts require that there being 

“reasonable grounds [] to support the belief that the person so held [quarantined] is infected.” 

(Ex parte Martin (1948) 83 Cal.App.2d 164.) Public Health Officials must be able to show 

“probable cause to believe the person so held has an infectious disease. . . .” Id. “[A] mere 

suspicion [of a contagious disease], unsupported by facts giving rise to reasonable or probable 

cause, will afford no justification at all for depriving persons of their liberty and subjecting them to 

virtual imprisonment under a purported order of quarantine.” (Ex parte Arta (1921) 52 Cal.App. 

380, 383 [emphasis added].) 

133. As stated above, as of August 2020, the probability of dying of COVID-19 is 

approximately half that of other leading causes of death, including heart attacks. 

134. Plaintiffs have never had or contracted said coronavirus, and are unaware of any 

member of their Church having tested positive for the coronavirus. 

135. Requiring Plaintiffs to abstain from religious worship violates their California 

Constitutional liberty and due process rights. 
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136. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law and will suffer serious and irreparable 

harm to their constitutionally protected rights unless Defendants are enjoined from 

implementing and enforcing the worship bans. 

137. Plaintiffs have found it necessary to engage the services of private counsel to 

vindicate their rights under the law. Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to an award of attorneys’ fees 

and costs pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1021.5. 

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Liberty of Speech: Article I, Section 2, of the California Constitution 

(By all Plaintiffs against all Defendants) 

138. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as though fully set forth herein. 

139. In California, “[e]very person may freely speak, write and publish his or her 

sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of this right. A law may not restrain or 

abridge liberty of speech or press.” (Cal. Const., art. I, § 2.) 

140. “The California Supreme Court has recognized that the California Constitution is 

‘more protective, definitive and inclusive of rights to expression and speech’ than the First 

Amendment to the United States Constitution.” (Rosenbaum v. City and County of San Francisco 

(9th Cir. 2007) 484 F.3d 1142, 1167.) “[A]rticle I’s right to freedom of speech, unlike the First 

Amendment’s, is unbounded in range” “and “‘unlimited’ in scope.” (Gerawan Farming, Inc. v. 

Lyons (2000) 24 Cal.4th 468, 492–493.) 

141. Defendants’ mandates violate the Liberty of Speech clause, both facially and as-

applied to Plaintiffs. 

142. Under Defendants’ mandates, public gatherings and worship services are 

prohibited. 

143. Plaintiffs engage in protected speech through worship, religious discussions, 

singing hymns, spiritual counseling, and praying with their congregation. 

144. Defendants’ imposition of their mandates is unreasonable and has a chilling effect 

on protected speech by outright banning in-person church services at the pain of criminal 
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penalty.  

145. Defendants’ mandates are unconstitutionally overbroad, and therefore void as a 

matter of law, both on their faces, and as it is applied. 

146. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law and will suffer serious and irreparable 

harm to their constitutionally protected rights unless Defendants are enjoined from 

implementing and enforcing the worship bans. 

147. Plaintiffs have found it necessary to engage the services of private counsel to 

vindicate their rights under the law. Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to an award of attorneys’ fees 

and costs pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1021.5. 

FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Equal Protection Clause: Article I, Section 7, of the California Constitution 

(By all Plaintiffs against All Defendants) 

148. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as though fully set forth herein. 

149. In California “[a] person may not be . . . denied equal protection of the laws.” 

(Cal. Const., art. I, § 7.) “California’s equal protection laws possess an independent validity from 

the Fourteenth Amendment.” (Collins v. Thurmond (2019) 41 Cal.App.5th 879, 893.) 

150. Defendants’ mandates violate Article I, section 7, of the California Constitution, 

both facially and as-applied to Plaintiffs.  

151. The equal protection of the laws assures that people who are similarly situated for 

purposes of a law are generally treated similarly by the law.  

152. “The first prerequisite to a meritorious claim under the equal protection clause is 

a showing that the state has adopted a classification that affects two or more similarly situated 

groups in an unequal manner. This initial inquiry is not whether persons are similarly situated for 

all purposes, but whether they are similarly situated for purposes of the law challenged.” (Cooley 

v. Superior Court (2002) 29 Cal.4th 228, 253 [citations omitted]; see also DiMartile v. Cuomo 

(N.D.N.Y. 2020), No. 1:20-CV-0859 (GTS/CFH), 2020 WL 4558711, at *10 [pandemic 

restrictions violated equal protection guarantees]; Deese v. City of Lodi (1937) 21 Cal.App.2d 631, 
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635 [health restrictions which did not apply to certain industries violated equal protection 

guarantees].) 

153. Under Article I of the California Constitution, people have the right to come 

together, to assemble freely, and to exercise freely and enjoy their religion without discrimination 

or preference.  

154. Plaintiffs are being treated differently from other similarly situated groups and 

people who are assembling and exercising their constitutional rights under Article I of the 

California Constitution. Defendants admitted that religious worshippers were similarly situated 

to political protestors when it created a uniform regime to similarly regulate both activities 

starting on May 25, 2020. 

155. But starting on July 13, while protestors were allowed to assemble and exercise 

their rights to petition under Article I, Plaintiffs were not allowed to similarly exercise their rights 

to worship freely and enjoy their religion. Plaintiffs are being discriminated against and protestors 

are being given preference—even though both are engaged in activities absolutely protected by 

Article I of the California Constitution, and Defendants admitted they were similarly situated.  

156. Additionally, Plaintiff Grace Community Church is a corporation. As a 

corporation, it is in a similarly situated group as other corporations in California. However, while 

many corporations are allowed to have people inside of their buildings, Grace Community 

Church is deprived of that right.  

157. Plaintiff Grace Community Church is being discriminated against because it is not 

permitted to have people inside of its building. Preferential treatment is being given to 

corporations, which Defendants arbitrarily categorize as “essential”, such as Costco, Walmart, 

Target, Albertsons, Stater Bros, Trader Joes, Sprouts, Macys, Nike, Gap, Gucci, and numerous 

other retail stores. All of these stores are allowed to have people indoor at either their retail 

stores, warehouses, or manufacturing plants. On the other hand, churches are categorized as 

“non-essential” insofar that their followers are not allowed to attend “indoor” worship services.  

158. Defendants intentionally and arbitrarily categorize entities, individuals, and 

conduct as either “essential” or “non-essential.” Those entities and persons classified as 
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“essential”—or as participating in essential services—are permitted to go about their business 

and activities. Those classified as “nonessential”—or as engaging in non-essential activities—are 

required to stay home unless it becomes necessary for them to leave for one of the enumerated 

“essential” activities. 

159. Requiring Plaintiffs to abstain from religious worship violates their California 

Constitutional equal protection rights. 

160. Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy at law and will suffer serious and irreparable 

harm to their constitutionally protected rights unless Defendants are enjoined from 

implementing and enforcing the worship bans. 

161. Plaintiffs have found it necessary to engage the services of private counsel to 

vindicate their rights under the law. Plaintiffs are therefore entitled to an award of attorneys’ fees 

and costs pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure Section 1021.5. 

FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Separation of Powers, Non-Delegation Doctrine:  

Article III, Section 3, of the California Constitution 

(By all Plaintiffs against the California State Defendants) 

162. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as though fully set forth herein. 

163. The Separation of Powers Clause of the California Constitution is an express 

separation-of-powers provision not found in the U.S. Constitution and many other state 

constitutions: “The powers of state government are legislative, executive, and judicial. Persons 

charged with the exercise of one power may not exercise either of the others except as permitted 

by this Constitution.” (Cal. Const., art. III, § 3.) 

164. Under Article III of the California Constitution, if the state legislature delegates to 

the Governor or the executive branch the power to restrict civil liberties, strict scrutiny applies. 

The legislative delegation must be narrowly tailored to meet a compelling state interest. 

165. Nearly 6 months ago, on March 4, 2020, Governor Newsom declared a State of 

Emergency in response to COVID-19 under the California Emergency Services Act, sections 
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8565 through 8574 of the Government Code. 

166. On March 19, 2020, in reliance on sections 8567 and 8267 of the Government 

Code, Government Newsom promulgated Executive Order N-33-20, which delegated wholesale 

authority to non-elected decisionmakers in the California Department of Public Health 

(“CDPH”) to fashion the state’s protocols for creating and enforcing restrictions related to 

COVID-19. 

167. In doing so, the Executive Order grants CDPH with complete discretion to decide 

fundamental issues of policy that surround the controversial topic of restricting how people may 

worship. These issues include questions related to how churches and their flock can and should 

worship, whether the public has a right to worship inside of their churches, whether people can 

sing while they worship, as well as the appropriate level of restrictions relating to how, when, and 

where people worship. 

168. Then, on July 13, 2020, then-CDPH Director, Sonia Angell—relying on 

Executive Order N-33-20—ordered “places of worship” to close indoor operations—putting 

them in the same category as “gyms and fitness centers,” “offices for non-Critical Infrastructure 

sectors,” “massage parlors, and tattoo parlors,” “hair salons and barbershops, and malls.” (Ex. 

1-13.) 

169. Non-elected decisionmakers in the CDPH are making judgments about what is 

important to a certain religion and what is not. But these decisions need to be made by the 

religions themselves—not the government. (See Cal. Const., art. I, § 4.) 

170. Additionally, Governor Newsom’s and the CDPH’s orders’ failure to address 

these fundamental policy issues has resulted in a complete lack of ascertainable standards to 

contain and guide CDPH’s exercise of delegated power to fashion restrictions on worship. 

171. The consequence of Governor Newsom declaring a State of Emergency in 

response to COVID-19 under the California Emergency Services Act, sections 8565 through 8574 

of the Government Code, has resulted in deprivation of civil liberties. 

172. However, sections 8565 through 8574 of the Government Code are not narrowly 

tailored to meet a compelling state interest because these sections lack legal text limiting the 
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Governor’s and executive branch’s restriction of civil liberties to the “the least restrictive 

alternative” or something similar—as found, for example, for court appointment of conservators 

in section 1800.3 of the Probate Code. 

173. Under the California Constitution, the legislature cannot delegate legislative 

power to the Governor or executive branch to restrict civil liberties without “the least restrictive 

alternative” legal text or something similar. 

174. As a result of the absence of this limiting language, the statutes and actions under 

the statutes restricting civil liberties violates the Separation of Powers Clause in California’s 

Constitution. 

SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

Separation of Powers, Ban on Legislative Vetoes:  

Article III, Section 3, of the California Constitution 

(By all Plaintiffs against the California State Defendants) 

175. Plaintiffs incorporate by reference all allegations contained in the preceding 

paragraphs as though fully set forth herein. 

176. The Separation of Powers Clause of the California Constitution is an express 

separation-of-powers provision not found in the U.S. Constitution and many other state 

constitutions: “The powers of state government are legislative, executive, and judicial. Persons 

charged with the exercise of one power may not exercise either of the others except as permitted 

by this Constitution.” (Cal. Const., art. III, § 3.) 

177. Under Article IV of the California Constitution, the state legislature passes the 

bills and presents them to the Governor under the Presentment Clause. 

178. On March 4, 2020, Governor Newsom declared a State of Emergency in response 

to COVID-19 under the California Emergency Services Act, sections 8565 through 8574 of the 

Government Code. 

179. The termination of such emergency power is subject to a legislative veto in section 

8629 of the Government Code, “All of the powers granted the Governor by this chapter with 

respect to a state of emergency shall terminate when the state of emergency has been terminated 
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. . . by concurrent resolution of the Legislature.” 

180. Such a legislative veto violates the Article III separation of powers provision and 

the Article IV Presentment Clause. 

181. The legislative veto of section 8269 is not severable because the legislative intent 

was to ensure that the legislature had input in terminating a state of emergency. 

182. As a result, the statutes and actions restricting civil liberties violate the Separation 

of Powers Clause in California’s Constitution. Therefore, the Governor’s emergency orders are 

themselves invalid. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully pray for judgment against Defendants and 

request the following relief: 

A. An order and judgment declaring that the Executive Orders, facially and as-applied to 

Plaintiffs, violate Article I, Sections 1, 2, 4, and 7 of the California Constitution, and 

Article III, Section 3 of the California Constitution; 

B. An order temporarily, preliminarily, and permanently enjoining and prohibiting 

Defendants from enforcing their coronavirus pandemic regulations against Plaintiffs; 

C. For attorneys’ fees and costs; and 

D. Such other and further relief as the Court deems appropriate and just. 

 

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
LIMANDRI & JONNA LLP 

 
 
Dated: August 12, 2020     By: ____________________ 
            Charles S. LiMandri 

Paul M. Jonna 
Jeffrey M. Trissell 
Noel J. Meza 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs  
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            THOMAS MORE SOCIETY 
 
 
Dated: August 12, 2020     By: ____________________ 

Jenna Ellis 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
 
 

            THOMAS MORE SOCIETY 
 
 
Dated: August 12, 2020     By: ____________________ 

Thomas Brejcha 
Peter Breen 
Erick Kaardal 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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ESSENTIAL WORKFORCE 

On March 19, 2020, Governor Newsom issued Executive Order N-33-20 directing all residents 
immediately to heed current State public health directives to stay home, except as needed to maintain 
continuity of operations of essential critical infrastructure sectors and additional sectors as the State 
Public Health Officer may designate as critical to protect health and well-being of all Californians. 

In accordance with this order, the State Public Health Officer has designated the following list of 
“Essential Critical Infrastructure Workers” to help state, local, tribal, and industry partners as they work 
to protect communities, while ensuring continuity of functions critical to public health and safety, as 
well as economic and national security.  

 
Sector Index: 

1. Health and Public Health Sector 
2. Emergency Services Sector 
3. Food and Agriculture Sector 
4. Energy Sector 
5. Water and Wastewater Sector 
6. Transportation and Logistics Sector 
7. Communications and Information Technology Sector 
8. Government Operations and Other Community-Based Essential Functions 
9. Critical Manufacturing Sector 
10. Financial Services Sector 
11. Chemical Sector 
12. Defense Industrial Base Sector  
13. Industrial, Commercial, Residential and Sheltering Facilities and Services 

 
Relevant Guidance For All Sectors: 

 Face Coverings Guidance 
 Orientación Sobre el Uso de Mascarillas de Tela 

 Self-Isolation for Older Adults and Those Who Have Elevated Risk 
 Aislamiento para Adultos Mayores y Personas que Tienen un Riesgo Elevado 

 Employers, health care workers and workers in general industry 
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1. HEALTHCARE / PUBLIC HEALTH 
 

Sector Profile 

The Healthcare and Public Health (HPH) Sector is large, diverse, and open, spanning both the public 
and private sectors. It includes publicly accessible healthcare facilities, research centers, suppliers, 
manufacturers, and other physical assets and vast, complex public-private information technology 
systems required for care delivery and to support the rapid, secure transmission and storage of large 
amounts of HPH data. 

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical: 

1. Health care providers and caregivers (including physicians, dentists, psychologists, mid-level 
practitioners, nurses, assistants, and aids; infection control and quality assurance personnel; 
pharmacists; physical, respiratory, speech and occupational therapists and assistants; social 
workers and providers serving individuals with disabilities including developmental disabilities; 
optometrists; speech pathologists; chiropractors; diagnostic and therapeutic technicians; and 
radiology technologists). 

2. Workers required for effective clinical, command, infrastructure, support service, 
administrative, security and intelligence operations across the direct patient care and full 
healthcare and public health spectrum, including accounting, administrative, admitting and 
discharge, engineering, accrediting, certification, licensing, credentialing, epidemiological, 
source plasma and blood donation, food service, environmental services, housekeeping, medical 
records, information technology and operational technology, nutritionists, sanitarians; 
emergency medical services workers; prehospital workers including but not limited to urgent 
care workers; inpatient and hospital workers; outpatient care workers; home care workers; 
workers at long-term care facilities, residential and community-based providers; workplace 
safety workers). 

3. Workers needed to support transportation to and from healthcare facilities and provider 
appointments. 

4. Workers needed to provide laundry services, food services, reprocessing of medical equipment, 
and waste management. 

5. Vendors and suppliers (including imaging, pharmacy, oxygen services, durable medical 
equipment) 

6. Workers who perform critical clinical research, development, and testing needed for COVID-19 
response.  

7. Workers in other medical and life science facilities (including Ambulatory Health and Surgical, 
Blood Banks, Clinics, Community Mental Health, Comprehensive Outpatient rehabilitation, End 
Stage Renal Disease, Health Departments, Home Health care, Hospices, Hospitals, Long Term 
Care, Organ Pharmacies, Procurement Organizations, Psychiatric, Residential, Rural Health 
Clinics and Federally Qualified Health Centers, and retail facilities specializing in medical goods 
and supplies, including cannabis). 

8. Workers for health manufacturing (including life science companies, and companies that have 
shifted production to medical supplies), materials and parts suppliers, technicians, logistics and 
warehouse operators, printers, packagers, and distributors of medical equipment (including 
those who test and repair), personal protective equipment (PPE), isolation barriers, medical 

Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical:

accounting, administrative, admitting and
discharge, engineering, accrediting, certification, licensing, credentialing,

transportation t

laundry services, f
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gases, pharmaceuticals (including materials used in radioactive drugs, and cannabis products), 
dietary supplements, blood and blood products, vaccines, testing materials, laboratory supplies, 
cleaning, sanitizing, disinfecting or sterilization supplies, personal hygiene products, and tissue 
and paper towel products. 

9. Public health / community health workers, including those who compile, model, analyze and 
communicate public health information. 

10. Behavioral and mental health workers responsible for coordination, outreach, engagement, and 
treatment to individuals in need of mental health and/or behavioral services.  

11. Donors of blood bone marrow, blood stem cell, or plasma and the workers of the organizations 
that operate and manage related activities. 

12. Workers that manage health plans, billing, and health information. 
13. Workers who conduct community-based public health functions, conducting epidemiologic 

surveillance, compiling, analyzing and communicating public health information. 
14. Workers performing IT and cybersecurity functions at healthcare and public health facilities. 
15. Workers performing security, incident management, and emergency operations functions at or 

on behalf of healthcare entities including healthcare coalitions. 
16. Pharmacy employees, including workers necessary to maintain uninterrupted prescription 

filling. 
17. Workers in retail facilities specializing in medical goods and supplies.  
18. Public health and environmental health workers, including workers specializing in environmental 

health that focus on implementing environmental controls, sanitary and infection control 
interventions, healthcare facility safety and emergency preparedness planning, engineered work 
practices, and developing guidance and protocols for appropriate PPE to prevent COVID-19 
disease transmission; Public health/ community health workers (including call center workers) 
who conduct community- based public health functions, conducting epidemiologic surveillance 
and compiling, analyzing, and communicating public health information. 

19. Mortuary services providers, including workers performing mortuary, funeral, cremation burial, 
cemetery, and related services, including funeral homes, crematoriums, cemetery workers and 
coffin makers. 

20. Workers who coordinate with other organizations to ensure the proper recovery, handling, 
identification, transportation, tracking, storage, and disposal of human remains and personal 
effects; certify cause of death; and facilitate access to behavioral and mental health services to 
the family members, responders, and survivors of an incident.  

21. Workers supporting veterinary hospitals and clinics. 

 
Relevant Sector Guidance: 

 All Facility Letters for health care facilities, including long-term care facilities 
 Health care facilities, Skilled Nursing Facilities 
 Individuals with Access and Functional Needs  
 Medical Waste Management - Interim Guidelines 
 Outpatient Healthcare Facility Infection Control Recommendations for Suspect COVID-19 Patients 
 Prioritization of Patients for Laboratory Testing for COVID-19  
 Veterinary Professionals and Premises 
 Regional Centers: 

 Visits to Licensed Residential Facilities 
 Risk Mitigation Strategies for ARFPSHN, ICF/DD-CN 

 Adult and Senior Care Facilities  

Behavioral and mental health workers 

Workers that manage health plans, billing, and health information.

Workers performing IT and cybersecurity functions 

Workers supporting veterinary hospitals 
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 Cuidado a los Adultos Mayores 
 Community care facilities, including assisted living facilities and child care 
 Medi-Cal Managed Care Health Plans: COVID – 19 Screening and Testing 
 Coverage Options Fact Sheet 

 Opciones De Cobertura 
 Department of Managed Health Care All Plan Letter 
 California Department of Insurance Bulletin 
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2. EMERGENCY SERVICES SECTOR 
 

Sector Profile 

The Emergency Services Sector (ESS) is a community of highly-skilled, trained personnel, along with 
the physical and cyber resources, that provide a wide range of prevention, preparedness, response, 
and recovery services during both day-to-day operations and incident response. The ESS includes 
geographically distributed facilities and equipment in both paid and volunteer capacities organized 
primarily at the federal, state, local, tribal, and territorial levels of government, such as city police 
departments and fire stations, county sheriff’s offices, Department of Defense police and fire 
departments, and town public works departments. The ESS also includes private sector resources, 
such as industrial fire departments, private security organizations, and private emergency medical 
services providers. 

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical: 

1. Public, private, and voluntary personnel (front line and management) in emergency 
management, law enforcement, fire and rescue services, emergency medical services, 
corrections, rehabilitation and reentry, search and rescue, hazardous material response, and 
technicians supporting maritime and aviation emergency response. 

2. Public Safety Answering Points and 911 call center employees; personnel involved in access to 
emergency services including the emergency alert system and wireless emergency alerts. 

3. Fusion Center employees 
4. Workers who support weather disaster / natural hazard monitoring, response, mitigation, and 

prevention, including personnel conducting, supporting, or facilitating wildfire mitigation 
activities 

5. Workers – including contracted vendors -- who maintain, manufacture, or supply equipment 
and services supporting law enforcement, fire, EMS, and and emergency service response 
operations (including safety equipment, electronic security, and uniforms) 

6. Workers responding to abuse and neglect of children, elders and dependent adults.  
7. Animal control officers and humane officers 
8. Security staff to maintain building access control and physical security measures 
9. Workers and contracted vendors who maintain and provide services and supplies to public 

safety facilities, including emergency communication center, public safety answering points, 
public safety communications centers, emergency operation centers, fire and emergency 
medical services stations, police and law enforcement stations and facilities. 

 
Relevant Sector Guidance: 

 Public Health Guidance about COVID-19 for California State Prisons 
 First responders, including paramedics and EMTs 
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3. FOOD AND AGRICULTURE 
 

Sector Profile 

The Food and Agricultural (FA) Sector is composed of complex production, processing, and delivery 
systems and has the capacity to feed people and animals both within and beyond the boundaries of 
the United States. Beyond domestic food production, the FA Sector also imports many ingredients 
and finished products, leading to a complex web of growers, processors, suppliers, transporters, 
distributors, and consumers. This sector is critical to maintaining and securing our food supply. 

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical: 

1. Workers supporting groceries, pharmacies, convenience stores, and other retail that sells food 
or beverage products, and animal/pet food, retail customer support service, information 
technology support staff, for online orders, pickup/takeout or delivery. 

2. Workers supporting restaurant carry-out and quick serve food operations, including food 
preparation, carry-out and delivery food employees. 

3. Food manufacturer employees and their supplier employees to include those employed in food 
ingredient production and processing facilities; aquaculture and seafood harvesting facilities; 
livestock, poultry, seafood slaughter facilities; pet and animal feed processing facilities; human 
food facilities producing by-products for animal food; beverage production facilities; and the 
production of food packaging, including recycling operations and processing. 

4. Farmers, farm and ranch workers, and agribusiness support services to include those employed 
in auction and sales; grain and oilseed handling, storage, processing and distribution; animal 
food, feed, and ingredient production, packaging, and distribution; manufacturing, packaging, 
and distribution of veterinary drugs; truck delivery and transport. 

5. Farmers, farm and ranch workers, support service workers and their supplier employees 
producing food supply domestically and for export to include those engaged in raising, 
cultivating, harvesting, packing, storing, or delivering to storage or to market or to a carrier for 
transportation to market any agricultural or horticultural commodity for human consumption; 
those engaged in producing and harvesting field crops; cannabis growers; agricultural and 
commodity inspection; fuel ethanol facilities; storage facilities; biodiesel and renewable diesel 
facilities; and other agricultural inputs 

6. Employees and firms supporting food, feed, and beverage distribution and ingredients used in 
these products including warehouse workers, vendor-managed inventory controllers, and 
blockchain managers. 

7. Workers supporting the sanitation of all food manufacturing processes and operations from 
wholesale to retail. 

8. Workers supporting the growth and distribution of plants and associated products for home 
gardens.  

9. Workers in cafeterias used to feed workers, particularly worker populations sheltered against 
COVID-19 

10. Workers in animal diagnostic and food testing laboratories  
11. Workers essential for assistance programs and government payments 
12. Government, private, and non-governmental organizations’ workers essential for food 

assistance programs (including school lunch programs) and government payments. 

Workers supporting groceries, pharmacies, convenience stores, and other retail that sells food
or beverage products, and animal/pet food, retail customer support service, information 
technology support staff, for online orders, pickup/takeout or delivery.
Workers supporting restaurant carry-out and quick serve food operations, including food 
preparation, carry-out and delivery food employees.
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13. Employees of companies engaged in the production, storage, transport, and distribution of 
chemicals; medicines, including cannabis; vaccines; and other substances used by the food and 
agriculture industry, including seeds, pesticides, herbicides, fertilizers, minerals, enrichments, 
and other agricultural production aids. 

14. Animal agriculture workers to include those employed in veterinary health (including those 
involved in supporting emergency veterinary or livestock services); raising of animals for food; 
animal production operations; livestock markets; slaughter and packing plants, manufacturers, 
renderers, and associated regulatory and government workforce.  

15. Transportation supporting animal agricultural industries, including movement of animal medical 
and reproductive supplies and material, animal vaccines, animal drugs, feed ingredients, feed, 
and bedding, live animals, animal medical materials; transportation of deceased animals for 
disposal; and associated regulatory and government workforce 

16. Workers who support sawmills and the manufacture and distribution of fiber and forest 
products, including, but not limited to timber, paper, and other wood and fiber products 

17. Employees engaged in the manufacture and maintenance of equipment and other infrastructure 
necessary to agricultural production and distribution 

18. Workers at animal care facilities that provide food, shelter, veterinary and/or routine care and 
other necessities of life for animals. 

 
Relevant Sector Guidance: 

 Food, Beverage, Other Services 
 Alimentos, Bebidas y Otros Sitios de Servicios Relacionados 

 Food Industry and Food Supply Chain 
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4. ENERGY 
 

Sector Profile 

The Energy Sector consists of widely diverse and geographically dispersed critical assets and systems 
that are often interdependent of one another. This critical infrastructure is divided into three 
interrelated segments or subsectors—electricity, oil, and natural gas—to include the production, 
refining, storage, and distribution of oil, gas, and electric power. The Energy Sector supplies fuels to 
the transportation industry, electricity to households and businesses, and other sources of energy 
that are integral to growth and production across the Nation. In turn, it depends on the Nation’s 
transportation, information technology, communications, finance, water, and government 
infrastructures.  

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not possible: 

1. Workers supporting the energy sector, regardless of the energy source, segment of the system, 
or infrastructure the worker is involved in, or who are needed to monitor, operate, engineer, 
and maintain the reliability, safety, environmental health, physical and cyber security of the 
energy system, including power generation, transmission and distribution.  

2. Workers supporting the energy sector, regardless of the energy source, needed for construction, 
manufacturing, transportation and logistics, maintenance, and permitting. 

3. IT and OT technology for essential energy sector operations including support workers, 
customer service operations, call centers, and emergency response and customer emergency 
operations; energy management systems, control systems, Supervisory Control and Data 
Acquisition SCADA systems, and energy sector entity data centers; cybersecurity engineers; and 
cybersecurity risk management. 

4. Workers providing services related to energy sector fuels and supply chains, supporting the 
procurement, mining, drilling, processing, refining, manufacturing, refueling, construction, 
logistics, transportation (including marine transport, terminals, rail and vehicle transport), 
permitting operation and maintenance, security, waste disposal, storage, and monitoring of 
support for resources;  

5. Workers supporting environmental remediation and monitoring. 
6. Workers supporting manufacturing and distribution of equipment, supplies, and parts necessary 

to maintain production, maintenance, restoration, and service at energy sector facilities across 
all energy sectors, and regardless of the energy source. 

7. Workers at Independent System Operators and Regional Transmission Organizations, and 
Network Operations staff, engineers and technicians to manage the network or operate 
facilities.  

8. Workers at Reliability Coordinator, Balancing Authorities, and primary and backup Control 
Centers, including but not limited to independent system operators, regional transmission 
organizations, and balancing authorities; and workers involved in energy commodity trading and 
scheduling. 

9. Mutual assistance personnel, which may include workers from outside of the state or local 
jurisdiction 

10. Retail fuel centers such as gas stations and truck stops, and the distribution systems that 
support them. 

Workers supporting the energy sector, regardless of the energy source, segment of the system,
or infrastructure the worker is involved in, or who are needed to monitor, operate, engineer,
and maintain the reliability, safety, environmental health, physical and cyber security of the
energy system, including power generation, transmission and distribution.
Workers supporting the energy sector, regardless of the energy source, needed for construction, 
manufacturing, transportation and logistics, maintenance, and permitting.
IT and OT technology for essential energy sector operations including support workers, 
customer service operations, call centers, 

Workers supporting environmental remediation and monitoring.
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5. WATER AND WASTEWATER 
 

Sector Profile 

The Water and Wastewater Sector is a complex sector composed of drinking water and wastewater 
infrastructure of varying sizes and ownership types. Multiple governing authorities pertaining to the 
Water and Wastewater Sector provide for public health, environmental protection, and security 
measures, among others. 

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical: 

Employees needed to operate and maintain drinking water and wastewater/drainage infrastructure, 
including: 

1. Operational staff at water authorities 
2. Operational staff at community water systems 
3. Operational staff at wastewater treatment facilities 
4. Workers repairing water and wastewater conveyances and performing required sampling or 

monitoring 
5. Operational staff for water distribution and testing 
6. Operational staff at wastewater collection facilities 
7. Operational staff and technical support for SCADA Control systems 
8. Chemical disinfectant suppliers for water and wastewater and personnel protection 
9. Workers that maintain digital systems infrastructure supporting water and wastewater 

operations 
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6. TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS 
 

Sector Profile 

The Transportation Systems Sector consists of seven key subsectors, or modes: 

 Aviation includes aircraft, air traffic control systems, and airports, heliports, and landing strips. 
Commercial aviation services at civil and joint-use military airports, heliports, and sea plane 
bases.  In addition, the aviation mode includes commercial and recreational aircraft (manned 
and unmanned) and a wide variety of support services, such as aircraft repair stations, fueling 
facilities, navigation aids, and flight schools. 

 Highway and Motor Carrier encompasses roadway, bridges, and tunnels. Vehicles include trucks, 
including those carrying hazardous materials; other commercial vehicles, including bicycles, 
commercial motor coaches and school buses; vehicle and driver licensing systems; taxis, 
transportation services including Transportation Network Companies, and delivery services 
including Delivery Network Companies; traffic management systems; AND cyber systems used 
for operational management.  

 Maritime Transportation System consists of coastline, ports, waterways, and intermodal 
landside connections that allow the various modes of transportation to move people and goods 
to, from, and on the water. 

 Mass Transit and Passenger Rail includes terminals, operational systems, and supporting 
infrastructure for passenger services by transit buses, trolleybuses, monorail, heavy rail—also 
known as subways or metros—light rail, passenger rail, and vanpool/rideshare.  

 Pipeline Systems consist of pipelines carrying natural gas hazardous liquids, as well as various 
chemicals. Above-ground assets, such as compressor stations and pumping stations, are also 
included. 

 Freight Rail consists of major carriers, smaller railroads, active railroad, freight cars, and 
locomotives.  

 Postal and Shipping includes large integrated carriers, regional and local courier services, mail 
services, mail management firms, and chartered and delivery services. 

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical: 

1. Employees supporting or enabling transportation functions, including truck drivers, bus drivers, 
dispatchers, maintenance and repair technicians, warehouse workers, truck stop and rest area 
workers, towing and recovery services, roadside assistance workers, intermodal transportation 
personnel, and workers that maintain and inspect infrastructure  

2. Working supporting or providing services that enable logistics operations for essential sectors, 
wholesale and retail sale, including warehousing, cooling, storing, packaging, and distributing 
products for wholesale or retail sale or use. 

3. Workers supporting maintenance and operation of essential highway infrastructure, including 
roads, bridges, and tunnels. 

Employees supporting or enabling transportation functions, 
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4. Workers of firms providing services, supplies, and equipment that enable warehouse and 
operations, including cooling, storing, packaging, and distributing products for wholesale or 
retail sale or use. 

5. Mass transit workers providing critical transit services and/or performing critical or routine 
maintenance to mass transit infrastructure or equipment. 

6. Employees supporting personal and commercial transportation services, including taxis, bicycle 
services, Transportation Network Companies, and delivery services including Delivery Network 
Companies 

7. Workers responsible for operating dispatching passenger, commuter and freight trains and 
maintaining rail infrastructure and equipment 

8. Maritime transportation and inland waterway workers – to include maintenance and repair – 
including port authority and commercial facility personnel, dredgers, port workers, mariners, 
ship crewmembers, ship pilots and tugboat operators, ship supply, chandler, and equipment 
operators. 

9. Workers who support the operation, inspection, and maintenance of essential dams, locks, and 
levees. 

10. Workers who support the inspection and maintenance of aids to navigation and other 
government-provided services that ensure continued maritime commerce.  

11. Workers supporting transportation of chemicals, hazardous, medical, waste and recyclable 
materials to support critical sectors and infrastructure. 

12. Automotive repair, maintenance, and transportation equipment manufacturing and distribution 
facilities. 

13. Transportation safety inspectors, including hazardous material inspectors and accident 
investigator inspectors 

14. Manufacturers and distributors (to include service centers and related operations) of lighting 
and communication systems, specialized signage and structural systems, emergency response 
equipment and support materials, printers, printed materials, packaging materials, pallets, 
crates, containers, and other supplies needed to support manufacturing, packaging staging and 
distribution operations 

15. Postal, parcel, courier, last-mile delivery, and shipping workers, to include private companies 
who accept, process, transport, and deliver information and goods. 

16. Workers who supply equipment and materials for maintenance of transportation equipment. 
17. Employees who repair and maintain vehicles, aircraft, rail equipment, marine vessels, bicycles, 

and the equipment and infrastructure that enables operations that encompass movement of 
cargo and passengers 

18. Workers who support air transportation for cargo and passengers, including operation 
distribution, maintenance, and sanitation. This includes air traffic controllers, flight dispatchers, 
maintenance personnel, ramp workers, fueling agents, flight crews, airport safety inspectors and 
engineers, airport operations personnel, aviation and aerospace safety workers, security, 
commercial space personnel, operations personnel, accident investigators, flight instructors, 
and other on- and off-airport facilities workers.  

19. Workers critical to the manufacturing, distribution, sales, rental, leasing, repair, and 
maintenance of vehicles and other transportation equipment (including electric vehicle charging 
stations) and the supply chains that enable these operations, subject to adhering public health 
guidance issued by CDPH.  

20. Workers who support the operation, inspection, and maintenance of essential public works 
facilities and operations, including bridges, water and sewer main breaks, fleet maintenance 
personnel, construction of critical or strategic infrastructure, construction material 

Mass transit workers providing critical transit services 

Employees supporting personal and commercial transportation services, including taxis,

Workers responsible for operating dispatching passenger, commuter and freight trains 

Manufacturers and distributors (to include service centers and related operations) of lighting 
and communication systems,

Automotive repair, maintenance, and transportation equipment manufacturing and distribution 
facilities.

Postal, parcel, courier, last-mile delivery, and shipping workers, to include private companies 
who accept, process, transport, and deliver information and goods.

Workers who support air transportation for cargo and passengers,

Workers critical to the manufacturing, distribution, sales, rental, leasing, repair, and 
maintenance of vehicles 
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suppliers,  traffic signal maintenance, emergency location services for buried utilities, 
maintenance of digital systems infrastructure supporting public works operations, and other 
emergent issues 

21. Workers who support, such as road and line clearing, to ensure the availability of needed 
facilities, transportation, energy and communications. 
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7. COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
 

Sector Profile 

The Communications Sector provides products and services that support the efficient operation of 
today’s global information-based society. Communication networks enable people around the world 
to contact one another, access information instantly, and communicate from remote areas. This 
involves creating a link between a sender (including voice signals) and one or more recipients using 
technology (e.g., a telephone system or the Internet) to transmit information from one location to 
another. Technologies are changing at a rapid pace, increasing the number of products, services, 
service providers, and communication options. The national communications architecture is a 
complex collection of networks that are owned and operated by individual service providers. Many 
of this sector’s products and services are foundational or necessary for the operations and services 
provided by other critical infrastructure sectors. The nature of communication networks involves 
both physical infrastructure (buildings, switches, towers, antennas, etc.) and cyber infrastructure 
(routing and switching software, operational support systems, user applications, etc.), representing 
a holistic challenge to address the entire physical-cyber infrastructure.  

 
The IT Sector provides products and services that support the efficient operation of today’s global 
information-based society and are integral to the operations and services provided by other critical 
infrastructure Sectors. The IT Sector is comprised of small and medium businesses, as well as large 
multinational companies. Unlike many critical infrastructure Sectors composed of finite and easily 
identifiable physical assets, the IT Sector is a functions-based Sector that comprises not only physical 
assets but also virtual systems and networks that enable key capabilities and services in both the 
public and private sectors. 

 
Essential Workforce – Communications, if remote working is not practical: 

1. Maintenance of communications infrastructure- including privately owned and maintained 
communication systems- supported by technicians, operators, call-centers, wireline and wireless 
providers, cable service providers, satellite operations, Internet Exchange Points, Network 
Access Points, back haul and front haul facilities, and manufacturers and distributors of 
communications equipment. 

2. Workers performing functions related to undersea cable infrastructure and support facilities, 
including cable landing sites, beach manhole vaults and covers, submarine cable depots, and 
submarine cable ship facilities 

3. Government and private sector employees supporting Department of Dense internet and 
communications facilities. 

4. Workers who support radio, television, and media service, including, but not limited to front line 
news reporters, studio, and technicians for newsgathering, reporting, and publishing news. 

5. Network Operations staff, engineers and/or technicians to include IT managers and staff, HVAC 
& electrical engineers, security personnel, software and hardware engineers, and database 
administrators that manage the network or operate facilities 

6. Workers responsible for infrastructure construction and restoration, including contractors for 
construction and engineering of fiber optic cables, buried conduit, small cells, other wireless 
facilities, and other communications sector-related infrastructure. This includes construction of 

Maintenance of communications infrastructure-

Workers who support radio, television, and media service, including, but not limited to front line
news reporters, studio, and technicians for newsgathering, reporting, and publishing news.
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new facilities and deployment of new technology required to address congestion or customer 
usage on remote services. 

7. Installation, maintenance and repair technicians that establish, support or repair service as 
needed. 

8. Central office personnel to maintain and operate central office, data centers, and other network 
office facilities, and critical support personnel assisting front line employees 

9. Customer service and support staff, including managed and professional services as well as 
remote providers of support to transitioning employees to set up and maintain home offices, 
who interface with customers to manage or support service environments and security issues, 
including payroll, billing, fraud, logistics and troubleshooting 

10. Workers providing electronic security, fire, monitoring, and life safety services, and who ensure 
physical security, cleanliness, and the safety of facilities and personnel, including those who 
provide temporary licensing waivers for security personnel to work in other States or 
Municipalities. 

11. Dispatchers involved with service repair and restoration 
12. Retail customer service personnel at critical service center locations for onboarding customers, 

distributing and repairing equipment and other supply chain personnel, to support individuals’ 
remote emergency communications needs;  

13. External Affairs personnel to assist in coordinating with local, state, and federal officials to 
address communications needs supporting COVID-19 response, public safety, and national 
security.  

14. Workers responsible for ensuring that persons with disabilities have access to and the benefits 
of various communications platforms, including those involved in the provision of 
telecommunication relay services, closed captioning of broadcast television for the deaf, video 
relay services for deaf citizens who prefer communication via American Sign Language over text, 
and audio-description for television programming. 

 
Essential Workforce - Information Technology, if remote working is not practical: 

15. Workers who support command centers, including, but not limited to Network Operations 
Command Centers, Broadcast Operations Control Center and Security Operations Command 
Centers 

16. Data center operators, including system administrators, HVAC & electrical engineers, security 
personnel, IT managers and purchasers, data transfer solutions engineers, software and 
hardware engineers, and database administrators 

17. Workers who support client service centers, field engineers, and other workers supporting 
critical infrastructure, as well as manufacturers and supply chain vendors that provide hardware 
and software, support services, research and development, information technology equipment 
(to include microelectronics and semiconductors), and HVAC and electrical equipment  for 
critical infrastructure and test labs and certification agencies that qualify such equipment for 
critical infrastructure. 

18. Workers needed to pre-empt and respond to cyber incidents involving critical infrastructure,, 
and entities supporting the functioning of critical infrastructure sectors  

19. Suppliers, designers, transporters and other workers supporting the manufacture, distribution, 
and construction of essential global, national and local infrastructure for computing services 
(including cloud computing services and teleworking capabilities), business infrastructure, 
financial transactions, web-based services, and critical manufacturing 
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20. Workers supporting communications systems, information technology, and work from home 
solutions  

21. Employees required to support Software as a Service businesses that enable remote working, 
performance of business operations, distance learning, media services, and digital health 
offerings, or required for technical support crucial for business continuity and connectivity. 
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8. GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS AND OTHER COMMUNITY-BASED 
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS 

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical. 

1. Critical government workers, as defined by the employer and consistent with Continuity of 
Operations Plans and Continuity of Government plans. 

2. County workers responsible for determining eligibility for safety net benefits 
3. The Courts, consistent with guidance released by the California Chief Justice 
4. Workers who support administration and delivery of unemployment insurance programs, 

income maintenance, employment service, disaster assistance, workers’ compensation 
insurance and benefits programs, and pandemic assistance 

5. Workers to ensure continuity of building functions, including but not limited to security and 
environmental controls, the manufacturing and distribution of the products required for these 
functions, and the permits and inspection for construction. 

6. Elections personnel 
7. Federal, State, and Local, Tribal, and Territorial employees who support Mission Essential 

Functions and communications networks 
8. Trade Officials (FTA negotiators; international data flow administrators) 
9. Weather forecasters 
10. Workers that maintain digital systems infrastructure supporting other critical government 

operations 
11. Workers who support necessary credentialing, vetting and licensing operations for critical sector 

workers and operations. 
12. Workers who are critical to facilitating trade in support of the national, state, and local 

emergency response supply chain 
13. Workers supporting public and private childcare establishments, pre-K establishments, K-12 

schools, colleges, and universities for purposes of distance learning, provision of school 
meals, or care and supervision of minors to support essential workforce across all sectors 

14. Staff at government offices who perform title search, notary, and recoding services in support of 
mortgage and real estate services and transactions;  

15. Workers and instructors supporting academies and training facilities and courses for the 
purpose of graduating students and cadets that comprise the essential workforce for all 
identified critical sectors 

16. Clergy for essential support and faith-based services that are provided through streaming or 
other technologies that support physical distancing and state public health guidelines. 

17. Human services providers, especially for at risk populations, including home delivered meal 
providers for older adults, people with disabilities, and others with chronic health conditions; 
home-maker services for frail, homebound, older adults; personal assistance services providers 
to support activities of daily living for older adults, people with disabilities, and others with 
chronic health conditions who live independently in the community with supports and services; 
home health providers who deliver health care services for older adults, people with disabilities, 
and others with chronic health conditions who live independently in the community with 
supports and services. 

18. Government entities, and contractors that work in support of local, state, and federal public 
health and medical mission sets, including but not limited to supporting access to healthcare 
and associated payment functions, conducting public health functions, providing medical care, 

Elections personnel

Weather forecasters

Clergy for essential support and faith-based services that are provided through streaming or
other technologies that support physical distancing and state public health guidelines.
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supporting emergency management, or other services necessary for supporting the COVID-19 
response.  

 
Relevant Sector Guidance: 

 Schools and institutions of higher education 
 Guidance for schools (PDF) 
 Directrices para las escuelas sobre el nuevo coronavirus o COVID-19 (PDF) 
 Guidance for colleges and universities 
 Directrices para las instituciones de educación superior sobre el nuevo coronavirus o 

COVID-19 
 Guidance for K-12 Schools: Distance Learning, School Meals, Child Care and Student Supervision 
 Guidance for Using Disinfectants at Schools and Child Cares 

 Recordatorios para el uso de desinfectantes en las escuelas y guarderías 
 Community care facilities, including assisted living facilities and child care 
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9. CRITICAL MANUFACTURING 
 

Sector Profile 

The Critical Manufacturing Sector identifies several industries to serve as the core of the sector: 
Primary Metals Manufacturing, Machinery Manufacturing, Electrical Equipment, Appliance, and 
Component Manufacturing, Transportation Equipment Manufacturing Products made by these 
manufacturing industries are essential to many other critical infrastructure sectors.  

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical 

1. Workers necessary for the manufacturing of metals, industrial minerals, semiconductors, 
materials and products needed for supply chains of the critical infrastructure sectors. 

2. Workers necessary for the manufacturing of materials and products needed to manufacture 
medical equipment and personal protective equipment 

3. Workers necessary for mining and production of critical minerals, materials and associated 
essential supply chains, and workers engaged in the manufacture and maintenance of 
equipment and other infrastructure necessary for mining production and distribution.  

4. Workers who produce or manufacture parts or equipment that supports continued operations 
for any essential services and increase in remote workforce, including computing and 
communication devices, semiconductors, and equipment such as security tools for Security 
Operations Centers (SOCs) or data centers.  

5. Workers manufacturing or providing parts and equipment that enable the maintenance and 
continued operation of essential businesses and facilities. 
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10. FINANCIAL SERVICES 
 

Sector Profile 

The Financial Services Sector includes thousands of depository institutions, providers of investment 
products, insurance companies, other credit and financing organizations, and the providers of the 
critical financial utilities and services that support these functions. Financial institutions vary widely 
in size and presence, ranging from some of the world’s largest global companies with thousands of 
employees and many billions of dollars in assets, to community banks and credit unions with a small 
number of employees serving individual communities. Whether an individual savings account, 
financial derivatives, credit extended to a large organization, or investments made to a foreign 
country, these products allow customers to: Deposit funds and make payments to other parties; 
Provide credit and liquidity to customers; Invest funds for both long and short periods; Transfer 
financial risks between customers. 

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical: 

1. Workers who are needed to process and maintain systems for processing financial transactions 
and services, including payment, clearing, and settlement; wholesale funding; insurance 
services; and capital markets activities 

2. Workers who are needed to maintain orderly market operations to ensure the continuity of 
financial transactions and services. 

3. Workers who are needed to provide business, commercial, and consumer access to banking and 
non-bank financial and lending services, including ATMs, lending money transmission, and to 
move currency, checks, securities, and payments 

4. Workers who support financial operations, such as those staffing call, data and security 
operations centers, managing physical security, or providing accounting services. 

5. Workers supporting production and distribution of debit and credit cards. 
6. Workers providing electronic point of sale support personnel for essential businesses and 

workers. 
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11. CHEMICAL & HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
 

Sector Profile 

The Chemical Sector—composed of a complex, global supply chain—converts various raw materials 
into diverse products that are essential to modern life. Based on the product produced, the sector 
can be divided into five main segments, each of which has distinct characteristics, growth dynamics, 
markets, new developments, and issues: Basic chemicals; Specialty chemicals; Agricultural 
chemicals; Pharmaceuticals; Consumer products. 

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical: 

1. Workers supporting the chemical and industrial gas supply chains, including workers at chemical 
manufacturing plants, workers in laboratories, workers at distribution facilities, workers who 
transport basic raw chemical materials to the producers of industrial and consumer goods, 
including hand sanitizers, food and food additives, pharmaceuticals, textiles, building materials, 
plumbing, electrical and paper products. 

2. Workers supporting the safe transportation of chemicals, including those supporting tank truck 
cleaning facilities and workers who manufacture packaging items 

3. Workers supporting the production of protective cleaning and medical solutions, personal 
protective equipment, disinfectants, and packaging that prevents the contamination of food, 
water, medicine, among others essential products 

4. Workers supporting the operation and maintenance of facilities (particularly those with high risk 
chemicals and/ or sites that cannot be shut down) whose work cannot be done remotely and 
requires the presence of highly trained personnel to ensure safe operations, including plant 
contract workers who provide inspections 

5. Workers who support the production and transportation of chlorine and alkali manufacturing, 
single-use plastics, and packaging that prevents the contamination or supports the continued 
manufacture of food, water, medicine, and other essential products, including glass container 
manufacturing 

6. Workers at nuclear facilities, workers managing medical waste, workers managing waste from 
pharmaceuticals and medical material production, and workers at laboratories processing test 
kits 

7. Workers who support hazardous materials response and cleanup 
8. Workers who maintain digital systems infrastructure supporting hazardous materials 

management operations 
9. Workers who support the removal, storage, and disposal of residential and commercial solid 

waste and hazardous waste, including landfill and recycling operations. 
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12. DEFENSE INDUSTRIAL BASE 
 

Sector Profile 

The Defense Industrial Base Sector is the worldwide industrial complex that enables research and 
development, as well as design, production, delivery, and maintenance of military weapons systems, 
subsystems, and components or parts, to meet U.S. military requirements. The Defense Industrial 
Base partnership consists of Department of Defense components, Defense Industrial Base 
companies and their subcontractors who perform under contract to the Department of Defense, 
companies providing incidental materials and services to the Department of Defense, and 
government-owned/contractor-operated and government-owned/government-operated facilities. 
Defense Industrial Base companies include domestic and foreign entities, with production assets 
located in many countries. The sector provides products and services that are essential to mobilize, 
deploy, and sustain military operations.  

 
Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical: 

1. Workers who support the essential services required to meet national security commitments to 
the federal government and U.S. Military, including, but are not limited to, space and aerospace 
workers, nuclear matters workers, mechanical and software engineers (various disciplines), 
manufacturing and production workers, IT support, security staff, security personnel, 
intelligence support, aircraft and weapon system mechanics and maintainers, and sanitary 
workers who maintain the hygienic viability of necessary facilities. 

2. Personnel working for companies, and their subcontractors, who perform under contract or sub-
contract to the Department of Defense (DoD) and the Department of Energy (DoE) (on nuclear 
matters), as well as personnel at government-owned/contractor operated facilities, and who 
provide materials and services to the DoD and DoE (on nuclear matters), including support for 
weapon systems, software systems and cybersecurity, defense and intelligence 
communications, surveillance, sale of U.S. defense articles and services for export to foreign 
allies and partners (as authorized by the U.S. government), and space systems and other 
activities in support of our military, intelligence, and space forces.  
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13. INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL, RESIDENTIAL, and SHELTERING FACILITIES 
AND SERVICES 
 

Essential Workforce, if remote working is not practical: 

1. Construction Workers who support the construction, operation, inspection, and maintenance of 
construction sites and construction projects (including housing, commercial, and mixed-use 
construction); and workers who support the supply chain of building materials from production 
through application/installation, including cabinetry, fixtures, doors, cement, hardware, 
plumbing, electrical, heating/cooling, refrigeration, appliances, paint/coatings, and employees 
who provide services that enable repair materials and equipment for essential functions. 

2. Workers such as plumbers, electricians, exterminators, and other service providers who provide 
services that are necessary to maintaining the safety, sanitation, construction material sources, 
and essential operation of construction sites and construction projects (including those that 
support such projects to ensure the availability of needed facilities, transportation, energy and 
communications; and support to ensure the effective removal, storage, recycling and disposal of 
solid waste and hazardous waste) 

3. Workers such as plumbers, electricians, exterminators, and other service providers who provide 
services that are necessary to maintaining the safety, sanitation, and essential operation of 
residences, businesses, and buildings such as hospitals and senior living facilities, including any 
facility supporting COVID-19 response. 

4. Workers who support the supply chain of building materials from production through 
application and installation, including cabinetry, fixtures, doors, cement, hardware, plumbing 
(including parts and services), electrical, heating and cooling, refrigeration, appliances, paint and 
coatings, and workers who provide services that enable repair materials and equipment for 
essential functions. 

5. Workers in hardware and building materials stores, consumer electronics, technology and 
appliances retail, and related merchant retailers, wholesalers and distributors that support 
essential workforce functions where sales and operations cannot be conducted online 

6. Warehouse operators, including vendors and support personnel critical for business continuity 
(including heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) and electrical engineers, security 
personnel, and janitorial staff), e-commerce or online commerce, and customer service for 
essential functions. 

7. Workers supporting the operations of commercial buildings that are critical to safety, security, 
and the continuance of essential activities, such as on-site property managers, building 
engineers, security staff, fire safety directors, janitorial personnel, and service technicians (e.g., 
mechanical, HVAC, plumbers, electricians, and elevator). 

8. Workers supporting ecommerce through distribution, warehouse, call center facilities, and 
other essential operational support functions, that accept, store, and process goods, and that 
facilitate their transportation and delivery 

9. Workers distributing, servicing, repairing, installing residential and commercial HVAC systems, 
boilers, furnaces and other heating, cooling, refrigeration, and ventilation equipment. 

10. Workers managing or servicing hotels or other commercial and residential buildings that are 
used for COVID-19 mitigation and containment measures, treatment measures, provide 
accommodation for essential workers, or providing housing solutions, including measures to 
protect homeless populations. 
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11. Workers responsible for the leasing of residential and commercial properties to provide 
individuals and families with ready access to available housing. 

12. Residential and commercial real estate workers, limited to scheduled property viewings to a 
potential buying party. This does not extend to open-house viewings, nor viewings with more 
than one buying party at a time. 

13. Professional services, such as legal or accounting services, when necessary to assist in 
compliance with legally mandated activities and critical sector services 

14. Workers responsible for handling property management, maintenance, and related service calls 
who can coordinate the response to emergency “at-home” situations requiring immediate 
attention, as well as facilitate the reception of deliveries, mail, and other necessary services.  

15. Workers supporting the entertainment industries, studios, and other related establishments, 
provided they follow covid-19 public health guidance around physical distancing. 

16. Workers that provide or determine eligibility for food, shelter, in-home supportive services, 
child welfare, adult protective services and social services, and other necessities of life for 
economically disadvantaged or otherwise needy individuals (including family members) 

17. Workers performing services in support of the elderly and disabled populations who coordinate 
a variety of services, including health care appointments and activities of daily living. 

18. Workers who provide support to vulnerable populations to ensure their health and well-being 
including family care providers.  

19. Workers providing dependent care services, particularly those whose services ensure essential 
workers can continue to work.  

20. Workers who support food, shelter, and social services, and other necessities of life for 
economically disadvantaged or otherwise needy individuals, such as those residing in shelters. 

21. Workers in laundromats, laundry services, and dry cleaners. 
22. Workers providing disinfection services, for all essential facilities in essential sectors 
23. Workers necessary for the installation, maintenance, distribution, and manufacturing of water 

and space heating equipment and its components. 
24. Support required for continuity of services, including commercial disinfectant services, 

janitorial/cleaning personnel, and support personnel functions that need freedom of movement 
to access facilities in support of front-line employees. 

 
Relevant Sector Guidance: 

 Cleaning & Waste Management for Residences 2/2020 
 Essential/Emergency Personnel Providing Critical In-Home Services 
 Home cleaning with COVID-19 positive individuals 
 Recommended Strategic Approaches for COVID-19 Response for Individuals Experiencing 

Homelessness 
 Flow Chart: COVID-19 Recommended Protocol for People Experiencing Homelessness 
 Homeless Assistance Providers 
 Immigrant Communities 

 Las Comunidades de Inmigrantes   
 Pets & People 

 

Workers supporting the entertainment industries, studios, and other related establishments, 
provided they follow covid-19 public health guidance around physical distancing.

Workers in laundromats, laundry services, and dry cleaners.
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Californians have been staying home and saving lives since the start of our statewide stay-at

home order issued on March 19, 2020. These efforts have allowed the state to move forward on 

our road ma~ for modifying the statewide order. 

We are now moving into Stage 2, where some lower-risk workplaces can gradually open with 

adaptations. The state is issuing guidance to help these workplaces reopen safely. 

> 
STAGE 1: 
Safety and preparedness 

Make workplaces safe for our essential workers. 

(Current stage) 

> 
STAGE2: 
Lower-risk workplaces 

Gradually reopen retail (curbside only), manufacturing & logistics. Later, relax 

retail restrictions, adapt & reopen schools, child care, offices & limited 

hospitality, personal services. 
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> 
STAGE3: 
Higher-risk workplaces 

Adapt and reopen movie theaters, religious services, & more 

personal & hospitality services. 

> 
STAGE4: 
End of Stay Home Order 

Reopen areas of highest risk: e.g. Concerts, conventions, sports arenas. 

When modifications are advanced and the state's six indicators show we've made enough 

progress, we can move to the next stage of the roadmap. 

Stage 2 expansion will be phased in gradually. Some communities may move through Stage 2 

faster if they are able to show greater progress and counties that have met the readiness criteria 

and worked with the California Department of Public Health can open more workplaces as 

outlined in the County,: Variance Guidance. 

Industry guidance to reduce the risk 

California will move into Stage 2 of modifying the state's Stay-at-Home order on May 8, 2020. 

Our progress in achieving key P-Ublic health metrics will allow a gradual re-opening of 

California's economy. 

We recognize the impact of economic hardship. We must get our economy roaring once again 

and put paychecks in people's pockets. But the risk of COVID-19 infection is still real for all 

Californians and continues to be fatal. 

That is why every business should take every step humanly possible to reduce the risk of 

infection: 
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• Make radical changes within the workplace 

• Adjust practices by employees and help educate customers 

Below are guidance for each early Stage 2 business to follow. The goal is a safe, clean 

environment for workers and customers. Businesses may use effective alternative or innovative 

methods to build upon the guidance. 

Review the guidance that is relevant to your workplace, prepare a plan based on the guidance 

for your industry, and put it into action. 

When complete, you can post the industry-specific checklist (below) in your workplace to show 

your customers and your employees that you've reduced the risk and open for business. 

Before, reopening, all facilities must: 

1. Perform a detailed risk assessment and implement a site-specific protection plan 

2. Train employees on how to limit the spread of COVID-19, including how to screen 

themselves for sy:mgtoms and stay home if they have them 

3. Implement individual control measures and screenings 

4. Implement disinfecting protocols 

5. Implement physical distancing guidelines 

To provide your input on future industry guidance, fill out the California Recovery: RoadmaP

survey:. 

It is critical that employees needing to self-isolate because of COVID-19 are encouraged to stay 

at home, with sick leave policies to support that, to prevent further infection in your workplace. 

Additional information on government programs supporting sick leave and worker's 

compensation for COVID-19 can be found here. 

I! Agriculture and livestock 

The guidance for the agriculture and livestock jndustr:v. provides guidelines to 

create a safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the agriculture 

and livestock industr:v. in your workplace to show customers and employees that 

you've reduced the risk and are open for business. 
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rw., Auto-dealerships 

The guidance for the automobile dealershiQs and rental OQerators industrY. 

provides guidelines to create a safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the automobile 

dealershiP-s and rental oQerators industry in your workplace to show customers 

and employees that you've reduced the risk and are open for business. 

Ii Communications infrastructure 

The guidance for the communications infrastructure jndustn~ provides 

guidelines to create a safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the 

communications infrastructure industrY. in your workplace to show customers 

and employees that you've reduced the risk and are open for business. 

~ Construction 

This guidance for the construction industry_provides guidelines to create a safer 

environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the construction 

industrY. in your workplace to show customers and employees that you've 

reduced the risk and are open for business. 

C> Delivery services 

The guidance for the deliverY. services industrY. provides guidelines to create a 

safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the deliverY. 
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services industry_in your workplace to show customers and employees that 

& Energy and utilities 

The guidance for the energy and utilities industry: provides guidelines to create a 

safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the energy...filld 

utilities industry: in your workplace to show customers and employees that 

you've reduced the risk and are open for business. 

~ Food packing 

The guidance for facilities that process or pack meat, dairy:, provides guidelines 

to create a safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for facilities that 

process or pack meat,...d..filry....QLproduce in your workplace to show customers 

and employees that you've reduced the risk and are open for business. 

Bin Hotels and lodging 

The guidance for the hotels and lodging industry: provides guidelines to create a 

safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the hotels and 

lodging industry: in your workplace to show customers and employees that 

you've reduced the risk and are open for business. 

$ Life sciences 
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Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the Life sciences 

industry_ in your workplace to show customers and employees that you've 

reduced the risk and are open for business. 

m Logistics and Warehousing Facilities 

The guidance for businesses OQerating in the Logistics/warehousing industry_ 

provides guidelines to create a safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the 

Logistics/warehousing industry_ in your workplace to show customers and 

employees that you've reduced the risk and are open for business. 

Manufacturing 

The guidance for the manufacturing industry_provides guidelines to create a 

safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the 

manufacturing industry_ in your workplace to show customers and employees 

that you've reduced the risk and are open for business. 

Ill Mining and logging 

The guidance for the mining and Logging industries provides guidelines to create 

a safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the mining and 

Logging industries in your workplace to show customers and employees that 

you've reduced the risk and are open for business. 
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The guidance for businesses operating in office workspaces provides guidelines 

to create a safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for office 

workspaces in your workplace to show customers and employees that you've 

reduced the risk and are open for business. 

0 Ports 

This Guidance for the port industry,: provides guidelines to create a safer 

environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the port industry,: 

in your workplace to show customers and employees that you've reduced the 

risk and are open for business. 

~ Public Transit and Intercity Passenger Rail 

This guidance for public transit agencies provides guidelines to create a safer 

environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for public transit 

.agencies in your workplace to show customers and employees that you've 

reduced the risk and are open for business. 

0 Real estate transaction 

This Guidance for businesses operating in the real estate industry,: provides 

guidelines to create a safer environment for workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for the real estate 

industry,: in your workplace to show customers and employees that you've 

reduced the risk and are open for business. 
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~Retail 

This guidance for retailers provides guidelines to create a safer environment for 

workers. 

Review the guidance, prepare a plan, and post the checklist for retailers in your 

workplace to show customers and employees that you've reduced the risk and 

are open for business. 

Customers and individuals 

Customers and individuals are encouraged to stay home if they have a fever or other COVID-19 

symptoms. Those with symptoms or elevated temperatures should not shop, get services in 

person, go to work or congregate with others. If you're not sure if this applies to you, check your 

symptoms with this SY.mQtom Screener. 

Higher risk individuals should continue to stay home until Stage 4. 

Roadmap for Reopening Businesses 

Before re-opening, all facilities must first perform a detailed risk assessment and implement a 

site-specific protection plan. Adaptations need to be made before Stage 2 workplaces can open 

- currently that includes modifications like curbside pickup at retail locations. 

STAGE 1: Safety and Preparedness 

> 
Only essential businesses and workplaces are open 

See the full list of essential workforce designations on the essential workforce 

page. 

STAGE 2: Lower-risk workplaces 
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> 
Can open with modifications 

• Curbside retail, including but not limited to: Bookstores, jewelry stores, toy 

stores, clothing stores, shoe stores, home and furnishing stores, sporting 

goods stores, antique stores, music stores, florists. Note: this will be phased

in, starting first with curbside pickup and delivery only until further notice. 

• Supply chains supporting the above businesses, in manufacturing and 

logistical sectors 

Can open later in Stage 2: 

• Destination retail, including shopping malls and swap meets. 

• Personal services, limited to: car washes, pet grooming, tanning facilities, 

and landscape gardening. 

• Office-based businesses (telework remains strongly encouraged) 

• Dine-in restaurants (other facility amenities, like bars or gaming areas, are 

not permitted) 

• Schools and childcare facilities 

• Outdoor museums and open gallery spaces 

NOT in Stage 1 or 2: Higher-risk Workplaces 

• Personal services such as nail salons, tattoo parlors, gyms and fitness 

studios 

• Hospitality services, such as bars and lounges 

• Entertainment venues, such as movie theaters, gaming facilities, and pro 

sports 

• Indoor museums, kids museums and gallery spaces, zoos, and libraries 
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• Religious services and cultural ceremonies 

• Nightclubs 

• Concert venues 

• Festivals 

• Thoma n~rl<c:: 

Department of Public Health 

Governor's Newsroom 

Statewide COVID19 Hotline 

Accessibility 

Privacy Policy 

Feedback 

Official California State Government Website 
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COVID-19 
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and Providers of 

Religious Services 

and Cultural 

Ceremonies 

May 25, 2020 

covid19.ca.gov 



OVERVIEW 
On March 19, 2020, the State Public Health Officer and Director of the California 

Department of Public Health issued an order requiring most Californians to stay at home 

to disrupt the spread of COVID-19 among the population.  

The impact of COVID-19 on the health of Californians is not yet fully known. Reported 

illness ranges from very mild (some people have no symptoms) to severe illness that may 

result in death. Certain groups, including people aged 65 or older and those with serious 

underlying medical conditions, such as heart or lung disease or diabetes, are at higher 

risk of hospitalization and serious complications. Transmission is most likely when people 

are in close contact with an infected person, even if that person does not have any 

symptoms or has not yet developed symptoms. 

Precise information about the number and rates of COVID-19 by industry or 

occupational groups, including among critical infrastructure workers, is not available at 

this time. There have been multiple outbreaks in a range of workplaces, indicating that 

workers are at risk of acquiring or transmitting COVID-19 infection. Examples of these 

workplaces include places of worship, long-term care facilities, prisons, food 

production, warehouses, meat processing plants, and grocery stores.  

As stay-at-home orders are modified, it is essential that all possible steps be taken to 

ensure the safety of workers and the public.  

Key prevention practices include: 

✓ physical distancing to the maximum extent possible,

✓ use of face coverings by employees and volunteers (where respiratory protection

is not required) and congregants/visitors,

✓ frequent handwashing and regular cleaning and disinfection,

✓ training employees and volunteers on these and other elements of the COVID-19

prevention plan.

In addition, it will be critical to have in place appropriate processes to identify new 

cases of illness in workplaces and, when they are identified, to intervene quickly and 

work with public health authorities to halt the spread of the virus.  

PURPOSE 
This document provides guidance for places of worship and providers of religious 

services and cultural ceremonies (referred to collectively as “places of worship”) to 

support a safe, clean environment for employees, interns and trainees, volunteers, 

scholars, and all other types of workers (referred to collectively as “staff”) as well as 

congregants, worshippers, visitors, etc. (referred to collectively as “visitors” or 

“congregants”). 
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This guidance does not obligate places of worship to resume in-person activity. Further, 

it is strongly recommended that places of worship continue to facilitate remote services 

and other related activities for those who are vulnerable to COVID19 including older 

adults and those with co-morbidities. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, convening in a congregational setting of 

multiple different households to practice a personal faith carries a relatively higher risk 

for widespread transmission of the COVID-19 virus, and may result in increased rates of 

infection, hospitalization, and death, especially among more vulnerable populations. In 

particular, activities such as singing and group recitation negate the risk-reduction 

achieved through six feet of physical distancing. 

*Places of worship must therefore limit attendance to 25% of building capacity or a

maximum of 100 attendees, whichever is lower. This limitation will be in effect for the first

21-days of a county public health department’s approval of religious services and

cultural ceremonies activities at places of worship within their jurisdictions.

Upon 21-days, the California Department of Public Health, in consultation with county 

Departments of Public Health, will review and assess the impact of these imposed limits 

on public health and provide further direction as part of a phased-in restoration of 

activities in places of worship. 

NOTE: This guidance is not intended for food preparation and service, delivery of 

items to those in need, childcare and daycare services, school and educational 

activities, in-home caregiving, counseling, office work, and other activities that 

places and organizations of worship may provide. Organizations that perform 

these activities must follow applicable guidance on the COVID-19 Resilience 

Roadmap website.  

The guidance is not intended to revoke or repeal any employee rights, either statutory, 

regulatory or collectively bargained, and is not exhaustive, as it does not include 

county health orders, nor is it a substitute for any existing safety and health-related 

regulatory requirements such as those of Cal/OSHA.1 Stay current on changes to public 

health guidance and state/local orders, as the COVID-19 situation continues. Cal/OSHA 

has more safety and health guidance on their Cal/OSHA Guidance on Requirements to 

Protect Workers from Coronavirus webpage. The CDC has additional guidance for 

community- and faith-based organizations. 

https://covid19.ca.gov/roadmap/
https://covid19.ca.gov/roadmap/
https://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/coronavirus/General-Industry.html
https://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/coronavirus/General-Industry.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/guidance-community-faith-organizations.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/guidance-community-faith-organizations.html
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Workplace Specific Plan 

• Establish a written, workplace-specific COVID-19 prevention plan at every 

location, perform a comprehensive risk assessment of all work areas, and 

designate a person at each workplace to implement the plan. 

• Identify contact information for the local health department where the 

workplace is located for communicating information about COVID-19 

outbreaks among staff and congregants/visitors. 

• Train and communicate with staff and employee representatives on the 

plan. 

• Regularly evaluate workplaces for compliance with the plan and 

document and correct deficiencies identified. 

• Investigate any COVID-19 illness and determine if any work-related 

factors could have contributed to risk of infection. Update the plan as 

needed to prevent further cases. 

• Identify close contacts (within six feet for 15 minutes or more) of an 

infected staff member and take steps to isolate COVID-19 positive staff 

and close contacts.  

• Adhere to the guidelines below. Failure to do so could result in workplace 

illnesses that may cause operations to be temporarily closed or limited.  

 

 

Topics for Employee and Volunteer Training 

• Information on COVID-19, how to prevent it from spreading, and which 

underlying health conditions may make individuals more susceptible to 

contracting the virus.  

• Self-screening at home, including temperature and/or symptom checks 

using CDC guidelines.  

• The importance of not coming to work or participating in activities if staff 

have symptoms of COVID-19 as described by the CDC, such as a 

frequent cough, fever, difficulty breathing, chills, muscle pain, sore throat, 

recent loss of taste or smell, or if they or someone they live with have 

been diagnosed with COVID-19.  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
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• To seek medical attention if their symptoms become severe, including 

persistent pain or pressure in the chest, confusion, or bluish lips or face. 

Updates and further details are available on CDC’s webpage. 

• The importance of frequent handwashing with soap and water, including 

scrubbing with soap for 20 seconds (or using hand sanitizer with at least 

60% ethanol or 70% isopropanol when staff cannot get to a sink or 

handwashing station, per CDC guidelines). 

• The importance of physical distancing, both at work and off work time 

(see Physical Distancing section below). 

• Proper use of face coverings, including: 

o Face coverings do not protect the wearer and are not personal 

protective equipment (PPE).   

o Face coverings can help protect people near the wearer, but do not 

replace the need for physical distancing and frequent handwashing.  

o Face coverings must cover the nose and mouth. 

o Employees should wash or sanitize hands before and after using or 

adjusting face coverings.  

o Avoid touching the eyes, nose, and mouth. 

o Face coverings should be washed after each shift.  

• Ensure all types of staff including temporary, contract, and volunteer 

workers are also properly trained in COVID-19 prevention policies and 

have necessary PPE. Discuss these responsibilities ahead of time with 

organizations supplying temporary, contract, and/or volunteer staff. 

• Information on employer or government-sponsored leave benefits the 

employee may be entitled to receive that would make it financially 

easier to stay at home. See additional information on government 

programs supporting sick leave and worker’s compensation for COVID-

19, including employee’s sick leave rights under the Families First 

Coronavirus Response Act and employee’s rights to workers’ 

compensation benefits and presumption of the work-relatedness of 

COVID-19 pursuant to the Governor’s Executive Order N-62-20. 

  

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/hand-sanitizer-use.html
https://www.labor.ca.gov/coronavirus2019/#chart
https://www.labor.ca.gov/coronavirus2019/#chart
https://www.labor.ca.gov/coronavirus2019/#chart
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/pandemic/ffcra-employee-paid-leave
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/pandemic/ffcra-employee-paid-leave
https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/5.6.20-EO-N-62-20-text.pdf
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Individual Control Measures and Screening 

• Provide temperature and/or symptom screenings for all staff at the 

beginning of their shift. Make sure the temperature/symptom screener 

avoids close contact with staff to the extent possible. Both screeners and 

staff should wear face coverings for the screening.  

• If requiring self-screening at home, which is an appropriate alternative to 

providing it at the establishment, ensure that screening was performed 

prior to the worker and/or volunteer leaving the home for their shift and 

follows CDC guidelines, as described in the Topics for Employee Training 

section above. 

• Encourage staff and congregants/visitors who are sick or exhibiting 

symptoms of COVID-19, or who have family members who are ill, to stay 

home. 

• Employers should provide and ensure workers and volunteers use all 

required protective equipment, including eye protection and gloves, 

where necessary. 

• Places of worship should consider where disposable gloves use may be 

helpful to supplement frequent handwashing or use of hand sanitizer; 

examples are for staff who are screening others for symptoms or handling 

commonly touched items. All workers and volunteers should wear gloves 

when handling items contaminated by body fluids.   

• Face coverings are strongly recommended when staff are in the vicinity 

of others. Workers and volunteers should have face coverings available 

and wear them when at all facilities, in offices, when making home visits 

as part of providing services, or in a vehicle during work-related travel 

with others. Face coverings must not be shared. Places of worship are 

generally encouraged to provide face coverings but must provide them 

when required by employer rules or these guidelines. 

• Staff, volunteers, etc. should not enter the home or visit someone who as 

tested positive for, exhibited symptoms of, or has been in contact with 

someone infected with COVID-19 for an appropriate waiting period as 

described by CDC guidelines. 

• Places of worship must take reasonable measures, including posting 

signage in strategic and highly-visible locations, to remind 

congregants/visitors that they should use face coverings and practice 

physical distancing whenever possible. Babies and children under age 

two should not wear face coverings, in accordance with CDC guidelines.  

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fsymptoms-testing%2Fsymptoms.html&data=02%7C01%7C%7C0e663c4f0cba4038919508d7f530e0d9%7C56b731a8a2ac4c32bf6b616810e913c6%7C1%7C0%7C637247462597521114&sdata=%2BFs3zTA%2BLulYN7LUIa%2F%2F41%2BfiWhX7yKYbv9ci6ognOw%3D&reserved=0
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/quarantine-isolation.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-childcare.html
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• Use social media, website, texts, email, newsletters, etc., to communicate 

the steps being taken to protect congregants/visitors and staff so that 

they are familiar with the policies (including to stay home if experiencing 

symptoms or are at increased risk of becoming sick, face coverings, 

physical distancing, handwashing and/or sanitizing, and cough 

etiquette), before arriving at the facility. Staff and volunteers are strongly 

encouraged to remind congregants/visitors of these practices with 

announcements during services or on welcoming guests. 

• Congregants/visitors should be screened for temperature and/or 

symptoms upon arrival to places of worship and asked to use hand 

sanitizer and to wear face coverings.  

 

Cleaning and Disinfecting Protocols 

• Perform thorough cleaning of high traffic areas such as lobbies, halls, 

chapels, meeting rooms, offices, libraries, and study areas and areas of 

ingress and egress including stairways, stairwells, handrails, and elevator 

controls. Frequently disinfect commonly used surfaces including 

doorknobs, toilets, handwashing facilities, pulpits and podiums, donation 

boxes or plates, altars, and pews and seating areas. 

• Establish frequent cleaning and disinfection of personal work areas such 

as desks and cubicles and supply the necessary cleaning products. 

Provide time for workers to implement cleaning practices during their 

shift. Cleaning assignments should be assigned during working hours as 

part of the staff’s job duties. 

• Discourage sharing items used in worship and services (such as prayer 

books, cushions, prayer rugs, etc.) whenever possible and provide single-

use or digital copies or ask congregants/visitors to bring personal items 

instead. Avoid sharing work equipment and supplies, such as phones, 

office equipment, computers, etc., wherever possible. Never share PPE. 

• Where such items must be shared, disinfect between shifts or uses, 

whichever is more frequent, including the following: shared office 

equipment (copiers, fax machines, printers, telephones, keyboards, 

staplers, etc.) and items in shared worship items, etc., with a cleaner 

appropriate for the surface. 

• Ensure that sanitary facilities stay operational and stocked at all times 

and provide additional soap, paper towels, and hand sanitizer when 

needed. Consider more frequently cleaning and disinfecting 

handwashing facilities that are used more often. Use signage to reinforce 

handwashing. 
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• Disinfect microphones and stands, music stands, instruments and other 

items on pulpits and podiums between each use. Consult equipment 

manufacturers to determine appropriate disinfection steps, particularly 

for soft, porous surfaces such as foam mufflers.  

• Consider using disposable seat covers for congregants/visitors, 

particularly on porous surfaces or where a facility has multiple daily 

services. Discard and replace seat covers between each use. Provide 

disposable or washable covers on pillows used as seating on floors and 

change/wash them after each use. 

• Install hand sanitizer dispensers, touchless whenever possible, at 

entrances and contact areas such as meeting rooms, lobbies, and 

elevator landings. 

• When choosing cleaning chemicals, establishments should use products 

approved for use against COVID-19 on the Environmental Protection 

Agency (EPA)-approved list and follow product instructions. Use 

disinfectants labeled to be effective against emerging viral pathogens, 

diluted household bleach solutions (5 tablespoons per gallon of water), or 

alcohol solutions with at least 70% alcohol that are appropriate for the 

surface. Provide staff training on manufacturer’s directions and Cal/OSHA 

requirements for safe use. Workers and volunteers using cleaners or 

disinfectants should wear gloves or other protective equipment as 

required by the product instructions. 

• Wash religious garments and linens after each service or event, at the 

highest water setting possible. Ask congregants/visitors to bring their own 

storage bags for personal garments and shoes. Staff, congregants, and 

visitors should wear gloves when handling others’ dirty linens, shoes, etc. 

• Discontinue passing offering plates and similar items that move between 

people. Use alternative giving options such as secure drop boxes that do 

not require opening/closing and can be cleaned and disinfected. 

Consider implementing digital systems that allow congregants/visitors to 

make touch-free offerings.  

• Mark walking paths between spaces designated for congregants/visitors 

to sit/kneel so that people do not walk where someone may touch their 

head to the floor. 

• During meetings and services, introduce fresh outside air, for example by 

opening doors/windows (weather permitting) and operating ventilation 

systems. 

• Consider installing portable high-efficiency air cleaners, upgrading the 

building’s air filters to the highest efficiency possible, and making other 

https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
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modifications to increase the quantity of outside air and ventilation in 

worship areas, offices, and other spaces. 

 

Physical Distancing Guidelines 

• Places of worship should continue to provide services through alternative 

methods (such as via internet live and/or recorded streaming, telephone, 

drive-in, etc.) whenever possible.  

• Consider holding in-person meetings and providing in-person services 

outside whenever possible.  

• Implement measures to ensure physical distancing of at least six feet 

between workers, staff, congregants/visitors, etc. This can include use of 

physical partitions or visual cues (e.g., floor or pew markings or signs to 

indicate where people should sit and stand). Reconfigure seating and 

standing areas to maintain physical distancing of six feet or more 

between congregants/visitors from different households. Consider limiting 

seating to alternate rows. Members of the same household may be 

seated together but should maintain at least six feet of distance from 

other households.  

• Consider dedicating staff to help people maintain distances during 

activities. 

• Shorten services to limit the length of time congregants/visitors spend at 

facilities whenever possible. This could include limiting speeches, asking 

congregants/visitors to put on garments at home before arrival, etc.  

• Close places of worship for visitation outside of scheduled services, 

meetings, etc., whenever possible.  

• Consider implementing a reservation system to limit the number of 

congregants/visitors attending facilities at a time. This can include the use 

of digital platforms or other types of tools. 

• Encourage congregants/visitors to meet with the same group, particularly 

when services meet frequently and/or require a certain number of 

people to be present. This can reduce the spread of transmission by 

minimizing the number of different individuals who come into close 

contact with each other. 

• Consider offering additional meeting times (per day or per week) so that 

fewer guests attend meetings and services at one time. Clean meeting 

areas between each use as described in this guidance. 
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• Discontinue large gatherings that encourage congregants/visitors to 

travel and break physical distances during activities, such as concerts, 

large holiday and life event celebrations and remembrances.  

• Children should remain in the care of those in their household unit and not 

interact with children of other parties at any time while visiting facilities. 

Close play areas and discontinue activities and services for children 

where physical distancing of at least six feet cannot be maintained.  

• Encourage congregants/visitors to physically distance themselves from 

others outside their household, avoid touching surfaces, and to leave the 

facility if they do not feel well.   

• Consider limiting touching for religious and/or cultural purposes, such as 

holding hands, to members of the same household. 

• Dedicate staff to direct guests to meeting rooms upon entry to places of 

worship rather than congregating in lobbies or common areas. Consider 

using ushers to help people find places to sit and stand that are at least 

six feet apart from other guests/household groups. Ask 

congregants/visitors to arrive and leave in a single group to minimize 

crossflow of people. Welcome and dismiss congregants/visitors from 

altars, podiums, meeting rooms, etc. in an orderly way to maintain 

physical distancing and minimize crossflow of traffic, to the extent 

possible. 

• Prop or hold doors open during peak periods when congregants/visitors 

are entering and exiting facilities, if possible and in accordance with 

security and safety protocols.   

• Close or restrict common areas, such as break rooms, kitchenettes, foyers, 

etc. where people are likely to congregate and interact. Consider 

installing barriers or increase physical distance between tables/seating 

when there is continued use of these areas.  

• Turn off public drinking water fountains and place signs informing 

congregants/visitors they are inoperable.  

• Remove from service or find low-community touch alternatives for 

communal/religious water containers such as fonts, sinks, and vessels. 

Empty and change water between uses. Where there is a possibility of 

contaminant splash, staff, congregants, visitors, etc., are strongly 

encouraged to use equipment to protect the eyes, nose, and mouth 

using a combination of face coverings, protective glasses, and/or face 

shields. Reusable protective equipment such as shields and glasses should 

be properly disinfected between uses. 

• When washing is a required activity, modify practices whenever possible 

to limit splashing and the need to clean and disinfect washing facilities. 
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Encourage necessary washing to be performed at home prior to entering 

a facility, if possible.  

• Reconfigure podiums and speaker areas, office spaces, meeting rooms, 

conference rooms, etc., to allow for at least six feet between people. 

Face coverings are strongly recommended at all times for 

congregants/visitors and staff, especially when physical distance of at 

least six feet is not possible. 

• Establish directional hallways and passageways for foot traffic, if possible, 

and designate separate routes for entry and exit into meeting rooms, 

offices, etc., to help maintain physical distancing and lessen the instances 

of people closely passing each other. 

• Limit the number of individuals riding in an elevator and ensure the use of 

face coverings. Post signage regarding these policies. 

• Utilize practices, when feasible and necessary, to limit the number of staff 

and congregants/visitors in office, meeting spaces, etc., at one time. This 

may include scheduling (e.g. staggering start/end times), establishing 

alternating days for onsite reporting, returning to places of worship in 

phases, or continued use of telework when feasible.  

• Consider offering workers and volunteers who request modified duties 

options that minimize their contact with congregants/visitors and other 

staff (e.g., office duties rather than working as an usher or managing 

administrative needs through telework).  

• Stagger staff breaks, in compliance with wage and hour regulations, to 

maintain physical distancing protocols.  

• Discontinue nonessential travel and encourage distance meetings via 

phone and internet. 

• Close self-service item selection such as pamphlet displays and 

bookshelves and provide these items to congregants/visitors individually 

as necessary. Consider delivering items and information electronically. 

• Consider limiting the number of people that use the restroom at one time 

to allow for physical distancing.  

• Discourage staff, congregants, visitors, etc., from engaging in 

handshakes, hugs, and similar greetings that break physical distance. 

Take reasonable measures to remind people to wave or use other 

greetings. 

• Reconfigure parking lots to limit congregation points and ensure proper 

separation (e.g., closing every other space). If performing drive-in 
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services, ensure vehicle windows and doors are closed if six feet of 

distance is not possible between vehicles.  

• Continue to support non-in person attendance of services and other 

related activities by those who are vulnerable to COVID19 including older 

adults and those with co-morbidities. 

 

Considerations for Places of Worship 

• Discontinue offering self-service food and beverages. Do not hold 

potlucks or similar family-style eating and drinking events that increase 

the risk of cross contamination. If food and beverages must be served, 

provide items in single-serve, disposable containers whenever possible.  

Employees or volunteers serving food should wash hands frequently and 

wear disposable gloves and face coverings.  

• Strongly consider discontinuing singing, group recitation, and other 

practices and performances where there is increased likelihood for 

transmission from contaminated exhaled droplets. Modify practices such 

as limiting the number people reciting or singing, ensuring physical 

distancing greater than six feet between people, or opt to celebrate 

these practices outside with physical distancing, etc., if these practices 

cannot be discontinued.  

• Consider modifying practices that are specific to particular faith traditions 

that might encourage the spread of COVID-19. Examples are 

discontinuing kissing of ritual objects, allowing rites to be performed by 

fewer people, avoiding the use of a common cup, offering communion 

in the hand instead of on the tongue, providing pre-packed communion 

items on chairs prior to service, etc., in accordance with CDC guidelines.  

 

Considerations for Funerals 

• Consider reduced visitor capacity and stagger visitation times at funerals, 

wakes, etc., if possible. Follow all cleaning and disinfection measures as 

described in this guidance. Whenever possible, remind visitors to maintain 

physical distance from each other, from staff and volunteers, and from 

the deceased.  

• Consider modifying religious or cultural practices when washing or 

shrouding bodies of those who have died from COVID-19, in accordance 

with guidance from CDPH and the CDC. If washing the body or shrouding 

are important religious or cultural practices, work with funeral home staff 

and families to reduce exposure as much as possible. All people 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/guidance-community-faith-organizations.html
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/funerals.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html#COVID-19-and-Funerals
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participating in these activities must wear disposable gloves and if there 

will be splashing of fluids, people must use additional protective 

equipment including protection for the eyes, nose, and mouth, such as 

face shields.  

• Consult and comply with local guidance regarding limits on gathering 

sizes, travel, holding funerals for those who died from COVID-19, etc.  

• Consider other recommendations and modifications of services related 

to places of worship outlined above, as applicable for funeral services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1Additional requirements must be considered for vulnerable populations. Places of worship must 

comply with all Cal/OSHA standards and be prepared to adhere to its guidance as well as 

guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the California 

Department of Public Health (CDPH). Additionally, places of worship must be prepared to alter 

their operations as those guidelines change. 

https://www.dir.ca.gov/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/cid/dcdc/pages/guidance.aspx
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/cid/dcdc/pages/guidance.aspx
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All individuals living in the State of California are current ly ordered to stay home or 

at their place of residence, except for 12ermitted work, local shopping or other 

permitted errands, or as otherwise authorized (including in the Questions & 

Answers below). 

On March 19, 2020, an Executive Order (PDF). and Public Health Order (PDF). 

directed all Californ ians to stay home except to go to an essential job or to shop for 

essent ial needs. 

On May 4, 2020, an Executive Order (PDF). informed local healt h jurisdictions and 

industry sectors that t hey may gradually reopen under new modifications and 

) Homepage 

) Stay home order 

v Questions and answers 

v Protected activity 

v Business and taxes 



 

indust ry sectors t hat t hey may gradually reopen under new modifications and 

guidance provided by the state per t he May 7, 2020 Public Health Order (PDF)_. 

See essential jobs and Q1;1en sectors 

Questions and answers 

What is the relationship between the order and these questions 
and answers? 

The Governor has ordered Californians to obey t he directives of the 

State Public Health Officer. Those directives take many forms; they 

include specific materials linked on t his page, as well as these questions 

and answers. These questions and answers are directives from t he 

State Public Health Officer, and have t he same force and effect as other 

State Public Health Officer d irect ives. 

When does the stay home order go into effect and how long will 
we stay home? What areas of the state are covered? 
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When does the stay home order go into effect and how long will 
we stay home? What areas of the state are covered? 

The order went into eff ect on Thursday, March 19, 2020. The order is in place unti l 

further notice. It covers the whole state of Californ ia. 

As of May 8, the stay home order was modif ied. We are now in t he f irst phase of 

Stage 2. This means in addit ion to essential activit y, retail is allowed, along w ith 

the inf rastructure to support it . As of May 12, offices, limited services, and outdoor 

museums are also permitted to open. 

Six key health and scientific indicators w ill be considered before mod ifying t he 

st ate's stay home order to allow additional Stage 2 activity. 

What's open? + 

What's closed? + 

Is it safe to shop at these businesses? + 
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Is it safe to shop at these businesses? 

Can the Order be changed? 

How does this order interact with local orders to shelter in 
place? Does it supersede them? 

If I am not an Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker, can I still 
leave the house? 

Can I organize a gathering, such as a party or a protest? 

The California Department of Public Health has determined that all 

public gatherings wit h people who are not members of your household 

- in any indoor or outdoor space- should be postponed or canceled to 

curb community spread of COVID-19. State agencies are not issuing 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
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curb community spread of COVID-19. State agencies are not issuing 

permits for any gatherings- of any size, or any kind- at this t ime. 

Gatherings will be permitted again once public health offic ials determine 

they can be conducted in a manner consistent w ith public health and 

safety. In the meantime, please postpone or cancel your gathering, and 

consider whether you can find alternat ive ways to host your event that 

do not require an in-person, physical gathering. 

Protected activities 

Can I engage in political protest? 

Yes, as explained below, although in-person protests present special public health 

concerns. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, bringing members of dif ferent 

households together to engage in in-person protest carries a higher risk of 

widespread t ransmiss ion of COVID-19. Such gatherings may result in increased rates 

of infect ion, hospitalization, and death, especially among more vulnerable 

populations. In particular, act ivities like chanting, shout ing, singing, and group 
.............. :+ ..... + ; ................................. + ...... + h ......... :,... 1, ......... ..... . . ...... + ; ...................... a.... ; .... ............ + i.... ....... . . ....... i.... ,...;,, + ............ + ..... + ...... a.... •• ,...: ........... 1 ,.J;,...+ ............... ; .... ....... 
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populations. In particular, act ivities like chant ing, shout ing, singing, and group 

recitation negate the risk-reduction achieved through six f eet of physical d istancing. 

Therefore it is strongly recommended that those exercising their right to engage in 

political expression (including, for example, their right to pet ition the government) 

should ut ilize alternative channels, such as the many on line and broadcast ing 

platforms available in the digital age, in place of in-person gatherings. 

However, state public health directives do not prohibit in-person protests as long as (1) 

attendance is limited to 25% of the relevant area's maximum occupancy, as defined 

by the relevant local permitting authority or other relevant authority, or a maximum of 

100 attendees, whichever is lower, and (2) physical distancing of six feet between 

persons or groups of persons from different households is maintained at all t imes. 

Failure to maintain adequate physical d istancing may resu lt in an order to disperse or 

other enforcement act ion. Face coverings are strongly recommended. 

Part icipant s must ma intain a physical d istance of six feet from any uniformed peace 

officers and other public safety personnel present, unless otherwise directed, and 

follow all other requirements and directives imposed by local health officers and law 

enforcement, or other applicable authorit ies. 

Th is limitat ion on attendance w ill be rev iewed at least once every 21 days, beginning 

May 25, 2020. This rev iew will assess the impacts of t hese imposed limits on public 

health and provide further d irect ion as part of a phased-in restoration of gatherings 
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health and prov ide further direct ion as part of a phased-in restoration of gatherings 

that implicate the First Amendment. 

How do I vote? + 

Can I practice my religious faith? 

Yes. Practicing your faith is a constitut ionally-protected activity and may manifest in 

many different forms. 

Although in-person religious gatherings- like other in-person gatherings- have been 

restricted to prevent the t ransmission of COVID-19, on May 25, 2020, the State Public 

Healt h Officer began to ease restrict ions on in-person religious gatherings. In 

particular, the State Public Health Officer now authorizes County Departments of 

Public Health to allow collect ive act ivit ies at places of worship, subject to condit ions 

to support a safe, clean environment for employees, interns and t rainees, volunteers, 

scholars, and all other types of workers as well as congregant s, worshippers, and 

visitors. 
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What conditions must be met to resume religious services at 
places of worship? 

Full information on conditions imposed by the state can be found at_guidance for 

12laces of worshi12..: Additionally condit ions may be imposed by local public health 

officials. This guidance does not obligate places of worship to resume in-person 

act ivity and it is strongly recommended that places of worship cont inue to facilitate 

remote services and other alternatives to in-person religious practice for those who 

are vulnerable to COVID19. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, convening in a congregat ional sett ing of 

mult iple d ifferent households to pract ice a personal fa ith carries a higher risk of 

widespread t ransmission of COVID-19, and may result in increased rates of infect ion, 

hospitalizat ion, and death, especially among more vulnerable populat ions. In 

part icular, act ivit ies like singing and group recitation dramatically increase the risk of 

COVID-19 t ransmission. 

Places of worship must therefore limit attendance to 25% of building capacity or a 

maximum of 100 at tendees, whichever is lower. This limitat ion will be in effect fo r t he 

f irst 21-days of a county public health department's approval of religious services and 

cultural ceremonies act ivities at places of worship within their j urisdict ions. 
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Can children attend group activities (like Sunday school or 
Hebrew school) at places of worship? 

At this time, no. Children should remain in the care of t hose in their household unit 

and not interact with children of other parties at all t imes while visit ing fac ilit ies. 

Addit ionally, places of worship must discont inue activit ies and services for children 

(including, for example, shared play areas) where physical distancing of at least six 

feet cannot be maintained. 

When will these conditions change for places of worship? 

Every 21 days, the California Department of Public Health, in consultat ion with count y 

Department s of Public Health, will review and assess t he impacts of t hese imposed 

limits on public health and provide furt her d irect ion as part of a phased-in restoration 

of act ivit ies in places of worship. This is because COVID-19 has an incubat ion period 

of 14 days; t he 21-day interval account s for this incubat ion period and provides for an 

additional seven days for t horough review, analysis, and preparat ion of modif ica tions. 
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COVID-19 
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Religious Services 

and Cultural 

Ceremonies 
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covid19.ca.gov 



OVERVIEW 
On March 19, 2020, the State Public Health Officer and Director of the California 

Department of Public Health issued an order requiring most Californians to stay at home 

to disrupt the spread of COVID-19 among the population.  

The impact of COVID-19 on the health of Californians is not yet fully known. Reported 

illness ranges from very mild (some people have no symptoms) to severe illness that may 

result in death. Certain groups, including people aged 65 or older and those with serious 

underlying medical conditions, such as heart or lung disease or diabetes, are at higher 

risk of hospitalization and serious complications. Transmission is most likely when people 

are in close contact with an infected person, even if that person does not have any 

symptoms or has not yet developed symptoms. 

Precise information about the number and rates of COVID-19 by industry or 

occupational groups, including among critical infrastructure workers, is not available at 

this time. There have been multiple outbreaks in a range of workplaces, indicating that 

workers are at risk of acquiring or transmitting COVID-19 infection. Examples of these 

workplaces include places of worship, long-term care facilities, prisons, food 

production, warehouses, meat processing plants, and grocery stores.  

As stay-at-home orders are modified, it is essential that all possible steps be taken to 

ensure the safety of workers and the public.  

Key prevention practices include: 

✓ physical distancing to the maximum extent possible,  

✓ use of face coverings by employees and volunteers (where respiratory protection 

is not required) and congregants/visitors,  

✓ frequent handwashing and regular cleaning and disinfection, 

✓ training employees and volunteers on these and other elements of the COVID-19 

prevention plan. 

In addition, it will be critical to have in place appropriate processes to identify new 

cases of illness in workplaces and, when they are identified, to intervene quickly and 

work with public health authorities to halt the spread of the virus.  

PURPOSE 
This document provides guidance for places of worship and providers of religious 

services and cultural ceremonies (referred to collectively as “places of worship”) to 

support a safe, clean environment for employees, interns and trainees, volunteers, 

scholars, and all other types of workers (referred to collectively as “staff”) as well as 

congregants, worshippers, visitors, etc. (referred to collectively as “visitors” or 

“congregants”). 
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This guidance does not obligate places of worship to resume in-person activity. Further, 

it is strongly recommended that places of worship continue to facilitate remote services 

and other related activities for those who are vulnerable to COVID19 including older 

adults and those with co-morbidities. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, convening in a congregational setting of 

multiple different households to practice a personal faith carries a relatively higher risk 

for widespread transmission of the COVID-19 virus, and may result in increased rates of 

infection, hospitalization, and death, especially among more vulnerable populations. In 

particular, activities such as singing and group recitation negate the risk-reduction 

achieved through six feet of physical distancing. 

*Places of worship must therefore limit indoor attendance to 25% of building capacity or

a maximum of 100 attendees, whichever is lower. Local Health Officers are advised to 

consider appropriate limitations on outdoor attendance capacities, factoring their 

jurisdiction's key COVID-19 health indicators. At a minimum, outdoor attendance should 

be limited naturally through implementation of strict physical distancing measures of a 

minimum of six feet between attendees from different households, in addition to other 

relevant protocols within this document. 

This revised limitation will be in effect for 21-days, at which time the California 

Department of Public Health, in consultation with local Departments of Public Health, 

will review and assess the impact of these imposed limits on public health and provide 

further direction as part of a phased-in restoration of activities in places of worship. 

NOTE: This guidance is not intended for food preparation and service, delivery of 

items to those in need, childcare and daycare services, school and educational 

activities, in-home caregiving, counseling, office work, and other activities that 

places and organizations of worship may provide. Organizations that perform 

these activities must follow applicable guidance on the COVID-19 Resilience 

Roadmap website.  

The guidance is not intended to revoke or repeal any employee rights, either statutory, 

regulatory or collectively bargained, and is not exhaustive, as it does not include 

county health orders, nor is it a substitute for any existing safety and health-related 

regulatory requirements such as those of Cal/OSHA.1 Stay current on changes to public 

health guidance and state/local orders, as the COVID-19 situation continues. Cal/OSHA 

has more safety and health guidance on their Cal/OSHA Guidance on Requirements to 

Protect Workers from Coronavirus webpage. The CDC has additional guidance for 

community- and faith-based organizations. 

https://covid19.ca.gov/roadmap/
https://covid19.ca.gov/roadmap/
https://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/coronavirus/General-Industry.html
https://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/coronavirus/General-Industry.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/guidance-community-faith-organizations.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/guidance-community-faith-organizations.html
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Workplace Specific Plan 

• Establish a written, workplace-specific COVID-19 prevention plan at every

location, perform a comprehensive risk assessment of all work areas, and

designate a person at each workplace to implement the plan.

• Identify contact information for the local health department where the

workplace is located for communicating information about COVID-19

outbreaks among staff and congregants/visitors.

• Train and communicate with staff and employee representatives on the

plan.

• Regularly evaluate workplaces for compliance with the plan and

document and correct deficiencies identified.

• Investigate any COVID-19 illness and determine if any work-related

factors could have contributed to risk of infection. Update the plan as

needed to prevent further cases.

• Identify close contacts (within six feet for 15 minutes or more) of an

infected staff member and take steps to isolate COVID-19 positive staff

and close contacts.

• Adhere to the guidelines below. Failure to do so could result in workplace

illnesses that may cause operations to be temporarily closed or limited.

Topics for Employee and Volunteer Training 

• Information on COVID-19, how to prevent it from spreading, and which

underlying health conditions may make individuals more susceptible to

contracting the virus.

• Self-screening at home, including temperature and/or symptom checks

using CDC guidelines.

• The importance of not coming to work or participating in activities if staff

have symptoms of COVID-19 as described by the CDC, such as a

frequent cough, fever, difficulty breathing, chills, muscle pain, sore throat,

recent loss of taste or smell, or if they or someone they live with have

been diagnosed with COVID-19.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
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• To seek medical attention if their symptoms become severe, including

persistent pain or pressure in the chest, confusion, or bluish lips or face.

Updates and further details are available on CDC’s webpage.

• The importance of frequent handwashing with soap and water, including

scrubbing with soap for 20 seconds (or using hand sanitizer with at least

60% ethanol or 70% isopropanol when staff cannot get to a sink or

handwashing station, per CDC guidelines).

• The importance of physical distancing, both at work and off work time

(see Physical Distancing section below).

• Proper use of face coverings, including:

o Face coverings do not protect the wearer and are not personal

protective equipment (PPE).

o Face coverings can help protect people near the wearer, but do not

replace the need for physical distancing and frequent handwashing.

o Face coverings must cover the nose and mouth.

o Employees should wash or sanitize hands before and after using or

adjusting face coverings.

o Avoid touching the eyes, nose, and mouth.

o Face coverings should be washed after each shift.

• Ensure all types of staff including temporary, contract, and volunteer

workers are also properly trained in COVID-19 prevention policies and

have necessary PPE. Discuss these responsibilities ahead of time with

organizations supplying temporary, contract, and/or volunteer staff.

• Information on employer or government-sponsored leave benefits the

employee may be entitled to receive that would make it financially

easier to stay at home. See additional information on government

programs supporting sick leave and worker’s compensation for COVID-

19, including employee’s sick leave rights under the Families First

Coronavirus Response Act and employee’s rights to workers’

compensation benefits and presumption of the work-relatedness of

COVID-19 pursuant to the Governor’s Executive Order N-62-20.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/hand-sanitizer-use.html
https://www.labor.ca.gov/coronavirus2019/#chart
https://www.labor.ca.gov/coronavirus2019/#chart
https://www.labor.ca.gov/coronavirus2019/#chart
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/pandemic/ffcra-employee-paid-leave
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/whd/pandemic/ffcra-employee-paid-leave
https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/5.6.20-EO-N-62-20-text.pdf
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Individual Control Measures and Screening 

• Provide temperature and/or symptom screenings for all staff at the

beginning of their shift. Make sure the temperature/symptom screener

avoids close contact with staff to the extent possible. Both screeners and

staff should wear face coverings for the screening.

• If requiring self-screening at home, which is an appropriate alternative to

providing it at the establishment, ensure that screening was performed

prior to the worker and/or volunteer leaving the home for their shift and

follows CDC guidelines, as described in the Topics for Employee Training

section above.

• Encourage staff and congregants/visitors who are sick or exhibiting

symptoms of COVID-19, or who have family members who are ill, to stay

home.

• Employers should provide and ensure workers and volunteers use all

required protective equipment, including eye protection and gloves,

where necessary.

• Places of worship should consider where disposable gloves use may be

helpful to supplement frequent handwashing or use of hand sanitizer;

examples are for staff who are screening others for symptoms or handling

commonly touched items. All workers and volunteers should wear gloves

when handling items contaminated by body fluids.

• Face coverings are strongly recommended when staff are in the vicinity

of others. Workers and volunteers should have face coverings available

and wear them when at all facilities, in offices, when making home visits

as part of providing services, or in a vehicle during work-related travel

with others. Face coverings must not be shared. Places of worship are

generally encouraged to provide face coverings but must provide them

when required by employer rules or these guidelines.

• Staff, volunteers, etc. should not enter the home or visit someone who as

tested positive for, exhibited symptoms of, or has been in contact with

someone infected with COVID-19 for an appropriate waiting period as

described by CDC guidelines.

• Places of worship must take reasonable measures, including posting

signage in strategic and highly-visible locations, to remind

congregants/visitors that they should use face coverings and practice

physical distancing whenever possible. Babies and children under age

two should not wear face coverings, in accordance with CDC guidelines.

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fcoronavirus%2F2019-ncov%2Fsymptoms-testing%2Fsymptoms.html&data=02%7C01%7C%7C0e663c4f0cba4038919508d7f530e0d9%7C56b731a8a2ac4c32bf6b616810e913c6%7C1%7C0%7C637247462597521114&sdata=%2BFs3zTA%2BLulYN7LUIa%2F%2F41%2BfiWhX7yKYbv9ci6ognOw%3D&reserved=0
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/quarantine-isolation.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/guidance-for-childcare.html
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• Use social media, website, texts, email, newsletters, etc., to communicate

the steps being taken to protect congregants/visitors and staff so that

they are familiar with the policies (including to stay home if experiencing

symptoms or are at increased risk of becoming sick, face coverings,

physical distancing, handwashing and/or sanitizing, and cough

etiquette), before arriving at the facility. Staff and volunteers are strongly

encouraged to remind congregants/visitors of these practices with

announcements during services or on welcoming guests.

• Congregants/visitors should be screened for temperature and/or

symptoms upon arrival to places of worship and asked to use hand

sanitizer and to wear face coverings.

Cleaning and Disinfecting Protocols 

• Perform thorough cleaning of high traffic areas such as lobbies, halls,

chapels, meeting rooms, offices, libraries, and study areas and areas of

ingress and egress including stairways, stairwells, handrails, and elevator

controls. Frequently disinfect commonly used surfaces including

doorknobs, toilets, handwashing facilities, pulpits and podiums, donation

boxes or plates, altars, and pews and seating areas.

• Establish frequent cleaning and disinfection of personal work areas such

as desks and cubicles and supply the necessary cleaning products.

Provide time for workers to implement cleaning practices during their

shift. Cleaning assignments should be assigned during working hours as

part of the staff’s job duties.

• Discourage sharing items used in worship and services (such as prayer

books, cushions, prayer rugs, etc.) whenever possible and provide single-

use or digital copies or ask congregants/visitors to bring personal items

instead. Avoid sharing work equipment and supplies, such as phones,

office equipment, computers, etc., wherever possible. Never share PPE.

• Where such items must be shared, disinfect between shifts or uses,

whichever is more frequent, including the following: shared office

equipment (copiers, fax machines, printers, telephones, keyboards,

staplers, etc.) and items in shared worship items, etc., with a cleaner

appropriate for the surface.

• Ensure that sanitary facilities stay operational and stocked at all times

and provide additional soap, paper towels, and hand sanitizer when

needed. Consider more frequently cleaning and disinfecting

handwashing facilities that are used more often. Use signage to reinforce

handwashing.
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• Disinfect microphones and stands, music stands, instruments and other

items on pulpits and podiums between each use. Consult equipment

manufacturers to determine appropriate disinfection steps, particularly

for soft, porous surfaces such as foam mufflers.

• Consider using disposable seat covers for congregants/visitors,

particularly on porous surfaces or where a facility has multiple daily

services. Discard and replace seat covers between each use. Provide

disposable or washable covers on pillows used as seating on floors and

change/wash them after each use.

• Install hand sanitizer dispensers, touchless whenever possible, at

entrances and contact areas such as meeting rooms, lobbies, and

elevator landings.

• When choosing cleaning chemicals, establishments should use products

approved for use against COVID-19 on the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA)-approved list and follow product instructions. Use

disinfectants labeled to be effective against emerging viral pathogens,

diluted household bleach solutions (5 tablespoons per gallon of water), or

alcohol solutions with at least 70% alcohol that are appropriate for the

surface. Provide staff training on manufacturer’s directions and Cal/OSHA

requirements for safe use. Workers and volunteers using cleaners or

disinfectants should wear gloves or other protective equipment as

required by the product instructions.

• Wash religious garments and linens after each service or event, at the

highest water setting possible. Ask congregants/visitors to bring their own

storage bags for personal garments and shoes. Staff, congregants, and

visitors should wear gloves when handling others’ dirty linens, shoes, etc.

• Discontinue passing offering plates and similar items that move between

people. Use alternative giving options such as secure drop boxes that do

not require opening/closing and can be cleaned and disinfected.

Consider implementing digital systems that allow congregants/visitors to

make touch-free offerings.

• Mark walking paths between spaces designated for congregants/visitors

to sit/kneel so that people do not walk where someone may touch their

head to the floor.

• During meetings and services, introduce fresh outside air, for example by

opening doors/windows (weather permitting) and operating ventilation

systems.

• Consider installing portable high-efficiency air cleaners, upgrading the

building’s air filters to the highest efficiency possible, and making other

modifications to increase the quantity of outside air and ventilation in

worship areas, offices, and other spaces.

https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
https://www.epa.gov/pesticide-registration/list-n-disinfectants-use-against-sars-cov-2
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Physical Distancing Guidelines 

• Places of worship should continue to provide services through alternative

methods (such as via internet live and/or recorded streaming, telephone,

drive-in, etc.) whenever possible.

• Consider holding in-person meetings and providing in-person services

outside whenever possible.

• Implement measures to ensure physical distancing of at least six feet

between workers, staff, congregants/visitors, etc. This can include use of

physical partitions or visual cues (e.g., floor or pew markings or signs to

indicate where people should sit and stand). Reconfigure seating and

standing areas to maintain physical distancing of six feet or more

between congregants/visitors from different households. Consider limiting

seating to alternate rows. Members of the same household may be

seated together but should maintain at least six feet of distance from

other households.

• Consider dedicating staff to help people maintain distances during

activities.

• Shorten services to limit the length of time congregants/visitors spend at

facilities whenever possible. This could include limiting speeches, asking

congregants/visitors to put on garments at home before arrival, etc.

• Close places of worship for visitation outside of scheduled services,

meetings, etc., whenever possible.

• Consider implementing a reservation system to limit the number of

congregants/visitors attending facilities at a time. This can include the use

of digital platforms or other types of tools.

• Encourage congregants/visitors to meet with the same group, particularly

when services meet frequently and/or require a certain number of

people to be present. This can reduce the spread of transmission by

minimizing the number of different individuals who come into close

contact with each other.

• Consider offering additional meeting times (per day or per week) so that

fewer guests attend meetings and services at one time. Clean meeting

areas between each use as described in this guidance.

• Discontinue large gatherings that encourage congregants/visitors to

travel and break physical distances during activities, such as concerts,

large holiday and life event celebrations and remembrances.
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• Children should remain in the care of those in their household unit and

not interact with children of other parties at any time while visiting

facilities. Close play areas and discontinue activities and services for

children where physical distancing of at least six feet cannot be

maintained.

• Encourage congregants/visitors to physically distance themselves from

others outside their household, avoid touching surfaces, and to leave the

facility if they do not feel well.

• Consider limiting touching for religious and/or cultural purposes, such as

holding hands, to members of the same household.

• Dedicate staff to direct guests to meeting rooms upon entry to places of

worship rather than congregating in lobbies or common areas. Consider

using ushers to help people find places to sit and stand that are at least

six feet apart from other guests/household groups. Ask

congregants/visitors to arrive and leave in a single group to minimize

crossflow of people. Welcome and dismiss congregants/visitors from

altars, podiums, meeting rooms, etc. in an orderly way to maintain

physical distancing and minimize crossflow of traffic, to the extent

possible.

• Prop or hold doors open during peak periods when congregants/visitors

are entering and exiting facilities, if possible and in accordance with

security and safety protocols.

• Close or restrict common areas, such as break rooms, kitchenettes, foyers,

etc. where people are likely to congregate and interact. Consider

installing barriers or increase physical distance between tables/seating

when there is continued use of these areas.

• Turn off public drinking water fountains and place signs informing

congregants/visitors they are inoperable.

• Remove from service or find low-community touch alternatives for

communal/religious water containers such as fonts, sinks, and vessels.

Empty and change water between uses. Where there is a possibility of

contaminant splash, staff, congregants, visitors, etc., are strongly

encouraged to use equipment to protect the eyes, nose, and mouth

using a combination of face coverings, protective glasses, and/or face

shields. Reusable protective equipment such as shields and glasses should

be properly disinfected between uses.

• When washing is a required activity, modify practices whenever possible

to limit splashing and the need to clean and disinfect washing facilities.

Encourage necessary washing to be performed at home prior to entering

a facility, if possible.
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• Reconfigure podiums and speaker areas, office spaces, meeting rooms,

conference rooms, etc., to allow for at least six feet between people.

Face coverings are strongly recommended at all times for

congregants/visitors and staff, especially when physical distance of at

least six feet is not possible.

• Establish directional hallways and passageways for foot traffic, if possible,

and designate separate routes for entry and exit into meeting rooms,

offices, etc., to help maintain physical distancing and lessen the

instances of people closely passing each other.

• Limit the number of individuals riding in an elevator and ensure the use of

face coverings. Post signage regarding these policies.

• Utilize practices, when feasible and necessary, to limit the number of staff

and congregants/visitors in office, meeting spaces, etc., at one time. This

may include scheduling (e.g. staggering start/end times), establishing

alternating days for onsite reporting, returning to places of worship in

phases, or continued use of telework when feasible.

• Consider offering workers and volunteers who request modified duties

options that minimize their contact with congregants/visitors and other

staff (e.g., office duties rather than working as an usher or managing

administrative needs through telework).

• Stagger staff breaks, in compliance with wage and hour regulations, to

maintain physical distancing protocols.

• Discontinue nonessential travel and encourage distance meetings via

phone and internet.

• Close self-service item selection such as pamphlet displays and

bookshelves and provide these items to congregants/visitors individually

as necessary. Consider delivering items and information electronically.

• Consider limiting the number of people that use the restroom at one time

to allow for physical distancing.

• Discourage staff, congregants, visitors, etc., from engaging in

handshakes, hugs, and similar greetings that break physical distance.

Take reasonable measures to remind people to wave or use other

greetings.

• Reconfigure parking lots to limit congregation points and ensure proper

separation (e.g., closing every other space). If performing drive-in

services, ensure vehicle windows and doors are closed if six feet of

distance is not possible between vehicles.
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• Continue to support non-in person attendance of services and other

related activities by those who are vulnerable to COVID19 including older

adults and those with co-morbidities.

Considerations for Places of Worship 

• Discontinue offering self-service food and beverages. Do not hold

potlucks or similar family-style eating and drinking events that increase

the risk of cross contamination. If food and beverages must be served,

provide items in single-serve, disposable containers whenever possible.

Employees or volunteers serving food should wash hands frequently and

wear disposable gloves and face coverings.

• Strongly consider discontinuing singing, group recitation, and other

practices and performances where there is increased likelihood for

transmission from contaminated exhaled droplets. Modify practices such

as limiting the number people reciting or singing, ensuring physical

distancing greater than six feet between people, or opt to celebrate

these practices outside with physical distancing, etc., if these practices

cannot be discontinued.

• Consider modifying practices that are specific to particular faith traditions

that might encourage the spread of COVID-19. Examples are

discontinuing kissing of ritual objects, allowing rites to be performed by

fewer people, avoiding the use of a common cup, offering communion

in the hand instead of on the tongue, providing pre-packed communion

items on chairs prior to service, etc., in accordance with CDC guidelines.

Considerations for Funerals 

• Consider reduced visitor capacity and stagger visitation times at funerals,

wakes, etc., if possible. Follow all cleaning and disinfection measures as

described in this guidance. Whenever possible, remind visitors to maintain

physical distance from each other, from staff and volunteers, and from

the deceased.

• Consider modifying religious or cultural practices when washing or

shrouding bodies of those who have died from COVID-19, in accordance

with guidance from CDPH and the CDC. If washing the body or shrouding

are important religious or cultural practices, work with funeral home staff

and families to reduce exposure as much as possible. All people

participating in these activities must wear disposable gloves and if there

will be splashing of fluids, people must use additional protective

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/guidance-community-faith-organizations.html
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/funerals.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/faq.html#COVID-19-and-Funerals
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equipment including protection for the eyes, nose, and mouth, such as 

face shields.  

• Consult and comply with local guidance regarding limits on gathering

sizes, travel, holding funerals for those who died from COVID-19, etc.

• Consider other recommendations and modifications of services related

to places of worship outlined above, as applicable for funeral services.

1Additional requirements must be considered for vulnerable populations. Places of worship must 

comply with all Cal/OSHA standards and be prepared to adhere to its guidance as well as 

guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the California 

Department of Public Health (CDPH). Additionally, places of worship must be prepared to alter 

their operations as those guidelines change. 

https://www.dir.ca.gov/
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/cid/dcdc/pages/guidance.aspx
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/cid/dcdc/pages/guidance.aspx
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Home Get help .... Health information "' Working and living safely .... 

All individuals living in t he State of Californ ia are currently ordered to stay home or at t heir place of 

residence, except for Rermitted work, local shopping or other permitted errands, or as ot herwise 

authorized (including in the Questions & Answers below). 

On March 19, 2020, an Executive Order (PDF). and Public Health Order (PDF). d irected all Californians to 

stay home except to go to an essential job or to shop for essential needs. 

On May 4, 2020, an Executive Order (PDF). informed local healt h jurisdict ions and industry sectors t hat 

t hey may gradually reopen under new modifications and guidance provided by the state per t he May 7. 

2020 Public Health Order (PDF).. 

How you can help .... 



 

See essential jobs and QJ2en sectors 

Questions and answers 

What is the relationship between the order and these questions and answers? 

The Governor has ordered Cali fornians to obey t he directives of t he State Public Health Officer. Those 

directives take many forms; t hey include specif ic materials linked on this page, as well as these 

questions and answers. These quest ions and answers are directives f rom the State Public Healt h Officer, 

and have the same force and effect as other State Public Healt h Officer direct ives. 

When does the stay home order go into effect and how long will we stay home? 
What areas of the state are covered? 

The order went into ef fect on Thursday, March 19, 2020. The order is in place until furt her not ice. It 

covers the whole state of California. 

As of May 8, t he stay home order was modif ied. In add it ion to essential activity, retai l is allowed, along 

w ith the infrast ructure to support it. As of May 12, offices, limited services, and outdoor museums are 

also permit ted to open. 

I 



 

Six key health and scient if ic indicators w ill be considered before modif ying t he state's stay home order 

to allow addit ional act ivity under t he Res ilience Roadma12. 

What's open statewide? 

What's closed statewide? 

What is open with county variance? 

Is it safe to shop at open businesses? 

Can the Order be changed? 

How does this order interact with local orders to shelter in place? Does it 
c 11n .. rc .. ri .. th .. m? 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

I 



 

How does this order interact with local orders to shelter in place? Does it + 
supersede them? 

If I am not an Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker, can I still leave the house? + 

I 
Are mass gatherings permitted? + 

Can I get a haircut? + 

Can I visit my family and friends? + 

Protected activities 

I want to express my political views. How can I make my voice heard? + 



 

Protected activities 

I want to express my political views. How can I make my voice heard? + 

Can I engage in political protest gatherings? 

Yes, although in-person protests present special public health concerns. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, bringing members of different households together to engage in 

in-person protest carries a higher risk of widespread transmission of COVID-19. Such gatherings may result 

in increased rates of infect ion, hospitalizat ion, and death, especially among more vulnerable populations. In 

part icular, act ivit ies like chant ing, shout ing, singing, and group rec itat ion negate the risk-reduct ion achieved 

through six feet of physical distancing. For this reason, people engaging in these activit ies should wear face 

coverings at all t imes. 

Therefore, it is strongly recommended that those exercising their r ight to engage in polit ical expression 

(includ ing, for example, their right to petition the government) should ut il ize alternative channels, such as the 

many online and broadcast ing platforms available in the digital age, in place of in-person gatherings. 

However, state public hea lth direct ives do not proh ibit in-person outdoor protests as long as physical 
rl ic:::t::inr-ino nf c::: iv f.::ai::i.t h At\AIA,:::i.n ni:::irc:::nnc: nr o rn 11nc::: n f ni:::ircnn c::: frnm n if f i::::i r i::::int hn11c:::,:::i.hn l rfc:: ic: m:::i int:::i in .:i.rl ::it ::i ll 

I 



 

However, state public hea lth direct ives do not proh ibit in-person outdoor protests as long as physical 

d ist ancing of six f eet between persons or groups of persons from different households is maintained at all 

t imes. Add it ionally, Local Health Officers are advised to consider appropriate limitations on outdoor 

attendance capacit ies, factoring their j urisdiction's key COVID-19 health ind icators. Fai lure to maintain 

adequate physical distancing may resu lt in an order to d isperse or other enforcement act ion. Masks and clot h 

f ace coverings are strongly recommended. 

State public health directives do not prohibit in-person indoor protests as long as (1) attendance is limited to 

25% of the relevant area's maximum occupancy, as defined by the relevant loca l permitting authority or other 

relevant authority, or a maximum of 100 attendees, whichever is lower, and (2) physical dist ancing of six feet 

between persons or groups of persons from d ifferent households is maintained at all t imes. Failure to 

maintain adequate physical distancing may result in an order to d isperse or other enforcement action. Masks 

and cloth f ace coverings are strongly recommended. 

Partic ipants must ma intain a physical distance of six feet from any unifo rmed peace officers and other 

public safety personnel present, unless otherw ise directed, and follow all other requirements and di rectives 

imposed by local health officers and law enforcement, or other applicable authorit ies. 

This limitation on attendance wi ll be reviewed at least once every 21 days. This rev iew will assess the impact s 

of t hese imposed limits on public health and provide further direction as part of a phased-in restoration of 

gatherings that implicate t he First Amendment. 

I 



 

How do I vote? 

Can I go to church? 

Yes. As of May 25, places of worship such as churches, mosques, temples, and synagogues can open 

throughout the state, with modif icat ions for safety_(PDF) .. 

Can I practice my religious faith? 

+ 

Yes. Practic ing your faith is a const it ut ionally-protected activity and may manifest in many diff erent forms. 

A lthough in-person religious gatherings- like other in-person gatherings- have been restricted to prevent 

the transmission of COVID-19, on May 25, 2020, t he State Public Hea lth Officer began to ease restrict ions on 

in-person religious gatherings. In part icular, the State Public Health Officer now authorizes County 

Departments of Public Health to allow collective activities at places of worship, subject to condit ions to 

support a safe, clean environment for employees, interns and tra inees, volunteers, scholars, and all other 

types of workers as well as congregants, worshippers, and visitors. 

I 



 

What conditions must be met to resume relig ious services at places of worship? 

Information on condit ions imposed by the state can be found at guidance for 12laces of worshi12._(PDF) .. 

Additional conditions may be imposed by local public health off icials. This guidance does not obligate places 
of worship to resume in-person activity. It is strongly recommended that places of worship cont inue to 

facilitate remote services and other alternatives to in-person religious practice for those who are vulnerable 

toCOVID19. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, convening in a congregational setting of mult iple households to 
pract ice a personal faith carries a higher risk of widespread t ransmission of COVID-19, and may result in 

increased rates of infection, hospitalization, and death, especially among more vulnerable populations. In 
particular, act ivities like singing and group recitation dramatically increase the risk of COVID-19 

t ransmission. For this reason, congregants engaging in singing, part icularly in the choir, and group recitat ion 

should wear face coverings at all times. 

Places of worship must therefore limit indoor attendance to 25% of building capacity or a maximum of 100 

attendees, whichever is lower. Local Health Off icers are advised to consider appropriate limitations 
on outdoorattendance capacit ies, f actoring thei r jurisdiction's key COVID-19 health indicators. At a minimum, 

outdoor attendance should be limited naturally through implementation of strict physical distancing 

measures of a minimum of six feet between attendees from different households, in addit ion to ot her 

relevant protocols within this document. 

This limitation will be in effect for the f irst 21 days of a county public health department's approval of 

religious services and cultural ceremonies activities at places of worship within thei r jurisdictions. 

I 



 

Can children attend group activities (like Sunday school or Hebrew school) at 
places of worship? 

At this t ime, no. Children should remain in the care of t hose in their household unit and not interact with 

children of other part ies at all t imes w hile visit ing facilities. Places of worship must discont inue activities 

and services for children (for example, shared play areas) where physical dist ancing of at least six f eet 

cannot be maintained. 

When will these conditions change for places of worship? 

Every 21 days, t he Californ ia Department of Public Healt h, in consult at ion w ith county Departments of Public 

Health, will rev iew and assess the impacts of these imposed limit s on public health and provide further 

d irection as part of a phased-in restoration of act ivit ies in places of worship. This is because COVID-19 has 

an incubation period of 14 days; t he 21 -day interval accounts for t his incubation period and provides for an 

additional seven days for thorough review, analysis, and preparation of modificat ions. 
I 
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OVERVIEW 
On March 19, 2020, the State Public Health Officer and Director of the California 

Department of Public Health issued an order requiring most Californians to stay at 

home to disrupt the spread of COVID-19 among the population. 

The impact of COVID-19 on the health of Californians is not yet fully known. Reported 

illness ranges from very mild (some people have no symptoms) to severe illness that 

may result in death. Certain groups, including people aged 65 or older and those with 

serious underlying medical conditions, such as heart or lung disease or diabetes, are 

at higher risk of hospitalization and serious complications. Transmission is most likely 

when people are in close contact or in a poorly ventilated area with an infected 

person, even if that person does not have any symptoms or has not yet developed 

symptoms. 

Precise information about the number and rates of COVID-19 by industry or 

occupational groups, including among critical infrastructure workers, is not available 

at this time. There have been multiple outbreaks in a range of workplaces, indicating 

that workers are at risk of acquiring or transmitting COVID-19 infection. Examples of 

these workplaces include places of worship, hospitals, long-term care facilities, 

prisons, food production, warehouses, meat processing plants, and grocery stores. 

As stay-at-home orders are modified, it is essential that all possible steps be taken 

to ensure the safety of workers and the public. 

Key prevention practices include: 

✓ physical distancing to the maximum extent possible, 

✓ use of face coverings by workers and volunteers (where respiratory protection 

is not required) and congregants/visitors, 

✓ frequent handwashing and regular cleaning and disinfection, 

✓ training workers and volunteers on these and other elements of the COVID-19 

prevention plan. 

In addition, it will be critical to have in place appropriate processes to identify new 

cases of illness in workplaces and, when they are identified, to intervene quickly and 

work with public health authorities to halt the spread of the virus. 

PURPOSE 
This document provides guidance for places of worship and providers of religious 

services and cultural ceremonies (referred to collectively as “places of worship”) 

to support a safe, clean environment for workers, interns and trainees, volunteers, 

scholars, and all other types of workers as well as congregants, worshippers, 

visitors, etc. (referred to collectively as “visitors” or “congregants”). This guidance 

does not obligate places of worship to resume in-person activity. Further, it is 

strongly recommended that places of worship continue to facilitate remote 
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services and other related activities for those who are vulnerable to COVID-19 

including older adults and those with co-morbidities. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, convening in a congregational setting 

of multiple different households to practice a personal faith carries a relatively higher 

risk for widespread transmission of the COVID-19 virus, and may result in increased 

rates of infection, hospitalization, and death, especially among more vulnerable 

populations. In particular, activities such as singing and chanting negate the risk-

reduction achieved through six feet of physical distancing. 

*Places of worship must therefore discontinue indoor singing and chanting activities 

and limit indoor attendance to 25% of building capacity or a maximum of 100 

attendees, whichever is lower. Local Health Officers are advised to consider 

appropriate limitations on outdoor attendance capacities, factoring their jurisdiction's 

key COVID-19 health indicators. At a minimum, outdoor attendance should be limited 

naturally through implementation of strict physical distancing measures of a minimum 

of six feet between attendees from different households, in addition to other relevant 
protocols within this document.

This revised limitation will be subject to regular review by the California Department 

of Public Health in consultation with local Departments of Public Health to assess the 

impact of these imposed limits on public health and provide further direction as 

part of a phased-in restoration of activities in places of worship. 

NOTE: This guidance is not intended for food preparation and service, delivery 

of items to those in need, childcare and daycare services, school and 

educational activities, in-home caregiving, counseling, office work, and other 

activities that places and organizations of worship may provide. Organizations 

that perform these activities must follow applicable guidance on the COVID-19 

Resilience Roadmap website. 

The guidance is not intended to revoke or repeal any worker rights, either statutory, 

regulatory or collectively bargained, and is not exhaustive, as it does not include 

county health orders, nor is it a substitute for any existing safety and health-related 

regulatory requirements such as those of Cal/OSHA.
1 

Stay current on changes to

public health guidance and state/local orders, as the COVID-19 situation continues. 

Cal/OSHA has more safety and health guidance on their Cal/OSHA Guidance on 

Requirements to Protect Workers from Coronavirus webpage. The CDC has additional 

guidance for community- and faith-based organizations. 

Required Use of Face Coverings 
On June 18, CDPH issued Guidance on the Use of Face Coverings, which broadly 

requires the use of face coverings for both members of the public and workers in all 

public and workplace settings where there is a high risk of exposure. 

People in California must wear face coverings when they are engaged in work, 
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whether at the workplace or performing work off-site, when: 

• Interacting in-person with any member of the public; 

• Working in any space visited by members of the public, regardless of whether 

anyone from the public is present at the time; 

• Working in any space where food is prepared or packaged for sale or 

distribution to others; 

• Working in or walking through common areas, such as hallways, stairways, 

elevators, and parking facilities; 

• In any room or enclosed area where other people (except for members of the 

person’s own household or residence) are present when unable to physically 
distance; 

• Driving or operating any public transportation or paratransit vehicle, taxi, or 

private car service or ride-sharing vehicle when passengers are present. When 

no passengers are present, face coverings are strongly recommended. 

Complete details, including all requirements and exemptions to these rules, can be 

found in the guidance. Face coverings are strongly encouraged in other 

circumstances, and employers can implement additional face covering 

requirements in fulfilling their obligation to provide workers with a safe and healthful 

workplace. Employers should provide face coverings to workers or reimburse workers 

for the reasonable cost of obtaining them. 

Employers should develop an accommodation policy for any worker who meets one 

of the exemptions from wearing a face covering. If a worker who would otherwise be 

required to wear a face covering because of frequent contact with others cannot 

wear one due to a medical condition, they should be provided with a non-restrictive 

alternative, such as a face shield with a drape attached to the bottom edge, if 

feasible, and if the medical condition permits it. 

Businesses that are open to the public should be cognizant of the exemptions to 

wearing face coverings in the CDPH Face Covering Guidance and may not exclude 

any member of the public for not wearing a face covering if that person is complying 

with the guidance. Businesses will need to develop policies for handling these 

exemptions among customers, clients, visitors, and workers. 
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Workplace Specific Plan 

• Establish a written, workplace-specific COVID-19 prevention plan at every 

location, perform a comprehensive risk assessment of all work areas and 

all work tasks, and designate a person at each workplace to implement 

the plan. 

• Incorporate the CDPH Face Covering Guidance into the Workplace 

Specific Plan and include a policy for handling exemptions. 

• Identify contact information for the local health department where the 

workplace is located for communicating information about COVID-19 

outbreaks among workers and congregants/visitors. 

• Train and communicate with workers and worker representatives on the 

plan and make the plan available to workers and their representatives. 

• Regularly evaluate workplaces for compliance with the plan and 

document and correct deficiencies identified. 

• Investigate any COVID-19 illness and determine if any work-related 

factors could have contributed to risk of infection. Update the plan as 

needed to prevent further cases. 

• Implement the necessary processes and protocols when a workplace 

has an outbreak, in accordance with CDPH guidelines. 

• Identify close contacts (within six feet for 15 minutes or more) of an 

infected worker and take steps to isolate COVID-19 positive workers 

and close contacts. 

• Adhere to the guidelines below. Failure to do so could result in workplace 

illnesses that may cause operations to be temporarily closed or limited. 

Topics for Worker and Volunteer Training 

• Information on COVID-19, how to prevent it from spreading, and which 

underlying health conditions may make individuals more susceptible 

to contracting the virus. 

• Self-screening at home, including temperature and/or symptom checks 

using CDC guidelines. 

• The importance of not coming to work or participating in activities 

o If a worker has symptoms of COVID-19 as described by the CDC, 
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such as a fever or chills, cough, shortness of breath or difficulty 

breathing, fatigue, muscle or body aches, headache, new loss of 

taste or smell, sore throat, congestion or runny nose, nausea, 

vomiting, or diarrhea, OR 

o If a worker was diagnosed with COVID-19 and has not yet been 

released from isolation, OR 

o If within the past 14 days, a worker has had contact with someone 

who has been diagnosed with COVID-19 and is considered 

potentially infectious (i.e. still on isolation). 

• To return to work after a worker receives a COVID-19 diagnosis only if 10 

days have passed since symptoms first appeared, their symptoms have 

improved, and the worker has had no fevers (without the use of fever 

reducing medications) for the last 72 hours. A worker without symptoms 

who was diagnosed with COVID-19 can return to work only if 10 days 

have passed since the date of the first positive COVID-19 test. 

• To seek medical attention if their symptoms become severe, including 

persistent pain or pressure in the chest, confusion, or bluish lips or face. 

Updates and further details are available on CDC’s webpage. 

• The importance of frequent handwashing with soap and water, including 

scrubbing with soap for 20 seconds (or using hand sanitizer with at least 

60% ethanol or 70% isopropanol when workers cannot get to a sink or 

handwashing station, per CDC guidelines). 

• The importance of physical distancing, both at work and off work time 

(see Physical Distancing section below). 

• Proper use of face coverings, including: 

o Face coverings do not protect the wearer and are not personal 

protective equipment (PPE). 

o Face coverings can help protect people near the wearer, but do not 

replace the need for physical distancing and frequent handwashing. 

o Face coverings must cover the nose and mouth. 

o Workers should wash or sanitize hands before and after using or 

adjusting face coverings. 

o Avoid touching the eyes, nose, and mouth. 

o Face coverings must not be shared and should be washed or 

discarded after each shift. 

• Information contained in the CDPH Guidance for the Use of Face 
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Coverings, which mandates the circumstances in which face 

coverings must be worn and the exemptions, as well as any policies, 

work rules, and practices the employer has adopted to ensure the 

use of face coverings. Training should also include the employer’s 

policies on how people who are exempted from wearing a face 

covering will be handled. 

• Ensure all types of workers including temporary, independent 

contractors, and volunteer workers are also properly trained in 

COVID-19 prevention policies and have necessary PPE. Discuss these 

responsibilities ahead of time with organizations supplying temporary, 

contract, and/or volunteer staff. 

• Information on paid leave benefits the worker may be entitled to 

receive that would make it financially easier to stay at home. See 

additional information on government programs supporting sick leave 

and worker’s compensation for COVID- 19, including worker’s sick 

leave rights under the Families First Coronavirus Response Act and 

worker’s rights to workers’ compensation benefits and presumption of 
the work-relatedness of COVID-19 pursuant to the 

Governor’s Executive Order N-62-20 while that Order is in effect. 

Individual Control Measures and Screening 

• Provide temperature and/or symptom screenings for all workers at the 

beginning of their shift. Make sure the temperature/symptom screener 

avoids close contact with workers to the extent possible. 

• If requiring self-screening at home, which is an appropriate alternative to 

providing it at the establishment, ensure that screening was performed 

prior to the worker and/or volunteer leaving the home for their shift and 

follows CDC guidelines, as described in the Topics for Worker Training 

section above. 

• Encourage workers and congregants/visitors who are sick or exhibiting 

symptoms of COVID-19, or who have family members who are ill, to 

stay home. 

• Employers must provide and ensure workers and volunteers use all 

required protective equipment, including eye protection and gloves, 

where necessary. 

• Places of worship should consider where disposable gloves use may be 

helpful to supplement frequent handwashing or use of hand sanitizer; 

examples are for workers who are screening others for symptoms or 

handling commonly touched items. All workers and volunteers should 

wear gloves when handling items contaminated by body fluids. 
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• Workers, volunteers, etc., should not enter the home or visit someone 

who has tested positive for, exhibited symptoms of, or has been in 

contact with someone infected with COVID-19 for an appropriate 

waiting period as described by CDC guidelines. 

• Places of worship must take reasonable measures, including posting 

signage in strategic and highly-visible locations and in reservation 

confirmations, to remind congregants and visitors that they must use face 

coverings and practice physical distancing and should frequently wash 

their hands with soap for at least 20 seconds, use hand sanitizer, and not 

touch their face. 

• Use social media, website, texts, email, newsletters, etc., to communicate 

the steps being taken to protect congregants/visitors and workers so that 

they are familiar with the policies (including to stay home if experiencing 

symptoms or are at increased risk of becoming sick, face coverings, 

physical distancing, handwashing and/or sanitizing, and cough 

etiquette), before arriving at the facility. Workers and volunteers are 

strongly encouraged to remind congregants/visitors of these practices 

with announcements during services or on welcoming guests. 

• Remind congregants and visitors in advance to bring a face 

covering and make them available to anyone who arrives without 

one, if possible. 

• Congregants/visitors should be screened for temperature and/or 

symptoms upon arrival to places of worship and asked to use hand 

sanitizer. 

Cleaning and Disinfecting Protocols 

• Perform thorough cleaning of high traffic areas such as lobbies, halls, 

chapels, meeting rooms, offices, libraries, and study areas and areas of 

ingress and egress including stairways, stairwells, handrails, and elevator 

controls. Frequently disinfect commonly used surfaces including 

doorknobs, toilets, handwashing facilities, pulpits and podiums, 

donation boxes or plates, altars, and pews and seating areas. 

• Establish frequent cleaning and disinfection of personal work areas such 

as desks and cubicles and supply the necessary cleaning products. 

Provide time for workers to implement cleaning practices during their 

shift. Cleaning assignments should be assigned during working hours as 

part of the workers’ job duties. 

• Discourage sharing items used in worship and services (such as prayer 

books, cushions, prayer rugs, etc.) whenever possible and provide single-

use or digital copies or ask congregants/visitors to bring personal items 
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instead. Avoid sharing work equipment and supplies, such as phones, 

office equipment, computers, etc., wherever possible. Never share PPE. 

• Where such items must be shared, disinfect between shifts or uses, 

whichever is more frequent, including the following: shared office 

equipment (copiers, fax machines, printers, telephones, keyboards, 

staplers, etc.) and shared worship items, etc., with a cleaner 

appropriate for the surface. 

• Ensure that sanitary facilities stay operational and stocked at all times 

and provide additional soap, paper towels, and hand sanitizer when 

needed. Consider more frequently cleaning and disinfecting 

handwashing facilities that are used more often. Use signage to 

reinforce handwashing. 

• Disinfect microphones and stands, music stands, instruments and other 

items on pulpits and podiums between each use. Consult equipment 

manufacturers to determine appropriate disinfection steps, 

particularly for soft, porous surfaces such as foam mufflers. 

• Consider using disposable seat covers for congregants/visitors, 

particularly on porous surfaces or where a facility has multiple daily 

services. Discard and replace seat covers between each use. Provide 

disposable or washable covers on pillows used as seating on floors and 

change/wash them after each use. 

• Install hand sanitizer dispensers, touchless whenever possible, at 

entrances and contact areas such as meeting rooms, lobbies, 

and elevator landings. 

• When choosing disinfecting chemicals, establishments should use 

products approved for use against COVID-19 on the Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA)-approved list and follow product instructions. 

Use disinfectants labeled to be effective against emerging viral 

pathogens, diluted household bleach solutions (5 tablespoons per gallon 

of water),or alcohol solutions with at least 70% alcohol that are 

appropriate for the surface. Provide workers training on the chemical 

hazards, manufacturer’s directions, ventilation requirements, and 

Cal/OSHA requirements for safe use. Workers and volunteers using 

cleaners or disinfectants should wear gloves or other protective 

equipment as required by the product instructions. Follow the asthma-

safer cleaning methods recommended by the California Department of 

Public Health and ensure proper ventilation. 

• Wash religious garments and linens after each service or event, at the 

highest water setting possible. Ask congregants/visitors to bring their 

own storage bags for personal garments and shoes. Workers, 

congregants, and visitors should wear gloves when handling others’ 

dirty linens, shoes, etc. 
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• Discontinue passing offering plates and similar items that move between 

people. Use alternative giving options such as secure drop boxes that do 

not require opening/closing and can be cleaned and disinfected. 

Consider implementing digital systems that allow congregants/visitors to 

make touch-free offerings. 

• Mark walking paths between spaces designated for congregants/visitors 

to sit/kneel so that people do not walk where someone may touch their 

head to the floor. 

• During meetings and services, introduce fresh outside air, for example by 

opening doors/windows (weather permitting) and operating ventilation 

systems. 

• Where possible, do not clean floors by sweeping or other methods 

that can disperse pathogens into the air. Use a vacuum with a HEPA 

filter wherever possible. 

• Consider installing portable high-efficiency air cleaners, upgrading the 

building’s air filters to the highest efficiency possible, and making 
other modifications to increase the quantity of outside air and 

ventilation in worship areas, offices, and other spaces. 

Physical Distancing Guidelines 

• Places of worship should continue to provide services through alternative 

methods (such as via internet live and/or recorded streaming, telephone, 

drive-in, etc.) whenever possible. 

• Consider holding in-person meetings and providing in-person services 

outside whenever possible. 

• Implement measures to ensure physical distancing of at least six feet 

between workers and congregants/visitors, etc. This can include use of 

physical partitions or visual cues (e.g., floor or pew markings or signs to 

indicate where people should sit and stand). Reconfigure seating and 

standing areas to maintain physical distancing of six feet or more 

between congregants/visitors from different households. Consider 

limiting seating to alternate rows. Members of the same household may 

be seated together but should maintain at least six feet of distance from 

other households. 

• Consider dedicating workers to help people maintain distances 

during activities. 

• Shorten services to limit the length of time congregants/visitors spend at 

facilities whenever possible. This could include limiting speeches, asking 

congregants/visitors to put on garments at home before arrival, etc. 
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• Close places of worship for visitation outside of scheduled services, 

meetings, etc., whenever possible. 

• Consider implementing a reservation system to limit the number of 

congregants/visitors attending facilities at a time. This can include the 

use of digital platforms or other types of tools. 

• Encourage congregants/visitors to meet with the same group, particularly 

when services meet frequently and/or require a certain number of 

people to be present. This can reduce the spread of transmission by 

minimizing the number of different individuals who come into close 

contact with each other. 

• Consider offering additional meeting times (per day or per week) so that 

fewer guests attend meetings and services at one time. Clean meeting 

areas between each use as described in this guidance. 

• Discontinue large gatherings that encourage congregants/visitors to 

travel and break physical distances during activities, such as concerts, 

large holiday and life event celebrations and remembrances. 

• Children should remain in the care of those in their household unit and 

not interact with children of other parties at any time while visiting 

facilities. Close play areas and discontinue activities and services for 

children where physical distancing of at least six feet cannot be 

maintained. 

• Encourage congregants/visitors to physically distance themselves from 

others outside their household, avoid touching surfaces, and to leave the 

facility if they do not feel well. 

• Consider limiting touching for religious and/or cultural purposes, such as 

holding hands, to members of the same household. 

• Dedicate workers to direct guests to meeting rooms upon entry to 

places of worship rather than congregating in lobbies or common 

areas. Consider using ushers to help people find places to sit and stand 

that are at least six feet apart from other guests/household groups. Ask 

congregants/visitors to arrive and leave in a single group to minimize 

crossflow of people. Welcome and dismiss congregants/visitors from 

altars, podiums, meeting rooms, etc. in an orderly way to maintain 

physical distancing and minimize crossflow of traffic, to the extent 

possible. 

• Prop or hold doors open during peak periods when congregants/visitors 

are entering and exiting facilities, if possible and in accordance with 

security and safety protocols. 

• Close or restrict common areas, such as break rooms, kitchenettes, foyers, 
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etc. where people are likely to congregate and interact. Consider 

installing barriers or increase physical distance between tables/seating 

when there is continued use of these areas. 

• Remove from service or find low-community touch alternatives for 

communal/religious water containers such as fonts, sinks, and vessels. 

Empty and change water between uses. Where there is a possibility of 

contaminant splash, workers, congregants, visitors, etc., are strongly 

encouraged to use equipment to protect the eyes, nose, and mouth 

using a combination of face coverings, protective glasses, and/or face 

shields. Reusable protective equipment such as shields and glasses 

should be properly disinfected between uses. 

• When washing is a required activity, modify practices whenever possible 

to limit splashing and the need to clean and disinfect washing facilities. 

Encourage necessary washing to be performed at home prior to 

entering a facility, if possible. 

• Reconfigure podiums and speaker areas, office spaces, meeting rooms, 

conference rooms, etc., to allow for at least six feet between people. 

• Establish directional hallways and passageways for foot traffic, ifpossible, 

and designate separate routes for entry and exit into meeting rooms, 

offices, etc., to help maintain physical distancing and lessen the 

instances of people closely passing each other. 

• Limit the number of individuals riding in an elevator at a time. Post 

signage regarding these policies. 

• Utilize practices, when feasible and necessary, to limit the number of 

workers and congregants/visitors in office, meeting spaces, etc., at one 

time. This may include scheduling (e.g. staggering start/end times), 

establishing alternating days for onsite reporting, returning to places of 

worship in phases, or continued use of telework when feasible. 

• Consider offering workers and volunteers who request modified duties 

options that minimize their contact with congregants/visitors and 

other workers (e.g., office duties rather than working as an usher or 

managing administrative needs through telework). 

• Stagger worker breaks, in compliance with wage and hour regulations, 

to maintain physical distancing protocols. 

• Discontinue nonessential travel and encourage distance meetings via 

phone and internet. 

• Close self-service item selection such as pamphlet displays and 

bookshelves and provide these items to congregants/visitors individually 

as necessary. Consider delivering items and information electronically. 
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• Consider limiting the number of people that use the restroom at one time 

to allow for physical distancing. 

• Discourage workers, congregants, visitors, etc., from engaging in 

handshakes, hugs, and similar greetings that break physical distance. 

Take reasonable measures to remind people to wave or use other 

greetings. 

• Reconfigure parking lots to limit congregation points and ensure proper 

separation (e.g., closing every other space). If performing drive-in 

services, ensure vehicle windows and doors are closed if six feet of 

distance is not possible between vehicles. 

• Continue to support non-in person attendance of services and other 

related activities by those who are vulnerable to COVID-19 including 

older adults and those with co-morbidities. 

Considerations for Places of Worship 

• Discontinue offering self-service food and beverages. Do not hold 

potlucks or similar family-style eating and drinking events that increase 

the risk of cross contamination. If food and beverages must be served, 

provide items in single-serve, disposable containers whenever possible. 

Workers or volunteers serving food should wash hands frequently and 

wear disposable gloves. 

• Discontinue singing (in rehearsals, services, etc.), chanting, and other 

practices and performances where there is increased likelihood for 

transmission from contaminated exhaled droplets. Consider practicing 

these activities through alternative methods (such as internet streaming) 

that ensure individual congregation members perform these activities 

separately in their own homes. 

• Consider modifying practices that are specific to particular faith traditions 

that might encourage the spread of COVID-19. Examples are 

discontinuing kissing of ritual objects, allowing rites to be performed by 

fewer people, avoiding the use of a common cup, offering communion 

in the hand instead of on the tongue, providing pre-packed communion 

items on chairs prior to service, etc., in accordance with CDC guidelines. 
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Considerations for Funerals 

• Consider reduced visitor capacity and stagger visitation times at funerals, 

wakes, etc., if possible. Follow all cleaning and disinfection measures as 

described in this guidance. Whenever possible, remind visitors to maintain 

physical distance from each other, from workers and volunteers, and 

from the deceased. 

• Consider modifying religious or cultural practices when washing or 

shrouding bodies of those who have died from COVID-19, in 

accordance with guidance from CDPH and the CDC. If washing the 

body or shrouding are important religious or cultural practices, work 

with funeral home staff and families to reduce exposure as much as 

possible. All people participating in these activities must wear 

disposable gloves and if there will be splashing of fluids, people must 

use additional protective equipment including protection for the eyes, 

nose, and mouth, such as face shields. 

• Consult and comply with local guidance regarding limits on gathering 

sizes, travel, holding funerals for those who died from COVID-19, etc. 

• Consider other recommendations and modifications of services related 

to places of worship outlined above, as applicable for funeral services. 

1Additional requirements must be considered for vulnerable populations. Places of worship must 

comply with all Cal/OSHA standards and be prepared to adhere to its guidance as well as 

guidance from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the California 

Department of Public Health (CDPH). Additionally, places of worship must be prepared to alter 

their operations as those guidelines change. 
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https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html
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Home Get help "' Health informat ion • Working and living safely • 

All individuals living in t he State of California are currently ordered to stay home or at t heir place of 

residence, except for 12ermitted work, local shopping or other permitted errands, or as ot herwise 

aut horized (including in the Questions & Answers below). 

On March 19, 2020, an Executive Order (PDF). and Public Health Order (PDF). directed all Californians to 

stay home except to go to an essentia l job or to shop for essent ial needs. 

On May 4, 2020, an Executive Order (PDF). informed local health jurisdict ions and industry sectors that 

t hey may gradually reopen under new modif icat ions and guidance provided by the state per t he May 7, 

2020 Public Health Order (PDF) .. 

See essential jobs and QJ2en sectors 

Questions and answers 

How you can help "' 



 

Questions and answers 

What is the relationship between the order and these questions and answers? 

When does the stay home order go into effect and how Long will we stay home? 
What areas of the state are covered? 

What's open statewide? 

What's closed statewide? 

What is open with county variance? 

Is it safe to shop at open businesses? 

Can the Order be changed? 

+ 

+ I 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 



 

Can the Order be changed? 

How does this order interact with local orders to shelter in place? Does it 
supersede them? 

If I am not an Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker, can I still leave the house? 

Are gatherings permitted? 

Can I get a haircut? 

Protected activities 

I want to express my political views. How can I make my voice heard without 
raising public health concerns? 

+ 

+ 

+ I 
+ 

+ 

+ 



 

Can I engage in political protest gatherings? 

Yes, although in-person protests present special public health concerns. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, bringing members of dif ferent households together to engage in 

in-person protest carries a higher risk of widespread transmission of COVID-19. Such gatherings may result 

in increased rates of infect ion, hospitalization, and death, especially among more vulnerable populations. In 

part icular, activit ies like chanting, shout ing, singing, and group recitation negate the risk-reduction achieved 

through 6 feet of physical distancing. For this reason, people engaging in these act ivit ies should wear face 

coverings at all t imes. 

Therefore, it is strongly recommended that those exercising their right to engage in polit ical expression 

(including, for example, their right to pet it ion the government) should ut ilize alternative channels, such as the 

many online and broadcasting platforms avai lable in the digita l age, in place of in-person gatherings. 

However, state public health direct ives do not prohibit in-person outdoor protests as long as you maintain a 

physica l distance of 6 feet bet ween persons or groups of persons f rom dif ferent households at all t imes. 

When you can't maintain a safe physical distance of 6 feet from people not in your household, you must wear 

a face covering or mask. Local Health Of f icers are advised to consider appropriate limitat ions on outdoor 

attendance capacities, f actoring thei r jurisdiction's key COVID-19 health indicators. Failure to maintain 

adequate physical distancing may result in an order to disperse or other enforcement action. Masks and face 

coverings are strongly recommended. 

State public health directives do not prohibit in-person indoor protests as long as (1) attendance is limited to 

25% of the relevant area's maximum occupancy, as def ined by the relevant local permitting authority or other 

relevant authority, or a maximum of 100 attendees, whichever is lower, (2) physical distancing of 6 feet 

I 



 

relevant authority, or a maximum of 100 attendees, whichever is lower, (2) physical distancing of 6 feet 

between persons or g roups of persons from different households is maintained at all t imes, and (3) singing 

and chant ing activities are discontinued. Failure to maintain adequate physical distancing may result in an 

order to disperse or other enforcement action. Masks and face coverings are requi red in compliance w ith 

CDPH directives. 

Part icipants must maintain a physical distance of 6 feet f rom any uniformed peace officers and other public 

safety personnel present, unless otherwise directed, and follow all other requirements and direct ives 

imposed by local health officers and law enforcement, or other appl icable authorities. 

This limitation on attendance will be reviewed regularly. This rev iew will assess the impacts of these imposed 

limits on public health and provide further direction as part of a phased- in restoration of gatherings that 

implicate the First Amendment. 

How do I vote? 

Can I go to church for worship or a funeral? 

Yes. As of May 25, places of worship such as churches, mosques, temples, and synagogues can open 

throughout the state, with modifications for safety_(PDF) .. 

+ I 



 

Can I practice my religious faith? 

Yes. Pract icing your f aith is a constitut ionally-protected activity and may manifest in many dif ferent forms. 

Although in-person religious gatherings- like other in-person gatherings- have been restricted to prevent 

the transmission of COVID-19, on May 25, 2020, the State Public Health Officer began to ease restrictions on 

in-person relig ious gatherings. In part icular, the State Public Health Officer now authorizes County 

Departments of Public Health to allow collective activities at places of worship, subject to condit ions to 

support a safe, clean environment for employees, interns and trainees, volunteers, scholars, and all other 

types of workers as well as congregants, worshippers, and visitors. 

What conditions must be met to resume religious services at places of worship? 

Information on condit ions imposed by the state can be found at guidance for Rlaces of worshiR (PDF) .. 

Additional cond itions may be imposed by local public health of f ic ials. This guidance does not obligate places 

of worship to resume in-person activity. It is strongly recommended that places of worship cont inue to 

facilitate remote services and other alternat ives to in-person religious practice for those who are vulnerable 

to COVID19. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, convening in a congregational setting of mult iple households to 

pract ice a personal faith carries a higher risk of widespread t ransmission of COVID-19, and may result in 

increased rates of infection, hospitalization, and death, especially among more vulnerable populations. In 

part icular, activit ies like singing and group recitat ion dramatically increase the risk of COVID-19 
t ransmission. For t h is reason sim!'imr and chant ing activities must be d iscontinued at indoor services and 
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t ransmission. For th is reason, singing and chanting activities must be discontinued at indoor services, and 

congregants engaging in group recitation should wear face coverings at all times. 

Places of worship must therefore limit indoor attendance to 25% of building capacity or a maximum of 100 

attendees, whichever is lower, and singing and chanting activities must be discontinued in indoor services. 

Local Health Officers are advised to consider appropriate limitations on outdoor attendance capacities, 

factoring their jurisdiction's key COVID-19 health indicators. At a minimum, outdoor attendance should be 

limited naturally th rough implementat ion of strict physical distancing measures of a minimum of 6 feet 

between attendees from different households, in addition to other relevant protocols w ithin this document. 

This limitation will be in effect for the f irst 21 days of a county public health department's approval of 

religious services and cultural ceremonies activit ies at places of worship within their jurisdictions. 

Can children attend group activities (Like Sunday school or Hebrew school) at 
places of worship? 

At this time, no. Children should remain in the care of those in their household unit and not interact w ith 

children of other parties at all times while visit ing facilit ies. Places of worship must discontinue activit ies 

and services for children (for example, shared play areas) where physical distancing of at least 6 feet cannot 

be maintained. 

When will these conditions change for places of worship? 

I 



 

When will these conditions change for places of worship? 

The Californ ia Department of Public Health, in consultation with county Departments of Public Health, will 

regularly review and assess the impacts of these imposed limits on public health and provide further 

direction as part of a phased- in restoration of activities in places of worship. 

Outdoor recreation 

Can I still exercise? Take my kids to the park for fresh air? Take a walk around the 
block? 

Can I walk my dog? Take my pet to the vet? 

Can I visit State Parks? What outdoor spaces are open? 

Can I travel? 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ I 
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County data monitoring

California is monitoring COVID-19 closely in each local community and keeping the public

informed. We’re teaming up with counties to fight it with every tool we have: current local data,

testing, contact tracing, infection control, emergency supplies, containment measures, and

more.

Counties should be ready to restore limitations if outbreaks increase. The State Public Health

Officer may take action if needed.

Effective July 13, 2020, ALL counties must close indoor operations in these sectors:

Dine-in restaurants

Wineries and tasting rooms

Movie theaters 

Family entertainment centers (for example: bowling alleys, miniature golf, batting cages

and arcades)

Zoos and museums

Cardrooms

Additionally, bars, brewpubs, breweries, and pubs must close all operations both indoor and

outdoor statewide.

https://web.archive.org/web/20200713220850/https://covid19.ca.gov/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200713220850/https://covid19.ca.gov/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200713220850/https://www.facebook.com/CAPublicHealth/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200713220850/https://twitter.com/CAPublicHealth
https://web.archive.org/web/20200713220850/https://covid19.ca.gov/search/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200713220850/https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/COVID19CountyMonitoringOverview.aspx
https://web.archive.org/web/20200713220850/https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/COVID19CountyDataTable.aspx
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Counties that have remained on the County Monitoring List for 3 consecutive days will be

required to shut down the following industries or activities unless they can be modified to

operate outside or by pick-up.

Fitness centers

Worship services

Protests

Offices for non-essential sectors

Personal care services, like nail salons, body waxing and tattoo parlors

Hair salons and barbershops

Malls

The following counties have remained on the County Monitoring List for 3 consecutive days:

Affected counties as of 7/13/20

Colusa

Contra Costa

Fresno

Glenn

Imperial

Kings

Los Angeles

Madera

Marin

Merced

Monterey

Napa

Orange

Placer

Riverside

Sacramento
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The State Public Health Officer may take additional action if needed. 

Track county data and monitoring status

San Benito

San Bernardino

San Diego

San Joaquin

Santa Barbara

Solano

Sonoma

Stanislaus

Sutter

Tulare

Yolo

Yuba

Ventura
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All individuals living in t he State of Californ ia are current ly ordered to stay home or at t heir place of 

residence, except for 12ermitted work, local shopping or other permitted errands, or as otherwise 

aut horized (includ ing in the Quest ions & Answers below). 

On March 19, 2020, an Executive Order (PDF). and Public Health Order (PDF). d irected al l Californ ians to 

stay home except to go to an essent ial job or to shop for essent ial needs. 

On May 4, 2020, an Executive Order (PDF). informed local health jurisdict ions and industry sectors that 

t hey may gradually reopen under new modif ications and guidance prov ided by the state per t he May 7, 

2020 Public Health Order (PDF) .. 

See essential jobs and QJ;!en sectors 

Questions and answers 

What is the relationship between the order and these questions and answers? + 



 

 



 

If I am not an Essential Critical Infrastructure Worker, can I still leave the house? + 

Are gatherings permitted? 

State public health directives prohibit professional, social and community gatherings. Gatherings are defined 

as meetings or other events that bring together persons from multiple households at the same time for a 

shared or group experience in a single room, space, or place such as an auditorium, stadium, arena, large 

conference room, meeting hall, or other indoor or outdoor space. They pose an especially high danger of 

t ransmiss ion and spread of COVID-19. 

On May 25, 2020, in an effort to balance First Amendment interests with public health, the State Public 

Health Officer created an except ion to the prohibition against mass gatherings for f aith-based services and 

cultural ceremonies as well as protests. Those types of gatherings are now permitted indoors so long as they 

do not exceed 100 attendees or 25% of the capacity of the space in which the gathering is held, whichever is 

lower. State public health directives now do not prohibit in-person outdoor faith-based services or protests as 

long as face coverings are worn and physical distancing of 6 feet between persons or groups of persons f rom 

different households is maintained at all t imes. All other gatherings are prohibited until further notice, 

except as otherwise specifically permitted in state public health directives (including in applicable industry 

guidance). 

Crowds and limited physical distancing increase the risk for COVID-19. If you attended a protest, remember 

that confidential, f ree testing is available. Find a testing location near Y.OU. If you test negative it does not 

mean that you may not develop COVID-19 later on. Therefore, it is advisable that you self -isolate for 14 days if 

possible. 



 

Can I get a haircut? 

Protected activities 

I want to express my political views. How can I make my voice heard without 
raising public health concerns? 

Can I engage in political protest gatherings? 

Yes, although in-person protests present special public health concerns. 

+ 

+ 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, bringing members of different households together to engage in 

in-person protest carries a higher risk of widespread transmission of COVID-19. Such gatherings may result 

in increased rates of infect ion, hospitalization, and death, especially among more vulnerable populations. In 

particular, activit ies like chanting, shouting, singing, and group recitation negate the risk-reduction achieved 

through 6 feet of physical distancing. For this reason, people engaging in these activities should wear face 

coverings at all t imes. 

Therefore, it is st rongly recommended that those exercising their right to engage in political expression 

(including, for example, their right to petition the government) should utilize alternative channels, such as the 

many online and broadcasting platforms avai lable in the digital age, in place of in-person gatherings. 



 

However, state public health directives do not prohibit in-person outdoor protests as long as you maintain a 

physical distance of 6 feet between persons or groups of persons from different households at all t imes. 

When you can't maintain a safe physical distance of 6 feet from people not in your household, you must wear 

a face covering or mask. Local Health Officers are advised to consider appropriate limitations on outdoor 

attendance capacities, factoring thei r jurisdiction's key COVID-19 health indicators. Fai lure to maintain 

adequate physical distancing may result in an order to disperse or other enforcement action. Masks and face 

coverings are strongly recommended. 

In counties that have been on the County Monitoring List for three consecutive days, indoor protests are not 

currently permitted. State public health direct ives do not prohibit in-person indoor protests as long as (1) 

attendance is limited to 25% of the relevant area's maximum occupancy, as defined by the relevant local 

permitting authority or other relevant authority, or a maximum of 100 attendees, whichever is lower, 

(2) physical distancing of 6 feet between persons or groups of persons from dif ferent households is 

maintained at all times, and (3) singing and chanting act ivit ies are discontinued. Failure to maintain 

adequate physical distancing may result in an order to disperse or other enforcement action. Masks and face 

coverings are required in compliance w ith CDPH directives. 

Participants must maintain a physical distance of 6 feet f rom any uniformed peace officers and other public 

safety personnel present, unless otherwise directed, and follow all other requirements and direct ives 

imposed by local health officers and law enforcement, or other applicable authorities. 

This limitation on attendance will be reviewed regularly. This review will assess the impacts of these imposed 

limits on public health and provide further direction as part of a phased- in restorat ion of gatherings that 

implicate the First Amendment. 



 

How do I vote? + 

Can I go to church? 

Yes. Places of worship such as churches, mosques, temples, and synagogues can open throughout the state, 

with modif icat ions for safety_(PDF) .. In count ies on the CountY. Monitoring List, indoor services in places of 

worship must be discont inued but outdoor and online services are permitted. 

Can I practice my religious faith? 

Yes. Practicing your f aith is a constitutionally-protected act ivity and may manifest in many dif f erent f orms. 

Although in-person religious gatherings- like other in-person gatherings- have been restricted to prevent 

the transmission of COVID-19, on May 25, 2020, the State Public Health Officer began to ease restrictions on 

in-person religious gatherings. In part icular, the State Public Health Off icer now authorizes County 

Departments of Public Health to allow collective activit ies at places of worship, subject to conditions to 

support a safe, clean environment for employees, interns and t rainees, volunteers, scholars, and all other 

types of workers as well as congregants, worshippers, and visitors. 

What conditions must be met to resume religious services at places of worship? 



 

What conditions must be met to resume religious services at places of worship? 

Information on cond it ions imposed by the state can be found at guidance for 12laces of worshi12._(PDF) .. 

Additional cond itions may be imposed by local public health officials. This guidance does not obligate places 

of worship to resume in-person activity. It is strongly recommended that places of worship continue to 

facilitate remote services and other alternat ives to in-person religious practice for those who are vulnerable 

toCOVID19. 

Even with adherence to physical distancing, convening in a congregational setting of mult iple households to 

pract ice a personal faith carries a higher risk of widespread t ransmission of COVID-19, and may result in 

increased rates of infection, hospitalization, and death, especially among more vulnerable populat ions. In 

part icular, activities like singing and group recitation dramatically increase the risk of COVID-19 

t ransmission. For this reason, singing and chanting act ivities must be discontinued at indoor services, and 

congregants engaging in group recit ation should wear face coverings at all t imes. 

Places of worship must therefore limit indoor attendance to 25% of building capacity or a maximum of 100 

attendees, whichever is lower, and singing and chanting act ivit ies must be discontinued in indoor services. In 

count ies on the County Monitoring List for three consecut ive days, places of worship must discontinue indoor 

services. 

Local Health Officers are advised to consider appropriate limitat ions on outdoor attendance capacities, 

factoring their jurisdiction's key COVID-19 health indicators. At a minimum, outdoor attendance should be 

limited naturally through implementation of strict physical distancing measures of a minimum of 6 feet 

between attendees from different households, in addition to other relevant protocols w ithin this document. 

This limitation will be regularly reviewed by the California Department of Public Health. 



 

Can children attend group activities (like Sunday school or Hebrew school) at 
places of worship? 

At this t ime, no. Children should remain in the care of those in their household unit and not interact with 
children of other part ies at all times while visiting facilities. Places of worship must discontinue activities 

and services for children (for example, shared play areas) where physica l distancing of at least 6 feet cannot 

be maintained. 

When will these conditions change for places of worship? 

The California Department of Public Health, in consultation w ith county Departments of Public Health, will 

regularly review and assess the impacts of these imposed limits on public health and provide further 

direction as part of a phased-in restoration of activities in places of worship. 

Outdoor recreation 

Can I still exercise? Take my kids to the park for fresh air? Take a walk around the 
block? + 
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State of California—Health and Human Services Agency 
California Department of Public Health 

 SONIA Y. ANGELL, MD, MPH GAVIN NEWSOM 
 State Public Health Officer & Director Governor 

CDPH, MS 0500   P.O. Box 997377    Sacramento, CA 95899-7377 
(916) 558-1784

Internet Address: www.cdph.ca.gov 

Statewide Public Health Officer Order, 
July 13, 2020 

On March 19, 2020, I issued an order directing all individuals living in the State of 
California to stay at home except as needed to facilitate authorized, necessary activities 
or to maintain the continuity of operations of critical infrastructure sectors. I then set out 
California’s path forward from this “Stay-at-Home” Order in California’s Pandemic 
Resilience Roadmap. On May 7th, I announced that statewide data supported the 
gradual movement of the entire state into Stage 2 of the Pandemic Resilience 
Roadmap. On May 8th, the Governor outlined a process where counties that met 
specific criteria could move more quickly than other parts of the state through Stage 2 of 
modifying the Stay-at-Home order, including certain businesses deemed higher risk.  

The statewide data has since demonstrated a significant increase in the spread of 
COVID-19, resulting in public health conditions that demand measures responsive to 
those conditions be put into place with haste. On June 28, 2020, the California 
Department of Public Health (CDPH) issued guidance setting forth the need to close 
bars and similar establishments in counties that – due to concerning levels of disease 
transmission, hospitalizations, or insufficient testing – had been on the County 
Monitoring List, which includes counties that show concerning levels of disease 
transmission, hospitalizations, insufficient testing, or other critical epidemiological 
markers, for 14 days. On July 1, 2020, CDPH issued guidance specific to counties on 
the County Monitoring List for three consecutive days, requiring closure of the indoor 
operations of various sectors, including restaurants, wineries, and certain entertainment 
venues, as well as all bars indoor and outdoor. Based on my judgment as the State 
Public Health Officer, it is now necessary to take these steps statewide, to take 
additional steps for counties on the County Monitoring List, and to continue to monitor 
and modify the process of reopening.  

The current data reflect that community spread of infection is of increasing concern 
across the state. On July 1, 2020, there were 19 counties on the County Monitoring List. 
As of July 13, 2020, there are 32 counties on the list, and additional counties may soon 
be added as data warrants. In addition to the impact on the general population, 
community spread increases the likelihood of expanded transmission of COVID-19 in 
congregate settings such as nursing homes, homeless shelters, jails and prisons. 
Infection of these vulnerable populations in these settings can be catastrophic. Higher 

http://www.cdph.ca.gov/
https://covid19.ca.gov/stay-home-except-for-essential-needs/
https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Update-on-California-Pandemic-Roadmap.pdf
https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Update-on-California-Pandemic-Roadmap.pdf
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/COVID-19/SHO%20Order%205-7-2020.pdf
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/Bar-Closure-Guidance.aspx
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/Guidance-on-Closure-of-Sectors-in-Response-to-COVID-19.aspx


levels of community spread also increase the likelihood of infection among individuals at 
high risk of serious outcomes from COVID-19, including the elderly and those with 
underlying health conditions who might live or otherwise interact with an infected 
individual.   

The Pandemic Resilience Roadmap classifies bars, pubs, breweries, brewpubs, dine-in 
restaurants, wineries and tasting rooms, family entertainment centers, zoos, museums, 
and cardrooms as Stage 2 or Stage 3 sectors with high risk of transmission due to a 
number of features of the businesses and the behaviors that occur within them. Public 
health studies have shown that the risk of transmission is exacerbated in indoor spaces, 
particularly when lacking appropriate ventilation. These sectors are settings where 
groups convene and may mix with others for a prolonged period of time, increasing the 
risk of escalating the transmission rate of COVID-19. While physical distancing is critical 
to mitigating exposure, it is more effective at protecting an individual with brief 
exposures or outdoor exposures. In contrast to indoor spaces, wind and the viral dilution 
in outdoor spaces can help reduce viral load.  

Bars, both indoor and outdoor, have additional risk factors. A bar, foundationally, is a 
social setting where typically not only small groups convene, but also where groups mix 
with other groups.  Bars also have an added risk imposed by the consumption of alcohol 
as a primary activity offered in such venues. Alcohol consumption slows brain activity, 
reduces inhibition, and impairs judgment, factors which contribute to reduced 
compliance with recommended core personal protective measures, such as the 
mandatory use of face coverings and maintaining six feet of distance from people in 
different households, both indoors and outdoors. Louder environments and the 
cacophony of conversation that are typical in bar settings also require raised voices and 
greater projection of orally emitted viral droplets. 

For counties on the County Monitoring List, the risks and impacts of disease 
transmission are even greater. The science suggests that for indoor operations the 
odds of an infected person transmitting the virus are dramatically higher compared to 
an open-air environment. Thus, for those counties on the list, it is necessary to close 
indoor operations for additional sectors which promote the closed-space mixing of 
populations beyond households and/or make adherence to physical distancing with 
face coverings difficult, including: gyms and  fitness centers, places of worship, 
protests, offices for non-Critical Infrastructure sectors as designated on covid19.ca.gov, 
personal care services (including nail salons, massage parlors, and tattoo parlors), hair 
salons and barbershops, and malls.  



 

 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, I, as State Public Health Officer and Director of the California 
Department of Public Health, order all of the following:  
 

Statewide Order Relative to Bars, Pubs, Brewpubs, and Breweries 
 
1. Bars, pubs, brewpubs, and breweries, whether operating indoors or outdoors, shall 
be closed across the state, unless an exception below applies.  
 

a. Bars, pubs, brewpubs, and breweries, may operate outdoors if they are 
offering sit-down, outdoor, dine-in meals. Alcohol can be sold only in the 
same transaction as a meal. When operating outdoors, they must follow the 
dine-in restaurant guidance and should continue to encourage takeout and 
delivery service whenever possible. 

b. Bars, pubs, brewpubs, and breweries that do not provide sit-down meals 
themselves, but can contract with another vendor to do so, can serve dine-in 
meals when operating outdoors provided both businesses follow the dine-in 
restaurant guidance and alcohol is sold only in the same transaction as a 
meal. 

c. Venues that are currently authorized to provide off sale beer, wine, and spirits 
to be consumed off premises and do not offer sit-down, dine-in meals must 
follow the guidance for retail operations and offer curbside sales only. 

d. Concert, performance, or entertainment venues must remain closed until they 
are allowed to resume modified or full operation through a specific reopening 
order or guidance. Establishments that serve full meals must discontinue this 
type of entertainment until these types of activities are allowed to resume 
modified or full operation. 

 
2. Indoor operations shall be restricted across the state as specified below: 
 

a. Dine-in restaurants must close indoor seating to customers. During this 
closure all dine-in restaurants may continue to utilize outdoor seating and 
must comply with the guidance for outdoor dining. Restaurants should 
continue to encourage takeout and delivery service whenever possible. 

b. Wineries and tasting rooms must close indoor services to customers. During 
this closure all wineries and tasting rooms operating outdoors must comply 
with the guidance for restaurants, wineries, and bars. 

c. Family entertainment centers and movie theaters must close indoor services 
and attractions to customers.  

1. Family entertainment centers may continue to provide outdoor services 
and attractions to customers, and must comply with the guidance for 
movie theaters and family entertainment centers. 

https://covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-dine-in-restaurants.pdf
https://covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-dine-in-restaurants.pdf
https://covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-dine-in-restaurants.pdf
https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-retail.pdf
https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-outdoor-restaurants.pdf
http://covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-restaurants-bars.pdf
http://covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-family-entertainment.pdf


 

 
 

2. Drive-in movie theaters may continue to operate and should follow 
additional applicable guidance for drive-in movie theaters. 

d. Indoor attractions at zoos and museums must close to visitors.  
1. Zoos and museums may continue to operate outdoor attractions and 

must follow the guidance for zoos and museums. 
e. Cardrooms must close indoor services to customers and must follow the 

guidance for cardrooms.   
 

Order for Closure of Additional Indoor Sectors for Counties on Monitoring List 
 
3. Counties that currently appear on CDPH’s County Monitoring List and have been on 
the list for three consecutive days, and counties that subsequently appear for three 
consecutive days or more while this order remains effective, must close all indoor 
operations of the following types of businesses/events/activities: 
 

a. Gyms and Fitness Centers 
b. Places of Worship  
c. Protests 
d. Offices for Non-Critical Infrastructure Sectors 
e. Personal Care Services (including nail salons, massage parlors, and tattoo 

parlors) 
f. Hair salons and barbershops 
g. Malls 

 
Terms of Orders 

 
4. This order shall go into effect immediately. 
 
5. These closures shall remain in effect until I determine it is appropriate to modify the 
order based on public health conditions. 
 
6. Outdoor operations may be conducted under a tent, canopy, or other sun shelter but 
only as long as no more than one side is closed, allowing sufficient outdoor air 
movement. 
 
7. I will continue to monitor the epidemiological data and will modify the sectors that 
may be open both statewide and in counties on the Monitoring List as required by the 
evolving public health conditions. If I determine that it is appropriate to reopen, close, or 
modify the operations of any additional sectors, those sectors will be posted at: 
https://covid19.ca.gov/roadmap-counties/. 
 
8. My guidance mandating the wearing of face coverings and my guidance prohibiting 
gatherings continue to apply statewide, except as specifically permitted in other orders 
or guidance documents. To prevent further spread of COVID-19 to and within other 

https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-family-entertainment.pdf
http://covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-zoos-museums.pdf
https://covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-cardrooms-racetracks.pdf
https://covid19.ca.gov/essential-workforce/
https://covid19.ca.gov/roadmap-counties/
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/COVID-19/Guidance-for-Face-Coverings_06-18-2020.pdf
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/COVID-19/CDPHGuidanceforthePreventionofCOVID19TransmissionforGatherings.aspx
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For Immediate Release:

March 04, 2020

County of Los Angeles Declares Local Health Emergency in Response to
New Novel Coronavirus Activity

LOS ANGELES –Today, the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors (Board) and the Department of Public Health (Public Health)
declared a local and public health emergency in response to increased spread of coronavirus across the country and six additional
cases in LA County. Public Health stated that none of the new cases are from community spread, and all of these new cases were
exposed to COVID-19 through close contacts. None of these cases were linked to the first case reported in LA County in January.

“These declarations are a swift response to this emergent issue and will enhance our ability to effectively manage our response,” said
Supervisor Kathryn Barger, Chair of the Board of Supervisors. “These actions will allow us to have even greater coordination to protect
our more than 10 million residents and prevent the spread of COVID-19 in our communities,” she added. Public Health simultaneously
issued a declaration of a local public health emergency.

“My first priority is, and always will be, to protect the public health of our residents and that means ensuring we have the necessary
equipment and resources in place should the threat of COVID-19 escalate in the County,” said Los Angeles County Supervisor Hilda L.
Solis. “Fear will not drive our response to this virus. Rather, we will prepare and implement our proven prevention strategies to
effectively protect the public.”

“We will continue to mobilize county resources, accelerate emergency planning, streamline staffing, coordinate with agencies across
the county and state and federal partners, and raise awareness about how everyone can be prepared for more cases and community
spread ,” said Barbara Ferrer, PhD, MPH, MEd, Director of Public Health.

“As more cases are identified and community spread is detected in numerous areas, the possibility of sustained community spread of
this virus in the US will increase,” said Muntu Davis, MD, MPH, Health Officer for Public Health. “Everyone and every organization has
to do their part to help slow the spread of this virus.”

Public Health will be enhancing efforts to include the following:

Testing at our Public Health Lab: Public Health is among ten California health labs to receive CDC test kits, with additional kits on
the way and we will be able to test locally for COVID-19.

Ensuring that people who are positive for novel coronavirus and their close contacts are quickly identified and closely monitored
and supported while they are in isolation and/or quarantined.

Daily radio briefing updates by the Public Health Director and Health Officer.

New guidance for childcare facilities, schools, colleges and universities, employers, hotels, public safety responders, shelters,
congregate living facilities and parents on how to prepare for and slow the spread of COVID-19.

Weekly telebriefings with elected officials, city managers, and leaders at businesses, organizations, schools, faith-based
communities and healthcare facilities (this includes over 3500 identified contacts).

Site visits to every interim housing facility to assist the implementation of environmental practices and modifications that can
reduce transmission of respiratory illness.

Communication and preparation with our first responders, healthcare facility partners and healthcare providers to ensure
continued readiness for this dynamic situation, including ensuring adequate PPE supplies for healthcare workers.

Updating our pandemic response plan for COVID-19 in accordance with CDC guidance and local conditions.
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“Our local healthcare system is well prepared to treat more cases should the need arise, particularly among vulnerable populations
that require significant clinical care,” Ferrer added. “Specific guidance documents allow each of us to take steps to be prepared,
including personal actions that can make a difference in disease transmission.”

And although there is no current need for significant social distancing measures in LA County, and the individual risk for contracting
COVID-19 remains low for most individuals in the County, all community members should take the opportunity to plan for the
possibility of more significant social distancing requirements should there be broad community spread. Personal preparation
measures include:

Having an ample supply of essentials at home (including water, food, hygiene, medications, and pet food);

Planning for the possibility of business disruptions, school closures, and modifications/cancellations of select public events;

Practicing simple social distancing strategies that limit your exposure to others who may be ill (verbal salutations in place of
handshakes and hugs, not sharing utensils, cups and linens, staying six feet apart from others at public events).

LA County is prepared to manage and investigate suspected and confirmed cases of novel coronavirus. Public Health will continue to
work closely with federal, state, and local partners to provide healthcare providers and the public with accurate information about
actions to be taken to reduce the spread of novel coronavirus and to care for those who may become ill with this virus. As with other
respiratory infections, there are steps that everyone can take to prevent the spread of novel coronavirus.

The best ways to prevent the spread of respiratory infections, including novel coronavirus, are:

Stay home if you are sick. Sick people make well people sick.

If you have mild symptoms, there may be no need to go to a medical facility to see a doctor.

Certain patients, such as the elderly, those that are immune compromised or have underlying health conditions should call their
doctor earlier.

If you have questions, please call the clinic or your doctor before going in. If you do not have a healthcare provider, call 211 for
assistance finding support near you.

Wash your hands with soap and water for at least 20 seconds, especially after going to the bathroom; before eating; and after
blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing.

Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw the tissue in the trash.

Get immunized against the flu to protect yourself and your family, and reduce the potential strain on the healthcare system,
which may be impacted by COVID-19 concerns.

Public Health is also asking businesses, schools, and community-based organizations to prepare plans that allow people to stay home
if they are sick (even mildly) without the risk of being academically or financially penalized. This includes the option to work from
home or to complete assignments remotely, where possible. Public Health is requesting organizations do the following:

Make sure you are using a robust, regular cleaning and disinfection schedule for frequently touched surfaces.

Ensure that your continuity of operations (COOP) plans are up to date, so their essential functions can continue.

Not require a doctor’s note for staff returning to work after being sick, when possible. This will reduce the strain on the
healthcare system. These actions will go a long way to protect individuals and healthcare services that may be affected once
novel coronavirus begins to spread more widely.

Always check with trusted sources for the latest accurate information about novel coronavirus:

Los Angeles County Department of Public Health http ://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/

California Department of Public Health https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/nCOV2019.aspx

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html

World Health Organization https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus

LA County residents can also call 2-1-1

The Department of Public Health is committed to promoting health equity and ensuring optimal health and well-being for all 10
million residents of Los Angeles County. Through a variety of programs, community partnerships and services, Public Health oversees
environmental health, disease control, and community and family health. Nationally accredited by the Public Health Accreditation
Board, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health comprises nearly 4,500 employees and has an annual budget of $1.2

http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Imm%20%20unization/nCOV2019.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus
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billion. To learn more about Los Angeles County Public Health, please visit www.publichea lth.lacounty.gov , and follow LA County
Public Health on social media at twitter.com/l acounty.gov, and follow LA County Public Health on social media at twitter.com/lap
ublichealth, facebook.co m/lapublichealth, instagra m.com/lapublichealth and youtube.com/ lapublichealth.

#####

http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
https://twitter.com/lapublichealth
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https://www.instagram.com/lapublichealth/
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For Immediate Release:

March 16, 2020

LA County Public Health Issues Order to Prohibit Group Events and
Gatherings, Require Social Distancing Measures and the Closure of Certain
Businesses

LOS ANGELES – Today the Los Angeles County Health Officer (Health Officer) issued an order to prohibit all indoor and outdoor,
public and private events and gatherings within a confined space, where 50 or more members of the public are expected to attend at
the same time, to require social distancing measures and temporary closure of certain businesses. The decision for the Order is based
on evidence of increasing community transmission requiring the immediate implementation of additional community mitigation
efforts for organizations to help reduce the spread of COVID-19 within the county. This Order will remain in effect at least through
March 31, 2020.

To further protect against the spread of COVID-19, the Health Officer's Order also requires persons in charge of events and gatherings
attended by 10-49 persons to ensure that attendees follow specific social distancing measures, as well as, follow infection control
guidelines for the duration of the event and prohibits dining in at restaurants. Restaurants may continue to serve food to customer via
delivery, take-out or drive-thru. Furthermore, the Order requires the closing of businesses where it is common for patrons to be in
close contact with each other for extended periods of time, such as, movie theaters, gyms and fitness centers, arcades, bowling alleys
and bars and nightclubs that do not serve food.

“Chairwoman Kathryn Barger continues to take swift action to protect the more than 10 million individuals in Los Angeles County. I
would like to thank all the local leaders who are working tirelessly to address what is a quickly changing situation here in Los Angeles
County. Our goal is to slow the transmission of COVID-19, but we can't do it alone,” said Barbara Ferrer, PhD, MPH, MEd, Director of
Public Health. “Each and every one of us, both businesses and residents, must do our part by practicing social distancing and taking
common sense infection control precautions. We urgently need to flatten the curve of COVID-19 in order to keep our hospitals and
emergency rooms from becoming overwhelmed with COVID-19 patients. Flattening the curve requires conscientious social distancing
efforts by all our LA County residents during this time of crisis. Our collective efforts during this pandemic can literally save the lives of
our loved ones and most vulnerable residents."

"This Order is designed to implement both the Center for Disease Control’s (CDC) Interim Guidance for Large Events and Mass
Gatherings and the California Department of Public Health’s Gathering Guidance to limit the spread of COVID-19,” said County Health
Officer, Muntu Davis, MD, MPH. “I know that it will significantly impact the lives of our residents and businesses. But, without a
specific vaccine or treatment, these community mitigation strategies are the only and most readily available tools we have to slow the
spread of COVID-19 and protect the health and well-being of our communities in LA County."

Community mitigation efforts include social distancing and temporary closures. Social distancing strategies increase distance between
people in specific settings where people commonly come into close contact with one another. Closures refer to the temporary
closures of specific settings where people gather, and act to enhance efforts to implement social distancing.

The Health Officer's Order specifically requires that:

Events and gatherings of 50 members or more are prohibited at least until April 1, 2020.
This order applies to conferences, arenas, stadiums, convention centers, and meeting spaces. These are places where
persons, often strangers, sit and remain in close proximity of one another for extended periods of time.

For all public and private events and gatherings of 10-49 persons, the Health Officer requires that event organizers and venue
operators to do the following:

Enforce social distancing measures by requiring attendees or groups of attendees, such as a group of family members or
household contacts, who remain at the event to be separated by a distance of at least six feet during the entirety of the
event or gathering.
Provide access to hand washing facilities with soap and water or hand sanitizer that contains at least 60 percent alcohol.
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Post a conspicuous sign at the entry of the event or gathering that instructs persons that have symptoms of respiratory
illness to not attend.

Adhere to cleaning and infection control guidance provided by Public Health.

The Order specifically requires the closure of bars and nightclubs that do not serve food, gyms, fitness centers, movie and
performance theaters, bowling alleys and arcades.

This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public entity within the Los Angeles County. Certain
activities are essential to the functioning of the County and the well-being of our residents and must continue. This Order does
not apply to sites and situations where people obtain essential services and essential goods to meet their basic needs, such as:

Regular school classes, work, or essential services locations.

Grocery stores or retail stores.

Pharmacies.

Places of transit, like airports, metro stations, or bus stations.

Hospitals or health care facilities.

Schools and universities/colleges.

Congregate living situations, including dormitories.

Both the State and County Public Health have provided infection control guidance to facilities and businesses not covered by this
order.
Public Health has issued the following guidance during this time of increased spread:

Avoid non-essential travel, public gatherings, and places where large groups of people congregate.

Event organizers postpone or cancel non-essential gatherings of 50 or more until at least the end of March.

Limit gatherings of individuals who are at higher risk for severe illness from COVID-19 (people older than 65, pregnant women,
and those with chronic illness) to no more than 10 people.

This guidance does not apply to activities such as attendance at regular school classes, work, or essential services, including
public transportation, airport travel or shopping.

If you are mildly sick with a fever, stay home and call your doctor if you are concerned and/or your symptoms worsen.
Individuals who are elderly, have underlying health conditions or pregnant should consider contacting their providers earlier
when they are sick.

Exclude employees and visitors with any fever and/or respiratory infection symptoms and visitors with recent travel to any
country or region with significant community transmission (including communities in the US) from all schools, businesses, and
gatherings of any size.

Follow all social distancing recommendations issued by Public Health.

A copy of the Order and additional things you can do to protect yourself, your family and your community can be found on the Public
Health website, at: www.publichealth.lacounty.gov

Always check with trusted sources for the latest accurate information about novel coronavirus:

Los Angeles County Department of Public Health http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/

California Department of Public Health https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs /CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/ncov2019.aspx

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html

World Health Organization https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus

LA County residents can also call 2-1-1

The Department of Public Health is committed to promoting health equity and ensuring optimal health and well-being for all 10
million residents of Los Angeles County. Through a variety of programs, community partnerships and services, Public Health oversees
environmental health, disease control, and community and family health. Nationally accredited by the Public Health Accreditation
Board, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health comprises nearly 4,500 employees and has an annual budget of $1.2

http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/
http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/ncov2019.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index.html
https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus
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billion. To learn more about Los Angeles County Public Health, please visit www.publichea lth.lacounty.gov , and follow LA County
Public Health on social media at twitter.com/l acounty.gov, and follow LA County Public Health on social media at twitter.com/lap
ublichealth, facebook.co m/lapublichealth, instagra m.com/lapublichealth and youtube.com/ lapublichealth.

#####
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 
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HEALTH OFFICER ORDER FOR THE CONTROL OF COVID-19 
Temporary Prohibition of Group Events and Gatherings 

Required Social Distancing Measures 
Closure of Certain Businesses 

Date Order Issued: March 16, 2020 

Please read this Order carefully. Violation of or failure to comply with this Order is a crime 
punishable by fine, imprisonment, or both. (California Health and Safety Code § 120295; 
Los Angeles County Code § 11.02.080.) 

SUMMARY OF THE ORDER: During a State of Emergency, California law empowers the County 
of Los Angeles Health Officer (Health Officer) to take measures necessary to protect the public 
from the spread of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) within the County of Los Angeles. In 
accordance with the Centers for Disease Control's (CDC) Interim Guidance for Large Events and 
Mass Gatherings (March 15, 2020); the California Department of Public Health's Mass Gathering 
Guidance (March 11, 2020); Governor Newsom's Guidance Regarding Bars and Restaurants 
(March 15, 2020); and Mayor Eric Garcetti's Emergency Public Order - New City Measures to 
Address COVID-19 (March 15, 2020), the Health Officer is.ordering significant protective measures 
to stem or slow the spread of COVID-19 within the greater Los Angeles community. 

Because of the rapid spread of COVIO-19 and the need to protect the most vulnerable members of 
our community, this Order prohibits all indoor public and private gatherings and all outdoor public 
and private events within a confined space, where at least 50 people are expected to be in 
attendance at the same time. This Order applies within the County of Los Angeles Public Health 
Jurisdiction, beginning March 16, 2020 and continues through March 31, 2020, subject to the terms 
and conditions more particularly set forth below. 

For all gatherings that are not prohibited, the Health Officer orders the event and gathering holders 
and venues to implement the following infection control precautions: (1) enforce social distancing 
within the confined space by requiring attendees to be separated by six (6) feet; (2) provide access 
to hand washing facilities with soap and water or hand sanitizer that contains at least 60 percent 
alcohol; (3) post a sign in a conspicuous place at the public entry to the venue instructing members 
of the public to not attend if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness, including fever or 
cough; and (4) adhere to communicable disease control recommendations provided by the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health. 

Further, this Health Officer Order, in accordance Mayor Eric Garcetti's Emergency Public Order
New City Measures to Address COVIO-19, requires all permanent food facilities to limit their 
services to only preparing and offering food to customers via delivery service, via pick up for take
out dining only, or via drive thru. 

This Order immediately requires closing the following types of businesses: 

(1) Bars and Nightclubs that do not serve food. 

(2) Gyms and Fitness Centers. 

(3) Movie Theaters, Live Performance Theaters, Bowling Alleys, and Arcades. 

The County Health Officer will continue to monitor COVID-19 disease spread, State and CDC 
recommendations, and the impact of the required measures, and as needed, may revisit, extend, 
expand, or otherwise modify this Order to protect the public's health. 
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UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE CALIFORNIA HEAL TH AND SAFETY CODE SECTIONS 101040, 
101085, AND 120175, THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES HEALTH OFFICER ORDERS: 

1. Effective March 16, 2020, and continuing through March 31, 2020, all public and private group 
events and mass gatherings, as defined below, of 50 or more people are prohibited anywhere 
within the Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction. 

2. For public and private events and gatherings attended by between 10-49 members of the public, 
held in a confined or enclosed space, and not prohibited by this Order, the organizer of the event 
and the owner, manager, or operator of the venue holding the event or gathering shall: 

a. Enforce social distancing measures by requiring attendees who remain at the event for 
over 1 O minutes to be separated by at least six (6) feet from other attendees during the 
entirety of the event or gathering. Persons who attend the event or gathering as a group, 
e.g., a group of family members or household contacts, may sit or remain together, but 
groups of attendees must be separated by a distance of at least six (6) feet. 

b. Provide access to hand washing facilities with soap and water or with hand sanitizer that 
contains at least 60 percent alcohol. 

c. Post a sign in a conspicuous place at all public entries to the venue that instructs 
members of the public to not attend if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory 
illness, including fever or cough. 

d. Adhere to communicable disease control recommendations provided by the Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Health, including guidance for cleaning and disinfecting the 
site. See guidance posted at www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/. 

3. Effective immediately, and in accordance with Governor Newsom's Guidance and Mayor 
Garcetti's New City Measures to Address COVID-19, all permanent food facilities, as defined by 
Health and Safety Code § 113849, may only prepare and offer food that is provided to customers 
via delivery service, via pick-up for takeout dining, and via drive-thru. Bars and night clubs that 
offer food to consumers may remain open only for purposes of continuing to prepare and offer 
food to consumers via delivery service, via pick-up, or drive-thru. Permanent food facilities that 
provide and offer food to consumers for pick up must require patrons or groups of patrons who 
are ordering food and beverages to be and remain at least six (6) feet apart from each other 
while inside the facility. 

4. Further, the Health Officer orders the immediate closure of the following types of businesses: 

a. Bars and Nightclubs that do not serve food. 

b. Movie theaters, live performance venues, bowling alleys, and arcades. 

c. Gyms and fitness centers. 

d. Wineries, Breweries, and Tap Rooms that provide tastings. 

5. This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public entity within the 
Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction. 

REASONS FOR THE ORDER 

6. This Order is based upon scientific evidence and best practices, as currently known and 
available, to protect members of the public from avoidable risk of serious illness and death 
resulting from the spread of COVID-19, as well as to protect the healthcare system from a surge 
of cases into its emergency rooms and hospitals. The Order supports the California Department 
of Public Health and the CDC's efforts to institute necessary social distancing measures to 
reduce community transmission of COVID-19. 
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7. Existing communit/transmission of COVID-19 in Los Angeles County presents a substantial and 
significant risk of harm to the health of residents. Currently, there is no vaccine available to 
protect against and no specific treatment for COVID-19. As of March 16, 2020, there have been 
at least 94 cases of COVI D-19 and 1 death reported in Los Angeles County. 

8. The virus that causes COVID-19 can be spread easily through person-to-person contact. This 
risk of transmission is increased when people are in close proximity. All group events and 
gatherings pose an increased risk for transmission of COVID-19 and thus, are a substantial risk 
to public health. Circumstances associated with Group Events and Mass Gatherings, smaller 
events and gatherings, and the public's presence in businesses where it is usual for patrons to 
have extended close contact, that are likely to exacerbate the spread of COVID-19 include, 
without limitation: (a) the increased likelihood that these events, gatherings, and businesses will 
attract people from a geographic area with known COVID-19 community transmission, (b) the 
prolonged time period during which large numbers of people are in close proximity, (c) the 
difficulty in tracing and controlling additional exposures when large numbers of people attend a 
single event, and (d) the inability to ensure both that attendees are not infected with COVID-19 
and will follow adequate hygienic and social distancing practices. 

9. In the absence of a specific immunization or treatment for COVID-19, social distancing is the 
only and most readily available tool to prevent this disease. Increasing social distancing and 
limiting gatherings are proven ways to slow transmission of communicable diseases. 
Accordingly, to reduce the community transmission of COVID-19, the Health Officer has ordered 
the temporary prohibition of all Group Events and Mass Gatherings, as defined in Sections 10, 
11 and 12, and is also requiring the closure of certain businesses where it is usual practice for 
patrons to remain in close proximity. 

DEFINITIONS 

10. For purposes of this Order, Group Events and Mass Gatherings are any gathering, assembly, 
event, or convening that brings together or is likely to bring together 50 or more persons at the 
same time in an indoor or outdoor confined or enclosed space, for any purpose including a 
business, cultural, religious, athletic, entertainment, social, or other special event. These types of 
Group Events and Mass Gatherings are •likely to result in situations where people will be within 
six (6) feet of each other for an extended period of time (greater than 10 minutes). 

11. Group Events and Mass Gatherings include, without limitation: (a) any convention, arena, or 
meeting space with fixed seating or other set-up where seating is placed adjacent to each other 
in rows; (b) any space where event attendees stand in close proximity to each other, such as a 
concert or other performance that includes "standing room only" sections; (c) an admission or 
concession line/queue; and (d) a confined or closed outdoor space: (i) that is enclosed by a 
fence, physical barrier, or other structure and (ii) where people are within six (6) feet of one 
another for more than ten (10) minutes. Specific examples include, but are not limited to, 
conventions, conferences, training activities, concerts, and athletic events. 

12. This Order is intended to deter the spread of COVID-19 by preventing people from being in 
unnecessary close contact. Certain activities are essential to the functioning of the County and 
the well-being of our residents and must continue. Accordingly, the requirements in this Order do 
not apply to the following sites or situations where residents must obtain or participate in 
essential governmental, educational, or other essential services (those that meet basic human 
needs): (a) attendance at regular school classes, work, or essential services; 
(b) places where people are in transit or waiting for transit including airports or bus or train 
stations or terminals; (c) grocery stores and retail stores; (d) congregate living situations, 
including dormitories; or (e) hospitals and healthcare facilities. 
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a. This Order does not prohibit use of enclosed spaces where 50 or more people may be 
present at different times during the day, as long as 50 or more people are not present in 
the space at the same time. 

b. This Order does not apply to specific permanent food facilities: 

i. Cafeterias, commissaries, and retail food facilities located within hospitals, nursing 
homes, governmental buildings that provide essential services to the public, or within 
other licensed health care facilities. 

ii. Grocery stores and pharmacies. 

iii. Charitable or governmental organization providing meals to the indigent population. 

iv. Concessionaires or food services within any airport within the Los Angeles County Public 
Health jurisdiction. 

ADDITIONAL TERMS 

13. This Order does not, in any way, restrict: (a) first responder access to the site(s) named in this 
Order during an emergency or (b) local, state or federal officers, investigators, or medical or law 
enforcement personnel from carrying out their lawful duties at the site(s) named in this Order. 

14. The entities subject to this Order that are not required to close may otherwise remain open for 
business and perform essential functions and operations during the duration of this Order. 

15. The County shall promptly provide copies of this Order by: (a) posting it on the Los Angeles 
Department of Public Health's website (www.publichealth.lacounty.gov), (b) posting it at the 
Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration located at 500 West Temple Street, Los Angeles, CA 
90012, (c) providing it to any member of the public requesting a copy, (d) issuing a press release 
to publicize the Order throughout the county, and (e) by serving via email on large facilities 
known to the County's Health Officer that are likely to be subject to this Order (but service via 
email is not required for compliance). 

a. The owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is likely to be impacted by this Order is 
strongly encouraged to post a copy of this Order onsite and to provide a copy to any 
member of the public requesting a copy. 

b. Because guidance may change, the owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is 
subject to this Order is ordered to consult the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health's website (www.publichealth.lacounty.gov) daily to identify any modifications to the 
Order and is required to comply with any updates until the Order is terminated. 

16. If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any application of it to any 
person, structure, gathering, or circumstance is held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a 
decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such decision will not affect the validity of the 
remaining portions or applications of this Order. 

17. This Order is issued in accordance with, and incorporates by reference, the March 4, 2020 
Proclamation of a State of Emergency issued by Governor Gavin Newsom and the 
March 4, 2020 declarations of a local and public health emergency issued by the Los Angeles 
County Board of Supervisors and Los Angeles County Health Officer, respectively,_ and as they 
may be supplemented. 
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18. To protect the public's health, the Health Officer may take additional action(s) for failure to 
comply with this Order. Violation of this Order is a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment, 
fine or both under California Health and Section Code Section 120295 et seq. Further, pursuant 
to Sections 26602 and 41601 of the California Government Code and Section 101029 of the 
California Health and Safety Code, the Health Officer requests that the Sheriff and the Chiefs of 
Police in all cities located in the Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction ensure 
compliance with and enforcement of this Order. 

Date: H1rt:c1-1 / 0, ~ ,?Q _ _.__-'-'-L= -'--'---=----,7'----------

Health Officer, County of Los Angeles 
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The Los Angeles County Department of Public Health (Public Health) is calling on the public and our partners 
to help slow the spread of the disease caused by the novel (new) coronavirus (COVID-19) in Los Angeles 
County. Public Health and its public and private partners have been taking aggressive steps to try to slow its 
spread but despite these efforts, there continues to be community transmission within Los Angeles County. In 
the absence of a specific vaccine or treatment, additional strategies are now needed to slow the rate of new 
COVID-19 cases and protect vulnerable individuals as well as the healthcare system. More interventions must 
be taken now to require the public to practice social distancing (the creation of physical space between 
individuals), which can help prevent transmission.  
 
To slow the spread of COVID-19, the Los Angeles County Health Officer issued the “Health Officer Order for 
the Control of COVID-19: Temporary Prohibition of Group Events and Gatherings and Required Social 
Distancing at Events,  Gatherings, and Restaurants” on March 16, 2020. The Order, which is in effect until 
March 31, 2020:  (1) prohibits public and private gatherings of greater than 50 people, (2) requires social 
distancing and infection control practices for gatherings between 10 and 49 people, (3) requires food facilities 
(with some exceptions) to limit their services to delivery, pick up or drive-thru options and (4) requires the 
temporary closing of certain businesses that bring people into contact for an extended period and are not 
essential to the well being of the county or public. 

Because the virus that causes COVID-19 can be easily spread through person-to-person contact with an 
infected person, activities that bring people into close contact with each other increase the chance of 
spreading disease. In the absence of a specific vaccine or treatment for COVID-19, social distancing efforts are 
the most readily available and effective ways to slow community transmission of COVID-19. These measures 
protect all individuals, including people who are particularly vulnerable to COVID-19 complications, and the 
healthcare system, by preventing a surge of cases that require emergency or hospital care.  
 
The complete Order and additional guidance for schools, colleges/universities, businesses, employers, food 
facilities, ticketed event organizers, and community-based partners can be found on the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health COVID-19 webpage: http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/. 
 
1. What is COVID-19? 

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a respiratory illness that is caused by the novel coronavirus. It 
spreads between people who are in close contact with one another (within about 6 feet) through droplets 
produced when an infected person coughs or sneezes. It may also spread when a person touches a surface 
or object that has the virus on it and then touches their mouth, nose, or eyes before washing their hands. 
People who are infected with COVID-19 can have mild to severe respiratory illness, with fever, cough, and 
difficulty breathing. COVID-19 can lead to complications, such as pneumonia and multi-organ failure, and 
in some cases, death. Everyone is at risk for becoming ill with COVID-19 but some people are more 
vulnerable to complications due to their age, physical state, and/or health status. 
 
 
 

http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/
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2. Why did the Los Angeles County Health Officer issue this Health Officer Order? 
California law gives the Health Officer the authority to take protective measures that are necessary to 
protect against the spread of COVID-19. In the absence of a specific vaccine or a specific treatment for 
COVID-19 and with increasing cases of community transmission, the Los Angeles County Health Officer 
issued this Order as a necessary measure to protect the public, especially those most vulnerable to COVID-
19 complications, as well as to protect the healthcare system by preventing a surge of cases into 
emergency rooms and hospitals.  
 
The spread of COVID-19 is a serious danger to the health of the public within Los Angeles County. The virus 
that causes COVID-19 can be spread easily through person-to-person contact, and spread is more likely to 
occur when people are in close proximity, such as at large and small group events or gatherings and when 
congregating at sites such as restaurants, gyms, bars, and entertainment venues. Limiting opportunities for 
close contact in these settings can help to interrupt the spread of COVID-19.  

This Order is consistent with mass gathering guidance from the California Department of Public Health and 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and aligned with the March 15, 2020 emergency order 
issued by Los Angeles City Mayor Garcetti, which ordered the temporary closure of certain businesses and 
service restrictions on food facilities. It is based on scientific evidence and best practices. Public health 
experts recommend social distancing to stop or slow down the spread of contagious diseases, such as 
COVID-19. These strategies increase distance between people in specific settings where people commonly 
come into close contact with one another so that it is difficult for the virus to spread from person-to-
person. Because there is no vaccine or treatment for COVID-19, social distancing is one of the most 
important and readily available tool that we have available to slow the spread of COVID-19.  
 

3. How long will this Order be in effect? 
The current Order is in effect through March 31, 2020. However, the Health Officer will continue to 
monitor the spread of COVID-19 in addition to any state and federal guidance as well as the impact of the 
measures outlined in the order. If needed the Health Officer may revisit, extend, expand, or modify this 
Order to protect the public’s health. 

 
4. Does this Health Officer Order apply to sites in Long Beach and Pasadena?  

No. This Order applies to areas in the Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction, which does not include 
the cities of Long Beach and Pasadena. The cities of Long Beach and Pasadena have independent city 
public health departments. Businesses and organizations operating in those cities should check with their 
respective public health departments for guidance. 
 

5. Does Health Officer Order still apply if a City has also issued requirements?  
Public and private partners, including City governments, are taking proactive steps to try to prevent further 
spread of COVID-19 and some have issued Orders.  All entities in the Los Angeles County Health 
Jurisdiction must comply with the Los Angeles County Health Officer Order. However, this Order does not 
override any stricter limitation put into place by a local public entity, such as a City.   

 

http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/Gathering_Guidance_03.11.20.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/large-events/mass-gatherings-ready-for-covid-19.html
https://www.lamayor.org/sites/g/files/wph446/f/article/files/Mayor%20Garcetti%20Emergency%20Order%20-%20March%2015%202020.pdf
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6. What does the Health Officer Order require the public and partners to do?  
The Order requires the public, businesses, community-based organizations, and other partners in the Los 
Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction to adhere to social distancing practices that can prevent the 
spread of COVID-19. Under the authority of the California Health and Safety Code Sections 101040, 
101085, and 120175, the County of Los Angeles Health Officer ordered the following:  

1. Effective March 16, 2020, and continuing through March 31, 2020, all public and private group 
events and mass gatherings, as defined below, of 50 or more people are prohibited anywhere within 
the Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction. 

2. For public and private events and gatherings attended by between 10-49 people, held in a confined 
or enclosed space, and not prohibited by this Order, the organizer of the event and the owner, 
manager, or operator of the venue holding the event or gathering shall:  
a. Enforce social distancing measures by requiring attendees who remain at the event for over 10 

minutes to be separated by at least six (6) feet from other attendees during the entirety of the 
event or gathering. Persons who attend the event or gathering as a group, e.g., a group of family 
members or household contacts, may sit or remain together, but groups of attendees must be 
separated by a distance of at least six (6) feet. 

b. Provide access to hand washing facilities with soap and water or with hand sanitizer that 
contains at least 60 percent alcohol. 

c. Post a sign in a conspicuous place at all public entries to the venue that instructs members of the 
public to not attend if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness, including fever or 
cough. 

d. Adhere to communicable disease control recommendations provided by the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health, including guidance for cleaning and disinfecting the site. See 
guidance posted at www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/. 

3. Effective immediately, and in accordance with Governor Newsom's Guidance and Mayor Garcetti's New 
City Measures to Address COVID-19, all permanent food facilities, as defined by Health and Safety Code § 
113849, may only prepare and offer food that is provided to customers via delivery service, via pick-up for 
takeout dining, and via drive-thru. Bars and night clubs that offer food to consumers may remain open only for 
purposes of continuing to prepare and offer food to consumers via delivery service, via pick-up, or drive-thru. 
Permanent food facilities that provide and offer food to consumers for pick up must require patrons or groups 
of patrons who are ordering food and beverages to be and remain at least six (6) feet apart from each other 
while inside the facility.  

4. Further, the Health Officer orders the immediate closure of the following types of businesses: 
a. Bars and Nightclubs that do not serve food.  
b. Movie theaters, live performance venues, bowling alleys, and arcades.  
c. Gyms and fitness centers. 
d. Wineries, Breweries, and Tap Rooms that provide tastings. 

 
In addition, because the Order may be modified or extended,  all entities that are subject to the Order are 
required to consult the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health’s website 
(www.publichealth.lacounty.gov) daily until the Order is terminated and follow updated requirements if 
the Order is amended.  

http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
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7. This Health Officer Order prohibits certain group events and gatherings. How are these defined? 

For the purposes of this Health Officer Order, group events and mass gatherings are defined as: “Any 
gathering, assembly, event, or convening that brings together or is likely to bring together 50 or more 
persons at the same time in an indoor or outdoor confined or enclosed space, for any purpose including a 
business, cultural, religious, athletic, entertainment, social, or other special event.” Attendees at these 
events are often in close contact (i.e., are not separated by at least 6 feet) for an extended period of time 
(greater than 10 minutes), which creates opportunity for the virus to spread person-to-person. 
 

8. What are some examples of group events and gatherings of 50 or more people that are prohibited by 
this Health Officer Order?  

Group events and gatherings include, but are not limited to: 

• Any convention, arena, or meeting space with fixed seating or other set-up where seating is placed 
adjacent to each other in rows 

• Any space where event attendees stand in close proximity to each other, such as a concert or other 
performance, that includes “standing room only” sections 

• An admission or concession line/queue 

• A confined or closed outdoor space that is enclosed by a fence, physical barrier, or other structure 
where people are within 6 feet of one another for more than 10 minutes.  

Some examples of group events and mass gatherings are conventions, conferences, training activities, 
theater and dance events, concerts, worship services, and athletic events. 

 
9. What types of settings, events, and gatherings are not prohibited by this Order? 

Gatherings with fewer than 10 members of the public present at the same time are not prohibited by this 
Order. However, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health recommends that gatherings that 
include individuals who are at higher risk for severe illness from COVID-19 (people older than 65, pregnant 
women, and those with chronic illness) should be limited to no more than 10 people.  

The Order also does not prohibit use of enclosed spaces where 50 or more people may be present at 
different times during the day, as long as 50 or more people are not present in the space at the same time.  

Finally, the Order does not apply to the following sites or situations where residents must obtain or 
participate in essential services (those that meet basic human needs):  

• Activities such as attendance at regular school classes, work, essential government services, or other 
essential services  

• Essential public transportation (e.g., places of transit such as airports, metro stations, or bus stations) 
or airport travel 

• Shopping at a grocery store or retail store  

• Congregate living situations, including dormitories  

• Hospitals or healthcare facilities  

http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
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10. Does this Order require any businesses or organizations to close? 

This Order requires the immediate temporary closure of  the following types of businesses, which do not 
perform services that are essential to the well-being of the County or public: 

• Bars and Nightclubs that do not serve food.  

• Movie theaters, live performance venues, bowling alleys, and arcades.  

• Gyms and fitness centers. 

• Wineries, Breweries, and Tap Rooms  that offer public beverage consumption. 

Although the Order temporarily prohibits certain group events and mass gatherings, event and gathering  
venues may otherwise remain open for business and perform essential operations during the duration of 
this Order, as long as they follow the requirements for social distancing and infection control that are 
described in the Health Officer Order.   

 
11. What guidance is available to help public and private partners implement the required social distancing 

and infection control precautions?  
 

Los Angeles County Department of Public Health: www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/  
Includes a variety of resources that address infection control and social distancing guidance such as press 
releases, FAQs, cleaning recommendations; and guidance documents that are tailored to businesses, 
schools, colleges and universities, food facilities, ticketed event organizers, and faith-based organizations.  

     California Department of Public Health’s “Guidance for the Prevention of COVID-19 Transmission in 
Entertainment Venues”: 
www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/CDPH%20Guidance%20for%20Ent
ertainment%20Venues_ADA%20Compliant_3.13.20.pdf. Describes steps that venue owners and 
management should take to help protect patrons and prevent COVID-19 spread and includes guidance 
regarding sanitation, personal hygiene, and social distancing that is tailored to these venues.  

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention “Get Your Mass Gatherings or Large Community Events 
Ready”: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/large-events/mass-gatherings-ready-
for-covid-19.html. Outlines considerations for postponing or cancelling events and steps that event and 
gathering holders and venues should take to prepare for allowed events.   

 
12. Is there guidance available for retail food facilities, such as restaurants?  

Yes. A tailored guidance document for retail food facilities is available from Public Health at: 
www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/GuidanceFoodFacilities.pdf. It describes the 
requirements of the Order, identifies which facilities are exempted from the requirements of the Order, 
and describes recommended prevention practices for these sites.  

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/
http://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/CDPH%20Guidance%20for%20Entertainment%20Venues_ADA%20Compliant_3.13.20.pdf
http://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/CDPH%20Guidance%20for%20Entertainment%20Venues_ADA%20Compliant_3.13.20.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/large-events/mass-gatherings-ready-for-covid-19.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/large-events/mass-gatherings-ready-for-covid-19.html
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/GuidanceFoodFacilities.pdf
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13. What else can the public and partners do to help prevent the spread of COVID-19?  

As we face increased spread of COVID-19, Public Health is calling on every person and every organization 
to do their part to help slow its spread. In addition to the social distancing measures required in the Health 
Officer Order, Public Health continues to recommend that everyone in the county adopt the following 
protective measures, to protect themselves, their families, and the people who are most vulnerable to 
infection.  

• Avoid non-essential travel. If you are mildly sick with a fever, stay home and call your doctor if you 
are concerned and/or your symptoms worsen. Individuals who are elderly, have underlying health 
conditions or pregnant should consider contacting their providers earlier when they are sick.  

• Exclude employees and visitors with any fever and/or respiratory infection symptoms and visitors 
with recent travel to any country or region with significant community transmission (including 
communities in the US) from all schools, businesses, and gatherings of any size.  

• Follow all social distancing recommendations issued by Public Health.  

Additional recommendations, including tailored recommendations for organizations, are posted at 
www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/.  

 
14. How can I receive a copy of the Health Officer Order? 

Download the Order from the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health website 
www.publichealth.lacounty.gov. You can also view the Order at the Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration 
or request a copy by calling the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health at (323) 914-7801, 
Monday through Friday from 8:00 am to 4:00 pm, or by leaving a message after-hours at (323) 914-9358.  

 
 

http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/
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SAFER AT HOME ORDER FOR CONTROL OF COVID-19 
Temporary Prohibition of Events and Gatherings of 10 Persons or More 

Closure of Non-Essential Businesses and Areas 
Date Order Issued: March 19, 2020 

Please read this Order carefully. Violation of or failure to comply with this Order is a crime 
punishable by fine, imprisonment, or both. (California Health and Safety Code § 120295; 
Los Angeles County Code § 11.02.080.) 

SUMMARY OF THE ORDER: This Health Officer Order amends and supplements the Order of the 
County of Los Angeles Health Officer (Health Officer) issued on March 16, 2020, to control the 
spread of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) within the County of Los Angeles. The purpose of 
this Order is to further restrict and limit the gathering of persons and require the closure of malls, 
shopping centers, children's playgrounds, and non-essential retail businesses in an effort to stem 
or slow the spread of COVID-19 within the greater Los Angeles community. 

Because of the continued rapid spread of COVID-19 and the need to protect the most vulnerable 
members of our community, this Order prohibits all indoor public and private gatherings and all 
outdoor public and private events within a confined space, where at least 1 O people are expected 
to be in attendance at the same time. This Order applies within the County of Los Angeles Public 
Health Jurisdiction, beginning at 11 :59 p.m. on March 19, 2020 and continues through April 19, 
2020, subject to the terms and conditions more particularly set forth below. 

For all gatherings that are not prohibited and for all Essential Businesses, the Health Officer orders 
those persons attending an event or gathering and the venues holding the event or gathering 
implement the following infection control precautions: (1) practice social distancing within the 
confined space by requiring attendees to be separated by six (6) feet, to the extent feasible; (2) 
provide access to hand washing facilities with soap and water or hand sanitizer that contains at 
least 60 percent alcohol; (3) post a sign in a conspicuous place at the public entry to the venue 
instructing members of the public to not attend if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory 
illness, including fever or cough; and (4) adhere.to communicable disease control recommendations 
provided by the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health. As a point of clarity, this Order 
does not prohibit any individual or family from outdoor activities such as hiking, walking, shopping at 
Essential Businesses, including grocery stores and restaurants offering delivery, drive thru or 
carry out service, so long as all persons practice social distancing to the extent practicable. 

Further, this Health Officer Order, requires all indoor malls, shopping centers, playgrounds and non
essential businesses to close. This Order applies to all cities in Los Angeles County except the 
cities of Pasadena and Long Beach. This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed 
by a local public entity. 

The County Health Officer will continue to monitor the rate of COVID-19 disease spread, State and 
CDC recommendations, and the impact of the required measures, and as needed, may revisit, 
extend, expand, or otherwise modify this Order to protect the public's health. 

UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE CALIFORNIA HEAL TH AND SAFETY CODE SECTIONS 101040, 
101085, AND 120175, THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES HEAL TH OFFICER ORDERS: 

1. Effective 11 :59 p.m. on March 19, 2020 and continuing through April 19, 2020, all public and 
private group events and gatherings, as defined below, of 10 or more people are prohibited 
anywhere within the Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction. 
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2. For public and private gatherings attended by between 2-9 persons, held in a confined or 
enclosed space, and not prohibited by this Order, the organizer or the owner, manager, or 
operator of the venue holding the gathering shall : 

a. Enforce social distancing measures by requiring attendees who remain at the event or 
gathering for over 5 minutes to be separated by at least six (6) feet from other attendees 
during the entirety of the event or gathering. Persons who attend the event or gathering as 
a group, e.g., a group of family members or household contacts, may sit or remain 
together, but groups of attendees must be separated by a distance of at least six (6) feet. 

b. Provide access to hand washing facilities with soap and water or with hand sanitizer that 
contains at least 60 percent alcohol. 

c. Post a sign in a conspicuous place at all public entries to the venue that instructs 
members of the public to not enter or attend if they are experiencing symptoms of 
respiratory illness, including fever or cough. 

d. Adhere to communicable disease control recommendations provided by the Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Health, including guidance for cleaning and disinfecting the 
site. See guidance posted at www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/. 

3. The Health Officer orders the immediate closure of the following types of commercial properties 
and businesses: 

a. Non-Essential Retail Businesses. 

b. Indoor Malls and Indoor Shopping Centers, including all stores therein regardless whether 
they are Essential or Non-Essential Retail Businesses. As an exception, Essential 
Businesses that are part of an Indoor Mall or Indoor Shopping Center, that are accessible 
to the public from the exterior of the Indoor Mall or Shopping Center may remain open. 
The interior of the Indoor Mall or Indoor Shopping Center shall remain closed to the public. 

c. Owners and operators of Outdoor Malls and Shopping Centers shall enforce social 
distancing measures among their visitors as provided in Section 2 a-d. 

d. Indoor or Outdoor Playgrounds for Children, except for those located within childcare 
centers. 

4. This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public entity within the 
Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction. 

5. This Order shall be exempt, for a 24-hour period following the effective date above, to allow 
employees and business owners to access to their workplaces to gather belongings, so long as 
social distancing requirements are followed. Such workplaces shall remain closed to the public in 
accordance with this Order. 

REASONS FOR THE ORDER 

6. This Order is based upon scientific evidence and best practices, as currently known and 
available, to protect members of the public from avoidable risk of serious illness and death 
resulting from the spread of COVID-19, as well as to protect the healthcare system from a surge 
of cases into its emergency rooms and hospitals. The Order supports the CDC's efforts to 
institute more stringent and necessary social distancing measures to reduce community 
transmission of COVID-19. 

7. Existing community transmission of COVID-19 in Los Angeles County presents a substantial and 
significant risk of harm to the health of residents. Currently, there is no vaccine available to 
protect against and no specific treatment for COVID-19. As of March 19, 2020, there have been 
at least 231 cases of COVID-19 and 2 deaths reported in Los Angeles County. There remains a 
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strong likelihood of a significant and increasing number of suspected cases of community 
transmission. 

8. The virus that causes COVID-19 can be spread easily through person-to-person contact. This 
risk of transmission is increased when people are in close proximity. All gatherings pose an 
increased risk for community transmission of COVID-19 and thus, are a substantial risk to public 
health. As such, places where people gather, such as Indoor and Outdoor Malls, Shopping 
Centers, Children's Playgrounds, and Non-Essential Retail Businesses, provide significant 
opportunities for patrons or groups of patrons to have close contact with each other. Thus, the 
reasons that persons gathering at these locations are likely to exacerbate the spread of COVID-
19 include, without limitation: (a) that these gatherings and businesses will attract people from 
throughout the county when there is widespread COVID-19 community transmission, (b) the 
prolonged time period during which many people are in close proximity at these locations, (c) the 
difficulty in tracing and controlling additional exposures when large numbers of people visit a 
Mall, Shopping Center, Playground or Non-Essential Retail Business, and (d) the visitor may be 
unknowingly infected with COVID-19 and may not follow adequate hygienic and social distancing 
practices. 

9. In the absence of a specific immunization or treatment for COVID-19, social distancing is the 
only and most readily available tool to prevent this disease. Increasing social distancing and 
limiting events and gatherings slow transmission of communicable diseases. Accordingly, to 
reduce the community transmission of COVID-19, the Health Officer has ordered the temporary 
prohibition of all Events and Gatherings, as defined in Section 10, the closure of Indoor Malls and 
Shopping Centers as defined in Section 11, and is also requiring the closure of certain 
businesses, as described in Section 12. 

DEFINITIONS 

10. For purposes of this Order, Events and Gatherings are any gathering, assembly, event, or 
convening that brings together or is likely to bring together 1 O or more persons at the same time 
in an indoor or outdoor confined or enclosed space for greater than 5 minutes, for any purpose 
including a business, cultural, athletic, entertainment, social, or other special event. 

11. For purposes of this Order, Indoor Malls and Shopping Centers are defined for as either: 

A building with seven (7) or more "sales or retail establishments" or 

A series of buildings on a common site, either under common ownership or common control 
or developed together, with seven (7) or more "sales or retail establishments." 

12. Non-Essential Retail Businesses are retail establishments that provide goods or services to the 
public that do not come within the definition of Essential Businesses set forth in Paragraph 13 of 
this Order. 

13. For purposes of this Order, Essential Businesses are defined as the following: 

(a) Grocery stores, certified farmers' markets, farm and produce stands, supermarkets, food 
banks, convenience stores, and other establishments engaged in the retail sale of canned 
food, dry goods, fresh fruit and vegetables, pet supply, water, fresh meats, fish, and poultry, 
and any other household consumer products (such as cleaning or personal care products). 
This includes stores that sell groceries and sell other non-grocery products, and products 
necessary to maintaining the safety, sanitation, and essential operation of residences; 

(b) Food cultivation, including farming, livestock, and fishing; 
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(c) Businesses that provide food, shelter, and social services, and other necessities of life for 
economically disadvantaged or otherwise needy individuals; 

(d) Newspapers, television, radio, magazine, podcast and other media services; 

(e) Gas stations, and auto-supply, auto-repair, car dealerships and related facilities; 

(f) Banks, credit unions, and related financial institutions; 

(g) Hardware stores, nurseries; building supplies; 

(h) Plumbers, electricians, exterminators, custodial/janitorial workers, handyman services, 
funeral home workers and morticians, moving services, HVAC installers, carpenters, 
vegetation services, tree maintenance, landscapers, gardeners, property managers, private 
security personnel and other service providers who provide services to maintain the safety, 
sanitation, and essential operation to properties and other Essential Businesses; 

(i) Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, including post office boxes; 

0) Educational institutions (including public and private K-12 schools, colleges, and universities) 
for purposes of facilitating distance learning or performing essential functions, provided that 
social distancing of 6-feet per person is maintaining to the greatest extent possible; 

(k) Laundromats, dry cleaners, laundry service providers, personal grooming services; 

(I) Restaurants and other food facilities that prepare and serve food, but only for delivery, drive 
thru or carry out; 

(m) Businesses that supply office or computer products needed by people who work from home; 

(n) Businesses that supply other Essential Businesses with the support or supplies necessary to 
operate; 

(o) Businesses that ship, truck, provide logistical support or deliver groceries, food, goods or 
services directly to residences, Essential Businesses, Healthcare Operations, Essential 
Infrastructure; 

(p) Airlines, taxis, and other private transportation providers providing transportation services 
necessary for activities of daily living and other purposes expressly authorized in this Order; 

(q) Businesses that provide parts and service for Essential Infrastructure; 

(r) Home-based care for seniors, adults, disabled persons, or children; 

(s) Residential facilities and shelters for seniors, adults, disabled persons, and children; 

(t) Professional services, such as legal or accounting services, when necessary to assist in 
compliance with legally mandated activities, and the permitting, inspection, construction, 
transfer and recording of ownership, of housing and anything incidental thereto; 

(u) Military/Defense Contractors/FFRDC (Federally Funded Research and Development 
Centers). For purposes of this Order, essential personnel may leave their residence to 
provide any service or perform any work deemed essential for national security including, but 
not limited to defense, intelligence and aerospace development and manufacturing for the 
Department of Defense, the Intelligence Community, and NASA and other federal 
government, and or United States Government departments and agencies. Essential 
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personnel include prime, sub-primes, and supplier contractor employees, at both the prime 
contract level and any supplier levels at any tier, working on federal United States 
Government contracts such as contracts rated under the Defense Priorities and Allocations 
System (DPAS) and contracts for national intelligence and national security requirements.; 

(v) Childcare facilities providing services that enable employees exempted in this Order to work 
as permitted. To the extent possible, childcare facilities must operate under the following 
mandatory conditions: (1) Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 12 or fewer 
("stable" means the same 12 or fewer children are in the same group each day); (2) Children 
shall not change from one group to another; (3) If more than one group of children is cared 
for at once facility, each group shall be in a separate room. Groups shall not mix with each 
other; (4) Childcare providers shall remain solely with one group of children. 

(w) Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities. 

14. This Order is intended to deter the spread of COVID-19 by preventing people from being in 
unnecessary close contact. Certain activities are essential to the functioning of the County and 
the well-being of our residents and must continue. 

15. The limitations on events and gatherings contained in this Order do not apply to the following 
sites or situations where residents must obtain or participate in governmental or other essential 
services (those that meet basic human needs): (a) attendance at regular school classes, work at 
Essential Businesses, and essential governmental services, such as access to court, social and 
administrative services; (b) places where people are in transit or waiting for transit including 
airports or bus or train stations or terminals; (c) congregate living situations, including 
dormitories; or (d) hospitals and healthcare facilities. 

a. This Order does not prohibit use of enclosed spaces where 1 O or more people may be 
present at different times during the day, as long as 1 O or more people are not present in 
the space at the same time. 

b. This Order does not apply to the following essential infrastructure or operations: 

i. Healthcare Operations (hospitals, clinics, laboratories, dentists, pharmacies, 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, other licensed healthcare facilities, 
healthcare suppliers, home healthcare service providers, mental health providers, cannabis 
dispensaries with a medicinal cannabis license, medical or scientific research companies, 
or any related and/or ancillary healthcare services, manufacturers, distributors and 
servicers of medical devices, diagnostics, and equipment, veterinary care, and all 
healthcare provided to animals. This exemption shall be broadly construed to avoid any 
impact to the delivery of healthcare, broadly defined. Healthcare Operations does not 
include fitness and exercise gyms and similar exercise or training facilities. 

ii. Essential Infrastructure, including but not limited to, public health, public works 
construction, construction of housing (in particular affordable housing or housing for 
individuals experience homelessness), airport operations, port operations, water, sewer, 
gas, electrical, oil refining, road and highways, public transportation, solid waste collection 
and removal, internet and telecommunications systems (including the provision of essential 
global, national, local infrastructure for computing services, business infrastructure, 
communications, and web-based services), and manufacturing and distribution companies 
deemed essential as part of the Essential Infrastructure supply chain, provided that they 
carry out those services or that work in compliance with social distancing requirements, to 
the extent practicable. 
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16. This Order does not, in any way, restrict: (a) first responder access to the site(s) named in this 
Order during an emergency or (b) local, state or federal officers, investigators, or medical or law 
enforcement personnel from carrying out their lawful duties at the site(s) named in this Order. 

17. The entities subject to this Order that are not required to close may otherwise remain open for 
business and perform essential functions and operations during the duration of this Order. 

18. The County shall promptly provide copies of this Order by: (a) posting it on the Los Angeles 
Department of Public Health's website (www.publichealth.lacounty.gov), (b) posting it at the 
Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration located at 500 West Temple Street, Los Angeles, CA 
90012, (c) providing it to any member of the public requesting a copy, (d) issuing a press release 
to publicize the Order throughout the county, and (e) by serving via email on large facilities 
known to the County's Health Officer that are likely to be subject to this Order (but service via 
email is not required for compliance). 

a. The owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is likely to be impacted by this Order is 
strongly encouraged to post a copy of this Order onsite and to provide a copy to any 
member of the public requesting a copy. 

b. Because guidance may change, the owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is 
subject to this Order is ordered to consult the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health's website (www.publichealth.lacounty.gov) daily to identify any modifications to the 
Order and is required to comply with any updates until the Order is terminated. 

19. If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any application of it to any 
person, structure, gathering, or circumstance is held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a 
decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such decision will not affect the validity of the 
remaining portions or applications of this Order. 

20. This Order incorporates by reference, the March 4, 2020 Proclamation of a State of Emergency 
issued by Governor Gavin Newsom and the March 4, 2020 declarations of a local and public 
health emergency issued by the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors and Los Angeles 
County Health Officer, respectively, and as they may be supplemented. 

21. To protect the public's health, the Health Officer may take additional action(s) for failure to 
comply with this Order. Violation of this Order is a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment, 
fine or both under California Health and Section Code Section 120295 et seq. Further, pursuant 
to Sections 26602 and 41601 of the California Government Code and Section 101029 of the 
California Health and Safety Code, the Health Officer requests that the Sheriff and the Chiefs of 
Police in all cities located in the Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction ensure 
compliance with and enforcement of this Order. 

Date: ~~~ 
Davis, MD, MPH 

Health Officer, County of Los Angeles 
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SAFER AT HOME ORDER FOR CONTROL OF COVID-19
Temporary Prohibition of All Events and Gatherings

Closure of Non-Essential Businesses and Areas
Revised Order Issued: March 21, 2020

Please read this Order carefully. Violation of or failure to comply with this Order is a crime 
punishable by fine, imprisonment, or both. (California Health and Safety Code § 120295;
Los Angeles County Code § 11.02.080.)

SUMMARY OF THE ORDER: This County of Los Angeles Health Officer Order (Order) amends 
and supersedes the Orders of the County of Los Angeles Health Officer (Health Officer) issued on 
March 16, and 19, 2020.  This Revised Order is issued to comply with Executive Order N-33-20 
issued by Governor Gavin Newsom, wherein the State Public Health Officer ordered all individuals 
living in the State of California to stay home or at their place of residence, except as needed to 
maintain continuity of operations of the federal critical infrastructure sectors. Further, this Order 
extends the closure of certain businesses required by the Health Officer's March 16, 2020 Order to 
April 19, 2020.

Due to the continued rapid spread of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) and the need to protect 
the most vulnerable members of our community, this Order prohibits all indoor and outdoor public 
and private gatherings and events. The Order specifically requires all businesses to cease in-
person operations and close to the public, unless the business is defined as an Essential Business 
by this Order. This Order is effective immediately within the County of Los Angeles Public Health 
Jurisdiction, defined as all unincorporated areas and cities within the County of Los Angeles, with 
the exception of the cities of Long Beach and Pasadena, on March 21, 2020 and continuing
through April 19, 2020, subject to the terms and conditions set forth below.

For all Essential Businesses, the Health Officer orders those businesses to take the following
infection control precautions: (1) practice social distancing by requiring patrons, visitors, and
employees to be separated by six (6) feet, to the extent feasible; (2) provide access to hand 
washing facilities with soap and water or hand sanitizer that contains at least 60 percent alcohol;
(3) post a sign in a conspicuous place at the public entry to the venue instructing members of the 
public to not enter if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness, including fever or cough; 
and (4) adhere to communicable disease control recommendations provided by the County of 
Los Angeles Department of Public Health.

This Order does not prohibit any individual or family from engaging in outdoor activities, as an 
individual, or family, such as hiking, walking, biking, or shopping at Essential Businesses, including
grocery stores and restaurants offering delivery, drive thru or carry out service, so long as all 
persons practice social distancing to the extent practicable. 

Further, this Health Officer Order requires all indoor malls and shopping centers, all swap meets 
and flea markets, all indoor and outdoor playgrounds and all non-essential businesses to close.
This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public entity.

The County Health Officer will continue to monitor the rate of COVID-19 disease spread, the 
severity of the resulting illnesses and deaths caused, California Department of Public Health 
(CDPH) and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommendations, and the effect of 
this Order.  If needed, this Order may be extended, expanded, or otherwise modified to protect the 
public’s health.
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UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE SECTIONS 101040, 
101085, AND 120175, THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES HEALTH OFFICER ORDERS:

1. Effective immediately on March 21, 2020 and continuing through April 19, 2020, all public and 
private group events and gatherings are prohibited anywhere within the Los Angeles County 
Public Health Jurisdiction. All persons are to remain in their homes or at their place of residence, 
except to travel to and from Essential Businesses, to work at or provide service to a Healthcare 
Operation or Essential Infrastructure, to engage in Essential Activities, or to participate in an 
individual or family outdoor activity, while practicing social distancing.

2. For Essential Businesses not prohibited by this Order, the owner, manager, or operator of the 
Essential Business shall: 

(a) Enforce social distancing measures by requiring members of the public to be separated by 
at least six (6) feet from others, to the extent feasible. Persons who are family members or 
household contacts, may stand or move together, but must be separated from others by a 
distance of at least six (6) feet.

(b) Provide access to hand washing facilities with soap and water or to hand sanitizer that 
contains at least 60 percent alcohol.

(c) Post a sign in a conspicuous place at all public entries that instructs members of the public 
to not enter if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness, including fever or 
cough.

(d) Adhere to communicable disease control recommendations provided by the Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Health, including guidance for cleaning and disinfecting the 
site. See guidance posted at www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/.

3. The Health Officer orders the immediate closure of the following types of commercial properties 
and businesses:

(a) Non-Essential Retail Businesses.

(b) Indoor Malls and Indoor Shopping Centers, including all stores and vendors therein 
regardless whether they are an Essential or Non-Essential Retail Business. As an 
exception, permanent Essential Businesses that are part of an Indoor Mall or Indoor
Shopping Center, but that are accessible by the public from the exterior of the Indoor Mall 
or Shopping Center may remain open. The interior of the Indoor Mall or Indoor Shopping 
Center shall remain closed to the public.

(c) This Order does not require closure of Essential Businesses in Outdoor Malls and
Shopping Centers. However, owners and operators of Outdoor Malls and Shopping 
Centers shall enforce social distancing measures among their visitors as provided in 
Section 2 (a)-(d).

(d) Indoor and Outdoor Playgrounds for Children, except for those located within childcare 
centers.

(e) Indoor and Outdoor Flea Markets and Swap Meets.

(f) Additional types of commercial properties and businesses: (i) Bars and Nightclubs that do 
not serve food; (ii) Gyms and fitness centers; (iii) Movie Theaters, Drive-In Theaters, Live 
Performance Theaters, Concert Halls, Arenas and Stadiums; (iv) Bowling Alleys and 
Arcades; and (v) Wineries, Breweries and Tap Rooms that provide tastings.
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4. This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public entity within the 
Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction.

5. This Order does not apply to employees of government agencies working in the course and 
scope of their public service employment.

REASONS FOR THE ORDER
6. This Order is based upon scientific evidence and best practices, as currently known and 

available, to protect members of the public from avoidable risk of serious illness and death 
resulting from the spread of COVID-19, as well as to protect the healthcare system from a surge 
of cases into emergency rooms and hospitals. The Order supports the CDC's efforts to institute
more stringent and necessary social distancing measures to reduce community transmission of 
COVID-19.

7. Existing community transmission of COVID-19 in Los Angeles County presents a substantial and 
significant risk of harm to the health of residents. Currently, there is no vaccine available to 
protect against and no specific treatment for COVID-19. As of March 20, 2020, there have been 
at least 351 cases of COVID-19 and 4 deaths reported in Los Angeles County. There remains a 
strong likelihood of a significant and increasing number of cases of community transmission.

8. The virus that causes COVID-19 can be spread easily through person-to-person contact. This 
risk of transmission is increased when people are in close proximity. All gatherings pose an 
increased risk for community transmission of COVID-19 and thus, are a substantial risk to public 
health. As such, places where people gather, such as Indoor Malls and Shopping Centers, Swap 
Meets and Flea Markets, Children's Playgrounds, and Non-Essential Retail Businesses, provide 
significant opportunities for patrons or groups of patrons to have close contact with each other.  
Characteristics of these gatherings that are likely to exacerbate the spread of COVID-19 include, 
without limitation: (a) that these gatherings and businesses will attract people from throughout 
the county when there is widespread COVID-19 community transmission, (b) the prolonged time 
period during which many people are in close proximity at these locations, (c) the difficulty in 
tracing and controlling additional exposures when large numbers of people visit these places,
and (d) visitors may be unknowingly infected with COVID-19 and may not follow adequate 
hygienic and social distancing practices. 

9. In the absence of a specific immunization or treatment for COVID-19, social distancing is 
essential to preventing this disease. Increasing social distancing and prohibiting events and 
gatherings is intended to slow transmission of COVID-19. Accordingly, to reduce the community 
transmission of COVID-19, the Health Officer has ordered the temporary prohibition of all events 
and gatherings, the closure of Indoor Malls and Shopping Centers as defined in Section 11, and 
the closure of certain businesses, as described in Section 12.

DEFINITIONS
10. For purposes of this Order, Essential Activities, are defined as travel for purposes of: (a) visiting 

a health or veterinary care professional; (b) obtaining medical supplies or medication;
(c) obtaining grocery items for one’s household or for delivery to others; (d) legally mandated 
governmental purposes, such as access to court, social and administrative services; (e)
providing care for minors, the elderly, dependents, persons with disabilities, or other vulnerable 
persons; and (f) complying with an order of law enforcement or court.
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11. For purposes of this Order, Indoor Malls and Shopping Centers are defined as:
A building with seven (7) or more "sales or retail establishments" with adjoining indoor space.
For purposes of this Order, Outdoor Malls and Shopping Centers are defined as: 
A series of buildings on a common site, either under common ownership or common control or 
developed together, with seven (7) or more "sales or retail establishments."

12. Non-Essential Retail Businesses are establishments that provide goods or services to the public 
that do not come within the definition of Essential Businesses set forth in Paragraph 13 of this 
Order.

13. For purposes of this Order, Essential Businesses are defined as the following:

(a) Grocery stores, certified farmers’ markets, farm and produce stands, supermarkets, food 
banks, convenience stores, warehouse stores, and other establishments engaged in the 
retail sale of canned food, dry goods, fresh fruit and vegetables, pet supply, water, fresh 
meats, fish, and poultry, and any other household consumer products (such as cleaning or
personal care products).  This includes stores that sell groceries and sell other non-grocery 
products, and products necessary to maintaining the safety, sanitation, and essential 
operation of residences;

(b) Food processors, confectioners, food packagers, food testing labs that are not open to the 
public, and food cultivation, including farming, livestock, and fishing;

(c) Organizations and Businesses that provide food, shelter, and social services, and other 
necessities of life for economically disadvantaged or otherwise needy individuals (including 
gang prevention and intervention, domestic violence, and homeless service agencies);

(d) Newspapers, television, radio, magazine, podcast and journalism activities;

(e) Gas stations, auto-supply, mobile auto repair operations, auto repair shops (including, 
without limitation, auto repair shops adjacent to or otherwise in connection with a retail or 
used auto dealership), and bicycle repair shops and related facilities;

(f) Banks, credit unions, financial institutions and insurance companies;

(g) Hardware stores, nurseries; building supply stores;

(h) Plumbers, electricians, exterminators, custodial/janitorial workers, handyman services, 
funeral home workers and morticians, moving services, HVAC installers, carpenters, 
vegetation services, tree maintenance, landscapers, gardeners, property managers, private 
security personnel and other service providers who provide services to maintain the safety, 
sanitation, and essential operation to properties and other Essential Businesses;

(i) Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, including post office boxes;

(j) Educational institutions (including public and private K-12 schools, colleges, and universities)
for purposes of facilitating distance learning, providing meals for pick-up, or performing 
essential functions, provided that social distancing is practiced;

(k) Laundromats, dry cleaners, laundry service providers;

(l) Restaurants and other food facilities that prepare and serve food, but only for delivery, drive 
thru or carry out.  Indoor and outdoor table dining is not permitted. Cafeterias, commissaries, 
and restaurants located within hospitals, nursing homes, or other licensed health care 
facilities may provide dine-in service, as long as social distancing is practiced pursuant to 
Section 2(a)-(d).
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(m)Businesses that supply office or computer products needed by people who work from home;

(n) Businesses that supply other Essential Businesses with the support or supplies necessary to 
operate;

(o) Businesses that ship, truck, provide logistical support or deliver groceries, food, goods or 
services directly to residences, Essential Businesses, Healthcare Operations, and Essential 
Infrastructure;

(p) Airlines, taxis, ride sharing services and other private transportation providers providing 
transportation services necessary for activities of daily living and other purposes expressly 
authorized in this Order;

(q) Businesses that manufacture parts and provide service for Essential Infrastructure;

(r) Home-based care for seniors, adults, disabled persons, or children;

(s) Residential facilities and shelters for homeless residents, disabled persons, seniors, adults,
children and animals;

(t) Professional services, such as legal, payroll or accounting services, when necessary to assist 
in compliance with legally mandated activities, and the permitting, inspection, construction, 
transfer and recording of ownership of housing, including residential and commercial real 
estate and anything incidental thereto;

(u) Military/Defense Contractors/FFRDC (Federally Funded Research and Development 
Centers).  For purposes of this Order, essential personnel may leave their residence to 
provide any service or perform any work deemed essential for national security including, but 
not limited to defense, intelligence and aerospace development and manufacturing for the 
Department of Defense, the Intelligence Community, and NASA and other federal 
government, and or United States Government departments and agencies.  Essential 
personnel include prime, sub-primes, and supplier contractor employees, at both the prime 
contract level and any supplier levels at any tier, working on federal United States 
Government contracts such as contracts rated under the Defense Priorities and Allocations 
System (DPAS) and contracts for national intelligence and national security requirements;

(v) Childcare facilities providing services that enable employees exempted in this Order to work 
as permitted.  To the extent possible, childcare facilities must operate under the following 
mandatory conditions:  (1) Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 12 or fewer 
(“stable" means the same twelve (12) or fewer children are in the same group each day); (2) 
Children shall not change from one group to another; (3) If more than one (1) group of 
children is cared for at once facility, each group shall be in a separate room.  Groups shall 
not mix with each other; (4) Childcare providers shall remain solely with one group of 
children.

(w) Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities. 

(x) Construction Workers who support the construction, operation, inspection, and maintenance 
of construction sites and construction projects (including housing construction). 

14. This Order is intended to deter the spread of COVID-19 by preventing people from being in    
unnecessary close contact. Certain activities are essential to the functioning of the County and 
the well-being of our residents and must continue.

15. This Order does not prohibit persons from leaving their residences to perform any work 
necessary or provide any services to or obtain services from the following Essential 
Infrastructure and Healthcare Operations:
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(a) Healthcare Operations (hospitals, clinics, laboratories, dentists, pharmacies, physical 
therapists and chiropractors, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, other licensed 
healthcare facilities, healthcare suppliers, home healthcare service providers, mental or 
behavioral health providers, alcohol and drug treatment providers, cannabis dispensaries 
with a medicinal cannabis license and all other required state and local licenses, medical 
or scientific research companies, or any related and/or ancillary healthcare services, 
manufacturers, distributors and servicers of medical devices, diagnostics, and equipment, 
veterinary care, and all healthcare provided to animals. This exemption shall be construed 
to avoid any impact to the delivery of healthcare, broadly defined.  Healthcare Operations 
does not include fitness and exercise gyms and similar exercise or training facilities.

(b) Essential Infrastructure, including but not limited to, public health, public works 
construction, construction of commercial, office and institutional buildings, construction of 
housing, airport operations, port operations, food supply, water, sewer, gas, electrical, oil 
extraction and refining, road and highways, public transportation, solid waste collection 
and removal, flood control and watershed protection, internet and telecommunications 
systems  (including the provision of essential global, national, local infrastructure for 
computing services, business infrastructure, communications, and web-based services), 
and manufacturing and distribution companies deemed essential as part of the Essential 
Infrastructure supply chain, provided that they carry out those services or that work in 
compliance with social distancing requirements, to the extent practicable.

ADDITIONAL TERMS
16. This Order does not, in any way, restrict: (a) first responder access to the site(s) named in this 

Order during an emergency or (b) local, state or federal officers, investigators, or medical or law 
enforcement personnel from carrying out their lawful duties at the site(s) named in this Order.

17. The entities subject to this Order that are not required to close may otherwise remain open for 
business and perform essential functions and operations during the duration of this Order.

18. The County shall promptly provide copies of this Order by: (a) posting it on the Los Angeles 
Department of Public Health’s website (www.publichealth.lacounty.gov), (b) posting it at the
Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration located at 500 West Temple Street, Los Angeles, CA 
90012, (c) providing it to any member of the public requesting a copy, (d) issuing a press release 
to publicize the Order throughout the county, and (e) by serving via email on large facilities 
known to the County's Health Officer that are likely to be subject to this Order (but service via 
email is not required for compliance).

(a) The owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is likely to be impacted by this 
Order is strongly encouraged to post a copy of this Order onsite and to provide a copy 
to any member of the public requesting a copy.

(b) Because guidance may change, the owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is 
subject to this Order is ordered to consult the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health’s website (www.publichealth.lacounty.gov) daily to identify any modifications to 
the Order and is required to comply with any updates until the Order is terminated.

19. If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any application of it to any 
person, structure, gathering, or circumstance is held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a 
decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such decision will not affect the validity of the 
remaining portions or applications of this Order.
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20. This Order incorporates by reference, the March 4, 2020 Proclamation of a State of Emergency 
issued by Governor Gavin Newsom and the March 4, 2020 declarations of a local and public 
health emergency issued by the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors and Los Angeles 
County Health Officer, respectively, and as they may be supplemented.

21. To protect the public’s health, the Health Officer may take additional action(s) for failure to 
comply with this Order. Violation of this Order is a misdemeanor punishable by imprisonment, 
fine or both under California Health and Section Code Section 120295 et seq. Further, pursuant 
to Sections 26602 and 41601 of the California Government Code and Section 101029 of the 
California Health and Safety Code, the Health Officer requests that the Sheriff and the Chiefs of 
Police in all cities located in the Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction ensure 
compliance with and enforcement of this Order.

IT IS SO ORDERED: 

Muntu Davis, MD, MPH
Health Officer, County of Los Angeles 

Date: March 21, 2020
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

SAFER AT HOME ORDER FOR CONTROL OF COVID-19
Temporary Prohibition of All Events and Gatherings 

Closure of Non-Essential Businesses and Areas 
Revised Order Issued: April 10, 2020 

Please read this Order carefully. Violation of or failure to comply with this Order is a crime punishable 
by fine, imprisonment, or both. (California Health and Safety Code § 120295; 

California Penal Code §§ 69, 148(a)(1); Los Angeles County Code § 11.02.080.) 

SUMMARY OF THE ORDER: This County of Los Angeles Health Officer Revised Order (Order) amends and 
supersedes the Orders and Addendums of the County of Los Angeles Health Officer (Health Officer) issued on 
March 16, 19, 21, 27, and 31, 2020. This Order is issued to comply with Executive Order N-33-20 issued by 
Governor Gavin Newsom, wherein the State Public Health Officer ordered all individuals living in the State of 
California to stay home or at their place of residence, except as needed to maintain continuity of operations of 
the federal critical infrastructure sectors.

Due to the continued rapid spread of the Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19) and the need to protect the most 
vulnerable members of our community, this Order continues to prohibit all indoor and outdoor public and private 
gatherings and events. The Order specifically requires all businesses to cease in-person operations and remain 
closed to the public, unless the business is defined as an Essential Business by this Order. This Order is effective 
within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, defined as, all unincorporated areas and cities within 
the County of Los Angeles with the exception of the cities of Long Beach and Pasadena, and continues through 
May 15, 2020.

The Health Officer now requires Essential Businesses to implement by no later than 11:59 p.m. on April 15, 
2020, a Social Distancing Protocol, which includes a requirement to provide all of their employees whose duties 
require contact with other employees and/or the public with a cloth face covering to wear while performing duties 
that involve contact with others.

This Order does not prohibit any individual or members of a single household or living unit from engaging in 
outdoor activities, as an individual or household, such as jogging, walking, or biking. This Order continues to 
allow individuals to leave their homes to shop at Essential Businesses, including grocery stores and restaurants 
offering delivery, drive thru or carry out service, so long as all persons practice Social Distancing and wear a
cloth face covering while visiting Essential Businesses.

Further, this Health Officer Order continues the closure of all indoor malls and shopping centers, all swap meets 
and flea markets, all indoor and outdoor playgrounds, beaches, trails and trailheads, and in-person operations 
of all non-essential businesses. This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public 
entity. 

The County Health Officer will continue to monitor the rate of COVID-19 disease spread, the severity of the 
resulting illnesses and deaths caused, California Department of Public Health (CDPH) and Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) recommendations, and the effect of this Order. If needed, this Order may be 
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UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE SECTIONS 101040, 
101085, AND 120175, THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES HEALTH OFFICER ORDERS: 

1) Effective immediately on April 10, 2020 and continuing through May 15, 2020, all persons are to remain in their 
homes or at their place of residence, except to travel to and from Essential Businesses, to work at or provide 
service to a Healthcare Operation or Essential Infrastructure, to engage in Essential Activities, or to perform 
Minimum Basic Operations for non-essential businesses, while practicing Social Distancing, as defined in 
Section 14 of this Order. 

a) All public and private gatherings of any number of people occurring outside a single household or living 
unit are prohibited within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, except for the limited 
purposes expressly permitted by this Order. Nothing in this Order prohibits members of a single household 
or living unit from engaging in Essential Activities together. 

b) Essential Businesses are directed to continue to maximize the number of employees who work from 
home. Essential Businesses must follow industry-specific guidance issued by the Health Officer on the 
County of Los Angeles Department of Public Health website related to COVID-19:
http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/coronavirus/.

2) For Essential Businesses open to any member of the public, excluding clinical settings within Healthcare 
Operations, the owner, manager, or operator of the Essential Business shall prepare and post by no later than 
11:59 p.m. on April 15, 2020, a Social Distancing Protocol for each of their facilities within the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction that are frequented by the public or employees. The Social Distancing 
Protocol must be substantially in the form attached to this Order as Appendix A. The Social Distancing Protocol 
must be posted at or near the entrance of the relevant facility and shall be easily viewable by the public and 
employees. A copy of the Social Distancing Protocol must also be provided to each employee performing 
work at the facility. All Essential Businesses shall implement the Social Distancing Protocol and provide 
evidence of its implementation to any authority enforcing this Order upon demand. The Social Distancing 
Protocol must explain how the Essential Business facility is achieving the following, as applicable: 

a) Limiting the number of people who may enter into the facility at any one time to ensure that people in the 
facility can easily maintain, at all times, a minimum six (6) foot physical distance from others, except as
required to complete an Essential Business activity. Persons who are family members or household 
contacts, may stand or move together, but must be separated from others by a physical distance of at least 
six (6) feet. 

b) Where lines may form at a facility, marking six (6) foot increments at a minimum, establishing where 
individuals should stand to maintain adequate Social Distancing. 

c) Providing hand sanitizer, soap and water, or effective disinfectant at or near the entrance of the facility and 
in other appropriate areas for use by the public and employees, and in locations where there is high-
frequency employee interaction with members of the public (e.g. cashiers). Restrooms normally open to 
the public shall remain open to the public. 

d) Posting a sign in a conspicuous place at all public entries that instructs members of the public not to enter 
if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness, including fever or cough, and to maintain Social 
Distancing from one another. 

e) Providing for the regular disinfection of high-touch surfaces, and disinfection of all payment portals, pens, 
and styluses after each use. Essential Businesses are encouraged to also offer touch-less payment 
mechanisms, if feasible. 

f) Providing cloth face coverings to employees and contracted workers whose duties require close contact 
(within 6 feet for 10 minutes or more) with other employees and/or the public.  
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g) Requiring that members of the public who enter the facility wear a face covering during their time 
in the facility. 

h) Adhere to communicable disease control recommendations provided by the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health, including guidance for cleaning and disinfecting the site. See guidance posted 
at www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/.

3) The Health Officer orders the continued closure of the following types of commercial properties, recreational 
sites and businesses: 

a) Non-Essential Retail Businesses. 

b) Indoor Malls and Indoor Shopping Centers, including all stores and vendors therein regardless whether 
they are an Essential or Non-Essential Retail Business. As an exception, permanent Essential Businesses 
that are part of an Indoor Mall or Indoor Shopping Center, but that are accessible by the public from the 
exterior of the Indoor Mall or Shopping Center may remain open. The interior of the Indoor Mall or Indoor 
Shopping Center shall remain closed to the public. 

c) This Order does not require closure of Essential Businesses in Outdoor Malls and Shopping Centers. 
However, owners and operators of Outdoor Malls and Shopping Centers shall enforce Social Distancing 
measures among their visitors. 

d) Indoor and Outdoor Playgrounds for Children, except for those located within childcare centers. 

e) All public beaches, piers, public beach parking lots, and beach access points. 

f) All public trails and trailheads. 

g) Indoor and Outdoor Flea Markets and Swap Meets. 

h) Additional types of commercial properties and businesses: 

(i) Bars and Nightclubs that do not serve food; 

(ii) Gyms and fitness centers; 

(iii) Movie Theaters, Drive-In Theaters, Live Performance Theaters, Concert Halls, Arenas and 
Stadiums; 

(iv) Bowling Alleys and Arcades; and 

(v) The portions of wineries, breweries and tap rooms that provide tastings to the public. 

4) This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public entity within the Los Angeles 
County Public Health Jurisdiction. 

5) This Order considers employees of government agencies working in the course and scope of their public 
service employment to be Essential Infrastructure. 

a) This Order declares that all government employees to be essential, including, but not limited to, health care 
providers and emergency responders. Health care providers and emergency responders include 
employees who serve in the following areas: law enforcement; emergency services and management; first 
responder; fire; search and rescue; juvenile detention; corrections; healthcare services and operations; 
public health; laboratory or medical testing; mental health; community health; public works; executive 
management employees serving in these fields; all employees assigned to serve in or support the 
foregoing fields; and all employees whose services are otherwise needed to assist in a declared 
emergency. 

b) While all government employees are essential, the employees identified here and the others called to serve
in their Disaster Service Worker capacity must be available to serve the public or assist in response or
continuity of operations efforts during this health crisis to the maximum extent allowed under the law. 
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REASONS FOR THE ORDER 

6) This Order is based upon scientific evidence and best practices, as currently known and available, to protect 
members of the public from avoidable risk of serious illness and death resulting from the spread of COVID-19.
The intent of this Order is to ensure that the maximum number of people remain in their places of residence 
to the maximum extent feasible to stem the spread of COVID-19 and mitigate the impact on delivery of critical 
healthcare services to those in need, as well as to protect the healthcare system from a surge of cases into 
emergency rooms and hospitals. The Order supports the CDC's efforts to institute more stringent and 
necessary Social Distancing measures to reduce community transmission of COVID-19.

7) Existing community transmission of COVID-19 in Los Angeles County presents a substantial and significant 
risk of harm to the health of residents. Currently, there is no vaccine available to protect against and no specific 
treatment for COVID-19. As of April 9, 2020, there have been at least 7,995 cases of COVID-19 and 223 
deaths reported in Los Angeles County. There remains a strong likelihood of a significant and increasing 
number of cases of community transmission. Making the community transmission problem worse, some 
individuals who contract the virus causing COVID-19 have no symptoms or have mild symptoms, which means 
they may not be aware they carry the virus and are transmitting it to others. 

8) The virus that causes COVID-19 is easily spread through person-to-person contact. This risk of transmission 
is increased when people are in close proximity. All gatherings pose an increased risk for community 
transmission of COVID-19 and thus, are a substantial risk to public health. As such, scientific evidence shows 
that at this stage of the public health emergency, it remains essential to continue to slow the virus transmission 
as much as possible to protect the most vulnerable, to prevent the healthcare system from being overwhelmed, 
and to prevent deaths. The extension of this Order and the strengthening of its Social Distancing requirements 
are necessary to further reduce the spread of COVID-19, preserving critical and limited healthcare capacity in 
the County and advancing to a point in the pandemic where transmission can be controlled. 

9) In the absence of a specific immunization or treatment for COVID-19, Social Distancing is essential to 
preventing the spread of this disease. Increasing the practice of Social Distancing and prohibiting events and 
gatherings is intended to slow transmission of COVID-19. Accordingly, to reduce the community transmission 
of COVID-19, the Health Officer is continuing the temporary prohibition of all events and gatherings, the closure 
of Indoor Malls and Shopping Centers as defined in Section 11, and the cessation of in-person operations of 
certain businesses, as described in Section 12. 

DEFINITIONS 

10) For purposes of this Order, Essential Activities, are defined as travel for purposes of: 

a) Visiting a health or veterinary care professional; 

b) Obtaining medical supplies or medication; 

c) Obtaining grocery items or necessary supplies from Essential Businesses 
delivery to others; 

d) Legally mandated governmental purposes, such as access to court, social and administrative services; 

e) Providing care for minors, the elderly, dependents, persons with disabilities, or other vulnerable persons; 

f) Complying with an order of law enforcement or court, and; 

g) Engaging in outdoor recreation activity, in compliance with Social Distancing requirements. 

11) For purposes of this Order, Indoor Malls and Shopping Centers are defined as: A building with seven (7) or 
more "sales or retail establishments" with adjoining indoor space. For purposes of this Order, Outdoor Malls 
and Shopping Centers are defined as: A series of buildings on a common site, either under common ownership 
or common control or developed together, with seven (7) or more "sales or retail establishments." 
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12) Non-Essential Retail Businesses are establishments that provide goods or services to the public that do not 
come within the definition of Essential Businesses set forth in Paragraph 13 of this Order. 

13) For purposes of this Order, Essential Businesses are defined as the following: 

a)
convenience stores, warehouse stores, and other establishments engaged in the retail sale of canned 
food, dry goods, fresh fruit and vegetables, pet supply, water, fresh meats, fish, and poultry, and any other
household consumer products (such as cleaning or personal care products). This includes stores that sell 
groceries and other non-grocery products, such as products necessary to maintaining the safety, 
sanitation, and essential operation of residences. This does not include businesses that sell only 
prepackaged non-potentially hazardous food which is incidental to the primary retail business; 

b) Food processors, confectioners, food packagers, food testing labs that are not open to the public, and food 
cultivation, including farming, livestock, and fishing; 

c) Organizations and Businesses that provide food, shelter, and social services, and other necessities of life 
for economically disadvantaged or otherwise needy individuals (including gang prevention and 
intervention, domestic violence, and homeless service agencies); 

d) Newspapers, television, radio, magazine, podcast and journalism activities; 

e) Gas stations, auto-supply, mobile auto repair operations, auto repair shops (including, without limitation, 
auto repair shops adjacent to or otherwise in connection with a retail or used auto dealership), and bicycle 
repair shops and related facilities. This subparagraph (e) does not restrict the on-line purchase of 
automobiles if they are delivered to a residence or Essential Business; 

f) Banks, credit unions, financial institutions and insurance companies; 

g) Hardware stores, nurseries; building supply stores; 

h) Plumbers, electricians, exterminators, custodial/janitorial workers, handyman services, funeral home 
workers and morticians, moving services, HVAC installers, carpenters, vegetation services, tree 
maintenance, landscapers, gardeners, property managers, private security personnel and other service 
providers who provide services to maintain the safety, sanitation, and essential operation to properties and 
other Essential Businesses; 

i) Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, including post office boxes; 

j) Educational institutions (including public and private K-12 schools, colleges, and universities) for purposes 
of facilitating distance learning, providing meals for pick-up, or performing Minimum Basic Operations, 
provided that Social Distancing is practiced; 

k) Laundromats, dry cleaners, laundry service providers; 

l) Restaurants and other food facilities that prepare and serve food, but only for delivery, drive thru or carry 
out. Indoor and outdoor table dining is not permitted. Cafeterias, commissaries, and restaurants located 
within hospitals, nursing homes, or other licensed health care facilities may provide dine-in service, as long 
as Social Distancing is practiced; 

m) Businesses that supply office or computer products needed by people who work from home;

n) Businesses that supply other Essential Businesses with the support or supplies necessary to operate. This 
exemption shall not be used as a basis for engaging in sales to the general public from retail storefronts; 

o) Non-manufacturing, transportation or distribution businesses that ship, truck, transport, or provide logistical 
support to deliver groceries, food, goods or services directly to residences, Essential Businesses, 
Healthcare Operations, and Essential Infrastructure. This exemption shall not be used as a basis for 
engaging in sales to the general public from retail storefronts; 
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p) Airlines, taxis, ride sharing services and other private transportation providers providing transportation 
services necessary for activities of daily living and other purposes expressly authorized in this Order; 

q) Businesses that manufacture parts and provide necessary service for Essential Infrastructure; 

r) Home-based care for seniors, adults, disabled persons, or children; 

s) Residential facilities and shelters for homeless residents, disabled persons, seniors, adults, children and 
animals; 

t) Professional services, such as legal, payroll or accounting services, when necessary to assist in 
compliance with legally mandated activities, and the permitting, inspection, construction, transfer and 
recording of ownership of housing, including residential and commercial real estate and anything incidental 
thereto, provided that appointments and other residential viewings must only occur virtually or, if a virtual 
viewing is not feasible, by appointment with no more than two visitors at a time residing within the same
household or living unit and one individual showing the unit (except that in-person visits are not allowed 
when the occupant is still residing in the residence); 

u) Military/Defense Contractors/FFRDC (Federally Funded Research and Development Centers). 
For purposes of this Order, essential personnel may leave their residence to provide any service or perform 
any work deemed essential for national security including, but not limited to defense, intelligence and 
aerospace development and manufacturing for the Department of Defense, the Intelligence Community, 
and NASA and other federal government, and or United States Government departments and agencies. 
Essential personnel include prime, sub-primes, and supplier contractor employees, at both the prime 
contract level and any supplier levels at any tier, working on federal United States Government contracts 
such as contracts rated under the Defense Priorities and Allocations System (DPAS) and contracts for 
national intelligence and national security requirements; 

v) Childcare facilities providing services that enable employees exempted in this Order to work as permitted. 
To the extent possible, childcare facilities must operate under the following mandatory conditions: (1) 
Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 10 ten (10) or fewer 
children are in the same group each day); (2) Children shall not change from one group to another; (3) If 
more than one (1) group of children is cared for at one facility, each group shall be in a separate room. 
Groups shall not mix with each other; (4) Childcare providers shall remain solely with one group of children; 

w) Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities; 

x) Construction, which includes the operation, inspection, and maintenance of construction sites and 
construction projects for construction of commercial, office and institutional buildings, residential and 
housing construction; 

y) Manufacturers and retailers of fabric or cloth that is made into personal protective equipment, such as, 
face coverings. These businesses may provide their products to purchasers by delivery or pick-up but 
may not be open to the public; 

14) For purposes of this Order, "Social Distancing" means: (1) Maintaining at least six-feet of physical distance 
from individuals who are not part of the same household; (2) Frequently washing hands with soap and water 
for at least 20 seconds or using hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol; (3) Wearing a cloth face 
covering while out in public when in contact with others, not including members of a single household or living 
unit; and (4) Avoiding all social interaction outside the household when sick with fever or cough. 

15) This Order does not prohibit persons from leaving their residences to perform any work necessary or provide 
any services to or obtain services from the following Essential Infrastructure and Healthcare Operations: 

a) Healthcare Operations are hospitals, clinics, laboratories, dentists, pharmacies, physical therapists and 
chiropractors, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, other licensed healthcare facilities, 
healthcare suppliers, home healthcare service providers, mental or behavioral health providers, alcohol 
and drug treatment providers, cannabis dispensaries with a medicinal cannabis license and all other
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required state and local licenses, medical or scientific research companies, or any related and/or 
ancillary healthcare services, manufacturers, distributors and servicers of medical devices, diagnostics, 
and equipment, veterinary care, and all healthcare provided to animals. This exemption shall be 
construed to avoid any impact to the delivery of healthcare, broadly defined. Healthcare Operations 
does not include fitness and exercise gyms and similar exercise or training facilities. 

b) Essential Infrastructure, for purposes of this Order, is defined as public health operations, public works 
construction, airport operations, port operations, food supply, water, sewer, gas, electrical, oil extraction 
and refining, roads and highways, public transportation, solid waste collection, removal and processing, 
flood control and watershed protection, cemeteries, mortuaries, crematoriums, and internet and 
telecommunications systems (including the provision of essential global, national, local infrastructure for 
computing services, business infrastructure, communications, and web-based services), and 
manufacturing and distribution companies deemed essential as part of the Essential Infrastructure 
supply chain, provided that they carry out those services or that work in compliance with Social 
Distancing requirements, to the extent practicable. 

ADDITIONAL TERMS 

16) This Order does not, in any way, restrict: (a) first responder access to the site(s) named in this Order during 
an emergency or (b) local, state or federal officers, investigators, or medical or law enforcement personnel 
from carrying out their lawful duties at the site(s) named in this Order. 

17) Operators of non-essential businesses that are required to cease in-person operations, but may continue to 
work from home, may travel to those businesses for purposes of Minimum Basic Operations, which means: 

a) The minimum necessary activities to maintain and protect the value of the business's inventory and 
facilities; ensure security, safety, and sanitation; process payroll and employee benefits; 

b) The minimum necessary activities to facilitate owners, employees, and contractors of the business being 
able to continue to work remotely from their residences, and to ensure that the business can deliver its 
services remotely. 

18) The County shall promptly provide copies of this Order by: (a) posting it on the Los Angeles Department of
(www.publichealth.lacounty.gov), (b) posting it at the Kenneth Hahn Hall of 

Administration located at 500 West Temple Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012, (c) providing it to any member of
the public requesting a copy, and (d) issuing a press release to publicize the Order throughout the county). 

(a) The owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is likely to be impacted by this Order is strongly 
encouraged to post a copy of this Order onsite and to provide a copy to any member of the public 
requesting a copy. 

(b) Because guidance may change, the owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is subject to this 

(www.publichealth.lacounty.gov) daily to identify any modifications to the Order and is required to comply 
with any updates until the Order is terminated. 

19) If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any application of it to any person, 
structure, gathering, or circumstance is held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a decision of a court of
competent jurisdiction, then such decision will not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications 
of this Order. 

20) This Order incorporates by reference, the March 4, 2020 Proclamation of a State of Emergency issued by 
Governor Gavin Newsom and the March 4, 2020 declarations of a local and public health emergency issued 
by the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors and Los Angeles County Health Officer, respectively, and as
they may be supplemented. 
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21) This Order is issued in light of the March 19, 2020 Order of the State Public Health Officer, (the "State Shelter 
Order") which set the baseline statewide restrictions on non-residential business activities, effective until 
further notice, as well as the Governor's March 19, 2020 Executive Order N-33-20 directing California residents 
to follow the State Shelter Order. This Order adopts in certain respects more stringent restrictions addressing 
the particular facts and circumstances in the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, which are 
necessary to control the public health emergency as it is evolving. Without this tailored set of restrictions that 
further reduce the number of interactions between persons, scientific evidence indicates that the public health 
crisis will worsen to the point at which it may overtake available healthcare resources within the County of Los 
Angeles and increase the death rate. 

22) Where a conflict exists between this Order and any state public health order related to controlling the spread 
of COVID-19 during this pandemic, the most restrictive provision controls. Consistent with California Health 
and Safety Code section 131080, except where the State Health Officer may issue an order expressly directed 
at this Order or a provision of this Order and based upon a finding that a provision of this Order constitutes a 
menace to the public health, any more restrictive measures in this Order may continue to apply and control in 
the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction. 

23) Pursuant to Sections 26602 and 41601 of the California Government Code and Section 101029 of the 
California Health and Safety Code, the Health Officer requests that the Sheriff and all chiefs of police in all 
cities located in the Los Angeles County Public Health Jurisdiction ensure compliance with and enforcement 
of this Order. The violation of any provision of this Order constitutes an imminent threat and menace to public 
health, constitutes a public nuisance, and is punishable by fine, imprisonment or both. 

24) This Order shall become effective immediately on April 10, 2020 and will continue to be in effect until 11:59 
p.m. on May 15, 2020, or until it is extended, rescinded, superseded, or amended in writing by the Health 
Officer. 

IT IS SO ORDERED: 
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Mum~4il 
Health Officer 
County of Los' Angeles 
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Appendix A: Social Distancing Protocol 

Business name: 

Facility Address: 

Approximate gross square footage 
of space open to the public: 

Businesses must implement all applicable measures listed below and be prepared to 
explain why any measure that is not implemented is inapplicable to the business. 

A. SIGNAGE 

Signage at each public entrance of the facility to inform all employees and customers that they should: avoid 
entering the facility if they have a cough or fever; maintain a minimum six-foot distance from one another. 

Signage posting a copy of the Social Distancing Protocol at each public entrance to the facility. 

B. MEASURES TO PROTECT EMPLOYEE HEALTH (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY TO THE FACILITY) 

Everyone who can carry out their work duties from home has been directed to do so. 

All employees have been told not to come to work if sick. 

Symptom checks are being conducted before employees may enter the workspace. 

All employees that have contact during their shift(s) with the public or other employees are offered, 
at no-cost, a cloth face covering to be used at work when interacting with them. 

All desks or individual workstations are separated by at least six feet. 

Break rooms, restrooms, and other common areas are being disinfected frequently, on the following 
schedule: 

Break rooms: 

Restrooms: 

Other: 

Disinfectant and related supplies are available to all employees at the following location(s): 

Hand sanitizer effective against COVID-19 is available to all employees at the following location(s): 

Soap and water are available to all employees at the following location(s): 

Employees are allowed frequent breaks to wash their hands. 
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Copies of this Protocol have been distributed to all employees. 

Optional Describe other measures: 

C. MEASURES TO PREVENT CROWDS FROM GATHERING 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY TO THE FACILITY) 

Limit the number of customers in the store at any one time, which allows for customers and employees to 
easily maintain at least six-foot distance from one another at all practicable times. 

Maximum number of customers in the facility: 

Post an employee at the door to ensure the maximum number of customers in the facility is not exceeded. 

Placing per-person limits on goods that are selling out quickly to reduce crowds and lines. Explain: 

Optional-Describe other measures: 

D. MEASURES TO KEEP PEOPLE AT LEAST SIX FEET APART 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY TO THE FACILITY) 

Placing signs outside the store reminding people to be at least six feet apart, including when in line. 

Placing tape or other markings at least six feet apart in customer line areas inside the store and on 
walkways at public entrances with signs directing customers to use the markings to maintain distance. 

Separate order areas from delivery areas to prevent customers from gathering. 

All employees have been instructed to maintain at least six feet distance from customers and from each 
other, except employees may momentarily come closer when necessary to accept payment, deliver goods 
or services, or as otherwise necessary. 

Optional Institute one-way aisles to facilitate Social Distancing. 

Optional Describe other measures: 

E. MEASURES TO PREVENT UNNECESSARY CONTACT (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY TO THE FACILITY) 

Preventing people from self-serving any items that are food-related. 

All items are pre-packaged in sealed containers by staff. 

Bulk-item food bins are not available for customer self-service use. 

Food samples are prohibited. 

Providing for contactless payment systems or, if not feasible, sanitizing payment systems regularly. 
Describe:

Optional-Describe other measures (e.g. providing senior-only hours):
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F. MEASURES TO INCREASE SANITIZATION (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY TO THE FACILITY) 

Restrooms normally open to the public shall remain open to the public. 

Disinfecting wipes that are effective against COVID-19 are available near shopping carts and shopping 
baskets. 

Employee(s) assigned to disinfect carts and baskets frequently, preferably after each use. 

Hand sanitizer, soap and water, or effective disinfectant is available to the public at or near the entrance of 
the facility, at checkout counters, and anywhere else inside the store or immediately outside where people 
have direct interactions. 

Disinfecting all payment portals, pens, and styluses after each use. 

Disinfecting all high-contact surfaces frequently. 

Optional- Describe other measures: 

Any additional measures not included above should be listed on separate pages, 
which the business should attach to this document. 

You may contact the following person with any 
questions or comments about this protocol: 

Business 
Phone number: 

Contact Name:
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REOPENING SAFER AT WORK AND IN THE COMMUNITY
FOR CONTROL OF COVID-19 

MOVING THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES THROUGH
STAGE 2 OF CALIFORNIA'S PANDEMIC  

RESILIENCE ROADMAP 
Revised Order Issued: May 26, 2020  

 
Please read this Order carefully. Violation of or failure to comply 

with this Order is a crime punishable by fine, imprisonment, or both.
 (California Health and Safety Code §120295; Los Angeles County Code § 11.02.080.)

 
 

SUMMARY OF THE ORDER: This Revised County of Los Angeles Health Officer Order 
(Order) supersedes all prior Safer At Home orders (Prior Orders) issued by the County 
of Los Angeles Health Officer (Health Officer). This Order is issued to comply with State 
Executive Orders N-33-20 and N-60-20 issued by Governor Gavin Newsom, and the 
accompanying orders of the State Public Health Officer issued on March 19 and May 7, 
2020. The State Public Health Officer has articulated a 4 Stage framework  California 
Pandemic Resilience Roadmap to inform the State's actions that reintroduce activities 
and sectors in a phased manner and with necessary modifications to protect health and 
safety, and to lower the risk of Novel Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) transmission 
and outbreaks in a community. 
 

This Order is issued to align the County of Los Angeles (County) with State Executive 
Orders and State Health Officer Orders that support the phased reopening of the
California Pandemic Resilience Roadmap.  This Order will be revised in the future to 
reflect the State Executive Orders and State Public Health Officer Orders that
progressively designate sectors, businesses, establishments, or activities that may 
reopen with certain modifications, based on health and safety needs and at a pace 
designed to protect health and safety.  Should local COVID-19 conditions warrant, the 
Health Officer may, after consultation with the Board of Supervisors, issue Orders that 
are more restrictive than those of the State Public Health Officer.  
 

This Order allows persons to engage in all permitted activities, as defined by the Order, 
but requires that persons practice Social (Physical) Distancing, at all times while out in 
public and wear a cloth face covering when in contact with others, to lower the risks of 
person-to-person contact for themselves and others. 
 

This Order is effective within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, 
defined as all cities and unincorporated areas within the County of Los Angeles with the 
exception of the cities of Long Beach and Pasadena. This Order is effective immediately 
and will continue until further notice.  
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UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND  
SAFETY CODE SECTIONS 101040, 101085, AND 120175,  

THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES HEALTH OFFICER ORDERS: 
 
1. This Order supersedes the Health Officer's Prior Orders. In light of the progress 

achieved in slowing the spread of COVID-19 in the County, this Order aligns the 
County with the State Public Health Officer's phased reopening approach guided by 
the California Pandemic Resilience Roadmap. The Order allows the conditional 
reopening of activities and business sectors with modifications to lower the risk of 
person-to-person transmission of COVID-19, ensuring continued Social (Physical) 
Distancing and adherence to other infection control protocols as provided below. The 
Health Officer will assess the phased reopening allowed by the State Public Health 
Officer and this Order on an ongoing basis and determine, after consultation with the 
Board of Supervisors, whether this Order needs to be modified if the public health risk 
associated with COVID-19 increases in the future. 
 

2. This intent is to continue to ensure that County residents remain in their 
residences as much as practicable, to limit close contact with others outside their 
household in both indoor and outdoor spaces.  All persons who can telework or work 
from home should continue to do so as much as possible during this pandemic.
Sustained Social (Physical) Distancing and infection control measures will continue 
slowing the spread of COVID-19 and diminishing its impact on the delivery of critical 
healthcare services. All provisions of this Order must be interpreted to effectuate that 

threat and menace to public health, and a public nuisance, and is punishable by fine, 
imprisonment or both. 

 
3. All persons living within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction should

remain in their residences whenever practicable.  
a) Nothing in this Order prohibits members of a single household or living unit from 

engaging in permitted activities together. But gatherings of people who are not
part of a single household or living unit are prohibited within the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, except for the limited purposes expressly 
permitted by this Order.  

b) People leaving their residences must strictly comply with the Social (Physical)
Distancing requirements stated in this Order and specified in guidance or 
protocols established by the County Department of Public Health; this includes 
wearing a cloth face covering whenever there is or can be contact with others who 
are non-household members in both public and private places, which reduces the 
risk of transmission to others from people who do not have symptoms and do not 
know they are infected. The use of face coverings is commonly referred to as 

.  

c) Persons and businesses within the County of Los Angeles Public Health 
Jurisdiction are required to follow the COVID-19 infection control protocols and 
guidance provided by the County Department of Public Health.  In instances 
where the County has not provided a specific guidance or protocol, specific 
guidance or protocols established by the State Public Health Officer shall control.  

Order's 

intent. Failure to comply with any of the Order's provisions constitutes an imminent 

"source control" 
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d) 1 and the United States District Court 
,2 jurisdictions within the County of Los 

Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction are expected to comply with the provision of 
hotel and motel rooms for vulnerable people experiencing homelessness through 
Project Roomkey, which slows the spread of COVID-19 and retains capacity of 
the healthcare system. 

 
4. All people residing within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction who 

are age 65 or older and all people of any age who have active or unstable pre-existing 
health conditions, should remain in their residences as much as possible during the 
pandemic. People in these categories should leave their residences only when 
necessary to seek medical care, exercise or obtain food or other necessities. The
Health Officer strongly recommends that employers offer telework or other 
accommodations to persons who are age 65 or older and all people of any age who 
have an active or unstable pre-existing health conditions.  
 

5. All government agencies working in the course and scope of their public service 
employment are Essential Government Functions. 

a) All government employees are essential, including but not limited to, health care 
providers and emergency responders including employees who serve in the 
following areas: law enforcement; emergency services and management; first 
responders; fire; search and rescue; juvenile detention; corrections; healthcare 
services and operations; public health; laboratory or medical testing; mental 
health; community health; public works; executive management employees 
serving in these fields; all employees assigned to serve in or support the foregoing 
fields; and all employees whose services are otherwise needed to assist in a 
declared emergency. 

b) While all government employees are essential, the employees identified here, and 
others called to serve in their Disaster Service Worker capacity, must be available 
to serve the public or assist in response or continuity of operations efforts during 
this health crisis to the maximum extent allowed under the law. 

c) This Order does not, in any way, restrict (a) first responder access to the site(s) 
named in this Order during an emergency or (b) local, state or federal officers, 
investigators, or medical or law enforcement personnel from carrying out their 
lawful duties at the site(s) named in this Order. 

d) All persons who perform Essential Governmental Functions are categorically 
exempt from this Order while performing such governmental functions or services. 
Each governmental entity shall identify and designate appropriate employees or 
contractors to continue providing and carrying out any Essential Governmental 

 
1 Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, Action re: Project Roomkey, 4/3/2020, 
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/04/03/at-newly-converted-motel-governor-newsom-launches-project-
roomkey-a-first-in-the-nation-initiative-to-secure-hotel-motel-rooms-to-protect-homeless-individuals-from-
covid-19/; 2020- -79 
2 Order re: Preliminary Injunction (Case No. LA CV 20-02291-DOC-KES), LA Alliance for Human Rights 
et al v. City of Los Angeles et al, States District Court Central District of California, 5/15/2020.  

Pursuant to the State of California's action 
Central District of California's order 

21 May Revision to the Governor's Budget, Project Roomkey, pg. 78 
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Functions. All Essential Governmental Functions should be performed in 
compliance with Social (Physical) Distancing, to the extent possible. 

 
6. This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public entity 

within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction.   
 

7. The Health Officer orders the continued closure, as specified in the State Health 
Officer Orders, of the following types of higher-risk businesses, recreational sites, 
commercial properties, and activities, where more frequent and prolonged person-to-
person contacts are likely to occur: 

a) Bars and nightclubs; 

b) Gyms and fitness centers;   

c) Movie theaters, live performance theaters, concert halls and venues, stadiums, 
arenas, gaming facilities, theme parks, and festivals; 

d) Bowling alleys and arcades; 

e) Public piers; 

f) Personal care establishments, currently required by the State to remain closed,
including nail salons, hair salons, massage and body art establishments; 

g) Indoor and outdoor playgrounds for children, except those located within a 
childcare center; 

h) Community centers, including public pools, but specifically excluding pools, hot 
tubs, and saunas that are in a multi-unit residence or part of a Homeowners
Association; 

i) Indoor museums, indoor children museums, gallery spaces, and zoos; 

j) All events and gatherings, unless specifically allowed by this Order. 
 

8. All Essential Businesses may remain open to the public and conduct normal business 
operations, provided that they implement and maintain the Social (Physical)
Distancing Protocol defined in Paragraph 20 and attached to this Order as Appendix 
A. 
Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol for each facility or office located within the 
County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction and must ensure that the Essential 
Business meets all other requirements of the Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol. 
 

9. Lower-Risk Businesses are businesses that are not specified in Paragraph 7 of this 
Order, and not defined as an Essential Business in Paragraph 18 of this Order.  
There are four categories of Lower-Risk Businesses that may reopen under this Order:  
(1) retailers - , (2) manufacturing and logistics sector 
businesses that supply Lower-Risk Retail Businesses, (3) Non-Essential office-based 
businesses (although telework is strongly encouraged), and (4) Indoor Malls and 
Shopping Centers. These four categories of Lower-Risk Businesses may reopen 
subject to the following conditions: 

An Essential Business' owner, manager, or operator must prepare and post a 

("Lower Risk Retail Businesses") 
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a) For any Lower-Risk Retail Business that sells goods and services, the owner, 
manager, or operator must, for each facility located within the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and 
post the Reopening Protocols for Retail Establishments: Opening for In Person 
Shopping, attached to this Order as Appendix B.  

b) For any non-retail Lower-Risk Business, that is a manufacturing and logistics 
sector business that supplies Lower-Risk Retail Businesses, the owner, 
manager, or operator must, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and post 
the required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocol, applicable to the business type or location, attached to this Order as 
Appendix C. 

c) For any Non-Essential office-based business, which includes faith-based office 
facilities for those employed by the organization and where the facility is their 
regular place of work, the owner, manager, or operator, must, prior to 
reopening, prepare implement and post the required Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol Office-Based Worksites, 
attached to this Order as Appendix D.  

d) For Indoor Malls and Shopping Centers, defined as: A building with (7) or 
more sales or retail establishments with adjoining indoor space, the owner or 
operator may reopen the Indoor Mall or Shopping Center up to 50% of overall 
shopping center capacity. Higher-risk businesses (e.g. movie theaters, bars, 
spas, salons, or other personal care services) located within an indoor mall or 
shopping center must continue to comply with Paragraph 7 of this Order, and 
remain closed until each of those types of establishments are allowed to 
resume modified or full operation.  Shopping center food courts, dining areas, 
or dine-in restaurant tenant operations must follow the current requirements 
for restaurants.  The owner or operator of the Indoor Mall or Shopping Center 
must, prior to reopening, prepare implement and post the required Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols for Shopping Center 
Operators, attached to this Order as Appendix E.  

 
REASONS FOR THE ORDER 

 
10. This Order is based upon the following determinations: evidence of continued 

community transmission of COVID-19 within the County; continued uncertainty 
regarding the degree of undetected asymptomatic transmission; scientific evidence and 
best practices regarding the most effective approaches to slow the transmission of 
communicable diseases generally and COVID-19 specifically; evidence that a 
significant portion of the County population is at risk for serious health complications, 
including hospitalizations and death from COVID-19, due to age or pre-existing health 
conditions; and further evidence that other County residents, including younger and 
otherwise healthy people, are also at risk for serious negative health outcomes and for 
transmitting the virus to others. 
avoidable risk of serious illness and death resulting from the spread of COVID-19.

 

The Order's intent is to protect the public from the 
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11. Existing community transmission of COVID-19 in Los Angeles County continues to 
present  There is still no 
vaccine available yet to protect against COVID-19, and no treatment for it.  
As of May 26, 2020, there have been at least 47,822 cases of COVID-19 and 2,143
deaths reported in Los Angeles County. There remains a strong likelihood of a 
significant and increasing number of cases of community transmission. Making the 
community transmission problem worse, some individuals who contract the virus 
causing COVID-19 have no symptoms or have only mild symptoms, and so are 
unaware that they carry the virus and are transmitting it to others. Further, evidence 
shows that the virus can, at times, survive for several hours on surfaces and can be 
indirectly transmitted between individuals. Because even people without symptoms 
can transmit the virus, and because evidence shows the infection is easily spread, 
preventing, limiting, and placing conditions on various types of gatherings and other 
direct and indirect interpersonal interactions have been proven to reduce the risk of 
transmitting the virus. 

 
12. Evidence suggests that the restrictions and requirements imposed by Prior Orders 

slowed the rate of increase in community transmission and hospitalizations by limiting 
interactions among people, consistent with the efficacy of similar measures in other 
parts of the country and world. Although the hospitals within the County are still seeing 
COVID-19 patients, including patients with severe illness, the hospitals have not 
become overwhelmed or exceeded capacity. However, because there is not yet a 
vaccine or proven therapeutic drug, the public health emergency and attendant risks 
to the public's health by COVID-19 still predominate. 

 
13. In line with the State Public Health Officer, the Health Officer is monitoring several key 

indicators (COVID-19 Indicators) within the County. Progress on some of these 
COVID-19 Indicators  specifically related to hospital utilization and capacity makes 
it appropriate, at this time, to ease certain restrictions imposed by the Prior Orders.
But the prevalence of the virus that causes COVID-19 requires other restrictions and 
modifications to continue. Activities and business operations that are permitted must 
be conducted in accordance with the required Social (Physical) Distancing, reopening 
protocols, and other infection control protocols ordered by the Health Officer. 

 
14. The Health Officer will continue monitoring COVID-19 Indicators to assess the 

impact of easing restrictions and re-opening sectors. Those Indicators include, but 
are not limited to:  

a) The number of new hospitalizations and deaths. 

b) The capacity of hospitals and the healthcare system in the County, including 
acute care beds, Intensive Care Unit beds, and ventilators to provide care for 
existing COVID-19 patients and other patients, and capacity to surge with an 
increase of COVID-19 cases. 

c) The supply of personal protective equipment (PPE) available for hospital staff, 
nursing home staff and other healthcare providers and personnel who need PPE 
to safely respond to and treat COVID-19 patients and other patients. 

a substantial and significant risk of harm to residents' health. 
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d) The ability and capacity to quickly and accurately test persons to determine 
whether individuals are COVID-19 positive, especially those in vulnerable 
populations or high-risk settings or occupations, and to identify and assess 
outbreaks. 

e) The ability to conduct case investigation and contact tracing for the volume of 
future cases and associated contacts, isolating confirmed cases and 
quarantining persons who have had contact with confirmed cases. 

 
DEFINITIONS AND EXEMPTIONS 
 
15. The following activities are permitted under this Order: 

a) Engaging in activities or performing tasks important to the health and safety of
family or household members (including pets), such as, visiting a health or 
veterinary care professional or obtaining medical supplies or medication; 

b) Obtaining necessary services and supplies for family or household members, or 
delivering the same, such as, obtaining grocery items or necessary supplies from 

 

c) Performing work for or accessing businesses that are open, or to carry out 
Minimum Basic Operations for businesses that are closed or operating remotely.

d) Obtaining or accessing services from Essential Governmental Functions, such as, 
accessing court, social and administrative services, or complying with an order of 
law enforcement or court; 

e) Caring for minors, the elderly, dependents, persons with disabilities, or other 
vulnerable persons;  

f) Obtaining in-person behavioral health or substance use disorder support in 
therapeutic small group meetings, such as Alcoholics Anonymous or Narcotics 
Anonymous, provided that the gathering is limited to 10 people or fewer and Social 
(Physical) Distancing is practiced. 

g) Obtaining in-person faith-based counselling services where the service cannot 
reasonably be practiced remotely, provided that the gathering is limited to 10 
people or fewer and Social (Physical) Distancing is practiced. 

h) Attending in-person faith-based services, provided that the gathering of 
congregants is limited to the lower of 25% of the total maximum occupancy (or 
occupant load) assigned for that building on its Certificate of Occupancy  or as 
determined by Section 1004 of the 2019 California Building Code, or a maximum 
of 100 people.  Faith-based organizations holding in-person services must follow 
the Department of Public Health Places of Worship Protocols, attached to this 
Order as Appendix F. 

i) Engaging in outdoor recreation activity, in compliance with Social (Physical)
Distancing requirements and subject to the following limitations: 

i. Outdoor recreation activity at parks, trails, and beaches, and other open 
spaces must comply with any access or use restrictions established by the 

Essential Businesses for one's household or for delivery to others; 
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Health Officer, government, or other entity that manages the area to reduce 
crowding and the risk of COVID-19 transmission.  

ii. Use of shared outdoor facilities for recreational activities, including but not 
limited to golf courses, tennis and pickleball courts, shooting and archery 
ranges, equestrian centers, model airplane areas, community gardens, and 
bike parks, must comply with any access or use restrictions established by 
the Health Officer, government, or other entity that manages the area to 
reduce crowding and the risk of COVID-19 transmission.   

iii. Local public entities may elect to temporarily close certain streets or areas 
to automobile traffic, to allow for increased space for persons to engage in 
recreational activity permitted by and in compliance with Social (Physical) 
Distancing requirements specified in this Order. 

j) Participating in a Vehicle-Based Parade. The host of the Vehicle-Based Parade 
must comply with all local ordinances, traffic control requirements, and state and 
local laws. Further, the host of Vehicle-Based Parades must comply with the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health Vehicle-Based Parade Protocol, 
attached to this Order as Appendix G. 

k) Participating in an in-person protests as long as (1) attendance is limited to 25% 

permitting authority or other relevant authority, or a maximum of 100 attendees, 
whichever is lower, and (2) physical distancing of six feet between persons or 
groups of persons from different households is maintained at all times.   

  
16. Individuals may  work for, train for, volunteer at, or obtain services at Healthcare 

Operations: hospitals, clinics, laboratories, dentists, optometrists, pharmacies, 
physical therapists, rehabilitation and physical wellness programs, chiropractors, 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, other licensed healthcare facilities, 
healthcare suppliers, home healthcare service providers, mental or behavioral health 
providers, alcohol and drug treatment providers, cannabis dispensaries with a 
medicinal cannabis license and all other required state and local licenses, medical or 
scientific research companies, or any related and/or ancillary healthcare services, 
manufacturers, distributors and servicers of medical devices, diagnostics, and 
equipment, veterinary care, and other animal healthcare. This exemption shall be 
construed to avoid any impact to the delivery of healthcare, broadly defined.  
 

17. Individuals may provide any service, train for, or perform any work necessary to the 
operation and maintenance of Essential Infrastructure, which is defined as, public 
health operations, public works construction, airport operations, port operations, food 
supply, water, sewer, gas, electrical, oil extraction and refining, roads and highways, 
public transportation, solid waste collection, removal and processing, flood control and 
watershed protection, cemeteries, mortuaries, crematoriums, and internet and 
telecommunications systems (including the provision of essential global, national, 
local infrastructure for computing services, business infrastructure, communications, 
and web-based services), and manufacturing and distribution companies deemed 
essential as part of the Essential Infrastructure supply chain, provided that they carry 
out those services or that work. In providing these services, training for, or performing 

of the relevant area's maximum occupancy, as defined by the relevant local 
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this work, individuals must comply with Social (Physical) Distancing requirements to 
the extent practicable. 

 
18. For purposes of this Order, Essential Businesses are: 

a) Grocery stores, certi
supermarkets, food banks, convenience stores, warehouse stores, and other 
establishments engaged in the retail sale of canned food, dry goods, fresh fruit 
and vegetables, pet supply, water, fresh meats, fish, and poultry, and any other 
household consumer products (such as cleaning or personal care products). This 
includes stores that sell groceries and other non-grocery products, such as 
products necessary to maintaining the safety, sanitation, and essential operation 
of residences. This does not include businesses that sell only prepackaged non-
potentially hazardous food which is incidental to the primary retail business;

b) Food processors, confectioners, food packagers, food testing labs that are not 
open to the public, and food cultivation, including farming, livestock, and fishing;

c) Organizations and businesses that provide food, shelter, social services, and 
other necessities of life for economically disadvantaged or otherwise needy 
individuals (including gang prevention and intervention, domestic violence, and 
homeless service agencies); 

d) Newspapers, television news, radio, magazine, podcast and journalism activities, 
including taped, digitally recorded or online-streamed content of any sort that is 
produced by one or more members of a single household, withi
residence and without the physical presence of any non-member of the 
household. Entertainment industry studios and other related production 
establishments may resume upon authorization of the State Public Health Officer, 
and then, only in adherence to State and County issued protocols. 

e) Gas stations, auto-supply, mobile auto repair operations, auto repair shops 
(including, without limitation, auto repair shops adjacent to or otherwise in 
connection with a retail or used auto dealership), and bicycle repair shops and 
related facilities; 

f) Banks, credit unions, financial institutions and insurance companies; 

g) Hardware stores, nurseries; building supply stores; 

h) Plumbers, electricians, exterminators, custodial/janitorial workers, handyman 
services, funeral homes and morticians, moving services, HVAC installers, 
carpenters, vegetation services, tree maintenance, landscapers, gardeners, 
property managers, private security personnel and other service providers who 
provide services to maintain the safety, sanitation, and essential operation to 
properties and other Essential Businesses; 

i) Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, including post office boxes;

j) Educational institutions (including public and private K-12 schools, colleges, and 
universities) for purposes of facilitating distance learning, providing meals for pick-
up, or performing Minimum Basic Operations, provided that Social (Physical) 
Distancing is practiced; 

fied farmers' markets, farm and produce stands, 

n the household's 
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k) Laundromats, dry cleaners, and laundry service providers;

l) Restaurants and other food facilities that prepare and serve food, but only for 
delivery, drive thru or carry out. Indoor and outdoor table dining is not permitted. 
Cafeterias, commissaries, and restaurants located within hospitals, nursing 
homes, or other licensed health care facilities may provide dine-in service, as long 
as Social (Physical) Distancing is practiced; 

m) Businesses that supply office or computer products needed by people who work 
from home; 

n) Businesses that supply other Essential Businesses with the support or supplies 
necessary to operate;  

o) Non-manufacturing, transportation or distribution businesses that ship, truck, 
transport, or provide logistical support to deliver groceries, food, goods or services 
directly to residences, Essential Businesses, Healthcare Operations, and 
Essential Infrastructure. This exemption shall not be used as a basis for engaging 
in sales to the general public from retail storefronts; 

p) Airlines, taxis, ride sharing services and other private transportation providers 
providing transportation services necessary for activities of daily living and other 
purposes expressly authorized in this Order; 

q) Businesses that manufacture parts and provide necessary service for Essential 
Infrastructure; 

r) Home-based care for seniors, adults, disabled persons, or children;  

s) Residential facilities and shelters for homeless residents, disabled persons, 
seniors, adults, children and animals; 

t) Professional services, such as legal, payroll or accounting services, when 
necessary to assist in compliance with legally mandated activities, and the 
permitting, inspection, construction, transfer and recording of ownership of 
housing, including residential and commercial real estate and anything incidental 
thereto, provided that appointments and other residential viewings must only 
occur virtually or, if a virtual viewing is not feasible, by appointment with no more 
than two visitors at a time residing within the same household or living unit and 
one individual showing the unit (except that in-person visits are not allowed when 
the occupant is still residing in the residence); 

u) Childcare facilities. To the extent possible, childcare facilities must operate under 
the following conditions: (1) Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 10 

group each day); (2) Children shall not change from one group to another; (3) If 
more than one group of children is cared for at one facility, each group shall be in 
a separate room. Groups shall not mix with each other; (4) Childcare providers 
shall remain solely with one group of children; 

v) Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities;  

w) Construction, which includes the operation, inspection, and maintenance of 
construction sites and construction projects for construction of commercial, office 
and institutional buildings, residential and housing construction; and 

or fewer ("stable" means the same ten (10) or fewer children are in the same 
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x) Manufacturers and retailers of fabric or cloth that is made into personal protective 
equipment, such as, face coverings.  
 

19. For purposes of this Order, "Social (Physical) Distancing" means: (1) Maintaining at 
least six (6)-feet of physical distance from individuals who are not members of the 
same household; (2) Frequently washing hands with soap and water for at least 20 
seconds, or using hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol; (3) Wearing a 
cloth face covering when in contact with others who do not live in the same household 
or living unit, which reduces the risk of transmission to others from people who do not 
have symptoms and do not know they are infected; and (4) Avoiding all physical 
interaction outside the household when sick with a fever or cough, except for 
necessary medical care. 
 

20. For purposes of this Order, the "Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol" that must be 
implemented and posted must demonstrate how the following infection control 
measures are being implemented and achieved, as applicable: 

a) Limiting the number of people who may enter into the facility at any one time to 
ensure that people in the facility can easily maintain a minimum six (6) foot 
physical distance from others, at all times, except as required to complete a 
business activity or transaction. Members of a single household or living unit may 
stand or move together but must be separated from others by a physical distance 
of at least six (6) feet. 

b) Where lines may form at a facility, marking six (6) foot increments at a minimum, 
establishing where individuals should stand to maintain adequate Social 
(Physical) Distancing, whether inside or outside the facility. 

c) Providing hand sanitizer, soap and water, or effective disinfectant at or near the 
entrance of the facility and in other appropriate areas for use by the public and 
employees, and in locations where there is high-frequency employee interaction 
with members of the public (e.g., cashiers). Restrooms normally open to the public 
shall remain open to the public. 

d) Posting a sign in a conspicuous place at all public entries that instructs the public 
not to enter if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness, including 
fever or cough, to wear face coverings, and to maintain Social (Physical)
Distancing from one another. 

e) Providing for the regular disinfection of high-touch surfaces, and disinfection of all
payment portals, pens, and styluses after each use. All businesses are 
encouraged to also offer touchless payment mechanisms, if feasible. 

f) Providing cloth-face coverings to employees and contracted workers whose 
duties require close contact with other employees and/or the public.  

g) Requiring that members of the public who enter the facility wear a face-covering,
which reduces -  to 
workers and others, during their time in the facility. 

h) Adhering to communicable disease control protocols provided by the  
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health, including requirements for 

the risk of "asymptomatic" or "pre symptomatic" transmission 
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cleaning and disinfecting the site. See protocols posted at 
www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/ 

 
21. Operators of businesses that are required to cease in-person operations may conduct

Minimum Basic Operations, which means:  
a) The minimum necessary activities to maintain and protect the value of the 

business's inventory and facilities; ensure security, safety, and sanitation; and 
process payroll and employee benefits; 

b) oyees, 
and contractors being able to continue to work remotely from their residences, 
and to ensure that the business can deliver its services remotely.  

 
ADDITIONAL TERMS 
 
22. The County shall promptly provide copies of this Order by: (a) posting it on the  

(www.publichealth.lacounty.gov), 
(b) posting it at the Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration located at 500 West Temple 
Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012, (c) providing it to any member of the public requesting 
a copy, and (d) issuing a press release to publicize the Order throughout the County. 

a) The owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is likely to be impacted by this 
Order is strongly encouraged to post a copy of this Order onsite and to provide a 
copy to any member of the public requesting a copy. 

b) Because guidance may change, the owner, manager, or operator of any facility 
that is subject to this Order is ordered to consult the Los Angeles County 

www.publichealth.lacounty.gov) daily to 
identify any modifications to the Order and is required to comply with any updates 
until the Order is terminated. 

 
23. If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any application of 

it to any person, structure, gathering, or circumstance is held to be invalid or 
unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such decision 
will not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications of this Order.
 

24. This Order incorporates by reference, the March 4, 2020 Proclamation of a State of 
Emergency issued by Governor Gavin Newsom and the March 4, 2020 declarations of 
a local and public health emergency issued by the Los Angeles County Board of 
Supervisors and Los Angeles County Health Officer, respectively, and as they may be 
supplemented. 

 
25. This Order is issued to align the County with the phased reopening approach of the 

California's Pandemic Resilience Roadmap.  This Order will be revised in the future as 
the State Public Health Officer progressively designates sectors, businesses, 
establishments, or activities that may reopen with certain modifications at a pace 
designed to protect health and safety.  
 

  

The minimum necessary activities to facilitate the business's owners, empl 

Los Angeles Department of Public Health's website 

Department of Public Health's website ___________ _ 
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26. -60-20 
and the State Public Health 
may implement or continue more restrictive public health measures in the jurisdiction 
if the local health officer believes conditions in that jurisdiction warrant them. Where a 
conflict exists between this Order and any state public health order related to controlling 
the spread of COVID-19 during this pandemic, the most restrictive provision controls.
Consistent with California Health and Safety Code section 131080, except where the 
State Health Officer may issue an order expressly directed at this Order or a provision 
of this Order and based upon a finding that a provision of this Order constitutes a 
menace to the public health, any more restrictive measures in this Order may continue 
to apply and control in the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction. 

 
27. Pursuant to Sections 26602 and 41601 of the California Government Code and 

Section 101029 of the California Health and Safety Code, the Health Officer requests 
that the Sheriff and all chiefs of police in all cities located in the Los Angeles County 
Public Health Jurisdiction ensure compliance with and enforcement of this Order. The 
violation of any provision of this Order constitutes an imminent threat and menace to 
public health, constitutes a public nuisance, and is punishable by fine, imprisonment 
or both. 

 
28. This Order shall become effective immediately on May 26, 2020 and will continue to 

be until it is revised, rescinded, superseded, or amended in writing by the Health 
Officer. 

 
 

 

This Order is consistent with the provisions in the Governor's Executive Order N 
Officer's May 7, 2020 Order, that local health jurisdictions 

IT IS SO ORDERED: 

Munt Davis, M.D., M.P.H. 

Health Officer, 
County of Los Angeles 

Date 
1 



EXHIBIT 2-9 
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For Immediate Release:

May 31, 2020

Los Angeles County Announces 25 New Deaths Related to 2019 Novel
Coronavirus (COVID-19): 1,379 New Cases of Confirmed COVID-19 in Los
Angeles County

LOS ANGELES – The Los Angeles County Department of Public Health (Public Health) has confirmed 25 new deaths and 1,379 new
cases of 2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19). Fifteen people who died were over the age of 65 years, 8 people who died were
between the ages of 41 and 65 years old and one person who died was between the ages of 18 to 40. Twenty-two people had
underlying health conditions including 14 people over the age of 65 years old, seven people between the ages of 41 to 65 years old
and one person between the ages of 18 to 40.

To date, Public Health has identified 54,996 positive cases of COVID-19 across all areas of LA County, and a total of 2,362 deaths.
Ninety-three percent of people who died had underlying health conditions. Of those who died, information about race and ethnicity
is available for 2,179 people (99 percent of the cases reported by Public Health); 41% of deaths occurred among Latino/Latinx
residents, 28% among White residents, 18% among Asian residents, 12% among African American residents, 1% among Native
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander residents and 1% among residents identifying with other races. Upon further investigation, 34 cases and one
death reported earlier were not LA County residents. As of today, 6,514 people who tested positive for COVID-19 (12% of positive
cases) have been hospitalized at some point during their illness. There are 1,402 people who are currently hospitalized, 28% of these
people are in the ICU and 19% are on ventilators. Testing capacity continues to increase in LA County, with testing results available for
over 598,000 individuals and 8% of people testing positive.

“Through these difficult times, we mourn with all of you who have lost someone you love to COVID-19. We are deeply sorry for your
loss, and wish you healing and peace,” said Barbara Ferrer, PhD, MPH, MEd, Director of Public Health. “If you are returning to work or
are visiting re-opened spaces and businesses, please remember that the actions we all take today will affect the numbers of cases,
hospitalizations and deaths several weeks from now. This virus has not changed and is still easily transmitted among people in
contact with each other. Please continue to take care of each other and use the tools we know work to slow the spread of the virus:
wear a face covering and keep 6 feet of distance anytime you are around others not in your household.”

On Friday May 29, the County of Los Angeles Health Officer revised the County’s Reopening Safer At Work And In the Community for
the Control of COVID-19 (Order) to allow for in-person dining at restaurants and the re-opening of hair salons and barbershops.restaur
Public Health issued the County’s Protocols for Restaurants Opening for On-site Dining, which are available atRestaur
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/docs/protocols/Reopening_Restaurants.pdf.Restaur

Public health also issued Protocols for Hair Salons and Barbershops which are available at
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/docs/protocols/Reopening_HairSalons_Barbershops.pdf. The Health Officer
Order specifically requires businesses to follow the COVID-19 infection control protocols. As such, restaurant and hair salon ownersrestaur
and operators must complete and implement these protocols prior to re-opening. Brewpubs, breweries, bars, pubs, craft distilleries,
and wineries that do not offer sit-down, dine-in meals are still required to remain closed.

As the recovery journey continues, more people being around one another may result in more transmission of COVID-19, more cases,
and more hospitalizations and deaths. Everyone must continue to follow distancing and infection control directives and wear a clean
cloth face covering that securely covers both your nose and mouth when in contact with other people not in your household. Public
Health will assess the activities allowed by the Order on an ongoing basis. LA County is in stage two of the five-stage Roadmap to
Recovery and until the final stage five is reached, Health Officer Orders and directives will continue to ensure that we slow spread of
COVID-19 to prevent an overwhelming surge of COVID-19 cases at healthcare facilities.

The Reopening Protocols, COVID-19 Surveillance Interactive Dashboard, Roadmap to Recovery, Recovery Dashboard, and additional
things you can do to protect yourself, your family and your community are on the Public Health website,
www.publichealth.lacounty.gov.

313 N. Figueroa Street, Room 806  •  Los Angeles, CA 90012   •  (213) 240-8144  •  media@ph.lacounty.gov 

Facebook.com/LAPublicHealth  •  Twitter.com/LAPublicHealth

https://www.facebook.com/lapublichealth
https://twitter.com/lapublichealth
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The best protection against COVID-19 continues to be to wash your hands frequently, avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth
with unwashed hands, self-isolate if you are sick, practice physical distancing, and wear a clean face covering when in contact with
others from outside your household. People who have underlying health conditions remain at much greater risk for serious illness
from COVID-19, so it will continue to be very important for the County's vulnerable residents to stay at home as much as possible, to
have groceries and medicine delivered, and to call their providers immediately if they have even mild symptoms.

Please see additional information below:

Laboratory Confirmed Cases -- 54996 Total Cases*

Los Angeles County (excl. LB and Pas) -- 52136 

Long Beach -- 1947

Pasadena -- 923

Deaths 2362

Los Angeles County (excl. LB and Pas) 2194

Long Beach 85

Pasadena 83

Age Group (Los Angeles County Cases Only-excl LB and Pas)

0 to 17 -- 2702

18 to 40 --19389

41 to 65 --20460

over 65 --9325

Under Investigation --250

Gender (Los Angeles County Cases Only-excl LB and Pas)

Female 25662

Male 26141

Other 10

Under Investigation 313

Race/Ethnicity (Los Angeles County Cases Only-excl LB and Pas)

American Indian/Alaska Native 51

Asian 3058

Black 2067

Hispanic/Latino 18281

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 289

White 6080

Other 5486

Under Investigation 16814

Hospitalization

Hospitalized (Ever) 6514

Deaths Race/Ethnicity (Los Angeles County Cases Only-excl LB and Pas)

American Indian/Alaska Native 2
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Asian 382

Black 259

Hispanic/Latino 887

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander 16

White 616

Other 17

Under Investigation 15

City of Agoura Hills 35 ( 167.6 )

City of Alhambra 215 ( 247.91 )

City of Arcadia 87 ( 150.64 )

City of Artesia 36 ( 214.35 )

City of Avalon 0 ( 0 )

City of Azusa 183 ( 365.71 )

City of Baldwin Park 347 ( 452.01 )

City of Bell 342 ( 941.32 )

City of Bell Gardens 320 ( 742.96 )

City of Bellflower 413 ( 531.29 )

City of Beverly Hills 138 ( 399.77 )

City of Bradbury 3 ( 280.64 )

City of Burbank 402 ( 375.07 )

City of Calabasas 69 ( 283.68 )

City of Carson 412 ( 439.02 )

City of Cerritos 125 ( 249.67 )

City of Claremont 45 ( 123.34 )

City of Commerce* 76 ( 581.53 )

City of Compton 610 ( 610.59 )

City of Covina 178 ( 363.03 )

City of Cudahy 255 ( 1047.36 )

City of Culver City 159 ( 398.85 )

City of Diamond Bar 64 ( 111.28 )

City of Downey 736 ( 644.13 )

City of Duarte 126 ( 572.31 )

City of El Monte 556 ( 474.12 )

City of El Segundo 35 ( 208.51 )

City of Gardena 275 ( 448.54 )
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City of Glendale 980 ( 474.59 )

City of Glendora 148 ( 280.49 )

City of Hawaiian Gardens 69 ( 470.16 )

City of Hawthorne 403 ( 453.9 )

City of Hermosa Beach 29 ( 147.43 )

City of Hidden Hills 3 ( 158.73 )

City of Huntington Park 532 ( 894.36 )

City of Industry 11 ( 2517.16 )

City of Inglewood 601 ( 529.13 )

City of Irwindale 4 ( 274.16 )

City of La Canada Flintridge 51 ( 246.46 )

City of La Habra Heights 9 ( 164.99 )

City of La Mirada 180 ( 362.91 )

City of La Puente 135 ( 331.72 )

City of La Verne 30 ( 90.14 )

City of Lakewood 191 ( 237.67 )

City of Lancaster* 602 ( 372.59 )

City of Lawndale 123 ( 365.92 )

City of Lomita 52 ( 250.86 )

City of Lynwood* 630 ( 874.43 )

City of Malibu 37 ( 285.47 )

City of Manhattan Beach 79 ( 219.45 )

City of Maywood 299 ( 1065.99 )

City of Monrovia 162 ( 417.53 )

City of Montebello 417 ( 647.77 )

City of Monterey Park 164 ( 263.4 )

City of Norwalk 461 ( 428.35 )

City of Palmdale 758 ( 476.83 )

City of Palos Verdes Estates 42 ( 310.6 )

City of Paramount 357 ( 637.24 )

City of Pico Rivera 536 ( 833.8 )

City of Pomona 506 ( 324.5 )

City of Rancho Palos Verdes 96 ( 224.58 )

City of Redondo Beach 141 ( 205.25 )

City of Rolling Hills 2 ( 103.09 )
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City of Rolling Hills Estates 14 ( 172.56 )

City of Rosemead 114 ( 205.96 )

City of San Dimas 60 ( 173.83 )

City of San Fernando 193 ( 784.17 )

City of San Gabriel 139 ( 339.41 )

City of San Marino 23 ( 173.23 )

City of Santa Clarita 769 ( 348.87 )

City of Santa Fe Springs 71 ( 386.63 )

City of Santa Monica 278 ( 300.72 )

City of Sierra Madre 12 ( 109.2 )

City of Signal Hill 31 ( 262.78 )

City of South El Monte 86 ( 411.78 )

City of South Gate 660 ( 672.41 )

City of South Pasadena 127 ( 487.47 )

City of Temple City 162 ( 444.38 )

City of Torrance 388 ( 259.94 )

City of Vernon 3 ( 1435.41 )

City of Walnut 47 ( 153.94 )

City of West Covina 363 ( 335.38 )

City of West Hollywood 185 ( 500.66 )

City of Westlake Village 6 ( 71.77 )

City of Whittier 327 ( 374 )

Los Angeles 25722 ( 635.96 )

Los Angeles - Adams-Normandie 55 ( 670.57 )

Los Angeles - Alsace 53 ( 425.87 )

Los Angeles - Angeles National Forest 0 ( 0 )

Los Angeles - Angelino Heights 16 ( 639.49 )

Los Angeles - Arleta 291 ( 846.67 )

Los Angeles - Atwater Village 52 ( 354.56 )

Los Angeles - Baldwin Hills 167 ( 536.55 )

Los Angeles - Bel Air 36 ( 427.1 )

Los Angeles - Beverly Crest 37 ( 295.41 )

Los Angeles - Beverlywood 37 ( 280.88 )

Los Angeles - Boyle Heights* 797 ( 917.32 )

Los Angeles - Brentwood 81 ( 261.67 )
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Los Angeles - Brookside 0 ( 0 )

Los Angeles - Cadillac-Corning 30 ( 421.29 )

Los Angeles - Canoga Park 507 ( 776.55 )

Los Angeles - Carthay 79 ( 550.02 )

Los Angeles - Central 442 ( 1133.57 )

Los Angeles - Century City 34 ( 265.79 )

Los Angeles - Century Palms/Cove 294 ( 870.7 )

Los Angeles - Chatsworth 200 ( 539.65 )

Los Angeles - Cheviot Hills 22 ( 239.89 )

Los Angeles - Chinatown 24 ( 299.21 )

Los Angeles - Cloverdale/Cochran 75 ( 515.36 )

Los Angeles - Country Club Park 101 ( 666.53 )

Los Angeles - Crenshaw District 71 ( 513.41 )

Los Angeles - Crestview 90 ( 791.7 )

Los Angeles - Del Rey 80 ( 267.24 )

Los Angeles - Downtown* 151 ( 548.95 )

Los Angeles - Eagle Rock 181 ( 457.2 )

Los Angeles - East Hollywood 227 ( 775.09 )

Los Angeles - Echo Park 49 ( 343.71 )

Los Angeles - El Sereno 175 ( 418.58 )

Los Angeles - Elysian Park 16 ( 280.11 )

Los Angeles - Elysian Valley 61 ( 599.74 )

Los Angeles - Encino 130 ( 287.79 )

Los Angeles - Exposition 12 ( 360.79 )

Los Angeles - Exposition Park 267 ( 594.43 )

Los Angeles - Faircrest Heights 4 ( 111.11 )

Los Angeles - Figueroa Park Square 38 ( 435.73 )

Los Angeles - Florence-Firestone 427 ( 899.99 )

Los Angeles - Glassell Park 186 ( 588.53 )

Los Angeles - Gramercy Place 71 ( 659.61 )

Los Angeles - Granada Hills 334 ( 573.97 )

Los Angeles - Green Meadows 176 ( 818.41 )

Los Angeles - Hancock Park 80 ( 469.51 )

Los Angeles - Harbor City 101 ( 347.44 )

Los Angeles - Harbor Gateway 149 ( 341.74 )
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Los Angeles - Harbor Pines 9 ( 373.6 )

Los Angeles - Harvard Heights 136 ( 754.09 )

Los Angeles - Harvard Park 318 ( 838.28 )

Los Angeles - Highland Park 209 ( 431.9 )

Los Angeles - Historic Filipinotown 139 ( 1002.16 )

Los Angeles - Hollywood 281 ( 411.7 )

Los Angeles - Hollywood Hills 85 ( 288.78 )

Los Angeles - Hyde Park 156 ( 546.58 )

Los Angeles - Jefferson Park 40 ( 495.48 )

Los Angeles - Koreatown 284 ( 549.4 )

Los Angeles - Lafayette Square 18 ( 394.82 )

Los Angeles - Lake Balboa 205 ( 485.71 )

Los Angeles - Lakeview Terrace 111 ( 845.2 )

Los Angeles - Leimert Park 61 ( 400.39 )

Los Angeles - Lincoln Heights 275 ( 843.64 )

Los Angeles - Little Armenia 201 ( 2504.67 )

Los Angeles - Little Bangladesh 143 ( 504.53 )

Los Angeles - Little Tokyo 21 ( 670.28 )

Los Angeles - Longwood 23 ( 534.39 )

Los Angeles - Los Feliz 53 ( 245.28 )

Los Angeles - Manchester Square 24 ( 281.16 )

Los Angeles - Mandeville Canyon 2 ( 64.02 )

Los Angeles - Mar Vista 82 ( 193.07 )

Los Angeles - Marina Peninsula 13 ( 298.17 )

Los Angeles - Melrose 579 ( 745.21 )

Los Angeles - Mid-city 115 ( 765.14 )

Los Angeles - Miracle Mile 42 ( 233.53 )

Los Angeles - Mission Hills 162 ( 671.53 )

Los Angeles - Mt. Washington 105 ( 434.87 )

Los Angeles - North Hills 473 ( 768.17 )

Los Angeles - North Hollywood 725 ( 478.8 )

Los Angeles - Northridge 348 ( 498.59 )

Los Angeles - Pacific Palisades 57 ( 267.72 )

Los Angeles - Pacoima 762 ( 989.88 )

Los Angeles - Palisades Highlands 3 ( 78 )
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Los Angeles - Palms 189 ( 430.75 )

Los Angeles - Panorama City 792 ( 1052.49 )

Los Angeles - Park La Brea 20 ( 147.28 )

Los Angeles - Pico-Union 569 ( 1359.88 )

Los Angeles - Playa Del Rey 3 ( 93.87 )

Los Angeles - Playa Vista 26 ( 237.51 )

Los Angeles - Porter Ranch 92 ( 258.51 )

Los Angeles - Rancho Park 18 ( 274.39 )

Los Angeles - Regent Square 4 ( 143.88 )

Los Angeles - Reseda 595 ( 776.59 )

Los Angeles - Reseda Ranch 30 ( 647.11 )

Los Angeles - Reynier Village 12 ( 283.82 )

Los Angeles - San Pedro* 910 ( 1166.1 )

Los Angeles - Shadow Hills 12 ( 270.15 )

Los Angeles - Sherman Oaks 233 ( 267.04 )

Los Angeles - Silverlake 190 ( 431.01 )

Los Angeles - South Carthay 36 ( 339.78 )

Los Angeles - South Park 403 ( 1061.62 )

Los Angeles - St Elmo Village 46 ( 1003.49 )

Los Angeles - Studio City 81 ( 360.96 )

Los Angeles - Sun Valley 319 ( 607.82 )

Los Angeles - Sunland 158 ( 774.21 )

Los Angeles - Sycamore Square 1 ( 154.56 )

Los Angeles - Sylmar* 822 ( 997.6 )

Los Angeles - Tarzana 171 ( 553.83 )

Los Angeles - Temple-Beaudry 341 ( 863.68 )

Los Angeles - Thai Town 31 ( 316.04 )

Los Angeles - Toluca Lake 20 ( 229.78 )

Los Angeles - Toluca Terrace 6 ( 459.42 )

Los Angeles - Toluca Woods 3 ( 161.46 )

Los Angeles - Tujunga 124 ( 445.88 )

Los Angeles - University Hills 11 ( 320.79 )

Los Angeles - University Park 206 ( 750.29 )

Los Angeles - Valley Glen 133 ( 443.1 )

Los Angeles - Valley Village 217 ( 877.83 )
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Los Angeles - Van Nuys 741 ( 795.12 )

Los Angeles - Venice 68 ( 200.68 )

Los Angeles - Vermont Knolls 166 ( 965.12 )

Los Angeles - Vermont Square 85 ( 1110.1 )

Los Angeles - Vermont Vista 351 ( 852.23 )

Los Angeles - Vernon Central 643 ( 1236.59 )

Los Angeles - Victoria Park 60 ( 714.37 )

Los Angeles - View Heights 10 ( 270.71 )

Los Angeles - Watts 319 ( 747.53 )

Los Angeles - Wellington Square 23 ( 467.96 )

Los Angeles - West Adams 236 ( 854.14 )

Los Angeles - West Hills 146 ( 360.09 )

Los Angeles - West Los Angeles 82 ( 217.88 )

Los Angeles - West Vernon 490 ( 913.43 )

Los Angeles - Westchester 95 ( 184.1 )

Los Angeles - Westlake 764 ( 1287.17 )

Los Angeles - Westwood 71 ( 131.22 )

Los Angeles - Wholesale District* 701 ( 1940.27 )

Los Angeles - Wilmington 279 ( 493.92 )

Los Angeles - Wilshire Center 252 ( 502.29 )

Los Angeles - Winnetka 301 ( 581.24 )

Los Angeles - Woodland Hills 166 ( 243.92 )

Unincorporated - Acton 11 ( 138 )

Unincorporated - Agua Dulce 9 ( 216.45 )

Unincorporated - Altadena 155 ( 355.34 )

Unincorporated - Anaverde 1 ( 66.31 )

Unincorporated - Angeles National Forest 1 ( 80.32 )

Unincorporated - Arcadia 10 ( 125.3 )

Unincorporated - Athens-Westmont 232 ( 546.63 )

Unincorporated - Athens Village 30 ( 612.62 )

Unincorporated - Avocado Heights 30 ( 442.8 )

Unincorporated - Azusa 65 ( 408.21 )

Unincorporated - Bassett 89 ( 600.66 )

Unincorporated - Bouquet Canyon 1 ( 93.2 )

Unincorporated - Bradbury 0 ( 0 )
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Unincorporated - Canyon Country 39 ( 504.66 )

Unincorporated - Castaic* 642 ( 2361.08 )

Unincorporated - Cerritos 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Charter Oak 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Claremont 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Covina 59 ( 350.79 )

Unincorporated - Covina (Charter Oak) 45 ( 342.36 )

Unincorporated - Del Aire 16 ( 364.22 )

Unincorporated - Del Rey 1 ( 314.47 )

Unincorporated - Del Sur 2 ( 82.82 )

Unincorporated - Desert View Highlands 6 ( 240.67 )

Unincorporated - Duarte 15 ( 338.75 )

Unincorporated - East Covina 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - East La Mirada 16 ( 302.34 )

Unincorporated - East Lancaster 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - East Los Angeles 1079 ( 861.35 )

Unincorporated - East Pasadena 4 ( 62.47 )

Unincorporated - East Rancho Dominguez 59 ( 385.42 )

Unincorporated - East Whittier 9 ( 169.62 )

Unincorporated - El Camino Village 35 ( 398.13 )

Unincorporated - El Monte 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Elizabeth Lake 3 ( 180.61 )

Unincorporated - Florence-Firestone 622 ( 961.29 )

Unincorporated - Franklin Canyon 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Glendora 3 ( 454.55 )

Unincorporated - Hacienda Heights 148 ( 264.64 )

Unincorporated - Harbor Gateway 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Hawthorne 7 ( 278.44 )

Unincorporated - Hi Vista 1 ( 91.07 )

Unincorporated - Kagel/Lopez Canyons 8 ( 566.57 )

Unincorporated - La Crescenta-Montrose 32 ( 161.61 )

Unincorporated - La Habra Heights 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - La Rambla 10 ( 481.93 )

Unincorporated - La Verne 5 ( 245.1 )

Unincorporated - Ladera Heights 19 ( 268.7 )
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Unincorporated - Lake Hughes 1 ( 149.7 )

Unincorporated - Lake Los Angeles 29 ( 223.18 )

Unincorporated - Lake Manor 4 ( 243.46 )

Unincorporated - Lakewood 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Lennox 101 ( 448.05 )

Unincorporated - Leona Valley 2 ( 114.22 )

Unincorporated - Littlerock 14 ( 348.17 )

Unincorporated - Littlerock/Juniper Hills 2 ( 154.2 )

Unincorporated - Littlerock/Pearblossom 20 ( 560.38 )

Unincorporated - Llano 1 ( 114.03 )

Unincorporated - Marina del Rey 15 ( 159.39 )

Unincorporated - Miracle Mile 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Monrovia 21 ( 541.1 )

Unincorporated - Newhall 1 ( 454.55 )

Unincorporated - North Lancaster 6 ( 500.83 )

Unincorporated - North Whittier 12 ( 143.54 )

Unincorporated - Northeast San Gabriel 58 ( 241.3 )

Unincorporated - Palmdale 4 ( 475.06 )

Unincorporated - Palos Verdes Peninsula 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Pearblossom/Llano 3 ( 153.37 )

Unincorporated - Pellissier Village 1 ( 161.55 )

Unincorporated - Placerita Canyon 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Pomona 2 ( 103.2 )

Unincorporated - Quartz Hill 46 ( 356.42 )

Unincorporated - Rancho Dominguez 18 ( 676.44 )

Unincorporated - Roosevelt 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Rosewood 5 ( 388.8 )

Unincorporated - Rosewood/East Gardena 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Rosewood/West Rancho Dominguez 28 ( 833.09 )

Unincorporated - Rowland Heights 138 ( 270.47 )

Unincorporated - San Clemente Island 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - San Francisquito Canyon/Bouquet Canyon 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - San Jose Hills 63 ( 311.56 )

Unincorporated - San Pasqual 1 ( 49.14 )

Unincorporated - Sand Canyon 0 ( 0 )
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Unincorporated - Santa Catalina Island 2 ( 749.06 )

Unincorporated - Santa Monica Mountains 26 ( 139.63 )

Unincorporated - Saugus 4 ( 2580.65 )

Unincorporated - Saugus/Canyon Country 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - South Antelope Valley 1 ( 219.78 )

Unincorporated - South El Monte 7 ( 389.97 )

Unincorporated - South San Gabriel 37 ( 418.17 )

Unincorporated - South Whittier 164 ( 276.92 )

Unincorporated - Southeast Antelope Valley 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Stevenson Ranch 34 ( 162.17 )

Unincorporated - Sun Village 19 ( 314.78 )

Unincorporated - Sunrise Village 6 ( 462.96 )

Unincorporated - Twin Lakes/Oat Mountain 4 ( 241.25 )

Unincorporated - Val Verde 24 ( 725.29 )

Unincorporated - Valencia 9 ( 292.97 )

Unincorporated - Valinda 94 ( 402.21 )

Unincorporated - View Park/Windsor Hills 36 ( 309.41 )

Unincorporated - Walnut Park 137 ( 848.67 )

Unincorporated - West Antelope Valley 2 ( 132.36 )

Unincorporated - West Carson 102 ( 461.83 )

Unincorporated - West Chatsworth 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - West LA 23 ( 2415.97 )

Unincorporated - West Puente Valley 47 ( 477.89 )

Unincorporated - West Rancho Dominguez 6 ( 441.5 )

Unincorporated - West Whittier/Los Nietos 165 ( 612.81 )

Unincorporated - Westfield/Academy Hills 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Westhills 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - White Fence Farms 6 ( 162.91 )

Unincorporated - Whittier 14 ( 369.98 )

Unincorporated - Whittier Narrows 0 ( 0 )

Unincorporated - Willowbrook 228 ( 653.05 )

Unincorporated - Wiseburn 18 ( 298.66 )

- Under Investigation 2017

These numbers are subject to change based on further investigation. Thirty-four cases and one death reported earlier were not LA
County residents. * Means that case numbers include cases associated with correctional facility outbreaks located in the
city/community. **Rate is crude and is per 100,000. This represents the number of cases per 100,000 people and allows for the
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proportional comparison of cities of different sizes.

Always check with trusted sources for the latest accurate information about novel coronavirus:

Los Angeles County Department of Public Health http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/

California Department of Public Health https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/ncov2019.aspx

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019- ncov/index.html Spanish
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index-sp.html

World Health Organization https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus

LA County residents can also call 2-1-1

The Department of Public Health is committed to promoting health equity and ensuring optimal health and well-being for all 10
million residents of Los Angeles County. Through a variety of programs, community partnerships and services, Public Health oversees
environmental health, disease control, and community and family health. Nationally accredited by the Public Health Accreditation
Board, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health comprises nearly 4,500 employees and has an annual budget of $1.2
billion. To learn more about Los Angeles County Public Health, please visit www.publichealth .lacounty.gov, and follow LA County
Public Health on social media at twitter.com/lacounty.gov, and follow LA County Public Health on social media at
twitter.com/lapublichealth, facebook.com/lapublichealth, instagram.com/lapublichealth and youtube.com/lapublichealth.

#####

http://publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/
https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/ncov2019.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/index-sp.html
https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/
https://twitter.com/lapublichealth
https://twitter.com/lapublichealth
http://www.facebook.com/lapublichealth
https://www.instagram.com/lapublichealth/
http://www.youtube.com/lapublichealth
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH . 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

REOPENING SAFER AT WORK AND IN THE COMMUN.ITV 
FOR CONTROL OF COVID-19 

MOVING THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES INTO 
STAGE 3 OF CALIFORNIA'S PANDEMIC 

RESILIENCE ROADMAP 
Revised Order Issued: Jqly1 14, 2020 

Recent Update 
7/14/29 -. l.)pdate_dto b~ in con1pliancewithStatewidePublicHeaJth Officer Order dated 
7/13/20 a'nct notedupdates for·the follo\Jving :appendices on page' 17: 

• APP .. •.e.nd_ .. _-ix. ·E:·P. ~qtoc·o·lsf_·o·r·S.hop.-.. P .. ing. ·.c.·:e.nterOp:·e.ra.tors 
• Appen~bcH: Reopening.Protocol for HairSalons ~nd' Barbershops 
• Appendix L: Reope_ning ProtocolJor Gyms-arid Fi.tness£stabHshments 
• Appendix R: Reopening Protocol for Personal Care Establishments, 

Please read this Order carefully. Violation of or failure to comply 
with this Order is a crime punishable by fine, imprisonment, or both. 

(California Health and Safety Code §120295; Los Angeles County Code§ 11.02.080.) 

SUMMARY OF THE ORDER: This Revised County of Los Angeles Health Officer Order 
(Order) supersedes all prior Safer At Home orders (Prior Orders) issued by the County of 
Los Angeles Health Officer (Health Officer). This Order is issued to comply with State 
Executive Orders N-33-20 and N-60-20 issued by Governor Gavin Newsom, and the 
accompan,ying orders of the State Public Health Officer issued on March 19, May 7, and 
July 13; 2Q_2Ct 

This Order's: intent' is to continue to ensure: that County :r~sid~rits remain in theirresicJe11,ces 
as. rnqc;h• as · practicable,_ t~ limit.9lqs_~. contact with::others outside their t1ous(?hqld:: l:n ·both 
i11doo( ancJ; o_utdoor.spc1ces.; _• Alkperso_n~. who can telewo_rk _or.work frd~.'_,hprn$: .J,tloul<i 
continue)9:~do S0JlS:m_uch; as.possJbfe during this' panffeniic.J'.7urtherJ. gatt,erings':of p(:fopl,e 
wtJq.9.renolpartof ?.sing_l~,hqlJ~~tml~·or}iving·unitare:prqt"li,bitedwithin:_tf)Efqq~rify·of Los 
Ang~le,s ~ut>Hc He,alth Jqris9ict,i?n;:,except·for th_e limitecf pqrpqses .expressly permitted'by 
thispider. This, Order ctllow~ pe,rs;9tis to engage in all permitted actiyities, at;rdefined by the 
Ord.er; b_ut requiresthaf per_sons'pr~ptice Social{Physical):Distar16ing·: .. ·at.aU.times·w,bileout 
in pu t>Hc

1 

ahd wear a• cloth faG~. co Ve ring· over both thet nose,,and moµthwhen-1n cir lik,ely to 
be in: cqnta'ctwith others, to lower the risks of person~to~person contact.focthemselves and 
others. 

This Order is issued to align the County of Los Angeles (County) with State Executive 
Orders and State Health Officer Orders. This Order will be revised in the future to reflect 
the State Executive Orders and State Public Health Officer Orders and guidance that 
progressively designate sectors, businesses, establishments, or activities that may reopen 
with certain modifications, based on health and safety needs and at a pace designed to 
protect health and safety, and that may also progressively close specific activities and 
business sectors based on increases in daily reported COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, 
and the testing positivity rates. Should local COVID-19 conditions warrant, the Health 
Officer may, after consultation with the Board of Supervisors, issue Orders that are more 

Reopening Safer at Work and in the Community for Control of COVID-19: 
Moving the County of Los Angeles into Stage 3 of California's Pandemic Resilience Roadmap 

Revised 7/14/2020 
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COUNTY OFLOS 'ANGELES';DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

restr.ic.tiye than those. oLthe.,$Jgte. Public Health Officer. Chgngesfromth~.pteviofls.Order 
are highlight$d.,' 

This Order is effective within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, defined 
as all cities and unincorporated areas within the County of Los Angeles, with the exception 
of the cities of Long Beach and Pasadena that must follow their respective City Health 
Officer orders and guidance. This Order is effective immediately and will continue until 
further notice. 

UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF CALIFORNIA HEAL TH AND 
SAFETY CODE SECTIONS 101040, 101085, AND 120175, 

THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES HEAL TH OFFICER ORDERS: 

1. This Order supersedes the Health Officer's Prior Orders. In order to immediately 
address the serious recent regression of COVID-19 Indicators within the County of 
Los Angeles, which show troubling and substantial increases in new daily reported 
COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, and the testing positivity rate, this Order requires 
the immediate temporary closure of specific activities and business sectors. This 
Order aligns the County with both the Governor's July 1:~, 2020, announcement 
requiring the closure of specific activities and bu~iness sectors and the State Public 
Health Officer's phased reopening approach guided by the California Pandemic 
Resilience Roadmap. The Health Officer will continue to assess the phased reopening 
allowed by the State Pub.lie Health Officer and this Order on an ongoing basis and 
determine, after consultation with the Board of Supervisors, whether this Order needs 
to be modified if the public health risk associated with COVID-19 increases in the 
future.· 

2. This Order's intent is to continue to ensure that County residents remain in their 
residences as much as practicable, to limit close contact with others outside their 
household in both indoor and outdoor spaces. All persons who can telework or work 
from home should continue to do so as much as possible during this pandemic. 
Sustained Social (Physical) Distancing and infection control measures will continue 
slowing the spread of COVID-19 and diminishing its impact on the delivery of critical 
healthcare services. All provisions of this Order must be interpreted to effectuate that 
intent. Failure to comply with any of the Order's provisions constitutes an imminent 
threat and menace to public health, and a public nuisance, and is punishable by fine, 

, imprisonment or both. 

3. All persons living within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction should 
remain in their residences whenever practicable. 
a) Nothing in this Order prohibits members of a single household or living unit from 

engaging in permitted activities together. But gatherings of people who are not 
part of a single household or living unit are prohibited within the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, except for the limited purposes expressly 
·permitted by this Order. 

b) People leaving their residences must strictly comply with the Social (Physical) 
Distancing requirements stated in this Order and specified in guidance or 
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH · 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

proto?ols_esta_blished by th~ County Department of Public Health. This Order, 
beginning June ·j 9, 2020, requires an peiSons wear a cloth ,face· coverin'g"O:\le:' · ·. ·, · ··· ' 11 

" 

both the nose and mouth whenever they leave their place of residence and are or 
can be in contact with ·or walking near or past others who are non-household 
members in both public and private places, whether indoors or outdoors. This 
includes wearing a cloth face covering when patronizing a business. Wearing a 
cloth face covering reduces the risk of transmission to others from people who do 
not have symptoms and do not know they are infected. The use of face coverings 
is commonly referred to as "source control." 

c) Persons and businesses within the County of Los Angeles Public Health 
Jurisdiction are required to follow the COVID-19 infection control protocols and 
guidance provided by the County Department of Public Health. In instances 
where the County has not provided a specific guidance or protocol, specific 
guidance or protocols established by the State Public Health Officer shall control. 

i. In the event that an owner, manager, or operator of any business knows 
of three (3) or more cases of COVID-19 among their employees within 
a span of 14 days the employer must report this outbreak to the 
Department of Public Health at (888) 397-3993 or (213) 240-7821. 

ii. In the event that an owner, manager, or operator of any business is 
informed that one or more employees of the business has tested positive 
for, or has symptoms consistent with COVID-19 (case), the employer 
must have a protocol to require the case(s) to isolate themselves at 
home and require the immediate self-quarantine of all employees that 
had a workplace exposure to the case(s). 

d) Pursuant to the State of California's action 1 and the United States District Court 
Central District of California's order,2 jurisdictions within the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction are expected to comply with the provision of 
hotel and motel rooms for vulnerable people experiencing homelessness through 
Project Roomkey, which slows the spread of COVID-19 and retains capacity of 
the healthcare system. 

4. All people residing within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction who 
are age 65 or older and all people of any age who have active or unstable pre-existing 
health conditions, should remain in their residences as much as possible during the 
pandemic. People in these categories should leave their residences only when 
necessary to seek medical care, exercise or obtain food or other necessities. The 
Health Officer strongly recommends that all employers offer telework or other 
accommodations to persons who are age 65 or older and all people of any age who 
have an active or unstable pre-existing health conditions. · 

1 Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, Action re: Project Roomkey, 4/3/2020, https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/04/03/at-newly-converted
motel-governor-newsom-launches-project-roomkey-a-first-in-the-nation-initiative-to-secure-hotel-motel-rooms-to-protect-homeless
individuals-from-covid-19/; 2020-21 May Revision to the Governor's Budget, Project Roomkey, pg. 78-79 
2 Order re: Preliminary Injunction (Case No. LA CV 20-02291-DOC-KES), LA Alliance for Human Rights et al v. City of Los Angeles 
et al, States District Court Central District of California, 5/15/2020. 
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

5. All government agencies working in the course and scope of their public service 
employment are EssehtrarG·o\'/ernment· Functions. 

a) All government employees are essential, including but not limited to, health care 
providers and emergency responders including employees who serve in the 
following areas: law enforcement; emergency services and management; first 
responders; fire; search and rescue; juvenile· detention; corrections; healthcare 
services and operations; public health; laboratory or medical testing; mental 
health; community health; public works; executive management employees 
serving in these fields; all employees assigned to serve in or support the foregoing 
fields; and all employees whose services are otherwise needed to assist in a 
declared emergency. 

b) While all government employees are essential, the employees identified here, and 
others called to serve in their Disaster Service Worker capacity, must be available 
to serve the public or assist in response or continuity of operations efforts during 
this health crisis to the maximum extent allowed under the law. 

c) This Order does not, in any way, restrict (a) first responder access to the site(s) 
named in this Order during an emergency or (b) local, state or federal officers, 
investigators, or medical or law enforcement personnel from carrying out their 
lawful duties at ·the site(s) named in this Order. 

d) All persons who perform Essential Governmental Functions are categorically 
exempt from this Order while performing such governmental functions or services. 
~~f.~•;•~?¼.~rnmental entity shall identify and designate appropriate employees, 
VQJt.Jiit~§f§\ or contractors to continue providing and carrying out any Essential 
Governmental Functions. All Essential Governmental Functions should be 
performed in compliance with Social (Physical) Distancing, to the extent possible. 

6. This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public entity 
within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction. 

7. The Health Officer orders the closure of the following types of higher-risk businesses, 
recreational sites, commercial properties, and activities, where more frequent and 
prolonged person-to-person contacts are likely to occur: 

a) Lounges and nightclubs; 

b) Bars, breweries, tasting rooms, craft distilleries, and wineries that possess a valid 
low risk restaurant public health permit issued by the County of Los Angeles. 

c) Brewpubs, craft distilleries and breweries and wineries, with premises set aside 
for beer and/or wine tasting, that are exempt from the definition of a food facility 
by California Health and Safety Code Section 113789(c)(5), and do not hold a 
health permit for preparing and serving food on site. 

d) Public entertainment venues: movie theaters, live performance theaters, concert 
venues, theme parks, and festivals; 

e) Family entertainment centers such as bowling alleys, arcades, miniature golf, and 
batting cages; 
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COUNTY.OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC HEALTM 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER ~PUb1iCii88ilh 

f) f\II_ r~stau_rants, bu.t .9nly for indoor, in-person on site dining until further notice; 

g) Cardrooms, satellite wagering facilities, and racetrack onsite wagering facilities 
until further notice; 

h) Indoor and outdoor playgrounds for children, except those located within a school 
or childcare center; 

i) lnqoor portions and exhibits of museums, zoos and aquariums are closed to the 
public until further notice; 

j) Hot tubs, steam rooms and saunas not located on a residential property; 

k) All events and gatherings, unless specifically allowed by this Order. 

8. All Essential Businesses may remain open to the public and conduct normal business 
operations, provided that they implement and maintain the Social (Physical) 
Distancing Protocol defined in Paragraph 20 and attached to this Order as 
Appendix A. An Essential Business' owner, manager, or operator must prepare and 
post a Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol for each facility or office located within the 
County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction and must ensure that the Essential 
B'usiness meets all other requirements of the Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol. 

9. Lower-Risk Businesses are businesses that are not,specified ~n Paragraph 7 of this 
Order, and not defined as an Essential Business in Paragraph 18 of this Order. 
There are five categories of Lower-Risk Businesses that may reopen under this Order: 
(1) retailers ("Lower-Risk Retail Businesses"), (2) manufacturing and logistics sector 
businesses that supply Lower-Risk Retail Businesses, (3) Non-Essential office-based 
businesses (although telework is strongly encouraged), (4) Indoor Malls and Shopping 
Centers, and (5) hair salons and barbershops. These five categories of Lower-Risk 
Businesses may reopen subject to the following conditions: 

a) For any Lower-Risk Retail Business that sells goods and services, the owner, 
manager, or operator must, for each facility located within the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and 
post the Reopening Protocols for Retail Establishments: Opening for In Person 
Shopping, attached to this Order as Appendix B. 

b) For any non-retail Lower-Risk Business, that is a manufacturing and logistics 
sector business that supplies Lower-Risk Retail Businesses, the owner, 
manager, or operator must, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and post 
the required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocol, applicable to the business type or location, attached to this Order as 
Appendix C. 

c) 
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COUNPfOF H)S\ANGELES-DEPARTMENT OF PUBUCHEALTH 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

e~plqye_e~ operatefrom an. officeworksite, must requir~ emproyees totelework 
to ti ie extent feasible arid any in..:person operations ,n\:1st~¼Bi°iH1uc;qordaim~with 
the required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocol Office-Based Worksites, attached to this Order as Appendix D. 

d) For Indoor Malls and Shopping Centers, defined as: A building V\/ith_ (?)or more 
sc1.le'.s or ~eta~I establishments with adjoining indoor sp~ce~. a IL indoqr portions 
andope,r.ations'must:closetclthepublic.untilfurthernotice,··.BUsinesseslocat~d 
entirely within the interior .of:.ap lndoor;,Mall or Shopping c:enter thaLa.re:not 
temporarilyclos.ed .purs,uanttoJZ>aragraph7.C>f .this.: Order,m·ay.off~(goods:and 
se,rv(ces-yia·otJtdoor curb-side pick~up .•.. Busiriess:es·or aftivities.Jhafarepart.of 
a,n; '.lnd,~Pr MalJ . or. Shopping.:' Genter cmd: that .are -no.t .· cl•sed p'.ursu~nt :.to 
Pa·ragraph:79~ thlsQrder, buf that:Hre acces'sibleby:the::pUpljcfrOm .theextedor 
of the .lndc;>or:Malhor· Shoppirig 'Cehter''may, rem:ain op~rr'to the ·public. The 
owner or operator of the Indoor Mall or Shopping Center must, prior to 
reopening, prepare, implement and post the required Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Protocols for Shopping Center Operators, 
attached to this Order as Appendix E. 

e) H_c1ir .. salons_ar1d barbersho~s, mafbe'open:for.outdooroperations or1ty .. : The 
ing()orpgrtipns:·ofhair salons and:barbersb,qps.riiu$(be closed to ·th~ ·public 
unt1f,furth~f notic.e: The owner, manager, or operator must, prior to reopening, 
prepare, implement and post the Reopening Protocols for Hair Salons and 
Barbershops, attached to this Order as Appendix H. 

9.5. The State Public Health Officer has provided guidance for certain sectors, businesses 
and activities in Stage 3 of the California Pandemic Resilience Roadmap to 
conditionally reopen no earlier than June 12, 2020. The Health Officer, after 
considering local epidemiological data and after consultation with the Board of 
Supervisors, approves the reopening of the following specific sectors, businesses and 
activities subject to the following conditions: 

a) Music, film and television production. Operations for music, film and television 
production may resume on June 12, 2020. The owner, manager, or operator 
of music, film and television production must, prior to reopening, prepare, 
implement and post the required Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Music, Film and Television Production, attached 
to this Order as Appendix J, as well as abide by applicable industry-generated 
protocols. 

b) Day camps. Day camps may reopen on June 12, 2020. Day camp owners 
and operators must implement and post the required Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Day Camps, attached to 
this Order as Appendix K. 

c) Fitness facilities. FifnessfaciU,ties,, iqclud_ingpriyat~:gyrnnasiurns-,may t:reopen 
for ouiaoor operaUcms only. Th.e ir,door portions of Fitnes~ facHitles.~te,do~ed 
to,:th·El: pubiicuntH-further notic$. The owner, manager, or operator of fitness 
facilities must, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and post the required 
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COUNTY"OF-'tOS' ANGE-LES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ORDER OF THE HEAL TH OFFICER 

. LosAng~Jes,co.untypepartment of Public Health.Reopenir1g:ProtocolfQr:-Gyms 
· ,;>··~".t, ·arfrf ·r=1the\3s l=sfabilsffments, attached to this Order as Appendix L.. . . 

d) Outdoor portions of museums, galleries, botanical gardens, and outdoor 
facilities at zoos, aquariums, and other similar exhibition spaces (collectively, 
"Museums") may remain open to the public. The indoor portions of Museums 
are closed to the public until further notice. The owner, manager, or operator 
of Museums and exhibition spaces must, prior to reopening, prepare, 
implement and post the required Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Museums, Galleries, Zoos, and. Aquariums, 
attached to this Order as Appendix M. 

e) Professional sports without audiences. Professional sports teams and 
franchises may restart operations and competitions without audiences on June 
12, 2020. The owner, manager, or operator of professional sports teams and 
franchises must, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and post the required 
Los Angeles ,County Department of Public Health Protocol for Professional 
Sports Leagues and Facilities Opening for Training Sessions and Spectator
Free Events, attached to this Order as Appendix N, as well as abide by 
applicable industry-generate protocols. 

f) Campgrounds, RV Parks and associated outdoor activities. Campgrounds and 
recreational vehicle parks may reopen on June 12, 2020. The owner, manager, 
or operator of campgrounds and RV Parks must, prior to reopening, prepare, 
implement and post the required Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Campgrounds, RV parks and Cabin Rental 
Units, attached to this Order as Appendix 0. 

g) [Intentionally Omitted]. 

h) 

o:uiolicJC' .. _1g1m,JHl
1
JJ.'Qrttftelfric)'tifE~; The owner, manager or operator of a personal care 

establishment must, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and post the 
required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol 
for Personal Care Establishments, attached to this Order as Appendix R. 

i) [Intentionally Omitted]. 

REASONS FOR THE ORDER 

10. This Order is based upon the following determinations: evidence of continued 
community transmission of COVID-19 within the County; continued uncertainty 
regarding the degree of undetected asymptomatic transmission; scientific evidence and 
best practices regarding the most effective approaches to slow the transmission of 
communicable diseases generally and COVID-19 specifically; evidence that a 
significant portion of the County population is at risk for serious health complications, 
including hospitalizations and death from COVID-19, due to age or pre-existing health 
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COUNTV'OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBUC HEALTH 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

conditions; ... ~nq;J4qp.er,_E,wj,~j_~qqe that other County residents, including younger .and 
otherwise healthy peOple, are also at risk for serious negative health outcomes and tor 
transmitting the virus to others. The Order's intent is to protect the public from the 
avoidable risk of serious illness and death resulting from the spread of COVID-19. 

11. Existing community transmission of COVID-19 in Los Angeles County continues to 
present a substantial anq significant risk of harm to residents' health. There is still no 

~~8g_i.~.~t··· .. ~Xf il~.~1
~ .... x~t ; t.g iiernt~.8!<··~·~-~-igst •...... g,()\/1P:.i~,j' 9nct .... n(). t.r~~Jmi~-nt .•.• <fOf <.,it. 

Ofp~,\ln§ nfppQ~fpq .;in,il'..:~§<./~mQ~[f?§: ~~1 .. u:1ty. There remains a strong likelihood of a 
significant and increasing number of cases of community transmission. Making the 
community transmission problem worse, some individuals who contract the virus 
causing COVID-19 have no symptoms or have only mild symptoms, and so are 
unaware that they carry the virus and are transmitting it to others. Further, evidence 
shows that the virus can, at times, survive for several hours on surfaces and can be 
indirectly transmitted between individuals. Because even people without symptoms 
can transmit the virus, and because evidence shows the infection is easily spread, 
preventing, limiting, and placing conditions on various types of gatherings and other 
direct and indirect interpersonal interactions have been proven to reduce the risk of 
transmitting the virus. 

12. Evidence suggests that until recently the. restrictions and requirements imposed by 
Prior Orders slowed the rate of increase in community transmission and 
hospitalizations by limiting interactions among people, consistent with the efficacy of 
similar measures in other parts of the country and world. Unfortunately, the daily 
number of new cases has significantly increased and hospitals within the County are 
admitting an increasing number of patients diagnosed with COVID-19, including 
patients with severe illness in their intensive care units. Further, the hospitals are at 
risk of being overwhelmed or exceeding capacity. Moreover, because there is not yet 
a vaccine or proven therapeutic drug, the public health emergency and attendant risks 
to the public's health by COVID-19 still predominate. 

13. In line with the State Public Health Officer, the Health Officer is monitoring several key 
indicators (COVID-19 Indicators) within the County. The recent regression of some of 
these COVID-19 Indicators - specifically related to hospital utilization and capacity -
makes it appropriate, at this time, to reimpose certain restrictions that are intended to 
limit person-to-person contact and slow the current rates of community transmission. 
Activities and business operations that are permitted must be conducted in 
accordance with the required Social (Physical) Distancing, reopening protocols, and 
other infection control protocols ordered by the Health Officer. 

14. The Health Officer will continue monitoring COVID-19 Indicators to assess the 
impact of easing restrictions and re-opening sectors. Those Indicators include, but 
are not limited to: 

a. The number of new hospitalizations and deaths. 
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES :DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC. MEAL TH 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

b. The capacity of hospitals and the healthcare system in the County, including 
acute care beds•, lntef.1sh1e. Car0 Unit beds~-and ventilators to provide cate·for ·· · · r . .-:77

i-+,•:--

existing COVID-19 patients and other patients, and capacity to surge with an· 
increase of COVID-19 cases. 

c. The supply of personal protective equipment (PPE) available for hospital staff, 
nursing home staff and other healthcare providers and personnel who need PPE 
to safely respond to and treat COVID-19 patients and other patients. 

d. The ability and capacity to quickly and accurately test persons to determine 
whether individuals are COVID-19 positive, especially those in vulnerable 
populations or high-risk settings or occupations, and to identify and assess 
outbreaks. 

e. The ability to conduct case investigation and contact tracing for the volume of 
future cases and associated contacts, isolating confirmed cases and 
quarantining persons who have had contact with confirmed cases. 

DEFINITIONS AND EXEMPTIONS 

15. The following activities are permitted under this Order: 

a. Engaging in activities or performing tasks important to the health and safety of 
family or household members (including pets), such as, visiting a health or 
veterinary care professional, obtaining medical supplies or medication, visiting a 
physician or child's pediatrician for routine care, such as, well-child. visits and 
vaccinations; · 

b. Obtaining necessary services and supplies for family or household members, or 
delivering the same, such as, obtaining grocery items or necessary supplies from 
Essential Businesses for one's household or for delivery to others; 

c. Performing work for or accessing businesses that are open, or to carry out 
Minimum Basic Operations for businesses that are closed or operating remotely. 

d. Obtaining or accessing services from Essential Governmental Functions, such as, 
accessing court, social and administrative services, or complying with an order of 
law enforcement or court; 

e. Caring for minors, the elderly, dependents, persons with disabilities, or other 
vulnerable persons; 

f. Obtaining in-person behavioral health or substance use disorder support in 
therapeutic small group meetings, such as Alcoholics Anonymous or Narcotics 
Anonymous, provided that the gathering is limited to 1 O people or fewer and Social 
(Physical) Distancing is practiced. 

g. Obtaining in-person faith-based counselling services where the service cannot 
reasonably be practiced remotely, provided that the gathering is limited to 10 
people or fewer and Social (Physical) Distancing is practiced. 

h. ~i!~Q? .. iDg.in.-gerson faith-based services, provided that tfuefoiitb--P@S~Q-$er\.ffce]l$ 
Beldoutaeocs. There is no maximum attendance for faith-based services that 
are held outdoors, provided that the attendees have enough space to observe 
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COUNTY o'F LOS ANGELES DEPA'RTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
ORDER' OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

... ?tri9.t,~o,c.i9.! (P~.Y.~i99I} 9l~!~pcing, induqinga rpipir11u~1.9f.si~f~.~tb~~\/l/~.~.D 
attendees from 'differe.nt ho'useholds, and c1re>W§cariog cl~th fagJ~ coveririg§. 
Faith-based organizations holding in-person outdoor services, must follow the 
Department of Public Health Places of Worship Protocols, attached to this Order 
as Appendix F. 

i. Engaging in outdoor recreation activity, in compliance with Social (Physical) 
Distancing requirements and subject to the following limitations: 

i. Outdoor recreation activity at parks, trails, piers, and beaches, and other 
open spaces must comply with any access or use restrictions separately 
established by the Health Officer, government, or other entity that manages 
the area to reduce crowding and the risk of COVID-19 transmission. 

ii. Use of shared outdoor facilities for recreational activities, including but not 
limited to golf courses, tennis and pickleball courts, shooting and archery 
ranges, equestrian centers, model airplane areas, community gardens, and 
bike parks, must comply with any access or use restrictions separately 
established by the Health Officer, government, or other entity that manages 
the area to reduce crowding and the risk of COVID-19 transmission. 

iii. Local public entities may elect to temporarily close certain streets or areas 
to automobile traffic, to allow for increased space for persons to engage in 
recreational activity permitted by and in compliance with Social (Physical) 
Distancing requirements specified in this Order. 

iv. Swimming pools and splash pads in any non-residential setting may reopen 
on June 12, 2020, with the owner, manager, or operator of the swimming 
pool or splash pad implementing and posting the required Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Health Protocol for Swimming Pools. All hot 
tubs, saunas, and steam rooms located on non-residential property remain 
closed. 

v. For-hire fishing, guided fishing, or small-group chartered boat trips may 
resume operating on June 12, 2020, with the owner, manager, or operator 
of the charter business implementing the required Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Protocol for Chartered Boats. 

j. Participating in a Vehicle-Based Parade. The host of the Vehicle-Based Parade 
must comply with all local ordinances, traffic control requirements, and state and 
local laws. Further, the host of Vehicle-Based Parades must comply with the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health Vehicle-Based Parade Protocol, 
attached to this Order as Appendix G. 

k. Participating in an in-person protest as long as 
Outdoor protests are permitted without a limit on attendees. Persons participating 
in a protest must wear a cloth face covering and maintain physical distancing of 
six (6) feet between persons or groups of persons from different households at all 
times, as well as observe the Department of Public Health Protocol for Public 
Demonstrations. 
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC-HEALTH 
ORDER OF THE HEAL TH OFFICER 

16. Individuals may work for, train for, volunteer at, or obtain services at Healthcare 
Operatfons: hospitals, . clinics, laboratories, denU§t8r,•··<Jptornetrists, ipharmacies; ··, · .,_ .. ., .. .._< 

physical therapists, rehabilitation arid physical ·wellness programs, chiropractors, 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, other licensed healthcare facilities, 
healthcare suppliers, home healthcare service providers, mental or behavioral health 
providers, alcohol and drug treatment providers, cannabis dispensaries with a 
medicinal cannabis license and all other required state and local licenses, medical or 
scientific research companies, or any related and/or ancillary healthcare services, 
manufacturers, distributo"rs and servicers of medical devices, diagnostics, and 
equipment, veterinary care, and other animal healthcare. This exemption shall be 
construed to avoid any impact to the delivery of healthcare, broadly defined. 

17. Individuals may provide any service, train for, or perform any work necessary to the 
operation and maintenance of Essential Infrastructure, which is defined as, public 
health operations, public works construction, airport operations, port operations, food 
supply, water, sewer, gas, electrical, oil extraction and refining, roads and highways, 
public transportation, solid waste collection, removal and processing, flood control and 
watershed protection, cemeteries, mortuaries, crematoriums, and internet and 
telecommunications systems (including the provision of essential global, national, 
local infrastructure for computing services, business infrastructure, communications, 
and web-based services), and manufacturing and distribution· companies deemed 
essential as part of the Essential Infrastructure supply chain, provided that they carry 
out those services or that work. In providing these services, training for, or performing 
this work, individuals must comply with Social (Physical) Distancing requirements to 
the extent practicable. 

18. For purposes of this Order, Essential Businesses are: 

a. Grocery stores, certified farmers' markets, farm and produce stands, 
supermarkets, food banks, convenience stores, warehouse stores, and other 
establishments engaged in the retail sale of canned food, dry goods, fresh fruit 
and vegetables, pet supply, water, fresh meats, fish, and poultry, and any other 
household consumer products (such as cleaning or personal care products). This 
includes stores that sell groceries and other non-grocery products, such as 
products necessary to maintaining the safety, sanitation, and essential operation 
of residences. This does not include businesses that sell only prepackaged non
potentially hazardous food which is incidental to the primary retail business; 

b. Food processors, confectioners, food packagers, food testing labs that are not 
open to the public, and food cultivation, including farming, livestock, and fishing; 

c. Organizations and businesses that provide food, shelter, social services, and 
other necessities of life for economically disadvantaged or otherwise needy 
individuals (including gang prevention and intervention, domestic violence, and 
homeless service agencies); 

d. Newspapers, television news, radio, magazine, podcast and journalism activities, 
including taped, digitally recorded or online-streamed conten·t of any sort that is 
produced by one or more members of a single household, within the household's 
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ORDER OF THE HEAL TH OFFICER 

residence and without the physical presence of any non-member of the 

e. Gas stations, auto-supply, mobile auto repair operations, auto repair shops 
(including, without limitation, auto repair shops adjacent to or otherwise in 
connection with a retail or used auto dealership), and bicycle repair shops and 
related facilities; 

f. Banks, credit unions, financial institutions and insurance companies; 

g. Hardware stores, nurseries; building supply stores; 

h. Plumbers, electricians, exterminators, custodial/janitorial workers, handyman 
services, funeral homes and morticians, moving services, HVAC installers, 
carpenters, vegetation services, tree maintenance, landscapers, gardeners, 
property managers, private security personnel and other service providers who 
provide services to maintain the safety, sanitation, and essential operation to 
properties and other Essential Businesses; 

i. Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, including post office boxes; 

j. Educational institutions (including public and private K-12 schools, colleges, and 
universities). Public and private K-12 schools and school-based programs may 
begin planning for forth-coming school year in compliance with the State Public 
Health·Officer's guidance for Schools and School-BasedPrograms; 

k. Laundromats, dry cleaners, and laundry service providers; 

I. Restaurants and other food facilities that prepare and serve food, but only for 
delivery, drive thru, carry out, and outdoor onsite table dining. Indoor dining is not 
permitted. Restaurants with a moderate risk or high risk restaurant permit issued 
by the County of Los Angeles Department of Public Health and other food facilities 
that provide in-person outdoor dining must follow the revised Department of Public 
Health Protocols for Restaurants, attached to this Order as Appendix I. 
Cafeterias, commissaries, and restaurants located within hospitals, nursing 
homes, or other licensed health care facilities may provide dine-in service, as long 
as Social (Physical) Distancing is practiced; 

m. Businesses that supply office or computer products needed by people who work 
from home; 

n. Businesses that supply other Essential Businesses with the support or supplies 
necessary to operate; 

o. Non-manufacturing, transportation or distribution businesses that ship, truck, 
transport, or provide logistical support to deliver groceries, food, goods or services 
directly to residences, Essential Businesses, Healthcare Operations, and 
Essential Infrastructure. This exemption shall not be used as a basis for engaging 
in sales to the general public from retail storefronts; 

p. Airlines, taxis, ride sharing services and other private transportation providers 
providing transportation services necessary for activities of daily living and other 
purposes expressly authorized in this Order; 
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COUNTY OF ~OS ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH · · 
ORDER OF THE HEALTH OFFICER 

q. Businesses that manufacture parts and provide necessary service for Essential 
Infrastructure; , . ·· ·· 

r. Home-based care for seniors, adults, disabled persons, or children; 

s. Residential facilities and shelters for homeless residents, disabled persons, 
seniors, adults, children and animals; 

t. Professional services, such as legal, payroll or accounting services, when 
necessary to assist in compliance with legally mandated activities, and the 
permitting, inspection, construction, transfer and recording of ownership of 
housing, including residential and commercial real estate and anything incidental 
thereto, provided that appointments and other residential viewings must only 
occur virtually or, if a virtual viewing is not feasible, by appointment with no more 
than two visitors at a time residing within the same household or living unit and 
one individual showing the unit ( except that in-person visits are not allowed when 
the occupant is still residing in the residence); 

u. Childcare facilities. To the extent possible, childcare facilities must operate under 
the following conditions: (1) Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 10 
or fewer ("stable" means the same ten (10) or fewer children are in the same 
group each day); (2) Children shall not change from one group to another; 
(3) If mor~ than one group of children is cared for at one facility, each group shall 
be in a separate room. Groups shall not mix with each other; (4) Childcare 
providers shall remain solely with one group of children; 

v. Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities. Beginning June 12, 2020, 
these may reopen for tourism and individual travel, in adherence with the required 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Hotels, 
Lodging and Short-Term Rentals, attached to this Order as Appendix P; 

w. Construction, which includes the operation, inspection, and maintenance of 
construction sites and construction projects for construction of commercial, office 
and institutional buildings, residential and housing construction; and 

x. Manufacturers and retailers of fabric or cloth that is made into personal protective 
equipment, such as, face coverings. 

19. For purposes of this Order, "Social (Physical) Distancing" means: (1) Maintaining at 
least six (6) feet of physical distance from individuals who are not members of the 
same household; (2) Frequently washing hands with soap and water for at least 20 
seconds, or using hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol; (3) Wearing a 
cloth face covering when whenever an individual leaves their home or place of 
residence, and when an individual is or can be in contact with or walking by or past 
others who are non-household members in both public and private places, whether· 
indoors or outdoors. Wearing a cloth face covering over both the nose and mouth 
reduces the risk of transmission to others from people who do not have symptoms 
and do not know they are infected; and (4) Avoiding all physical interaction outside the 
household when sick with a fever or cough, except for necessary medical care. 
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20. For purp.oses of this .Order, the "Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol" that must be 
implemented and posted must demonstrate how the following infectibn control 
measures are being implemented and achieved, as applicable: 

a. Limiting the number of people who may enter into the facility at any one time to 
ensure that people in the facility can easily maintain a minimum six (6) foot 
physical distance from others, at all times, except as required to complete a 
business activity or transaction. Members of a single household or living unit may 
stand or move together but must be separated from others by a physical distance 
of at least six (6) feet. 

b. Where lines may form at a facility, marking six (6) foot increments at a minimum, 
establishing where individuals should stand to maintain adequate Social 
(Physical) Distancing, whether inside or outside the facility. 

c. Providing hand sanitizer, soap and water, or effective disinfectant at or near the 
entrance of the facility and in other appropriate areas for use by the public and 
employees, and in locations where there is high-frequency employee interaction 
with members of the public (e.g., cashiers). Restrooms normally open to the public 
shall remain open to the public. 

d. Posting a sign in a conspicuous place at all public entries that instructs the public 
not to enter if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness, including 
fever or cough, to wear face coverings, and to maintain Social (Physical) 
Distancing from one another. 

e. Providing for the regular disinfection of high-touch surfaces, and disinfection of all 
· payment portals, pens, and styluses after each use. All businesses are 
encouraged to also offer touch less payment mechanisms, if feasible. 

f. Providing cloth-face coverings to employees and contracted workers whose 
duties require close contact with other employees and/or the public. 

g. Requiring that members of the public who enter the facility wear a face-covering 
over both the nose and mouth, which reduces the risk of "asymptomatic" or "pre
symptomatic" transmission to workers and others, during their time in the facility. 

h. Adhering to communicable disease control protocols provided by the 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health, including requirements for 
cleaning and disinfecting the site. See protocols posted at 
www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/ 

21. Operators of businesses that are required to cease in-person operations may conduct 
Minimum Basic Operations, which means: 
a. The minimum necessary activities to maintain and protect the value of the 

business's inventory and facilities; ensure security, safety, and sanitation; and 
process payroll and employee benefits; 

b. The minimum necessary activities to facilitate the business's owners, employees, 
and contractors being able to continue to work remotely from their residences, 
and to ensure that the business can deliver its services remotely. 

Reopening Safer at Work and in the Community for Control of COVID-19: 
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ADDITIONAL TERMS· " · .. 

22. The County shall promptly provide copies of this Order by: (a) posting it on the 
Los Angeles Department of Public Health's website (www.publichealth.lacounty.gov), 
(b) posting it at the Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration located at 500 West Temple 
Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012, ( c) providing it to any member of the public requesting 
a copy, and (d) issuing a press release to publicize the Order throughout the County. 

a. The owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is likely to be impacted by this 
Order is strongly encouraged to post a copy of this Order onsite and to provide a 
copy to any member of the public requesting a copy. 

b. Because guidance may change, the owner, manager, or operator of any facility 
that is subject to this Order is ordered to consult the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health's website (www.publichealth.lacounty.gov) daily to 
identify any modifications to the Order and is required to comply with any updates 
until the Order is terminated. 

23. If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any application of 
it to any person, structure, gathering, or circumstance is held to be invalid or 
unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such decision 
will not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications of this Order. 

24. This Order incorporates by reference, the March 4, 2020 Proclamation of a State of 
Emergency issued by Governor Gavin Newsom and the March 4, 2020 declarations of 
a local and public health emergency issued by the Los Angeles County Board of 
Supervisors and Los Angeles County Health Officer, respectively, and as they may be 
supplemented. 

25. This Order is issued to align the County with the phased reopening approach of the 
California's Pandemic Resilience Roadmap. This Order will be revised in the future as 
the State Public Health Officer progressively designates sectors, businesses, 
establishments, or activities for reopening with required modifications or closure at a 
pace designed to protect health and safety. Should local COVID-19 conditions warrant, 
the Health Officer may, after consultation with the Board of Supervisors, issue orders 
that are more restrictive than the guidance and orders issued by the State Public Health 
Officer. 

26. This Order is consistent with the provisions in the Governor's Executive Order N-60-20 
and the State Public Health Officer's May 7, 2020 Order, that local health jurisdictions 
may implement or continue more restrictive public health measures in the jurisdiction 
if the local health officer believes conditions in that jurisdiction warrant them. Where a 
conflict exists between this Order and any state public health order related to controlling 
the spread of COVID-19 during this pandemic, the most restrictive provision controls. 
Consistent with California Health and Safety Code section 131080, except where the 
State Health Officer may issue an order expressly directed at this Order or a provision 
of this Order and based upon a finding that a provision of this Order constitutes a 
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··. ;1 ff COUNlY or Los ANGELES 

_:; ',, Public Health 

menace to the public health, any more restrictive measures in this Order may continue 
to apply and control in the County of Los Angeles Pubiic Health Jurisdiction: . · · · · ·· · c; • ··, •• t'..,•;,; 

27. Pursuant to Sections 26602 and 41601 of the California Government Code and 
Section 101029 of the California Health and Safety Code, the Health Officer requests 
that the Sheriff and all chiefs of police in all cities located in the Los Angeles County 
Public Health Jurisdiction ensure compliance with and enforcement of this Order. The 
violation of any provision of this Order constitutes an imminent threat and menace to 
public health, constitutes a public nuisance, and is punishable by fine, imprisonment 
or both. 

28. This Order shall become effective immediately on and will continue to 
be until it is revised, rescinded, superseded, or amended in writing by the Health 
Officer. 

IT IS SO ORDERED: 

M(mtu Davis, M.D., M.P.~. 

Health Officer, 
County of Los Angeles 
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Appendices At-A-Glance 
All DPH protocol is available at: 

http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/ 

Appendix A: Protocol for Social Distancing 

Appendix 8: Protocols for Retail Establishments Opening for In-person Shopping 

Appendix C: Reopening Protocol for Warehousing, Manufacturing and 
Logistic Establishments 

Appendix D: Protocols for Office Worksites 

Appendix E: Protocols for Shopping Center Operators [FR:eVi$lgri,pemcling] 

Appendix F: Protocol for Places of Worship [Revised 7/2/2020] 

Appendix G: Protocol for Vehicle-Based Parades 

Appendix H: Reopening Protocol for Hair Salons and Barbershops [F:ReVi$i9t\pel'lgipg] 

Appendix I: Protocol for Restaurants [Revised 7/1/2020] 

Appendix J: Reopening Protocol for Music, Film, and Television Production 

Appendix K: Reopening Protocol for Day Camps 

A~g~~~-!~-.,.~=- !3-.. ~s>H~ning Protocol for Gyms and Fitness Establishments 
[JReyis~.~>ih:~l2Q~(I)J 
Appendix M: Reopening Protocol for Museums, Galleries, Zoos, and Aquariums 
[Revised 7/1/2020] 

Appendix N: Protocol for Professional Sports Leagues and Facilities Opening for 
Training Sessions and Spectator-Free Events 

Appendix 0: Reopening Protocol for Campgrounds, RV parks and Cabin Rental Units 

Appendix P: Reopening Protocol for Hotels, Lodging, and Short-Term Rentals 

Appendix Q: [Rescinded 7/1/2020] 

Appendix R: Reopening Protocol for Personal Care Establishments [f-Revf$i,pl] p~n9irlg] 
Appendix S: [Rescinded 6/28/2020] 
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REOPENING SAFER AT WORK AND IN THE COMMUNITY
FOR CONTROL OF COVID-19 

MOVING THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES INTO  
STAGE 3 OF CALIFORNIA'S PANDEMIC  

RESILIENCE ROADMAP 
Revised Order Issued: July 18, 2020  

 
 

Recent Update 
7/18/20 Updated to be in compliance with Statewide Public Health Officer Order regarding schools
dated 7/17/20. Modified section 20f to be in compliance with the state's face covering requirement. 
Updated revision dates and added two appendices on page 17:  

 Appendix J: Reopening Protocol for Music, Film, and Television Production  
 Appendix N: Protocol for Professional Sports Leagues and Facilities Opening for Training 

Sessions and Spectator-Free Events 
 Appendix T1: Reopening Protocols for K-12 Schools  
 Appendix T2: Protocol for COVID-19 Exposure Management Plan in K-12 Schools 

7/14/20 Updated to be in compliance with Statewide Public Health Officer Order dated 7/13/20 
and noted updates for the following appendices on page 17:   

 Appendix E: Protocols for Shopping Center Operators 
 Appendix H: Reopening Protocol for Hair Salons and Barbershops  
 Appendix L: Reopening Protocol for Gyms and Fitness Establishments  
 Appendix P: Reopening Protocol for Hotels, Lodging, and Short-Term Rentals
 Appendix R: Reopening Protocol for Personal Care Establishments  

 
Please read this Order carefully. Violation of or failure to comply  

with this Order is a crime punishable by fine, imprisonment, or both.
 (California Health and Safety Code §120295; Los Angeles County Code § 11.02.080.) 

 

SUMMARY OF THE ORDER: This Revised County of Los Angeles Health Officer Order 
(Order) supersedes all prior Safer At Home orders (Prior Orders) issued by the County of 
Los Angeles Health Officer (Health Officer). This Order is issued to comply with State 
Executive Orders N-33-20 and N-60-20 issued by Governor Gavin Newsom, and the 
accompanying orders of the State Public Health Officer issued on March 19, May 7, July 13
and July 17, 2020.  
 

as much as practicable, to limit close contact with others outside their household in both 
indoor and outdoor spaces.  All persons who can telework or work from home should 
continue to do so as much as possible during this pandemic. Further, gatherings of people 
who are not part of a single household or living unit are prohibited within the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, except for the limited purposes expressly permitted by 
this Order. This Order allows persons to engage in all permitted activities, as defined by the 
Order, but requires that persons practice Social (Physical) Distancing, at all times while out 
in public and wear a cloth face covering over both the nose and mouth when in or likely to 
be in contact with others, to lower the risks of person-to-person contact for themselves and 
others. 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

-
ifhis Order's intent is to continue to ensure that County residents remain in their residences 

I 
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This Order is issued to align the County of Los Angeles (County) with State Executive 
Orders and State Health Officer Orders. This Order will be revised in the future to reflect
the State Executive Orders and State Public Health Officer Orders and guidance that
progressively designate sectors, businesses, establishments, or activities that may reopen 
with certain modifications, based on health and safety needs and at a pace designed to 
protect health and safety, and that may also progressively close specific activities and 
business sectors based on increases in daily reported COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, 
and the testing positivity rates. Should local COVID-19 conditions warrant, the Health 
Officer may, after consultation with the Board of Supervisors, issue Orders that are more 
restrictive than those of the State Public Health Officer. Changes from the previous Order 
are highlighted. 
 

This Order is effective within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, defined 
as all cities and unincorporated areas within the County of Los Angeles, with the exception 
of the cities of Long Beach and Pasadena that must follow their respective City Health 
Officer orders and guidance. This Order is effective immediately and will continue until 
further notice. 
  

UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND  
SAFETY CODE SECTIONS 101040, 101085, AND 120175,  

THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES HEALTH OFFICER ORDERS: 
 
1. This Order supersedes the Health Officer's Prior Orders. In order to immediately 

address the serious recent regression of COVID-19 Indicators within the County of 
Los Angeles, which show troubling and substantial increases in new daily reported 
COVID-19 cases, hospitalizations, and the testing positivity rate, this Order requires 
the immediate temporary closure of specific activities and business sectors.  This 
Order aligns the County with both the Governor's July 13, 2020, announcement 
requiring the closure of specific activities and business sectors and the State Public 
Health Officer's phased reopening approach guided by the California Pandemic 
Resilience Roadmap. The Health Officer will continue to assess the phased reopening 
allowed by the State Public Health Officer and this Order on an ongoing basis and 
determine, after consultation with the Board of Supervisors, whether this Order needs 
to be modified if the public health risk associated with COVID-19 increases in the 
future. 
 

2. This  continue to ensure that County residents remain in their 
residences as much as practicable, to limit close contact with others outside their 
household in both indoor and outdoor spaces.  All persons who can telework or work 
from home should continue to do so as much as possible during this pandemic.
Sustained Social (Physical) Distancing and infection control measures will continue 
slowing the spread of COVID-19 and diminishing its impact on the delivery of critical 
healthcare services. All provisions of this Order must be interpreted to effectuate that 

threat and menace to public health, and a public nuisance, and is punishable by fine, 
imprisonment or both. 

 

Order's intent is to 

intent. Failure to comply with any of the Order's provisions constitutes an imminent 
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3. All persons living within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction should
remain in their residences whenever practicable.  
a) Nothing in this Order prohibits members of a single household or living unit from 

engaging in permitted activities together. But gatherings of people who are not
part of a single household or living unit are prohibited within the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, except for the limited purposes expressly 
permitted by this Order.  

b) People leaving their residences must strictly comply with the Social (Physical) 
Distancing requirements stated in this Order and specified in guidance or 
protocols established by the County Department of Public Health.  This Order, 
beginning June 19, 2020, requires all persons wear a cloth face covering over 
both the nose and mouth whenever they leave their place of residence and are or 
can be in contact with or walking near or past others who are non-household 
members in both public and private places, whether indoors or outdoors.  This 
includes wearing a cloth face covering when patronizing a business.   Wearing a 
cloth face covering reduces the risk of transmission to others from people who do 
not have symptoms and do not know they are infected. The use of face coverings 

 

c) Persons and businesses within the County of Los Angeles Public Health 
Jurisdiction are required to follow the COVID-19 infection control protocols and 
guidance provided by the County Department of Public Health.  In instances 
where the County has not provided a specific guidance or protocol, specific 
guidance or protocols established by the State Public Health Officer shall control.

i. In the event that an owner, manager, or operator of any business knows 
of three (3) or more cases of COVID-19 among their employees within 
a span of 14 days the employer must report this outbreak to the 
Department of Public Health at (888) 397-3993 or (213) 240-7821. 

ii. In the event that an owner, manager, or operator of any business is
informed that one or more employees of the business has tested positive 
for, or has symptoms consistent with COVID-19 (case), the employer 
must have a protocol to require the case(s) to isolate themselves at 
home and require the immediate self-quarantine of all employees that 
had a workplace exposure to the case(s).    

d) 1 and the United States District Court 
,2 jurisdictions within the County of Los 

Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction are expected to comply with the provision of 
hotel and motel rooms for vulnerable people experiencing homelessness through 
Project Roomkey, which slows the spread of COVID-19 and retains capacity of 
the healthcare system. 

 

 
1 Office of Governor Gavin Newsom, Action re: Project Roomkey, 4/3/2020, https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/04/03/at-newly-converted-
motel-governor-newsom-launches-project-roomkey-a-first-in-the-nation-initiative-to-secure-hotel-motel-rooms-to-protect-homeless-
individuals-from-covid-19/; 2020- -79 
2 Order re: Preliminary Injunction (Case No. LA CV 20-02291-DOC-KES), LA Alliance for Human Rights et al v. City of Los Angeles 
et al, States District Court Central District of California, 5/15/2020. 

is commonly referred to as "source control." 

Pursuant to the State of California's action 
Central District of California's order 

21 May Revision to the Governor's Budget, Project Roomkey, pg. 78 
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4. All people residing within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction who 
are age 65 or older and all people of any age who have active or unstable pre-existing 
health conditions, should remain in their residences as much as possible during the 
pandemic. People in these categories should leave their residences only when 
necessary to seek medical care, exercise or obtain food or other necessities. The
Health Officer strongly recommends that all employers offer telework or other 
accommodations to persons who are age 65 or older and all people of any age who 
have an active or unstable pre-existing health conditions.  
 

5. All government agencies working in the course and scope of their public service 
employment are Essential Government Functions. 

a) All government employees are essential, including but not limited to, health care 
providers and emergency responders including employees who serve in the 
following areas: law enforcement; emergency services and management; first 
responders; fire; search and rescue; juvenile detention; corrections; healthcare 
services and operations; public health; laboratory or medical testing; mental 
health; community health; public works; executive management employees 
serving in these fields; all employees assigned to serve in or support the foregoing 
fields; and all employees whose services are otherwise needed to assist in a 
declared emergency. 

b) While all government employees are essential, the employees identified here, and 
others called to serve in their Disaster Service Worker capacity, must be available 
to serve the public or assist in response or continuity of operations efforts during 
this health crisis to the maximum extent allowed under the law. 

c) This Order does not, in any way, restrict (a) first responder access to the site(s) 
named in this Order during an emergency or (b) local, state or federal officers, 
investigators, or medical or law enforcement personnel from carrying out their 
lawful duties at the site(s) named in this Order. 

d) All persons who perform Essential Governmental Functions are categorically 
exempt from this Order while performing such governmental functions or services. 
Each governmental entity shall identify and designate appropriate employees, 
volunteers, or contractors to continue providing and carrying out any Essential 
Governmental Functions. All Essential Governmental Functions should be 
performed in compliance with Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol, to the extent 
possible. 

 
6. This Order does not supersede any stricter limitation imposed by a local public entity 

within the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction.   
 

7. The Health Officer orders the closure of the following types of higher-risk businesses, 
recreational sites, commercial properties, and activities, where more frequent and 
prolonged person-to-person contacts are likely to occur: 

a) Lounges and nightclubs; 

b) Bars, breweries, tasting rooms, craft distilleries, and wineries that possess a valid
low risk restaurant public health permit issued by the County of Los Angeles.   

-
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c) Brewpubs, craft distilleries and breweries and wineries, with premises set aside 
for beer and/or wine tasting, that are exempt from the definition of a food facility 
by California Health and Safety Code Section 113789(c)(5), and do not hold a 
health permit for preparing and serving food on site.  

d) Public entertainment venues: movie theaters, live performance theaters, concert 
venues, theme parks, and festivals; 

e) Family entertainment centers such as bowling alleys, arcades, miniature golf, and 
batting cages; 

f) All restaurants, but only for indoor, in-person onsite dining until further notice;

g) Cardrooms, satellite wagering facilities, and racetrack onsite wagering facilities
until further notice; 

h) Indoor and outdoor playgrounds for children, except those located within a school 
or childcare center; 

i) Indoor portions and exhibits of museums, zoos and aquariums are closed to the 
public until further notice;  

j) Hot tubs, steam rooms and saunas not located on a residential property; 

k) All events and gatherings, unless specifically allowed by this Order. 
  

8. All Essential Businesses, unless specific modifications are required by this Order, may 
remain open to the public and conduct normal business operations, provided that they 
implement and maintain the Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol defined in 
Paragraph 20 and attached to this Order as Appendix A. 
owner, manager, or operator must prepare and post a Social (Physical) Distancing 
Protocol for each facility or office located within the County of Los Angeles Public 
Health Jurisdiction and must ensure that the Essential Business meets all other 
requirements of the Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol. 
 

9. Lower-Risk Businesses are businesses that are not specified in Paragraph 7 of this 
Order, and not defined as an Essential Business in Paragraph 18 of this Order.  
There are five categories of Lower-Risk Businesses that may reopen under this Order:  
(1) retailers - , (2) manufacturing and logistics sector 
businesses that supply Lower-Risk Retail Businesses, (3) Non-Essential office-based 
businesses (although telework is strongly encouraged), (4) Indoor Malls and Shopping 
Centers, and (5) hair salons and barbershops. These five categories of Lower-Risk 
Businesses may reopen subject to the following conditions: 

a) For any Lower-Risk Retail Business that sells goods and services, the owner, 
manager, or operator must, for each facility located within the County of Los 
Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and 
post the Reopening Protocols for Retail Establishments: Opening for In Person 
Shopping, attached to this Order as Appendix B.  

b) For any non-retail Lower-Risk Business, that is a manufacturing and logistics 
sector business that supplies Lower-Risk Retail Businesses, the owner, 
manager, or operator must, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and post 

An Essential Business' 

("Lower Risk Retail Businesses") 
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the required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocol, applicable to the business type or location, attached to this Order as 
Appendix C. 

c) For any Non-Essential office-based business, all indoor portions and 
operations must cease in-person operations until further notice.   Non-essential 
office-based businesses whose operations require employees to work from an 
office worksite, and that this Order does not identify as an Essential Business, 
Healthcare Operation, or Essential Infrastructure, may operate via telework and 
for Minimum Basic Operations only. Essential Businesses, Healthcare 
Operations, or Essential Infrastructure whose operations require that 
employees operate from an office worksite, must require employees to telework 
to the extent feasible and any in-person operations must be in accordance with  
the required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocol Office-Based Worksites, attached to this Order as Appendix D.  

d) For Indoor Malls and Shopping Centers, defined as: A building with (7) or more 
sales or retail establishments with adjoining indoor space, all indoor portions 
and operations must close to the public until further notice.  Businesses located 
entirely within the interior of an Indoor Mall or Shopping Center that are not 
temporarily closed pursuant to Paragraph 7 of this Order, may offer goods and 
services via outdoor curb-side pick-up.  Businesses or activities that are part of 
an Indoor Mall or Shopping Center and that are not closed pursuant to 
Paragraph 7 of this Order, but that are accessible by the public from the exterior 
of the Indoor Mall or Shopping Center may remain open to the public. The 
owner or operator of the Indoor Mall or Shopping Center must, prior to 
reopening, prepare, implement and post the required Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Protocols for Shopping Center Operators, 
attached to this Order as Appendix E.  

e) Hair salons and barbershops, may be open for outdoor operations only.  The 
indoor portions of hair salons and barbershops must be closed to the public 
until further notice.  The owner, manager, or operator must, prior to reopening, 
prepare, implement and post the Reopening Protocols for Hair Salons and 
Barbershops, attached to this Order as Appendix H. 

 
10. The State Public Health Officer has provided guidance for certain sectors, businesses 

and activities in Stage 3 of the California Pandemic Resilience Roadmap to 
conditionally reopen and modify operations. The Health Officer, after considering local 
epidemiological data and after consultation with the Board of Supervisors, approves 
the reopening of the following specific sectors, businesses and activities subject to the 
following conditions: 

a) Music, film and television production.  Operations for music, film and television 
production may resume on June 12, 2020.  The owner, manager, or operator 
of music, film and television production must, prior to reopening, prepare,
implement and post the required Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Music, Film and Television Production, attached 

   9.5. 
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to this Order as Appendix J, as well as abide by applicable industry-generated 
protocols.  

b) Day camps.  Day camps may reopen on June 12, 2020.  Day camp owners 
and operators must implement and post the required Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Day Camps, attached to 
this Order as Appendix K. 

c) Fitness facilities.  Fitness facilities, including private gymnasiums, may be open 
for outdoor operations only.  The indoor portions of Fitness facilities are closed 
to the public until further notice.  The owner, manager, or operator of fitness 
facilities must, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and post the required 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Gyms 
and Fitness Establishments, attached to this Order as Appendix L. 

d) Outdoor portions of museums, galleries, botanical gardens, and outdoor 
facilities at zoos, aquariums, and other similar exhibition spaces (collectively, 
"Museums") may remain open to the public. The indoor portions of Museums 
are closed to the public until further notice.  The owner, manager, or operator 
of Museums and exhibition spaces must, prior to reopening, prepare,
implement and post the required Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Museums, Galleries, Zoos, and Aquariums, 
attached to this Order as Appendix M. 

e) Professional sports without audiences.  Professional sports teams and 
franchises may restart operations and competitions without audiences on June 
12, 2020.  The owner, manager, or operator of professional sports teams and 
franchises must, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and post the required 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocol for Professional 
Sports Leagues and Facilities Opening for Training Sessions and Spectator-
Free Events, attached to this Order as Appendix N, as well as abide by 
applicable industry-generate protocols. 

f) Campgrounds, RV Parks and associated outdoor activities.  Campgrounds and 
recreational vehicle parks may reopen on June 12, 2020.  The owner, manager, 
or operator of campgrounds and RV Parks must, prior to reopening, prepare,
implement and post the required Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Campgrounds, RV parks and Cabin Rental 
Units, attached to this Order as Appendix O. 

g) Schools (K-12) and School Districts.  The State Public Health Officer requires 
all public and private schools (K-12) and school districts within the County of 
Los Angeles to remain closed to in-person learning until the County of Los 
Angeles has been off of the State's County Monitoring List for 14 consecutive 
days.  Schools (K-12) and School Districts may conduct distance learning only. 
Elementary schools may seek a waiver, as permitted by the July 17, 2020 State 
Public Health Officer directive. Schools (K-12) and School Districts that reopen 
for in-person learning must follow the Reopening Protocols for K-12 Schools 
and the Protocol for COVID-19 Exposure Management Plan in K-12 Schools, 
attached to this Order as Appendix T1 & T2.  
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h) Personal Care Establishments.  These establishments include nail salons, 
tanning salons, esthetician, skin care, and cosmetology services; electrology, 
body art professionals, tattoo parlors, and piercing shops; and massage 
therapy (in non-healthcare settings), and may be open for outdoor operations 
only. The indoor portions of personal care establishments are closed to the 
public until further notice.  The owner, manager or operator of a personal care 
establishment must, prior to reopening, prepare, implement and post the 
required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol 
for Personal Care Establishments, attached to this Order as Appendix R. 

i) [Intentionally Omitted].  
 

REASONS FOR THE ORDER 
 

10. This Order is based upon the following determinations: evidence of continued 
community transmission of COVID-19 within the County; continued uncertainty 
regarding the degree of undetected asymptomatic transmission; scientific evidence and 
best practices regarding the most effective approaches to slow the transmission of 
communicable diseases generally and COVID-19 specifically; evidence that a 
significant portion of the County population is at risk for serious health complications, 
including hospitalizations and death from COVID-19, due to age or pre-existing health 
conditions; and further evidence that other County residents, including younger and 
otherwise healthy people, are also at risk for serious negative health outcomes and for 
transmitting the virus to others. tect the public from the 
avoidable risk of serious illness and death resulting from the spread of COVID-19.

 
11. Existing community transmission of COVID-19 in Los Angeles County continues to 

present lth. There is still no 
vaccine available yet to protect against COVID-19, and no treatment for it.  
As of July 17, 2020, there have been at least 150,319 cases of COVID-19 and 4,047 
deaths reported in Los Angeles County. There remains a strong likelihood of a 
significant and increasing number of cases of community transmission. Making the 
community transmission problem worse, some individuals who contract the virus 
causing COVID-19 have no symptoms or have only mild symptoms, and so are 
unaware that they carry the virus and are transmitting it to others. Further, evidence 
shows that the virus can, at times, survive for several hours on surfaces and can be 
indirectly transmitted between individuals. Because even people without symptoms 
can transmit the virus, and because evidence shows the infection is easily spread, 
preventing, limiting, and placing conditions on various types of gatherings and other 
direct and indirect interpersonal interactions have been proven to reduce the risk of 
transmitting the virus. 

 
12. Evidence suggests that until recently the restrictions and requirements imposed by 

Prior Orders slowed the rate of increase in community transmission and 
hospitalizations by limiting interactions among people, consistent with the efficacy of 
similar measures in other parts of the country and world. Unfortunately, the daily 
number of new cases has significantly increased and hospitals within the County are

The Order's intent is to pro 

a substantial and significant risk of harm to residents' hea 
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admitting an increasing number of patients diagnosed with COVID-19, including 
patients with severe illness in their intensive care units. Further, the hospitals are at 
risk of being overwhelmed or exceeding capacity. Moreover, because there is not yet 
a vaccine or proven therapeutic drug, the public health emergency and attendant risks 
to the public's health by COVID-19 still predominate. 

 
13. In line with the State Public Health Officer, the Health Officer is monitoring several key 

indicators (COVID-19 Indicators) within the County. The recent regression of some of 
these COVID-19 Indicators  specifically related to hospital utilization and capacity 
makes it appropriate, at this time, to reimpose certain restrictions that are intended to 
limit person-to-person contact and slow the current rates of community transmission.
Activities and business operations that are permitted must be conducted in 
accordance with the required Social (Physical) Distancing, reopening protocols, and 
other infection control protocols ordered by the Health Officer.  

 
14. The Health Officer will continue monitoring COVID-19 Indicators to assess the impact 

of easing restrictions and re-opening sectors. Those Indicators include, but are not 
limited to:  

a. The number of new hospitalizations and deaths. 

b. The capacity of hospitals and the healthcare system in the County, including acute 
care beds, Intensive Care Unit beds, and ventilators to provide care for existing 
COVID-19 patients and other patients, and capacity to surge with an increase of 
COVID-19 cases. 

c. The supply of personal protective equipment (PPE) available for hospital staff, 
nursing home staff and other healthcare providers and personnel who need PPE 
to safely respond to and treat COVID-19 patients and other patients. 

d. The ability and capacity to quickly and accurately test persons to determine 
whether individuals are COVID-19 positive, especially those in vulnerable 
populations or high-risk settings or occupations, and to identify and assess 
outbreaks. 

e. The ability to conduct case investigation and contact tracing for the volume of 
future cases and associated contacts, isolating confirmed cases and quarantining 
persons who have had contact with confirmed cases. 
 

DEFINITIONS AND EXEMPTIONS 
 
15. The following activities are permitted under this Order: 

a. Engaging in activities or performing tasks important to the health and safety of
family or household members (including pets), such as, visiting a health or 
veterinary care professional, obtaining medical supplies or medication, visiting a 
physician or child's pediatrician for routine care, such as, well-child visits and 
vaccinations;  
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b. Obtaining necessary services and supplies for family or household members, or 
delivering the same, such as, obtaining grocery items or necessary supplies from 

 

c. Performing work for or accessing businesses that are open, or to carry out 
Minimum Basic Operations for businesses that are closed or operating remotely.

d. Obtaining or accessing services from Essential Governmental Functions, such as, 
accessing court, social and administrative services, or complying with an order of 
law enforcement or court; 

e. Caring for minors, the elderly, dependents, persons with disabilities, or other 
vulnerable persons;  

f. Obtaining in-person behavioral health or substance use disorder support in 
therapeutic small group meetings, such as Alcoholics Anonymous or Narcotics 
Anonymous, provided that the gathering is limited to 10 people or fewer and Social 
(Physical) Distancing is practiced. 

g. Obtaining in-person faith-based counselling services where the service cannot 
reasonably be practiced remotely, provided that the gathering is limited to 10 
people or fewer and Social (Physical) Distancing is practiced. 

h. Attending in-person faith-based services, provided that the faith-based service is 
held outdoors.  There is no maximum attendance for faith-based services that 
are held outdoors, provided that the attendees have enough space to observe 
strict Social (Physical) Distancing, including a minimum of six feet between 
attendees from different households, and are wearing cloth face coverings. 
Faith-based organizations holding in-person outdoor services, must follow the 
Department of Public Health Places of Worship Protocols, attached to this Order 
as Appendix F. 

i. Engaging in outdoor recreation activity, in compliance with Social (Physical)
Distancing requirements and subject to the following limitations: 

i. Outdoor recreation activity at parks, trails, piers, and beaches, and other 
open spaces must comply with any access or use restrictions separately 
established by the Health Officer, government, or other entity that manages 
the area to reduce crowding and the risk of COVID-19 transmission. 

ii. Use of shared outdoor facilities for recreational activities, including but not 
limited to golf courses, tennis and pickleball courts, shooting and archery 
ranges, equestrian centers, model airplane areas, community gardens, and 
bike parks, must comply with any access or use restrictions separately 
established by the Health Officer, government, or other entity that manages 
the area to reduce crowding and the risk of COVID-19 transmission.

iii. Local public entities may elect to temporarily close certain streets or areas 
to automobile traffic, to allow for increased space for persons to engage in 
recreational activity permitted by and in compliance with Social (Physical) 
Distancing requirements specified in this Order. 

iv. Swimming pools and splash pads in any non-residential setting may reopen
on June 12, 2020, with the owner, manager, or operator of the swimming 

Essential Businesses for one's household or for delivery to others; 
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pool or splash pad implementing and posting the required Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Health Protocol for Swimming Pools. All hot 
tubs, saunas, and steam rooms located on non-residential property remain 
closed.  

v. For-hire fishing, guided fishing, or small-group chartered boat trips may 
resume operating on June 12, 2020, with the owner, manager, or operator 
of the charter business implementing the required Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Protocol for Chartered Boats.   

j. Participating in a Vehicle-Based Parade. The host of the Vehicle-Based Parade 
must comply with all local ordinances, traffic control requirements, and state and 
local laws. Further, the host of Vehicle-Based Parades must comply with the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health Vehicle-Based Parade Protocol, 
attached to this Order as Appendix G. 

k. Participating in an in-person protest as long as the protest is held outdoors.  
Outdoor protests are permitted without a limit on attendees.  Persons participating 
in a protest must wear a cloth face covering and maintain physical distancing of 
six (6) feet between persons or groups of persons from different households at all 
times, as well as observe the Department of Public Health Protocol for Public 
Demonstrations.    

  
16. Individuals may  work for, train for, volunteer at, or obtain services at Healthcare 

Operations: hospitals, clinics, laboratories, dentists, optometrists, pharmacies, 
physical therapists, rehabilitation and physical wellness programs, chiropractors, 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, other licensed healthcare facilities, 
healthcare suppliers, home healthcare service providers, mental or behavioral health 
providers, alcohol and drug treatment providers, cannabis dispensaries with a 
medicinal cannabis license and all other required state and local licenses, medical or 
scientific research companies, or any related and/or ancillary healthcare services, 
manufacturers, distributors and servicers of medical devices, diagnostics, and 
equipment, veterinary care, and other animal healthcare. This exemption shall be 
construed to avoid any impact to the delivery of healthcare, broadly defined. 
 

17. Individuals may provide any service, train for, or perform any work necessary to the 
operation and maintenance of Essential Infrastructure, which is defined as, public 
health operations, public works construction, airport operations, port operations, food 
supply, water, sewer, gas, electrical, oil extraction and refining, roads and highways, 
public transportation, solid waste collection, removal and processing, flood control and 
watershed protection, cemeteries, mortuaries, crematoriums, and internet and 
telecommunications systems (including the provision of essential global, national, 
local infrastructure for computing services, business infrastructure, communications, 
and web-based services), and manufacturing and distribution companies deemed 
essential as part of the Essential Infrastructure supply chain, provided that they carry 
out those services or that work. In providing these services, training for, or performing 
this work, individuals must comply with Social (Physical) Distancing requirements to 
the extent practicable. 
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18.For purposes of this Order, Essential Businesses are:

a. 
supermarkets, food banks, convenience stores, warehouse stores, and other 
establishments engaged in the retail sale of canned food, dry goods, fresh fruit 
and vegetables, pet supply, water, fresh meats, fish, and poultry, and any other 
household consumer products (such as cleaning or personal care products). This 
includes stores that sell groceries and other non-grocery products, such as 
products necessary to maintaining the safety, sanitation, and essential operation 
of residences. This does not include businesses that sell only prepackaged non-
potentially hazardous food which is incidental to the primary retail business;

b. Food processors, confectioners, food packagers, food testing labs that are not 
open to the public, and food cultivation, including farming, livestock, and fishing;

c. Organizations and businesses that provide food, shelter, social services, and 
other necessities of life for economically disadvantaged or otherwise needy 
individuals (including gang prevention and intervention, domestic violence, and 
homeless service agencies); 

d. Newspapers, television news, radio, magazine, podcast and journalism activities, 
including taped, digitally recorded or online-streamed content of any sort that is 
produced by one or more members of a single household, withi
residence and without the physical presence of any non-member of the 
household. 

e. Gas stations, auto-supply, mobile auto repair operations, auto repair shops 
(including, without limitation, auto repair shops adjacent to or otherwise in 
connection with a retail or used auto dealership), and bicycle repair shops and 
related facilities; 

f. Banks, credit unions, financial institutions and insurance companies; 

g. Hardware stores, nurseries; building supply stores; 

h. Plumbers, electricians, exterminators, custodial/janitorial workers, handyman 
services, funeral homes and morticians, moving services, HVAC installers, 
carpenters, vegetation services, tree maintenance, landscapers, gardeners, 
property managers, private security personnel and other service providers who 
provide services to maintain the safety, sanitation, and essential operation to 
properties and other Essential Businesses; 

i. Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, including post office boxes;

j. Educational institutions (including public and private K-12 schools, colleges, and 
universities); 

k. Laundromats, dry cleaners, and laundry service providers; 

l. Restaurants and other food facilities that prepare and serve food, but only for 
delivery, drive thru, carry out, and outdoor onsite table dining.  Indoor dining is not 
permitted.  Restaurants with a moderate risk or high risk restaurant permit issued 
by the County of Los Angeles Department of Public Health and other food facilities 
that provide in-person outdoor dining must follow the revised Department of Public 

Grocery stores, certified farmers' markets, farm and produce stands, 

n the household's 
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Health Protocols for Restaurants, attached to this Order as Appendix I. 
Cafeterias, commissaries, and restaurants located within hospitals, nursing 
homes, or other licensed health care facilities may provide dine-in service, as long 
as Social (Physical) Distancing is practiced; 

m. Businesses that supply office or computer products needed by people who work 
from home; 

n. Businesses that supply other Essential Businesses with the support or supplies 
necessary to operate;  

o. Non-manufacturing, transportation or distribution businesses that ship, truck, 
transport, or provide logistical support to deliver groceries, food, goods or services 
directly to residences, Essential Businesses, Healthcare Operations, and 
Essential Infrastructure. This exemption shall not be used as a basis for engaging 
in sales to the general public from retail storefronts; 

p. Airlines, taxis, ride sharing services and other private transportation providers 
providing transportation services necessary for activities of daily living and other 
purposes expressly authorized in this Order; 

q. Businesses that manufacture parts and provide necessary service for Essential 
Infrastructure; 

r. Home-based care for seniors, adults, disabled persons, or children;  

s. Residential facilities and shelters for homeless residents, disabled persons, 
seniors, adults, children and animals; 

t. Professional services, such as legal, payroll or accounting services, when 
necessary to assist in compliance with legally mandated activities, and the 
permitting, inspection, construction, transfer and recording of ownership of 
housing, including residential and commercial real estate and anything incidental 
thereto, provided that appointments and other residential viewings must only 
occur virtually or, if a virtual viewing is not feasible, by appointment with no more 
than two visitors at a time residing within the same household or living unit and 
one individual showing the unit (except that in-person visits are not allowed when 
the occupant is still residing in the residence); 

u. Childcare facilities. To the extent possible, childcare facilities must operate under 
the following conditions: (1) Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 10 

in the same 
group each day); (2) Children shall not change from one group to another;  
(3) If more than one group of children is cared for at one facility, each group shall 
be in a separate room. Groups shall not mix with each other; (4) Childcare 
providers shall remain solely with one group of children; 

v. Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities. Beginning June 12, 2020, 
these may reopen for tourism and individual travel, in adherence with the required 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Hotels, 
Lodging and Short-Term Rentals, attached to this Order as Appendix P; 

or fewer ("stable" means the same ten (10) or fewer children are 
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w. Construction, which includes the operation, inspection, and maintenance of 
construction sites and construction projects for construction of commercial, office 
and institutional buildings, residential and housing construction; and 

x. Manufacturers and retailers of fabric or cloth that is made into personal protective 
equipment, such as, face coverings.  
 

19. For purposes of this Order, "Social (Physical) Distancing" means: (1) Maintaining at 
least six (6) feet of physical distance from individuals who are not members of the 
same household; (2) Frequently washing hands with soap and water for at least 20 
seconds, or using hand sanitizer that contains at least 60% alcohol; (3) Wearing a 
cloth face covering when whenever an individual leaves their home or place of 
residence, and when an individual is or can be in contact with or walking by or past 
others who are non-household members in both public and private places, whether 
indoors or outdoors.   Wearing a cloth face covering over both the nose and mouth  
reduces the risk of transmission to others from people who do not have symptoms 
and do not know they are infected; and (4) Avoiding all physical interaction outside the 
household when sick with a fever or cough, except for necessary medical care.
 

20. For purposes of this Order, the "Social (Physical) Distancing Protocol" that must be 
implemented and posted must demonstrate how the following infection control 
measures are being implemented and achieved, as applicable: 

a. Limiting the number of people who may enter into the facility at any one time to 
ensure that people in the facility can easily maintain a minimum six (6) foot 
physical distance from others, at all times, except as required to complete a 
business activity or transaction. Members of a single household or living unit may 
stand or move together but must be separated from others by a physical distance 
of at least six (6) feet. 

b. Where lines may form at a facility, marking six (6) foot increments at a minimum, 
establishing where individuals should stand to maintain adequate Social 
(Physical) Distancing, whether inside or outside the facility. 

c. Providing hand sanitizer, soap and water, or effective disinfectant at or near the 
entrance of the facility and in other appropriate areas for use by the public and 
employees, and in locations where there is high-frequency employee interaction 
with members of the public (e.g., cashiers). Restrooms normally open to the public 
shall remain open to the public. 

d. Posting a sign in a conspicuous place at all public entries that instructs the public 
not to enter if they are experiencing symptoms of respiratory illness, including 
fever or cough, to wear face coverings, and to maintain Social (Physical)
Distancing from one another. 

e. Providing for the regular disinfection of high-touch surfaces, and disinfection of all 
payment portals, pens, and styluses after each use. All businesses are 
encouraged to also offer touchless payment mechanisms, if feasible. 

f. Providing face coverings to employees and contracted workers whose duties 
require close contact with other employees and/or the public.  Those who have 
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been instructed by their medical provider that they should not wear a face covering 

with State directives, as long as their condition permits it. A drape that is form 
fitting under the chin is preferred. Masks with one-way valves should not be used.  

g. Requiring that members of the public who enter the facility wear a face-covering
over both the nose and mouth, which reduces -

 to workers and others, during their time in the facility.

h. Adhering to communicable disease control protocols provided by the  
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health, including requirements for 
cleaning and disinfecting the site. See protocols posted at 
www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/ 

 
21. Operators of businesses that are required to cease in-person operations may conduct

Minimum Basic Operations, which means:  
a. The minimum necessary activities to maintain and protect the value of the 

business's inventory and facilities; ensure security, safety, and sanitation; and 
process payroll and employee benefits; 

b. 
and contractors being able to continue to work remotely from their residences, 
and to ensure that the business can deliver its services remotely.  

 
ADDITIONAL TERMS 
 
22. The County shall promptly provide copies of this Order by: (a) posting it on the  

(www.publichealth.lacounty.gov), 
(b) posting it at the Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration located at 500 West Temple 
Street, Los Angeles, CA 90012, (c) providing it to any member of the public requesting 
a copy, and (d) issuing a press release to publicize the Order throughout the County. 

a. The owner, manager, or operator of any facility that is likely to be impacted by this 
Order is strongly encouraged to post a copy of this Order onsite and to provide a 
copy to any member of the public requesting a copy. 

b. Because guidance may change, the owner, manager, or operator of any facility 
that is subject to this Order is ordered to consult the Los Angeles County 

www.publichealth.lacounty.gov) daily to 
identify any modifications to the Order and is required to comply with any updates 
until the Order is terminated. 

 
23. If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any application of 

it to any person, structure, gathering, or circumstance is held to be invalid or 
unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such decision 
will not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications of this Order.
 

  

should wear a face shield with a drape on the bottom edge, to be in compliance 

the risk of "asymptomatic" or "pre 
symptomatic" transmission 

The minimum necessary activities to facilitate the business's owners, employees, 

Los Angeles Department of Public Health's website 

Department of Public Health's website _ _________ _ 
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24. This Order incorporates by reference, the March 4, 2020 Proclamation of a State of 
Emergency issued by Governor Gavin Newsom and the March 4, 2020 declarations of 
a local and public health emergency issued by the Los Angeles County Board of 
Supervisors and Los Angeles County Health Officer, respectively, and as they may be 
supplemented.  

 
25. This Order is issued to align the County with the phased reopening approach of the 

California's Pandemic Resilience Roadmap.  This Order will be revised in the future as 
the State Public Health Officer progressively designates sectors, businesses, 
establishments, or activities for reopening with required modifications or closure at a
pace designed to protect health and safety. Should local COVID-19 conditions warrant, 
the Health Officer may, after consultation with the Board of Supervisors, issue orders 
that are more restrictive than the guidance and orders issued by the State Public Health 
Officer. 
 

26. s Executive Order N-60-20 
and the State Public Health 
may implement or continue more restrictive public health measures in the jurisdiction 
if the local health officer believes conditions in that jurisdiction warrant them. Where a 
conflict exists between this Order and any state public health order related to controlling 
the spread of COVID-19 during this pandemic, the most restrictive provision controls.
Consistent with California Health and Safety Code section 131080, except where the 
State Health Officer may issue an order expressly directed at this Order or a provision 
of this Order and based upon a finding that a provision of this Order constitutes a 
menace to the public health, any more restrictive measures in this Order may continue 
to apply and control in the County of Los Angeles Public Health Jurisdiction. 

 
27. Pursuant to Sections 26602 and 41601 of the California Government Code and 

Section 101029 of the California Health and Safety Code, the Health Officer requests 
that the Sheriff and all chiefs of police in all cities located in the Los Angeles County 
Public Health Jurisdiction ensure compliance with and enforcement of this Order. The 
violation of any provision of this Order constitutes an imminent threat and menace to 
public health, constitutes a public nuisance, and is punishable by fine, imprisonment 
or both. 

 
28. This Order shall become effective immediately on July 18, 2020 and will continue to 

be until it is revised, rescinded, superseded, or amended in writing by the Health 
Officer. 

   

IT IS SO ORDERED:  
 

  7/18/2020 

Muntu Davis, M.D., M.P.H. 

Health Officer,  
County of Los Angeles 

 Date 

This Order is consistent with the provisions in the Governor' 
Officer's May 7, 2020 Order, that local health jurisdictions 

-
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Appendices At-A-Glance
All DPH protocol is available at: 

http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/media/Coronavirus/ 

 
 
Appendix A: Protocol for Social Distancing [Revised 6/29/2020]  

Appendix B: Protocols for Retail Establishments Opening for In-person Shopping 
[Revised 7/8/2020]  

Appendix C: Reopening Protocol for Warehousing, Manufacturing and  
Logistic Establishments [Revised 7/8/2020]  

Appendix D: Protocols for Office Worksites [Revised 7/8/2020]  

Appendix E: Protocols for Shopping Center Operators [Revised 7/14/2020] 

Appendix F: Protocol for Places of Worship [Revised 7/16/2020] 

Appendix G: Protocol for Vehicle-Based Parades [Revised 5/25/2020]  

Appendix H: Reopening Protocol for Hair Salons and Barbershops [Revised 7/15/2020] 

Appendix I: Protocol for Restaurants [Revised 7/3/2020]  

Appendix J: Reopening Protocol for Music, Film, and Television Production  
[Revised 7/17/2020] 

Appendix K: Reopening Protocol for Day Camps [Dated 6/11/2020] 

Appendix L: Reopening Protocol for Gyms and Fitness Establishments  
[Revised 7/15/2020] 

Appendix M: Reopening Protocol for Museums, Galleries, Zoos, and Aquariums
[Revised 7/1/2020]  

Appendix N: Protocol for Professional Sports Leagues and Facilities Opening for 
Training Sessions and Spectator-Free Events [Revised 7/18/2020] 

Appendix O: Reopening Protocol for Campgrounds, RV parks and Cabin Rental Units 
[Revised 6/29/2020]  

Appendix P: Reopening Protocol for Hotels, Lodging, and Short-Term Rentals  
[Revised 7/15/2020] 

Appendix Q: [Rescinded 7/1/2020] 

Appendix R: Reopening Protocol for Personal Care Establishments  
[Revised 7/16/2020] 

Appendix S: [Rescinded 6/28/2020]  

Appendix T1: Reopening Protocols for K-12 Schools [Revised 7/18/2020]  

Appendix T2: Protocol for COVID-19 Exposure Management Plan in K-12 Schools 
[Revised 7/14/2020] 
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Mayor Garcetti Strengthens Readiness Against
Coronavirus by Declaring Local Emergency
by Mayor's Of�ce on March 4, 2020

LOS ANGELES — Mayor Eric Garcetti today declared a local emergency to strengthen preparation against
the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), a move to help the city respond more quickly and effectively to cases of
the illness.

“The step we’re taking today is about preparation, not panic,” said Mayor Eric Garcetti. “There is
extraordinary work being done alongside our partners in county and federal government to keep
Angelenos safe, aware, and informed. This declaration is about making sure we are positioned to respond
to any changes in the situation, and are doing everything we can to protect our communities.”
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In signing the local declaration, the Mayor formalized coordination with public health agencies, smoothed
the way for quicker acquisition of supplies, and eased access to state and federal funds should they become
necessary in the response to COVID-19.

All City departments have been ordered to update Continuity of Operations plans that ensure delivery of
vital services in the case of an emergency.

“Solid planning is the best response, and the Mayor’s declaration clears the way for the resources,
coordination, and authority needed to approach a potential health emergency with strength and
con�dence,” said Aram Sahakian, General Manager of the City of Los Angeles Emergency Management
Department. “We will continue working closely with our partners to help protect vulnerable populations,
ensure stability in City operations, and keep the public informed.”

For more information visit LAMayor.org/Coronavirus (http://lamayor.org/Coronavirus).

http://lamayor.org/Coronavirus
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DECLARATION OF LOCAL EMERGENCY

WHEREAS, Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 8.27 provides that the Mayor of 
the City of Los Angeles may declare the existence of a local emergency during incidents that 
exceed or are likely to exceed normal services, personnel, equipment, and facilities of the 
regularly constituted branches and departments of City government; and

WHEREAS, conditions of disaster or of extreme peril to the safety of persons and 
property have arisen both Internationally and within the United States as a result of the 
introduction of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19), a novel communicable disease, which was first 
detected in Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China in December 2019; and

WHEREAS COVID-19 has spread globally to over 70 countries, infecting more than 
92,800 persons and killing more than 3,160 individuals worldwide. Due to the expanding list of 
countries with widespread transmission of COVID-19, and increasing travel alerts and warnings 
for countries experiencing sustained or uncontrolled community transmission issued by the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), COVID-19 has created conditions that are likely 
to be beyond the control of local resources and require the combined forces of other political 
subdivisions to combat; and

WHEREAS, on February 26, 2020, the CDC confirmed the first case of local person-to- 
person transmission of COVID-19 in the United States and this case raises the possibility of 
community transmission occurring in the general public, the Health Officer of Los Angeles County 
has determined that there is an imminent threat to the public health from the introduction of 
COVID-19 in the City of Los Angeles, and has declared a Local Health Emergency and the Los 
Angeles County Board of Supervisors has proclaimed the existence of a local emergency for the 
County of Los Angeles; and

WHEREAS, the City's ability to mobilize local resources, coordinate interagency 
response, accelerate procurement of vital supplies, use mutual aid, and seek future 
reimbursement by the State and Federal governments will be critical to successfully responding 
to COVID-19; and

WHEREAS, these conditions warrant and necessitate that the City of Los Angeles declare 
the existence of a local emergency.

NOW THEREFORE, I hereby declare the existence of a local emergency and direct the 
Emergency Operations Organization (EOO) to take the necessary steps for the protection of life, 
health and safety in the City of Los Angeles.



IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND DECLARED, that during the existence of said local 
emergency the powers, functions, and duties of the Emergency Operations Organization of the 
City shall be those prescribed by state law, by ordinances, and resolutions of the City; and

I FURTHER DIRECT, that all City Departments shall review and revise their Continuity 
of Operations Plans (COOP) to address the risks COVID-19 poses to their critical functions in 
coordination with the Emergency Management Department (EMD) and shall coordinate all crisis 
communications to employees and the public with EMD; and

I FURTHER DIRECT, that all City Departments shall track costs for staffing, supplies, 
and equipment related to COVID-19 preparation and prevention and forward that information 
to the Office of the City Administrative Officer (CAO); and

I FURTHER DIRECT, that EMD shall coordinate Citywide planning, preparedness and 
response efforts regarding COVID-19 with the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
(LACODPH) and the Los Angeles County Office of Emergency Management (LACOOEM).

I THEREFORE DIRECT, that the Declaration of Local Emergency shall take effect 
immediately and that widespread publicity and notice shall be given said Declaration through the 
most feasible and adequate means of disseminating such notice throughout the City.

IT IS FURTHER DECLARED AND ORDERED, that a copy of this Declaration be 
forwarded to the Los Angeles County Office of Emergency Management to be forwarded to the 
Director of the California Governor's Office of Emergency Services requesting that the Director 
find it acceptable in accordance with State law; that the Governor of California pursuant to the 
Emergency Services Act, issue a proclamation declaring an emergency in Los Angeles County; that 
the Governor waive regulations that may hinder response and recovery efforts; that response 
and recovery assistance be made available under the California Disaster Assistance Act; and that 
the State expedite access to State and Federal resources and any other appropriate federal 
disaster relief programs.

Dated at Los Angeles, California
March 4, 2020
Time:

Signed
Filed with the City Clerk 

Date: [VWiK H) 2~CQD 
Time: /D- Al ___

ZZi
ERIC GARCETTI
MayorInitials:
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Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency Authority 
  

   Issue Date:  March 15, 2020 
 
Subject:  New City Measures to Address COVID-19  
 
On March 4, 2020, I declared a local emergency in relation to the arrival of the 
COVID-19 virus in our community, and on March 12, 2020, I ordered a number of 
measures to be taken across the City to protect members of the public and City workers 
from an undue risk of contracting the COVID-19 virus.  Our precautions over the past 
weeks and what we do over the next few days and weeks will determine how well we 
weather this emergency.  
 
On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization characterized COVID-19 as a 
pandemic.  The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention advises us that COVID-19 
spreads easily from person to person and has issued guidelines recommending that the 
public adopt policies and routines to enable social distancing wherever possible. 
 
Here in the City of Los Angeles, we must redouble our efforts to maintain hand hygiene, 
respiratory etiquette, and social distancing.  It is absolutely critical that we as a City do 
everything we can to slow the pace of community spread and avoid unnecessary strain 
on our medical system.  To aid in our efforts, under the emergency authorities vested in 
my office under the laws of the City of Los Angeles, today I am ordering that a series of 
temporary restrictions be placed on certain establishments throughout our City in which 
large numbers of people tend to gather and remain in close proximity.  By virtue of 
authority vested in me as Mayor of the City of Los Angeles pursuant to the provisions of 
the Los Angeles Administrative Code, Chapter 3, Section 8.29 to promulgate, issue, and 
enforce rules, regulations, orders, and directives, I hereby declare the following orders 
to be necessary for the protection of life and property and I hereby order, effective at 
11:59 p.m. tonight, until March 31, 2020 at 12:00 p.m., that: 
 
1. All bars and nightclubs in the City of Los Angeles that do not serve food shall be 
closed to the public. 
 

 



 

2. Any bars or nightclubs in the City of Los Angeles that serve food may remain 
open only for purposes of continuing to prepare and offer food to customers via delivery 
service or to be picked up.  Dine-in food service is prohibited. 
 
3. All restaurants and retail food facilities in the City of Los Angeles shall be 
prohibited from serving food for consumption on premises.  Restaurants and retail food 
facilities may continue to operate for purposes of preparing and offering food to 
customers via delivery service, to be picked up or for drive-thru.  For those 
establishments offering food pick-up options, proprietors are directed to establish social 
distancing practices for those patrons in the queue for pick-up. 
 
4. The following are exempt from this Order:  
 

A. Cafeterias, commissaries, and restaurants located within hospitals, 
nursing homes, or similar facilities  

B. Grocery stores  
C. Pharmacies 
D. Food banks  
E. Los Angeles World Airports concessionaires 

 
5. Trucks and other vehicles engaged in the delivery of grocery items to grocery 
stores, when such items are to be made available for sale to the public, are hereby 
exempt from having to comply with any City rules and regulations that limit the hours for 
such deliveries, including, without limitation, Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 12.22 
A.23(b)(3) and Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 114.03. 
 
6. All movie theaters, live performance venues, bowling alleys and arcades shall be 
closed to the public. 
 
7. All gyms and fitness centers shall be closed to the public. 
 
Any violation of the above prohibitions may be referred to the Office of the City Attorney 
for prosecution under Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 8.77, which provides for 
fines not to exceed $1,000 or imprisonment not to exceed six months.  Each individual 
officer should use their discretion in enforcing this order and always keep the intent of 
the order in mind.  
 
In addition, I hereby issue guidance to the leaders of the City’s houses of worship and 
urge them, in the strongest possible terms, to limit gatherings on their premises and to 
explore and implement ways to practice their respective faiths while observing social 
distancing practices. 
 
Finally, I hereby order that no landlord shall evict a residential tenant in the City of Los 
Angeles during this local emergency period if the tenant is able to show an inability to 
pay rent due to circumstances related to the COVID-19 pandemic.  These 



 

circumstances include loss of income due to a COVID-19 related workplace closure, 
child care expenditures due to school closures, health care expenses related to being ill 
with COVID-19 or caring for a member of the tenant’s household who is ill with 
COVID-19, or reasonable expenditures that stem from government-ordered emergency 
measures.  Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to mean that the tenant will not 
still be obligated to pay lawfully charged rent.  Tenants will have up to six months 
following the expiration of the local emergency period to repay any back due rent. 
Tenants may use the protections afforded in this subsection as an affirmative defense in 
an unlawful detainer action.  This subsection shall remain in effect during the pendency 
of the local emergency period. 
 
This order may be extended prior to March 31, 2020. 
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Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency Authority 
  

Issue Date:  March 19, 2020 
 
Subject:  SAFER AT HOME 
 
The novel coronavirus pandemic is a global emergency that is unprecedented in 
modern history.  Profoundly impacting our daily lives, it has inspired Angelenos to 
respond with courage, compassion, wisdom and resolve to overcome this crisis and 
help each other. 
 
In a short period of time and at an unprecedented scale, residents in every community 
have embraced urgent social distancing best practices and aggressive hygienic 
precaution, not just to protect themselves, but to protect others. Angelenos understand 
with exceptional clarity that there is only one way to get through this difficult moment: 
together. 
 
The City’s recent emergency orders — curtailing large public gatherings; temporarily 
closing many government facilities; closing theaters, bars and entertainment venues; 
prohibiting restaurants from serving to dine-in customers while permitting take-out, 
delivery and drive-thru; and a moratorium on evictions of residential and commercial 
tenants — have been followed with a willing and generous spirit.  
 
While we have previously taken strong action, now the City must adopt additional 
emergency measures to further limit the spread of COVID-19. 
 
With this virus, we are safer at home. 
 
Wherever feasible, City residents must isolate themselves in their residences, subject to 
certain exceptions provided below. 
 
Under the provisions of Section 231(i) of the Los Angeles City Charter and Chapter 3, 
Section 8.27 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, I hereby declare the following 

 



 

orders to be necessary for the protection of life and property in the City of Los Angeles, 
effective on Thursday, March 19, 2020 at 11:59 PM: 
 
1. Subject only to the exceptions outlined in this Paragraph and Paragraph 5 below, 
all persons living within the City of Los Angeles are hereby ordered to remain in their 
homes.  Residents of the City of Los Angeles who are experiencing homelessness are 
exempt from this requirement.  The City is working, along with partner government 
agencies and non-governmental organizations, to make more emergency shelters 
available for the unhoused residents of our City.  City of Los Angeles officials and 
contracted partners responsible for homelessness outreach shall make every 
reasonable effort to persuade such residents to accept, if offered, temporary housing or 
shelter, as the Health Officer of the County of Los Angeles recommends that sheltering 
individuals will assist in reducing the spread of the virus and will protect the individual 
from potential exposure by allowing the individual access to sanitation tools.   People at 
high risk of severe illness from COVID-19 and people who are sick are urged to stay in 
their residence to the extent possible except as necessary to seek medical care. 
 
2. Subject only to the exceptions outlined in this Paragraph and Paragraph 5 below, 
all businesses within the City of Los Angeles are ordered to cease operations that 
require in-person attendance by workers at a workplace (including, without limitation, 
indoor malls and indoor shopping centers, including all stores except for those stores 
considered essential activities or infrastructure under this Order which are directly 
accessible to the public from the exterior of the mall or shopping center - the interior of 
the indoor mall or indoor shopping center shall remain closed to the public).  To the 
extent that business operations may be maintained by telecommuting or other remote 
means, while allowing all individuals to maintain shelter in their residences, this order 
shall not apply to limit such business activities. 
 
3. All public and private gatherings of any number of people occurring outside a 
residence are prohibited, except as to those exempted activities described in this 
Paragraph and Paragraph 5.  This provision does not apply to gatherings within a single 
household or living unit. 
 
4. All travel, including, without limitation, travel on foot, bicycle, scooter, motorcycle, 
automobile, or public transit is prohibited, subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 5. 
 
5. Exceptions .  People may lawfully leave their residence while this Order is in 
effect only to engage in the following activities: 
 

(i) First 24 hour allowance . This Order shall not apply, for a 24-hour period 
following the effective date above, to allow employees and business owners to access 
to their workplaces to gather belongings or  address other administrative needs, so long 
as social distancing requirements are followed. Such workplaces shall remain closed to 
the public in accordance with this Order. 
 



 

(ii) Essential Activities .  To engage in certain essential activities, including, 
without limitation, visiting a health or veterinary care professional, obtaining medical 
supplies or medication, obtaining grocery items (including, without limitation, canned 
food, dry goods, fresh fruits and vegetables, pet supplies, fresh or frozen meats, fish, 
and poultry, any other household consumer products and products necessary to 
maintain the safety and sanitation of residences and other buildings) for their household 
or to deliver to others, or for legally mandated government purposes.  In addition, any 
travel related to (a) providing care for minors, the elderly, dependents, persons with 
disabilities, or other vulnerable persons; (b) returning to one’s place of residence from 
outside the City; (c) travelling to one’s place of residence located outside the City; (d) 
compliance with an order of law enforcement or court shall be exempt from this Order; 
or (e) legally mandated government purposes.  Persons engaging in these essential 
activities shall maintain reasonable social distancing practices.  This includes 
maintaining a distance of at least six-feet away from others, frequently washing hands 
with soap and water for at least twenty seconds or using hand sanitizer, covering 
coughs or sneezes (into the sleeve or elbow, not hands), regularly cleaning high-touch 
surfaces, and not shaking hands. 
 

(iii) Outdoor Activities.  To engage in outdoor activity and recreation, provided 
that the individuals comply with social distancing requirements, including, without 
limitation, walking, hiking, running, cycling; use of scooters, roller skates, skateboards, 
or other personal mobility devices; or travel in a vehicle with household members to a 
location where it is possible to walk, hike, run or ride a bike, or operate personal mobility 
devices, while maintaining social distancing practices. Indoor and outdoor playgrounds 
for children, except those located within childcare centers, shall be closed for all 
purposes. 
 

(iv) Work in Support of Essential Activities .  To perform work providing essential 
products and services or to otherwise carry out activities specifically permitted in this 
Order. 
 

(v) To care for or support a friend, family member, or pet in another household. 
 

(vi) Emergency Personnel .  All first responders, gang and crisis intervention 
workers, public health workers, emergency management personnel, emergency 
dispatchers, law enforcement personnel, and related contractors and others working for 
emergency services providers are categorically exempt from this Order. 
 

(vii) Essential Activities Exempt .  Certain business operations and activities are 
exempt from the provisions of this Order, on the grounds that they provide services that 
are recognized to be critical to the health and well-being of the City.  These include: 

(a) All healthcare operations, including hospitals, clinics, dentists, 
pharmacies, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, medical and scientific 
research, laboratories, healthcare suppliers, home healthcare services providers, 
veterinary care providers, mental and behavioral health providers, substance use 



 

providers, physical therapists and chiropractors, cannabis dispensaries, or any related 
and/or ancillary healthcare services, manufacturers and suppliers. Healthcare 
operations does not include fitness and exercise gyms and similar facilities. 

(b) Grocery stores, water retailers, certified farmers’ markets, farm and 
produce stands, supermarkets, convenience stores, warehouse stores, food banks, 
convenience stores, and other establishments engaged in the retail sale of canned food, 
dry goods, fresh fruits and vegetables, pet supply, fresh or frozen meats, fish, and 
poultry, any other household consumer products (such as construction supplies, 
cleaning and personal care products). This includes stores that sell groceries and sell 
other non-grocery products, and products necessary to maintaining the safety, 
sanitation, and essential operation of residences. 

(c) Food cultivation, including farming, livestock, and fishing. 
(d) Organizations and businesses that provide food, shelter, and social 

services, and other necessities of life for economically disadvantaged or otherwise 
needy individuals (including gang prevention and intervention, domestic violence, and 
homeless services agencies). 

(e) Newspapers, television, radio, magazine, podcast and other media 
services. 

(f) Gas service stations, auto supply, mobile auto repair operations, 
auto repair shops (including, without limitation, auto repair shops that operate adjacent 
to or otherwise in connection with an used or retail auto dealership), bicycle repair 
shops and related facilities. 

(g) Banks, credit unions, financial institutions and insurance 
companies. 

(h) Hardware and building supply stores, and nurseries. 
(i) Plumbers, electricians, exterminators, custodial/janitorial workers, 

handyman services, funeral home workers and morticians, moving services, HVAC 
installers, carpenters, landscapers, gardeners, property managers, private security 
personnel and other service providers who provide services to maintain the safety, 
sanitation, and essential operation to properties and other essential activities discussed 
in this subsection. 

(j) Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, including post 
office boxes. 

(k) Educational institutions -- including public and private K-12 schools, 
colleges, and universities -- for purposes of facilitating distance learning or performing 
essential functions provided that social distancing of six-feet per person is maintained to 
the greatest extent possible. 

(l) Laundromats, dry cleaners, and laundry service providers. 
(m) Restaurants and retail food facilities that prepare and offer food to 

customers, but only via delivery service, to be picked up, or drive-thru.  For those 
establishments offering food pick-up options, proprietors are directed to establish social 
distancing practices for those patrons in the queue for pick-up.  This includes 
maintaining a distance of at least six-feet away from others.  Schools and other entities 
that typically provide free food services to students or members of the public may 
continue to do so under this Order on the condition that the food is provided to students 



 

or members of the public on a pick-up and carry out basis only.  Schools and other 
entities that provide food services under this exemption shall not permit the food to be 
eaten at the site where it is provided, or any other gathering site. Cafeterias, 
commissaries, and restaurants located within hospitals, nursing homes, or similar 
facilities are also exempt from this Order.  Social distancing shall be maintained at a 
distance of at least six-feet away from others 

(n) Businesses that supply products needed for people to work from 
home.  

(o) Businesses that supply other essential businesses with the support, 
services, or supplies necessary to operate, provided that strict social distancing is 
maintained.  This section includes, without limitation, utility companies. 

(p) Individuals and businesses that ship or deliver groceries, food, 
beverages or goods directly to residences or businesses, including rail and trucking. 

(q) Airlines, taxis, ride sharing services, and other private 
transportation services providing transportation services necessary for essential 
activities and other purposes expressly authorized in this Order.  

(r) Home-based care for disabled persons, seniors, adults, or children. 
(s) Residential facilities and shelters for homeless residents, disabled 

persons, seniors, adults, children and animals. 
(t) Professional services, such as legal, payroll or accounting services, 

when necessary to assist in compliance with legally mandated activities. 
(u) Childcare facilities providing services that enable employees 

exempted in this Order to work as permitted.  To the extent possible, childcare facilities 
must operate under the following mandatory conditions: 

(1) Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 12 or fewer 
(“stable” means that the same 12 or fewer children are in the same 
group each day). 

(2) Children shall not change from one group to another. 
(3) If more than one group of children is cared for at one facility, each 

group shall be in a separate room.  Groups shall not mix with each 
other. 

(4) Childcare providers shall remain solely with one group of children. 
(v)    Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities. 
(w)   Military/Defense Contractors/FFRDC (Federally Funded Research 

and Development Centers).  For purposes of this Order, essential personnel may 
leave their residence to provide any service or perform any work deemed 
essential for national security including, without limitation, defense, intelligence, 
and aerospace development and manufacturing for the Department of Defense, 
the Intelligence Community, and NASA and other federal government, and or 
United States Government departments and agencies.  Essential personnel 
include prime, sub-prime, and supplier contractor employees, at both the prime 
contract level and any supplier level at any tier, working on federal United States 
Government contracts, such as contracts for national intelligence and national 
security requirements.  

 



 

 
(viii)    Government Employees .  This Order does not apply to employees of 

government agencies working within the course and scope of their public service 
employment.  Employees of the City of Los Angeles shall follow any current or future 
directives issued by the Mayor. 
 

(ix) Essential Infrastructure .  Individuals may leave their residences to provide 
any services or goods or perform any work necessary to to build, operate, maintain or 
manufacture essential infrastructure, including without limitation construction of 
commercial, office and institutional buildings, residential buildings and housing; airport 
operations, food supply, concessions, and construction; port operations and 
construction; water, sewer, gas, electrical, oil extraction and refining; roads and 
highways, public transportation and rail; solid waste collection and removal; flood 
control and watershed protection; internet and telecommunications systems (including 
the provision of essential global, national, and local infrastructure for computing 
services, business infrastructure, communications, and web-based services); and 
manufacturing and distribution companies deemed essential to the supply chains of the 
industries referenced in this Paragraph, provided that they carry out those services and 
that work in compliance with social distancing practices as prescribed by the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention and the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health, to the extent possible. 
 
6. To the extent that this Order is in conflict with earlier Orders, this Order 
shall supersede the others.  
 
7. Failure to comply with this Order shall constitute a misdemeanor subject to 
fines and imprisonment.  I hereby urge the Los Angeles Police Department and 
the City Attorney to vigorously enforce this Order via Sections 8.77 and 8.78 of the 
Los Angeles Administrative Code. 
 
8         If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any 
application of it to any person, structure, or circumstance is held to be invalid or 
unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such 
decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications of this 
Order. 
 
This order shall be in place until April 19, 2020, and it may be extended prior to that 
time. 
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Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency Authority 

  

Issue Date:  March 19, 2020 (Revised May 27, 2020) 

 
Subject:       SAFER AT HOME 
 
The novel coronavirus pandemic is a global emergency that is unprecedented in 
modern history.  Profoundly impacting our daily lives, it has inspired Angelenos to 
respond with courage, compassion, wisdom and resolve to overcome this crisis and 
help each other. 
 
In a short period of time and at an unprecedented scale, residents in every community 
have embraced urgent social distancing best practices and aggressive hygienic 
precaution, not just to protect themselves, but to protect others. Angelenos understand 
with exceptional clarity that there is only one way to get through this difficult moment: 
together. 
 
The City’s recent emergency orders — curtailing large public gatherings; temporarily 
closing many government facilities; closing theaters, bars and entertainment venues; 
prohibiting restaurants from serving to dine-in customers while permitting take-out, 
delivery and drive-thru; and a ban on evictions of residential and commercial tenants 
who cannot pay rent due to financial impacts caused by COVID-19 — have been 
followed with a willing and generous spirit.  
 
While we have previously taken strong action, now the City must adopt additional 
emergency measures to further limit the spread of COVID-19. 
 
With this virus, we are safer at home. 
 
Wherever feasible, City residents must isolate themselves in their residences, subject to 
certain exceptions provided below.  This Order is given because, among other reasons, 
the COVID-19 virus can spread easily from person to person and it is physically causing 
property loss or damage due to its tendency to attach to surfaces for prolonged periods 
of time. 
 



 

Under the provisions of Section 231(i) of the Los Angeles City Charter and Chapter 3, 
Section 8.27 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, I hereby declare the following 
orders to be necessary for the protection of life and property in the City of Los Angeles, 
effective on Friday, April, 10, 2020 at 11:59 PM: 
 
1. Subject only to the exceptions outlined in this Paragraph and Paragraph 5 below, 
all persons living within the City of Los Angeles are hereby ordered to remain in their 
homes.  Residents of the City of Los Angeles who are experiencing homelessness are 
exempt from this requirement.  The City is working, along with partner government 
agencies and non-governmental organizations, to make more emergency shelters 
available for the unhoused residents of our City.  City of Los Angeles officials and 
contracted partners responsible for homelessness outreach shall make every 
reasonable effort to persuade such residents to accept, if offered, temporary housing or 
shelter, as the Health Officer of the County of Los Angeles recommends that sheltering 
individuals will assist in reducing the spread of the virus and will protect the individual 
from potential exposure by allowing the individual access to sanitation tools.  People at 
high risk of severe illness from COVID-19 and people who are sick are urged to stay in 
their residence to the extent possible except as necessary to seek medical care. 
 
2.  Subject only to the exceptions outlined in this Paragraph and Paragraph 5 below, 
all businesses within the City of Los Angeles are ordered to cease operations that 
require in-person attendance by workers at a workplace.  Indoor Malls and Shopping 
Centers can open to no more than 50% of overall shopping center capacity.  To the 
extent that business operations may be maintained by telecommuting or other remote 
means, while allowing all individuals to maintain shelter in their residences, this Order 
shall not apply to limit such business activities.  A business that fails to cease operation 
despite not meeting an exception in this Paragraph or Paragraph 5 may be subject to 
having its water and power services shut off by the Department of Water and Power for 
not being in compliance with the Order.  The Deputy Mayor of Public Safety, or his 
written designee, may, after engagement with and a written warning issued to a 
noncompliant business, refer that business in writing to the Department of Water and 
Power to shut off water and power services pursuant to this order.  Upon receiving such 
a written referral, the Department of Water & Power is authorized to shut off water and 
power services to the noncompliant business operating in violation of the Order 
 
3. All public and private gatherings of any number of people occurring outside a 
residence are prohibited, except as to those exempted activities described in this 
Paragraph and Paragraph 5.  This provision does not apply to gatherings within a single 
household or living unit. 
 
4. All travel, including, without limitation, travel on foot, bicycle, scooter, motorcycle, 
automobile, or public transit is prohibited, subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 5. 
 
5. Exceptions.  People may lawfully leave their residence while this Order is in 
effect only to engage in the following activities: 
 
 (i) First 24 hour allowance. This Order shall not apply, for a 24-hour period 
following the effective date above, to allow employees and business owners to access 
to their workplaces to gather belongings or address other administrative needs, so long 



 

as social distancing requirements are followed. Such workplaces shall remain closed to 
the public in accordance with this Order. 
 
 (ii) Essential Activities.  To engage in certain essential activities, including, 
without limitation, visiting a health or veterinary care professional, obtaining medical 
supplies or medication, obtaining grocery items (including, without limitation, canned 
food, dry goods, fresh fruits and vegetables, pet supplies, fresh or frozen meats, fish, 
and poultry, any other household consumer products and products necessary to 
maintain the safety and sanitation of residences and other buildings) for their household 
or to deliver to others, or for legally mandated government purposes.  In addition, any 
travel related to (a) providing care for minors, the elderly, dependents, persons with 
disabilities, or other vulnerable persons; (b) returning to one’s place of residence from 
outside the City; (c) travelling to one’s place of residence located outside the City; (d) 
compliance with an order of law enforcement or court shall be exempt from this Order; 
(e) legally mandated government purposes; (f) attend a funeral with no more than 10 
individuals present or manage after-death arrangements and burial; or (g) to participate 
in a vehicle-based parade or drive-thru events (hosts and participants of such activities 
must observe and comply with the Vehicle-Based Parade Protocol published by the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health); or (h) to participate in an in-person 
protests as long as attendance is limited to 25% of the relevant area’s maximum 
occupancy, as defined by the relevant local permitting authority or other relevant 
authority, or a maximum of 100 attendees, whichever is less, and physical distancing of  
six feet between persons or groups of persons from different households is maintained 
at all times.  Persons engaging in these essential activities are required to maintain 
reasonable social distancing practices.  This includes maintaining a distance of at least 
six-feet away from others, frequently washing hands with soap and water for at least 
twenty seconds or using hand sanitizer, covering coughs or sneezes (into the sleeve or 
elbow, not hands), regularly cleaning high-touch surfaces, not shaking hands and 
wearing a cloth face covering whenever there is or can be contact with others who are 
non-household members in both public and private places.  Young children who are at 
risk of suffocation and people with certain disabilities are not required to wear a face 
covering. 
 
 (iii) Outdoor Activities.  To engage in passive outdoor activity and recreation, 
provided that the individuals comply with social distancing requirements, including, 
without limitation, walking, running, cycling; use of scooters, roller skates, skateboards, 
or other personal mobility devices.  All individuals engaging in outdoor activities must 
wear a cloth face covering whenever there is or can be contact with others who are non-
household members.  Young children who are at risk of suffocation, people with certain 
disabilities, and individuals engaging in water activities and certain sports specified in 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols (such as tennis, pickleball 
and solo horseback riding) are not required to wear a face covering. Golf is permitted; 
public and private courses may operate upon implementing the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Golf Courses.  Golf and tennis 
clubhouses, course restaurants and pro shops remain closed to public entry; pro shops 
may operate but can only conduct sales outside the storefront, and course restaurants 
can operate for take-out or delivery and cannot serve dine-in customers. Indoor and 
outdoor playgrounds for children, except those located within childcare centers, shall be 
closed for all purposes.  The City of Los Angeles, following the recommendations and 



 

directives of the County Department of Public Health, shall cancel its recreational and 
cultural programming and close its beaches, public beach parking lots, beach access 
points, piers, park trails, trail heads, and park facilities. Beaches are open for active 
recreation, including swimming, surfing, running and walking; however, sunbathing, 
sitting, gatherings, youth camps, group sports and athletic competitions are not allowed. 
Visitors to beaches shall follow the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Reopening Protocol for use of Public Beaches. Pools, hot tubs, and saunas that are in a 
multi-unit residence or part of a Homeowners’ Association may open upon implementing 
the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols for Reopening of 
Swimming Pools in Shared Residential Facilities. Parks shall remain open for 
recreational activities while practicing social distancing and shall follow the Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Use of Public Trails. 
“Recreation and cultural programming” refers to recreational and cultural activities, 
indoor and outdoor sports leagues, aquatics classes, instructional courses, and group 
sessions on City-owned and operated park land.  “Park facilities,” which shall be closed 
to the public, refers to the City’s Department of Recreation and Parks facilities, 
including: skate parks, basketball courts, tennis courts, volleyball courts, baseball fields, 
Venice Boardwalk (except as necessary to travel to an essential business), Runyon 
Canyon, Griffith Observatory, Travel Town, Griffith Park train rides and pony rides, the 
Cabrillo Marine Museum, Sherman Oaks Castle, EXPO Center, and aquatics facilities.  
Tennis and pickle ball courts, shooting and archery ranges, equestrian centers, model 
airplane areas, community gardens, and bike parks may operate upon implementing the 
required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health protocols found on 
paragraph 6. Census Centers located at Recreation and Parks facilities may remain 
open, provided strict adherence to social distancing practices.  Outdoor Museums, 
Open Air Galleries, Botanical Gardens and other Outdoor Exhibition Spaces may open 
upon implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols for 
Opening for Outdoor Museums and Galleries. 
 
 (iv) Work in Support of Essential Activities.  To perform work providing essential 
products and services or to otherwise carry out activities specifically permitted in this 
Order. 
 
 (v) To care for or support a friend, family member, or pet in another household. 
 
 (vi) Emergency Personnel.  All first responders, gang and crisis intervention 
workers, public health workers, emergency management personnel, emergency 
dispatchers, law enforcement personnel, and related contractors and others working for 
emergency services providers are categorically exempt from this Order. 
 
 (vii) Essential Activities Exempt.  Certain business operations and activities are 
exempt from the provisions of this Order, on the grounds that they provide services that 
are recognized to be critical to the health and well-being of the City.  These include: 
  (a) All healthcare operations, including hospitals, clinics, dentists, 
pharmacies, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, medical and scientific 
research, laboratories, healthcare suppliers, home healthcare services providers, 
veterinary care and pet day care providers (excluding pet grooming and training), 
mental and behavioral health providers and support groups, substance use providers 
and support groups, physical therapists and chiropractors, cannabis dispensaries, or 



 

any related and/or ancillary healthcare services, manufacturers and suppliers. 
Behavioral health or substance use disorder support group meetings must implement 
the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health’s Reopening Protocol for 
Substance Use Disorder and Mental Health Support Groups. Healthcare operations 
does not include fitness and exercise gyms and similar facilities. 
  (b) Grocery stores, water retailers, farm and produce stands, 
supermarkets, convenience stores, warehouse stores, food banks, and other 
establishments engaged in the retail sale of canned food, dry goods, fresh fruits and 
vegetables, pet food and medication supply, fresh or frozen meats, fish, and poultry, 
and other household consumer products necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation 
and essential operation of residences. This includes stores that sell beer, wine, and 
liquor.  However, the portions of liquor stores, wineries, breweries and tap rooms that 
provide tastings to the public are closed. Certified farmers markets may operate only if 
they are able to obtain written approval from the Bureau of Street Services (BSS) and 
only according to the guidelines and set forth by BSS.   
  (c)  Agricultural and horticultural cultivation, including farming, livestock, 
and fishing. 
  (d) Organizations and businesses that provide food, shelter, and social 
services, and other necessities of life for economically disadvantaged or otherwise 
needy individuals (including gang prevention and intervention, domestic violence, and 
homeless services agencies). 
  (e) Newspapers, television news, radio, magazine, podcast and 
journalism. 
  (f) Gas service stations, auto/motorcycle part supply, mobile 
auto/motorcycle repair operations, auto/motorcycle repair shops (including, without 
limitation, auto repair shops that operate adjacent to or otherwise in connection with an 
used or retail auto dealership), bicycle repair shops and related facilities.  Auto 
dealerships and motorcycle dealerships may open to the public, under the conditions 
required by and upon implementation of the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Car Dealerships.  Car washes are permitted to operate 
upon implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocol for Car Washes. 
  (g) Banks, credit unions, financial institutions and insurance 
companies, and pawn shops. 
  (h) Hardware and building supply stores, day labor centers, nurseries 
and horticulture wholesale distributors. 
  (i) Plumbers, electricians, custodial/janitorial workers, handyman 
services, funeral home workers and morticians, moving services, HVAC installers, 
carpenters, day laborers, landscapers, gardeners, exterminators, property managers 
and leasing agents, private security personnel and other service providers who provide 
services to maintain the safety, sanitation, and essential operation to properties and 
other essential activities discussed in this subsection. 
  (j) Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, boxes and 
packaging, and post office boxes. 
  (k) Educational institutions -- including public and private K-12 schools, 
colleges, and universities -- for purposes of facilitating distance learning or performing 
essential functions provided that social distancing of six-feet per person is maintained. 
  (l) Laundromats, dry cleaners, and laundry service providers. 



 

  (m) Restaurants and retail food facilities that prepare and offer food to 
customers, but only via delivery service, to be picked up, or drive-thru.  For those 
establishments offering food pick-up options, proprietors are directed to establish social 
distancing practices for those patrons in the queue for pick-up.  This includes 
maintaining a distance of at least six-feet away from others.  Schools and other entities 
that typically provide free food services to students or members of the public may 
continue to do so under this Order on the condition that the food is provided to students 
or members of the public on a pick-up and carry out basis only.  Schools and other 
entities that provide food services under this exemption shall not permit the food to be 
eaten at the site where it is provided, or any other gathering site. Cafeterias, 
commissaries, and restaurants located within hospitals, nursing homes, or similar 
facilities are also exempt from this Order.  Social distancing shall be maintained at a 
distance of at least six-feet away from others. 
  (n) Businesses that supply or provide storage for retail goods and 
products needed for people to work from home. 
  (o) Businesses that supply other essential businesses with the support, 
services, or supplies necessary to operate, provided that strict social distancing is 
maintained.  This section includes, without limitation, utility companies. 
  (p) Individuals and businesses that ship, truck, transport, or provide 
logistical support to deliver groceries, food, goods, or services directly to residences, or 
businesses engaged in essential activities or essential infrastructure.   
  (q) Airlines, taxis, ride sharing services, car rental companies, and 
other private transportation services providing transportation services necessary for 
essential activities and other purposes expressly authorized in this Order.    
  (r) Home-based care for disabled persons, seniors, adults, or children. 
  (s) Residential facilities and shelters for homeless residents, disabled 
persons, seniors, adults, children and animals. 
  (t) Office-based businesses when teleworking is not possible, 
including professional services, such as legal, leasing and real estate transactions, 
payroll or accounting services, when necessary to assist in the permitting, inspection, 
construction, transfer and recording of ownership of housing, and when necessary to 
achieve compliance with legally mandated activities.  Housing units and real property 
may be shown, provided that appointments and other residential viewings occur virtually 
or, if a virtual viewing is not feasible, by appointment with no more than two visitors at a 
time residing within the same household or living unit and one individual showing the 
unit.  However, such in-person visits are not permitted when a tenant occupant is still 
residing in the residence, unless the owner first obtains the tenant’s written consent. 
  (u) Childcare facilities providing services that enable employees 
exempted in this Order to work as permitted.  To the extent possible, childcare facilities 
must operate under the following mandatory conditions: 

(1) Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 10 or fewer 
(“stable” means that the same 12 or fewer children are in the same 
group each day). 

(2) Children shall not change from one group to another. 
(3) If more than one group of children is cared for at one facility, each 

group shall be in a separate room.  Groups shall not mix with each 
other. 

(4) Childcare providers shall remain solely with one group of children. 
  (v)    Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities. 



 

(w)   Military/Defense Contractors/FFRDC (Federally Funded Research 
and Development Centers).  For purposes of this Order, essential personnel may leave 
their residence to provide any service or perform any work deemed essential for 
national security including, without limitation, defense, intelligence, and aerospace 
development and manufacturing for the Department of Defense, the Intelligence 
Community, and NASA and other federal government, and or United States 
Government departments and agencies.  Essential personnel include prime, sub-prime, 
and supplier contractor employees, at both the prime contract level and any supplier 
level at any tier, working on federal United States Government contracts, such as 
contracts for national intelligence and national security requirements.  

(x) Businesses that manufacture retail goods. These businesses must 
also implement the County of Los Angeles Reopening Protocol for Warehousing, 
Manufacturing and Logistic Establishments. 

(y) Retail stores may operate, after implementing the County of Los 
Angeles Department of Public Health Protocols for Retail Establishments Opening for 
In-person Shopping. Indoor malls and shopping centers can open to no more than 50% 
of overall shopping center capacity and must adopt the County Department of Public 
Health Protocols for Shopping Center Operators. 

(z) Places of worship, provided that the gathering of congregants is 
limited to the lower of 25% of the total maximum occupancy (or occupant load) assigned 
for that building on its Certificate of Occupancy or as determined by Section 1004 of the 
2019 California Building Code, or 100 people. Faith-based organizations holding in-
person services must follow the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Places of Worship Protocols, including requiring face coverings during services and 
celebrations except for young children or others with impaired breathing or other at-risk 
conditions. 
 
 (viii)    Government Employees.  This Order does not apply to employees of 
government agencies working within the course and scope of their public service 
employment.  Employees of the City of Los Angeles shall follow any current or future 
directives issued by the Mayor. 
 (ix) Essential Infrastructure.  Individuals may leave their residences to provide 
any services or goods or perform any work necessary to to build, operate, maintain or 
manufacture essential infrastructure, including without limitation construction of public 
health operations, commercial, office and institutional buildings, residential buildings 
and housing; airport operations, food supply, concessions, and construction; port 
operations and construction; water, sewer, gas, electrical, oil extraction and refining; 
roads and highways, public transportation and rail; solid waste collection, removal, and 
recycling; flood control and watershed protection; internet and telecommunications 
systems (including the provision of essential global, national, and local infrastructure for 
computing services, business infrastructure, communications, phone retail sales and 
servicing, and web-based services); and manufacturing and distribution companies 
deemed essential to the supply chains of the industries referenced in this Paragraph, 
provided that they carry out those services and that work in compliance with social 
distancing practices as prescribed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
and the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health, to the extent possible. 
 
 (x) Non-Essential Businesses.  Businesses regarded under this Order as 
“non-essential” may be permitted to conduct minimum basic operations including 



 

inventory, security, custodial services, payroll and employee benefits processing, and 
any reasonable activity designed to maximize the ability for its employees to work 
remotely from their homes. Any Non-Essential Businesses conducting minimum basic 
operations, as allowed for in the paragraph, shall keep its doors closed and locked to 
the public at all times and shall post a sign on its main entrances stating that the 
business is closed to the public. 
  
6. Public Notice of Social Distancing Protocols for Certain Public-Facing Essential 
Businesses.  The City of Los Angeles has adopted all safety protocols developed by the 
County of Los Angeles Department of Public Health. All individuals, except young 
children at risk of suffocation and people with certain disabilities, engaging in the 
permitted activities described below must wear face coverings and adopt social 
distancing requirements. All businesses described below must require workers and 
customers to wear face coverings and adopt the County Public Health protocols, which 
are available for download at https://www.lamayor.org/COVID19Orders. For relevant 
businesses, (i) the protocols notice must be posted at or near the entrance to the facility 
so that it is easily viewable by the public and employees; and (ii) copies of the protocols 
must be provided to each employee performing work at the facility; and (iii) the business 
must provide evidence of its implementation of the protocols to any authority enforcing 
this Order upon demand.  The required protocols include: 
  
 a) The owner, manager, or operator of any business described in Paragraph 
1 of the April 7, 2020 Worker Protection Order (Revised May 7, 2020), shall prepare and 
post by no later than 11:59 p.m. on April 15, 2020, a the County’s Social Distancing 
Protocol for each of their facilities within the City of Los Angeles. 
 
 b) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted retail business 
described in Paragraph 5 (vii)(y) of this Order must implement the County’s Protocols 
for Retail Establishments Opening for In-person Shopping. 
 
 c) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted auto dealer described 
in Paragraph 5 (vii)(f) of this Order must implement the County’s Car Dealership 
Protocols. 
 
 d) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted public and private golf 
courses described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order must implement the County’s Golf 
Courses Protocols. 
 
 e) All hikers and visitors of trails described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order 
must adopt the County’s Trail Use Protocols. 
 
 f) All visitors to beaches described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order must 
adopt the County’s Beach Protocols. 
 
 g) All visitors to bike parks described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order must 
adopt the County’s Bike Park Protocols. 
 
 h) All visitors to community gardens described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this 
Order must adopt the County’s Community Gardens Protocols. 

https://www.lamayor.org/COVID19Orders


 

 
 i) All visitors to equestrian centers described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order 
must adopt the County’s Equestrian Centers Protocols. 
 
 j) All visitors to model airplane areas described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this 
Order must adopt the County’s Model Airplane Protocols. 
 
 k) All visitors to tennis and pickleball courts described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of 
this Order must adopt the County’s Tennis Pickleball Courts Protocols. 
 
 l) All operators and participants of substance use disorder and mental health 
support groups described in Paragraph 5(vii)(a) and (d) must adopt the County’s 
Substance Use Disorder and Mental Health Support Groups Protocols. 
 

m) All outdoor shooting facilities described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order 
must adopt the County’s Outdoor Shooting Facility Protocols. 

 
n) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted warehouse business 

described in Paragraph 5 (vii)(n), or any permitted logistics business described in 
Paragraph 5 (vii)(p), or any permitted manufacturing business described in Paragraph 5 
(vii)(y) must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Warehousing, Manufacturing 
and Logistic Establishments 

 
o) The owner, manager, or operator of a car wash described in Paragraph 

5(vii)(f) must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Car Washes 
 
p) All hosts and participants of vehicle-based parades or drive thru events 

must adopt the County’s Protocol for Vehicle Based Parades or Drive Thru Events. 
 
q) The owner, manager, or operator of a place of worship or faith-based 

organization hosting in-person services must adopt the County’s Protocol for Places of 
Worship Protocols. 

 
r) The owner, manager, or operator of office-based businesses must adopt 

the County’s Office-Based Worksites Protocol. 
 
s) The owner, manager, or operator of shopping centers or malls must adopt 

the County’s Shopping Center Operators Protocol. 
 
t) The operator of pools, hot tubs, and saunas that are in a multi-unit 

residence or part of a Homeowners’ Association must adopt the County’s Protocols for 
Reopening of Swimming Pools in Shared Residential Facilities. 

 
u) The owner, manager or operator of Outdoor Museums, Open Air 

Galleries, Botanical Gardens and other Outdoor Exhibition Spaces must adopt the 
County’s Protocols for Opening for Outdoor Museums and Galleries. 
 
7. To the extent that this Order is in conflict with earlier Orders, this Order 
shall supersede the others.   



 

 
8. Failure to comply with this Order shall constitute a misdemeanor subject to 
fines and imprisonment.  I hereby urge the Los Angeles Police Department and 
the City Attorney to vigorously enforce this Order via Sections 8.77 and 8.78 of the 
Los Angeles Administrative Code.  
 
9.         If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any 
application of it to any person, structure, or circumstance is held to be invalid or 
unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such 
decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications of this 
Order. 
 
This order shall be in place during the local emergency period, and it may be 
amended or rescinded as warranted according to local public health conditions.  

  

_______________________________ 
Eric Garcetti, MAYOR 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dated: May 27, 2020 at Los Angeles, California  
Time: __4:00 p.m.__ 
 
Filed with the City Clerk  
Date: _____________________  
Time: _____________________  
By: _______________________ 
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This document contains tools for Los Angeles houses of worship to plan for the 
safety of employees, volunteers, members, and visitors as they prepare to 
resume operations during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

This material has been developed in collaboration with a working group of 
organization, business, and community representatives. It takes into account
guidance from federal and state agencies as well as industry organizations. It is 
intended as supplemental information to organizations and businesses as they 
develop COVID-19 preparedness plans. It does not replace Los Angeles County 
Public Health required protocols or guidance from the state of California. 

As of date of publication of this document – May 27, 2020 – houses of worship 
are permitted to open in Los Angeles under restrictions set by the County 
Department of Public Health. Please refer to the Los Angeles County Public 
Health Department for the required protocols for allowable activity for your 
organization and/or business at this time.

This document will continue to evolve to adapt to developments in the overall 
public health conditions of Los Angeles. The latest information can be found on 
Coronavirus.LACity.org/Business.

City of Los Angeles
Houses of Worship

Toolkit last updated: May 27, 2020

https://coronavirus.lacity.org/Business
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Preparing to Resume Operations
Houses of Worship

The questions below bring up common topics houses of worship may need to address to safely resume operations. 
This is not an exhaustive list. Each organization will need to adapt their plan to address their unique circumstances 
and needs. You may find it helpful to write down your plan for some questions. 

Physical distancing: 
q Have you reconfigured floor plans to ensure workstations, seating areas, and individual prayer or 

meditation areas are spaced 6 feet apart? Installed physical barriers where that is not possible?
q Have you changed worker schedules to maximize physical distancing during start / end / break times?
q Do you have a plan to hold services outside or broadcast online, if possible and permissible?
q Have you considered using a sign-up model for in-person services to better space attendees in advance?
q Have you explored ways to reduce in-person meetings?

Cleaning and sanitizing: 
q Have you deep-cleaned your facility? 
q Do you have enough cleaning supplies in inventory?
q Do you have a disinfection plan for high-touch surfaces such as chairs, railings, and seating cushions?

Health and personal hygiene:
q Do you have enough face coverings, gloves, other PPE required for employees / volunteers in inventory? 
q Do you have enough hand sanitizer / hand soap for employees, volunteers, and visitors?
q Do you plan to make any recommendations or modifications for vulnerable populations?
q Do you have a plan to screen individuals for symptoms before entering facility, or to provide self-

screening guidance?
q Do you have a response plan in case an employee, volunteer, or visitor tests positive? 

Facility safety: 
q Do you have a process to log all employees and volunteers at facility?
q Have you considered ways to remove or modify high-touch, shared, or community items?
q Have you posted signs to remind employees, volunteers, and visitors of best practices? Where will they 

be posted?
q Is the HVAC system working properly? Have air ducts been cleaned recently?

Visitor expectations:
q Have you defined and communicated guidance on worship, faith traditions, and any suggested practice 

modifications for your organization and community?
q Do you a have plan to make sure visitors are informed and prepared to visit site?

Employee support:
q Have you trained employees and volunteers returning to work on COVID-19 health and safety guidelines?
q What has been done to better understand stressors, anxieties, and other COVID-19-related concerns of 

employees and volunteers returning to work? Have you taken steps to address concerns?

Employee notification:
q Has 5 day notice been provided to recall any furloughed employees? (For more information, please see 

City of Los Angeles Ordinance 186602)

http://clkrep.lacity.org/onlinedocs/2020/20-0147-S15_ORD_186602_06-14-2020.pdf


Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 

These suggestions are not exhaustive. They will continue to be refined and revised. You can find the latest on 
Coronavirus.LACity.org/Business.

Note: Houses of worship provide a wide range of activities and services in a range of venues. Please reference the other 
industry toolkits from LA City and protocols from LA County as applicable, which may be helpful for planning purposes.

Note: Modified practices for houses of worship should be defined and communicated by community/ service/ worship 
leaders, taking into account the particular circumstances of their organization.

Physical Distancing (continued on next page)
Los Angeles County  guidelines
q Attendance at religious services and cultural ceremonies at the house of worship is limited to a

maximum of 25% of building capacity or 100 individuals, whichever is lower. This figure is understood 
to include all participants, celebrants, staff, organizers and visitors. Pre-registration is offered for all 
services and ceremonies to include participants name, email and phone number. 

q Measures have been implemented (advance registration, counting attendees at entry) to assure 
compliance with house of worship occupancy restrictions. 

q Parking area has been reconfigured to limit congregation points and ensure proper spacing (for example 
by closing off every other space).

q If drive-in services are offered cars are directed to park at least 6 feet apart. 
q Permitted religious events are planned to allow for physically distancing. The only exceptions to this are 

the two people who comprise a couple who are getting married and the members of a single 
household, who may attend the event together and sit together as a unit if permitted by their religion.

q Virtual access is considered for visitors who wish to participate in services or events but are at high risk 
if exposed to COVID-19. 

q If attendees at events must wait online prior to enter or at any other point during their presence at the 
site, tape or other markings are used to demonstrate the required 6-foot distance between individuals.

q Events are conducted outdoors to the extent feasible, to permit physical distancing and allow for air 
flow. 

q Services and celebrations are shortened to limit time spent at the site.
q Onsite events such as meetings and conferences are limited to the extent feasible. 
q Separate entries and exits have been identified to minimize crowding, allow for monitoring of 

occupancy and leave room for symptom checks as staff and visitors enter. 
q A staff person (or staff people if there is more than one entrance) wearing a cloth face cover is posted 

near the door but at least 6 feet from the nearest entering or department person to monitor use of face 
coverings and track occupancy. 

q Event spaces are reconfigured to permit physical distancing. Whether chairs, benches or floor space are 
used arrangements and markings are used to permit a 6-foot space between individuals or between 
family groups and other family groups or individuals. 

q Offices, public seating areas and other non-production worksite areas are reconfigured to support 
physical distancing. 

https://coronavirus.lacity.org/Business


Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

Physical Distancing (continued from previous page)
q If applicable, aisles in the house of worship are designated as one-way to support physical distancing. 
q Podiums, platforms and other speaker areas have been reconfigured to allow at least 6 feet between 

speakers or celebrants. 
q Staff have been instructed to maintain at least a 6-foot distance from each other in all areas of the site. 
q If applicable, elevator capacity is limited to 4 individuals or fewer at a time for any elevator that does 

not allow for 6-foot physical distance between riders. All riders are required to wear cloth face 
coverings. Consider elevator sizes, number of building floors, and daily number of employees and 
visitors to establish physical distancing guidelines appropriate for elevator riders. 

q If applicable, stairwells have been opened for “up” or “down” traffic with increased cleaning of 
stairwells. 

q Workstations in offices and other areas are separated by at least 6 feet and common areas are 
configured to limit employee gatherings to ensure physical distancing of at least 6 feet. 

q Occupancy in staff restrooms, break rooms and other common areas is limited to permit physical 
distancing. 

Additional guidelines 
q Consider resuming operations gradually with some meetings or services online and some in-person
q Stagger positions of stationary seating areas or workspaces so individuals can avoid sitting directly next to 

or opposite one another
q Use markings or tape to promote physical distancing, marking floor areas, tables, chairs, sinks, etc. not in 

use
q Use floor markings to promote physical distancing for entry, exit, queue, and other movement pathways
q Develop clear entry and exit plans tailored to each site to enable congregation entry and exit that 

maintains physical distancing 
q Develop plan to reduce congestion around entry/exit areas or other congregation points
q Consider closing shared spaces in which physical distancing would be difficult to enforce or maintain
q Stagger employee and volunteer schedules to limit crowding during start / end / break times
q Provide and encourage use of face coverings per LA County guidance, which includes requiring face 

coverings during services and celebrations except for young children or others with impaired breathing or 
other at-risk conditions.

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 
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The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 

Physical Distancing (continued from previous page)
q If possible, hold multiple services in place of a single service to decrease size of attending group
q Hold meetings, study / social groups, and classes via virtual means if possible; if not possible, hold 

meetings in larger spaces to allow for proper physical distancing
q If possible, limit hand-shaking, hand-holding and other forms of physical contact; have 

community/ service/ worship leaders provide alternatives, such as nodding, bowing, or waving
q Consider modification of practices that are specific to particular faith traditions and may pose a 

challenge to physical distancing recommendations; consult with local health officials as needed
q For example, congregations that practice Communion could consider modifying by 

ensuring that leaders always sanitize their hands prior to conducting service, as well as 
placing the Communion elements in the recipient’s hand, not on their tongue, and 
avoiding use of a common cup (CDC)

q For example, with appropriate guidance from leader(s), congregations that practice 
ablution can consider performing ablution at home prior to attending service, to limit 
crowding in restroom or other areas of site 

q If appropriate and permissible, limit use of a choir or other vocal musical ensemble during 
services and other programming; consider alternatives such as musical recordings or use of a 
soloist

q Ensure singing, chanting, and other vocal or musical groups adhere to physical distancing, face 
covering, and gathering size guidelines, per LA City/County and CA state guidelines



Best Practices for Safe Operations
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Cleaning and Sanitizing
q Use EPA-registered sanitation and disinfectant products 
q Complete thorough and detailed cleaning of entire facility prior to resuming operations, with focus on 

high-touch areas
q Complete frequent sanitization of high-touch surfaces and shared items, per CDC guidelines (e.g., door 

handles, tables, chairs, counters, railings, restrooms)
q If an object is frequently touched, for example as a part of religious observance, it should be cleaned, as 

appropriate within the religious tradition, after each use
q Disinfect all reused or shared items after each use (e.g., texts or materials, chairs)
q When possible, shared or community high-touch cloth items (e.g., prayer or meditation rugs, cushions) 

should be machine-washable, used by one individual at a time, and laundered before being used by 
another individual

q When possible, congregation members should be encouraged to bring their own high-touch cloth items to 
services, and follow cleaning and sanitization guidelines for these personal items at home

q If cloth face coverings are being used, face coverings should be washed after each shift or period of use
q Launder all towels, tablecloths, uniforms, etc. frequently, using the warmest appropriate water setting
q Cleaning staff or volunteers should wear appropriate PPE for all cleaning tasks, including handling trash
q All employees and volunteers should clean hands often, including immediately after removing gloves and 

after contact with another person, by washing hands with soap and water for 20 seconds
q Provide enough time for employees or volunteers to clean before, after, and in between services; 

employees should be compensated for time spent on cleaning tasks they are assigned
q Consider reducing open hours for extra deep cleaning
q Ensure sanitary facilities are operational and stocked with soap, hand sanitizer, and paper towels
q If an individual tests positive, close off areas used by sick person until any areas affected can be cleaned 

and disinfected per CDC guidelines

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 
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Health and Personal Hygiene (continued on next page)

Los Angeles county guidance

q Staff who can carry out their work duties from home have been directed to do so.
q Vulnerable staff (those above age 65, those with chronic health conditions) are assigned 

work that can be done from home whenever possible.
q All staff have been told not to come to work if sick and to follow DPH guidance for self-

isolation, if applicable.
q Work processes are reconfigured to the extent possible to increase opportunities for 

staff to work from home.
q Upon being informed that one or more staff test positive for, or have symptoms 

consistent with COVID-19 (case), the place of worship has a plan or protocol in place to 
have the case(s) isolate themselves at home and require the immediate self-quarantine 
of all staff that had a workplace exposure to the case(s). The place of worship’s plan 
should consider a protocol for all for all quarantined staff to have access to or be tested 
for COVID-19 in order to determine whether there have been additional workplace 
exposures, which may require additional COVID-19 control measures.

q Symptom checks are conducted before staff may enter the facility. Checks must include 
a check-in concerning cough, shortness of breath or fever and any other symptoms the 
employee may be experiencing. These checks can be done remotely or in person upon 
the employees’ arrival. A temperature check should also be done at the worksite if 
feasible.

q All staff who have contact with visitors or other staff during worktime are offered, at no 
cost, a cloth face covering. The covering is to be worn by the staff person at all work 
times when in contact or likely to come into contact with others. Staff need not wear 
cloth face coverings when alone in a private office or workspace.

q Appropriate personal protective equipment is provided to staff, including eye protection 
and gloves as needed, responsible for washing religious garments and linens, seat or 
floor coverings, or other cloth items used in services or ceremonies.

q Staff are instructed to wash their cloth face coverings daily. 
q All work areas are separated by at least 6 feet or by partitions
q Common areas, including the both public areas and restrooms and other areas used by 

Staff are disinfected frequently, on a schedule.
q Staff are prohibited from eating or drinking anywhere inside the facility other than 

designated dining areas to assure that masks may be worn consistently and correctly.
q Staff are allowed frequent breaks to wash their hands.
q Staff have been instructed not to conduct home or other off-site visits to anyone who 

has tested positive for or exhibits symptoms of COVID-19 unless that person has 
completed the prescribed self-isolation or self-quarantine period.

q A copy of this protocol has been distributed to each staff person.
q Each staff person is assigned their own tools, equipment and defined workspace. Sharing 

held items is minimized or eliminated.
q All policies described in this checklist other than those related to terms of employment 

are applied to staff of delivery and any other companies who may be on the premises as 
third parties.

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 
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Health and Personal Hygiene (continued on next page)

Los Angeles County guidance
q Visitors are verbally screened at entry for respiratory symptoms and fever.
q If prayer books, rugs or other direct touch items are used in services or ceremonies, individuals are 

instructed to bring their own or disposable items are offered for participants.
q Microphones, stands, music stands, instruments and other items on pulpits and podiums are 

disinfected between uses.
q Site has discontinued passing offering plates and similar items. Digital systems or touch-free 

collection boxes or other devices are used for collection of contributions.
q In-person singing has been eliminated from services and celebrations except where singers can be 

placed at least 6 feet from each other and from other attendees. Outdoor spaces are used for events 
that require singing whenever possible.

q Self-service foods and beverages are not offered.
q Religious garments and linens are washed after each service or event at the highest temperature 

water setting possible.

Additional guidance 
q If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, inform others if applicable and ensure all close contacts are 

tested before returning to site; if testing is not possible inform those that had close contact to self-
quarantine and self-monitor for symptoms per public health guidance

q Consider developing a written plan on how to inform workers of positive case and how they can get 
tested / self-quarantine

q Explore non-punitive sick leave options to allow employees to stay home when ill
q Consider making special modifications  for vulnerable populations (e.g., special hours of operation for 

members or visitors ages >65 yr, low-contact roles for vulnerable employees or volunteers)
q Provide and encourage use of face coverings per LA County guidance, which includes requiring face 

coverings during services and celebrations except for young children or others with impaired breathing 
or other at-risk conditions.

q Note that face coverings do not replace the need for physical distancing and are not PPE
q Train all employees and volunteers on the importance of frequent handwashing and the use of hand 

sanitizers with at least 60% alcohol content, and give employees and volunteers clear instruction to 
avoid touching hands to face

q Train all employees and volunteers on symptom detection, sources of high risk to COVID-19, COVID-19 
exposure prevention measures, and employee leave benefits/policies

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 
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Health and Personal Hygiene (continued from previous page)
q Reinforce employee and volunteer training on health and safety guidelines with periodic refresher 

trainings
q Establish a safety team or designate employees to monitor workplace safety, conduct safety trainings, 

and carry out health screenings
q Consider how to document all COVID-19 related trainings, training completions, and communications 

to employees regarding operational changes or positive cases in workplace
q Provide a copy of your COVID-19 related safety and health plan to employees and volunteers and 

document receipt

Facility Safety 
Los Angeles County  guidelines
q The HVAC system is in good, working order; to the maximum extent possible, ventilation has been 

increased through opening of doors and windows during gatherings.
q Hands-free equipment is installed wherever feasible (including restrooms) to reduce risk of 

contamination.
q Signs in visible locations are used to remind visitors that face coverings are required during services 

and celebrations except for children under age 2 or others with impaired breathing or other at-risk 
conditions.

q Signs in visible locations discourage visitors from engaging in handshakes, hugs, or similar greetings 
that pose contamination risk.

q If multiples services are conducted daily, disposable seat covers are provided. Disposable or 
washable covers are provided for pillows used as seating on floors. Washable coverings are changed 
after each use.

q Workspaces and the entire facility are cleaned at least daily when in use, with restrooms and 
frequently touched areas/objects cleaned more frequently.

q The site is kept closed between scheduled events to avoid contamination.
q Staff responsible for cleaning between events/or at the close of the workday are paid for time spent 

on these duties if not part of their regular work.
q Restroom signs remind visitors to wash hands frequently for 20 seconds.
q Restrooms are kept operational and stocked with extra soap, paper towels and hand sanitizer.
q Restrooms are sanitized regularly using EPA approved disinfectants consistent with manufacturer’s 

directions on a predefined following schedule.
q Hand sanitizer, tissues and trash cans are available to the public at or near the entrance of the 

facility.

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 
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Facility Safety (continued from previous page)

Additional guidelines
q Log workers and volunteers that come on-premise for purposes of supporting public health contact 

tracing
q Use no-touch common-use items where possible (e.g., trash cans, water fountains, hand sanitizer 

dispensers) 
q Limit use of re-usable goods (e.g., bags, cups, silverware)
q Consider ways your community can reduce the number of objects the community collectively handles 

(e.g., texts, hymnals)
q Alternatives include encouraging individuals to bring their own materials, providing single-use 

copies of that day's printed materials, or projecting that day's materials on a shared screen
q Consider ways your community can reduce the passing of objects between congregation members 

(e.g., instead of passing offering plates, have a central collection box by entrance/exit; encourage 
online donations)

q Limit social sharing of food or drink before or after services and other programming; pre-package food 
for individual attendees where possible

q Confirm HVAC system is operating correctly; regularly clean and replace HVAC filters 
q Increase air flow / ventilation (via HVAC or other means) where possible
q If it is safe and appropriate, keep doors open to improve ventilation and reduce touching of door 

handles
q Explore outdoor options for breaks and lunch times, if available and safe
q Ensure adequate storage of necessary materials to meet PPE (face masks / coverings, gloves, etc.) and 

cleaning requirements
q Consider offering a separate service for vulnerable population members only
q Consider providing additional (portable) handwashing stations as needed
q Communicate health and safety guidelines to all employees, volunteers, members, and visitors, 

including available contact to report violations
q Post signs for employees, volunteers, members, and visitors to remind them of physical distancing, PPE 

recommendations, and to use hand sanitizer provided

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 



Member & Visitor Expectations
q Have visible signage throughout the site on health and safety guidelines (including proper hygiene and 

sanitization, physical distancing/PPE guidance, etc.)
q Make safety guidelines publicly available
q Consider using social media to educate members and visitors on site guidelines and what to expect 

when visiting
q Request that only members of the same household sit / congregate together
q If applicable, encourage by community/ service/ worship leaders to remind members and visitors of 

the need for careful physical distancing, use of face coverings per LA City guidance, as well as any 
recommended modifications to practices

Employee Support
q Identify employee and volunteer stressors; mitigate anxiety when going back to work through clear 

and transparent communication, listening, and surveying individuals regularly
q Provide training and updates to employees and volunteers on new and pre-existing wellness programs, 

people policies, etc. 

Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 
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Signs to post – download at Coronavirus.LACity.org/Business

Best practices: Use PPE, keep 6' distance, 
wash hands, do not enter if feeling ill

entryway, office, small 
gathering room, etc.

main room, near 
queuing or 

congregation areas, etc. 

The following supporting materials are intended to supplement the suggested best practices for safe operations. 

Key message of sign Places to post

bathroom, kitchen, 
entry / exit, etc.

Washing hands: Remember to wash with 
soap / water or hand sanitizer

entryway, main room, 
shared spaces, etc.

Face coverings: Reminder to wear face 
covering in accordance with LA City 
mandate

Physical distancing: Keep 6'+ of distance 
at all times

More signage, including industry-specific posters, 
available on website

https://coronavirus.lacity.org/Business


Supporting Materials
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Sample on-site materials for cleaning and sanitizing

Example sanitization kit list and cleaning checklist

• Hand soap readily available at every sink
• 60% alcohol-based hand sanitizer throughout facility 
• Cleaning supplies (e.g., soap and water, bleach, rubbing alcohol, etc.)
• EPA-registered disinfectant products
• Disinfectant wipes
• Signs throughout facility encouraging everyone to frequently wash hands and sanitize
• Laundry detergent
• Disposable gloves, face masks / coverings and gowns for cleaning staff

Sample cleaning checklist
Clean on a frequent basis:

• Worship area (e.g., pews, prayer rugs, cushions, kneelers, etc.)
• Books
• Desks and chairs
• Countertops and other surfaces
• Workstations
• Shelves
• Break rooms
• Shared resources (e.g., pens, plates, trays)
• Computers
• Windows
• Doors and door handles
• Railings
• Bathroom surfaces
• Carts, drawers and bin
• Others items or equipment used during worship

• Signs throughout the facility (on windows, walls, etc.) reminding 
people to maintain proper physical distancing and remain 6 feet apart 
whenever possible

• Floor markings (e.g., tape or graphics) to instruct people where to 
walk, stand, and sit

• Reminders to refrain from physical contact, if possible and permissible
• Block off alternate seating to limit individual proximity during worship

Sample on-site materials for physical distancing

Examples for physical distancing

Sample physical distancing sign
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Example employee training best practices

• Employees and employers should consult the CDC's Symptoms of Coronavirus
• Employees with COVID-19 symptoms should report them to their supervisors immediately
• Sick employees should stay home and follow the CDC's What to do if you are sick with COVID-19
• Send home employees who experience COVID-19 symptoms at work

• Clean and disinfect surfaces in their workspace
• Inform fellow employees if there has been a possible exposure to COVID-19 in the workplace while maintaining 

confidentiality
• Employees who are well, but know they have been exposed to COVID-19 should notify their supervisor and follow CDC-

recommended precautions 
• For previously sick employees who are returning, follow CDC's guidance for discontinuation of home isolation for 

persons with COVID-19

CDC recommended employee health guidelines

• Wash hands for at least 20 seconds, especially after going to the bathroom, before eating, after blowing your nose, 
coughing or sneezing, and after extended contact with high-touch surfaces

• Always wash hands with soap and water. If soap and water are not readily available, use an alcohol-based hand 
sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol 

• Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands
• Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw tissue in the trash and wash hands after
• Try not to use other employees' stations or other work tools and equipment when possible. If necessary, clean and 

disinfect them before and after use
• Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects around you

For detailed training materials please see:
Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to COVID-19 (CDC)

CDC recommended personal hygiene guidelines for employees

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/critical-workers/implementing-safety-practices.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-in-home-patients.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html
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Example communications best practices

• Communicate frequently to make employees aware of operational changes for health and safety
• Provide details of the changes to employees, in writing
• Encourage employees to participate and comply with new work practices
• Conduct demonstrations and training to introduce new skills to staff before activities officially resume; examples 

include:
• How to practice physical distancing/sanitizing at workstations and within dining areas
• How to follow floor markings in facility
• How to handle essential interactions with others at work

• Consider a variety of communication channels and materials, including email, text messages, posters/digital displays
• Consider communications focused on

• Why the facility is safe and how it is following state guidelines
• Instructions for how to prepare for arrival
• Overview of what to expect when returning employees arrive, including new entrance guidelines, supplies, 

sanitization requirements, capacity limits, etc.

Recommended employee communication practices for employers

Sample visitor communication topics

Cleaning procedures
• Let visitors know about adjusted cleaning 

guidelines

Opening hours and locations
• Share updated opening hours and 

locations currently open/closed with 
visitors

What to expect
• Communicate guidelines for what visitors 

can expect when visiting the facility (e.g. 
physically distanced seating, floor arrows, 
hand sanitizer, adjusted practices as led by
community/ service/ worship leader)

Contact information
• Phone number or email for visitors  to 

contact if they have further questions

Links to government and health websites
• Links to COVID-19 guidance from CDC
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Source
CDC Guidelines for cleaning and 
disinfecting your facility

Comprehensive guide for facility
cleaning and sanitization, including 
recommended disinfectants and 
procedures

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/disinfecting-building-
facility.html

CDC Preparation guide for small 
businesses and employees

Guide for small businesses to protect 
employees from infectious outbreak
and prepare for business disruption

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/guidance-small-
business.html

OSHA Guidance on Preparing 
Workplaces for COVID-19

Guide for how to protect employees 
form infection in a workspace

https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA
3990.pdf

CDC Guidelines for religious 
organizations

Comprehensive set of resources for 
religious and faith-based organizations to 
plan, prepare, and respond to COVID-19

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/organizations/index.ht
ml

WHO Practical considerations and 
recommendations for religious 
leaders and faith-based 
communities in the context of 
COVID-19

A tool to provide practical guidance and 
recommendations to support religious 
and faith-based organizations

https://www.who.int/publications-
detail/practical-considerations-and-
recommendations-for-religious-leaders-
and-faith-based-communities-in-the-
context-of-covid-19

COVID-19: Recommended 
Preventative Practices and FAQS 
for Faith-Based and Community 
Leaders

A compiled set of resources to assist 
faith-based and community leaders in 
COVID-19 response

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/3
-17-20-faith-and-community-based-covid-
19-faq.pdf

Description Link

Additional resources on safe operations

The following resources provide additional guidance for houses of worship on safe operations during the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-small-business.html
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/index.html
https://www.who.int/publications-detail/practical-considerations-and-recommendations-for-religious-leaders-and-faith-based-communities-in-the-context-of-covid-19
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/3-17-20-faith-and-community-based-covid-19-faq.pdf
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City
Los Angeles City Small Business Emergency Microloan Program (LA City)
In light of the sweeping impact the COVID-19 pandemic is having on our small business community, the City of Los Angeles 
has responded swiftly and decisively to support our local, community businesses. The newly established Small Business 
Emergency Microloan Program now provides financing needed to strengthen small business enterprises in this time of acute 
need that have been affected by the COVID-19 outbreak.

Los Angeles Commercial Evictions Moratorium
No landlord shall evict a commercial tenant in the City of Los Angeles during this local emergency period if the tenant is able 
to show an inability to pay rent due to circumstances related to the COVID-19 pandemic. These circumstances include loss of 
business income due to a COVID-19 related workplace closure, child care expenditures due to school closures, health care 
expenses related to being ill with COVID-19 or caring for a member of the tenant’s household who is ill with COVID-19, or 
reasonable expenditures that stem from government-ordered emergency measures.

L.A. CARES Corps
LA CARES Corps is a partnership between the City and County of LA to provide small businesses with the help they need to 
apply for federal loans under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act.

County
Unemployment Insurance Work Sharing Program (LA County)
Employers can apply for the Unemployment Insurance (UI) Work Sharing Program if reduced production, services, or other 
conditions cause them to seek an alternative to layoffs. The Work Sharing Program can help minimize the need for layoffs, 
retain trained employees and quickly prepare for when business conditions improve, and avoid the cost of recruiting, 
training and hiring new staff. It also helps employees whose hours and wages have been reduced keep their current job, 
receive UI benefits, and avoid financial hardships.

Payroll Tax Assistance (LA County)
Employers experiencing a hardship as a result of COVID-19 may request up to a 60-day extension of time from the EDD to file 
their state payroll reports and/or deposit state payroll taxes without penalty or interest. A written request for extension 
must be received within 60 days from the original delinquent date of the payment or return.

Additional Business Resources (1/3)

The following city, county, state, and federal resources are available to support workers and businesses during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. This list will be updated as additional resources become available.

https://ewddlacity.com/index.php/microloan-program
https://www.lamayor.org/mayor-garcetti-orders-moratorium-commercial-evictions-related-novel-coronavirus
https://ewddlacity.com/index.php/lacarescorps
https://www.edd.ca.gov/unemployment/Work_Sharing_Program.htm
https://www.edd.ca.gov/about_edd/coronavirus-2019.htm
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State
Workers Compensation for COVID-19 (State of CA)
Governor Gavin Newsom announced that workers who contract COVID-19 while on the job may be eligible to receive 
workers’ compensation. The Governor signed an executive order that creates a time-limited rebuttable presumption for 
accessing workers’ compensation benefits applicable to Californians who must work outside of their homes during the stay at 
home order. Those eligible will have the rebuttable presumption if they tested positive for COVID-19 or were diagnosed with 
COVID-19 and confirmed by a positive test within 14 days of performing a labor or service at a place of work after the stay at 
home order was issued on March 19, 2020. The presumption will stay in place for 60 days after issuance of the executive 
order.

Waiving Penalties for Property Taxes (State of CA)
The Governor signed an executive order that waives penalties for property taxes paid after April 10 for taxpayers who 
demonstrate they have experienced financial hardship due to the COVID-19 pandemic through May 6, 2021. This will apply 
to residential properties and small businesses. Additionally, the executive order will extend the deadline for certain 
businesses to file Business Personal Property Statements through May 31, 2020, to avoid penalties.

Paid Sick Leave (State of CA)
Governor Newsom issued an executive order to support California workers from large employers in the food sector industry 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic with two weeks of paid sick leave, filling a gap left by federal relief that had provided 
similar paid leave benefits for employers with fewer than 500 workers. The Executive Order provides health and safety 
standards to increase worker and customer protection by permitting workers at food facilities to wash their hands every 30 
minutes, or as needed, to increase proper sanitation measures.

Small Business Relief Payment Plans (State of CA)
Effective April 2, 2020, small business taxpayers, those with less than $5 million in taxable annual sales, can take advantage 
of a 12-month, interest-free, payment plan for up to $50,000 of sales and use tax liability only. Payment plan requests can be 
made through the State’s online services system in the coming months. At this point, the program is only available for sales 
and use tax liabilities. Qualifying sales and use taxpayers with deferred liabilities up to $50,000 will pay their tax due in 12
equal monthly installments. No interest or penalties will be assessed against the liability. The maximum amount that any 
taxpayer can defer, interest-free under this relief effort, is $50,000. If a taxpayer owes more than $50,000 and needs a 
payment plan for the amount over $50,000 we will have to have the taxpayer enter into one payment plan and adjust the 
appropriate amount of interest off toward the end of the 12 month period.

Extended State Tax Deadline (State of CA)
California State Controller Betty Yee announced that the deadline for filing income taxes for Californians is July 15, 2020. Due
to the coronavirus outbreak, taxpayers and businesses will get three additional months to file income taxes and make 
payments without interest or penalties.

Additional Business Resources (2/3)

https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/05/06/governor-newsom-announces-workers-compensation-benefits-for-workers-who-contract-covid-19-during-stay-at-home-order/
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/05/06/governor-newsom-announces-workers-compensation-benefits-for-workers-who-contract-covid-19-during-stay-at-home-order/
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/04/16/governor-newsom-announces-paid-sick-leave-benefits-for-food-sector-workers-impacted-by-covid-19-additional-protections-for-consumers/
https://www.cdtfa.ca.gov/news/20-07.htm
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/about-ftb/newsroom/covid-19/extensions-to-file-pay.html
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Federal
Paycheck Protection Program (SBA)
PPP offers small business loans with 1% interest rate to continue employing and paying employees and cover other 
business expenses during the crisis. This program provides $349 billion in forgivable loans to help small businesses stay 
afloat. Qualified applicants include small businesses and nonprofits with 500 or fewer employees, including sole 
proprietors and independent contractors. The maximum loan granted will be equal to 2.5 times the average monthly 
payroll cost for the previous calendar year — up to $10 million. SBA will forgive loans if all employees are kept on the 
payroll for eight weeks and the money is used for payroll, rent, mortgage interest, or utilities.

On April 27, the SBA began accepting applications for the second round of PPP. The $484 billion COVID-19 rescue bill 
signed late last month by President Donald Trump included $310 billion in new money for the latest bailout. The initial 
round of $350 billion in forgivable PPP loans, which was allocated as part of the $2.2 trillion CARES Act stimulus, were 
exhausted in less than two weeks. The loan will be forgiven if employees are kept on the payroll for eight weeks and if the 
money is used for payroll, rent, mortgage interest or utilities.

Small Business Administration (SBA) Debt Relief
The SBA will pay 6 months of principal, interest, and any associated fees that borrowers owe for all current 7(a), 504, and 
Microloans in regular servicing status as well as new 7(a), 504, and Microloans disbursed prior to September 27, 2020. This 
relief is not available for Paycheck Protection Program loans or Economic Injury Disaster loans. Borrowers do not need to 
apply for this assistance. SBA has notified 7(a), 504 and Microloan Lenders that it will pay these borrower loan payments. 
Lenders have been instructed to refrain from collecting loan payments from borrowers. If a borrower's payment was 
collected after March 27, 2020, lenders were instructed to inform the borrower that they have the option of having the 
loan payment returned by the lender or applying the loan payment to further reduce the loan balance after SBA's 
payment.

Additional Business Resources (3/3)

https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-relief-options/paycheck-protection-program
https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-relief-options/sba-debt-relief
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Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency Authority 
  

Issue Date:  July 31, 2020 
 

Subject:       SAFER L.A. 
 
 
Following the City’s initial Safer at Home Order, Los Angeles was able to reduce the 
spread of COVID-19, stabilize our rate of hospitalization and COVID-19 patients treated 
in intensive care units, increase our testing capacity, supply protective equipment for 
healthcare workers and meet the State of California’s criteria to resume some of the 
activities that were temporarily prohibited.  We saw those successes because, in a short 
period of time and at an unprecedented scale, residents in every community embraced 
social distancing practices.  We wore face coverings and diligently washed and 
sanitized our hands.  We adopted these behaviors not just to protect ourselves, but to 
protect others.  
 
Because of that early success, following the guidance set forth by the Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Health, the City progressively permitted more activities 
with certain modifications which were designed to ensure health and safety.  But we 
must now respond to the reality that our public health data presents: that COVID-19 is 
spreading at a rate that threatens our medical system and the economy cannot fully get 
back on track until we have a handle on this virus. 
 
We have consistently warned the public that, throughout this pandemic, it may become 
necessary to step backward and be more restrictive. 
 
Now, following the guidance of the State of California, the City reinstitutes some of the 
restrictions we saw in the early days of the pandemic.  The overarching guidance is 
straightforward.  Angelenos must minimize contact with others as much as possible.  
Even if you believe that the virus does not present a particular threat to you, consider 
the impact that your choices have on others.  Because COVID-19 can be transmitted by 
someone who is unaware that she is carrying it, one person could be unknowingly 
infecting many people if she is not careful.  Now is the time to think of our loved ones, 
friends, colleagues, fellow residents, and favorite businesses.  The better we are now at 
staying apart, the sooner we will be able to come back together.  
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Under the provisions of Section 231(i) of the Los Angeles City Charter and Chapter 3, 
Section 8.27 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, I hereby declare that the Safer 
L.A. Order, dated June 1, 2020 (Revised July 2, 2020), is withdrawn and superseded by 
this Order, which is necessary for the protection of life and property in the City of Los 
Angeles and is effective immediately: 
 
1. Subject only to the exceptions outlined in this Paragraph and Paragraph 5 below, 
all persons living within the City of Los Angeles are hereby ordered to remain in their 
homes.  Residents of the City of Los Angeles who are experiencing homelessness are 
exempt from this requirement.  The City is working, along with partner government 
agencies and non-governmental organizations, to make more emergency shelters 
available for the unhoused residents of our City.  City of Los Angeles officials and 
contracted partners responsible for homelessness outreach shall make every 
reasonable effort to persuade such residents to accept, if offered, temporary housing or 
shelter, as the Health Officer of the County of Los Angeles recommends that sheltering 
individuals will assist in reducing the spread of the virus and will protect the individual 
from potential exposure by allowing the individual access to sanitation tools.  People at 
high risk of severe illness from COVID-19 and people who are sick are urged to stay in 
their residence to the extent possible except as necessary to seek medical care. 
 
2.  Subject only to the exceptions outlined in this Paragraph and Paragraph 5 below, 
all businesses within the City of Los Angeles are ordered to cease operations that 
require in-person attendance by workers at a workplace.  Indoor Malls and Shopping 
Centers may not operate except for outdoor curbside pick-up where feasible.  To the 
extent that business operations may be maintained by telecommuting or other remote 
means, while allowing all individuals to maintain shelter in their residences, this Order 
shall not apply to limit such business activities.  A business that fails to cease operation 
despite not meeting an exception in this Paragraph or Paragraph 5 may be subject to 
having its water and power services shut off by the Department of Water and Power for 
not being in compliance with the Order.  The Deputy Mayor of Public Safety, or his 
written designee, may, after engagement with and a written warning issued to a 
noncompliant business, refer that business in writing to the Department of Water and 
Power to shut off water and power services pursuant to this order.  Upon receiving such 
a written referral, the Department of Water & Power is authorized to shut off water and 
power services to the noncompliant business operating in violation of the Order. 
 
Businesses, recreation sites, commercial properties, and activities that should remain 
closed include: 

i. Lounges, nightclubs and bars 
ii. Public entertainment venues: movie theaters, live performance theaters, concert 

venues, theme parks, and festivals; 
iii. Family entertainment centers, such as bowling alleys, arcades, miniature golf, ice 

skating rinks, roller skating rinks and batting cages; 
iv. Indoor and outdoor playgrounds for children, except those associated within a 

school or childcare centers;  
v. Hot tubs, steam rooms, and saunas not located on a residential property;  
vi. Indoor fitness centers; 
vii. Indoor hair salons and barbershops; 
viii. Indoor areas of zoos and museums; 
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ix. Tasting rooms at breweries and wineries;  
x. Offices in non-critical sectors, as defined by the California Department of Public 

Health; and 
xi. Indoor malls and shopping centers, except for outdoor curbside pick-up 

operations where feasible. 
 
3. All public and private gatherings of any number of people occurring outside a 
residence are prohibited, except as to those exempted activities described in this 
Paragraph and Paragraph 5.  This provision does not apply to gatherings within a single 
household or living unit. 
 
4. All travel, including, without limitation, travel on foot, bicycle, scooter, motorcycle, 
automobile, or public transit is prohibited, subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 5. 
 
5. Exceptions.  People may lawfully leave their residence while this Order is in 
effect only to engage in the following activities: 
 
 (i) Intentionally left blank. 
 
 (ii) Essential Activities.  To engage in certain essential activities, including, 
without limitation, visiting a health or veterinary care professional, obtaining medical 
supplies or medication, obtaining grocery items (including, without limitation, canned 
food, dry goods, fresh fruits and vegetables, pet supplies, fresh or frozen meats, fish, 
and poultry, any other household consumer products and products necessary to 
maintain the safety and sanitation of residences and other buildings) for their household 
or to deliver to others, or for legally mandated government purposes.  In addition, any 
travel related to (a) providing care for minors, the elderly, dependents, persons with 
disabilities, or other vulnerable persons; (b) returning to one’s place of residence from 
outside the City; (c) travelling to one’s place of residence located outside the City; (d) 
compliance with an order of law enforcement or court shall be exempt from this Order; 
(e) legally mandated government purposes; (f) attend a funeral with no more than 10 
individuals present or manage after-death arrangements and burial; or (g) to participate 
in a vehicle-based parade, drive-thru events (hosts and participants of such activities 
must observe and comply with the Vehicle-Based Parade Protocol published by the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health) or drive-in movie theaters (hosts and 
participants of such activities must observe and comply with the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health’s Reopening Protocol for Drive-In Movie Theaters); or (h) 
to participate in an outdoor in-person protest as long as persons participating in a 
protest observe the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocol for Public 
Demonstrations.  Persons engaging in these essential activities are required to maintain 
reasonable social distancing practices.  This includes maintaining a distance of at least 
six-feet away from others, frequently washing hands with soap and water for at least 
twenty seconds or using hand sanitizer, covering coughs or sneezes (into the sleeve or 
elbow, not hands), regularly cleaning high-touch surfaces, not shaking hands and 
wearing a cloth face covering whenever there is or can be contact with others who are 
non-household members in both public and private places.  Young children who are at 
risk of suffocation and people with certain disabilities are not required to wear a face 
covering. 
 

https://covid19.ca.gov/essential-workforce/
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 (iii) Outdoor Activities.  To engage in passive outdoor activity and recreation, 
provided that the individuals comply with social distancing requirements, including, 
without limitation, walking, running, cycling; use of scooters, roller skates, skateboards, 
or other personal mobility devices.  All individuals engaging in outdoor activities must 
wear a cloth face covering whenever there is or can be contact with others who are non-
household members.  Young children who are at risk of suffocation, people with certain 
disabilities, and individuals engaging in water activities and certain sports specified in 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols (such as tennis, pickleball 
and solo horseback riding) are not required to wear a face covering. Golf is permitted; 
public and private courses may operate upon implementing the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Golf Courses. Indoor and outdoor 
playgrounds for children, except those located within childcare centers, shall be closed 
for all purposes.  The City of Los Angeles, following the recommendations and 
directives of the County Department of Public Health, shall cancel its recreational and 
cultural programming and close piers and park facilities. Beaches are open for active 
recreation, including swimming, surfing, running and walking; however, sunbathing, 
sitting, gatherings, youth camps, group sports and athletic competitions are not allowed. 
Visitors to beaches shall follow the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Reopening Protocol for use of Public Beaches. Pools may open upon implementing the 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols for Public Swimming Pools. 
Pools, hot tubs, and saunas that are in a multi-unit residence or part of a Homeowners’ 
Association may open upon implementing the Los Angeles County Department of 
Public Health Protocols for Reopening of Swimming Pools in Shared Residential 
Facilities. Parks shall remain open for recreational activities while practicing social 
distancing and shall follow the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Reopening Protocol for Use of Public Trails. “Recreation and cultural programming” 
refers to recreational and cultural activities, indoor and outdoor sports leagues, aquatics 
classes, instructional courses, and group sessions on City-owned and operated park 
land.  “Park facilities,” which shall be closed to the public, refers to the City’s 
Department of Recreation and Parks facilities, including: skate parks, basketball courts, 
volleyball courts, baseball fields, Venice Boardwalk (except as necessary to travel to an 
essential business), Griffith Observatory, Travel Town, Griffith Park train rides and pony 
rides, the Cabrillo Marine Museum, Sherman Oaks Castle, EXPO Center, and aquatics 
facilities.  Tennis and pickle ball courts, shooting and archery ranges, equestrian 
centers, model airplane areas, community gardens, and bike parks may operate upon 
implementing the required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health protocols 
found in paragraph 6. Census Centers located at Recreation and Parks facilities may 
remain open, provided strict adherence to social distancing practices.  Outdoor 
Museums, Open Air Galleries, Botanical Gardens and other Outdoor Exhibition Spaces 
may open upon implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Protocols for Opening for Outdoor Museums and Galleries. For hire fishing, guided 
fishing or small-group chartered boat trips may operate upon implementing the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocol for Small Water Vessel Charters. 
Businesses may offer outdoor equipment rentals for transportation and/or physical 
activities only, such as kayaks, standup paddleboats, kitesurfing, electric boat rentals, 
and bikes, after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Protocols for Outdoor Equipment Rental Services. Participants in outdoor professional 
sports must adhere to the requirements of the Los Angeles County Department of 
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Public Health Protocol for Professional Sports Leagues and Facilities Opening for 
Training Sessions and Spectator-Free Events.  
 
 (iv) Work in Support of Essential Activities.  To perform work providing essential 
products and services or to otherwise carry out activities specifically permitted in this 
Order. 
 
 (v) To care for or support a friend, family member, or pet in another household. 
 
 (vi) Emergency Personnel.  All first responders, gang and crisis intervention 
workers, public health workers, emergency management personnel, emergency 
dispatchers, law enforcement personnel, and related contractors and others working for 
emergency services providers are categorically exempt from this Order. 
 
 (vii) Essential Activities Exempt.  Certain business operations and activities are 
exempt from the provisions of this Order, on the grounds that they provide services that 
are recognized to be critical to the health and well-being of the City.  These include: 
  (a) All healthcare operations, including hospitals, clinics, dentists, 
pharmacies, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, medical and scientific 
research, laboratories, healthcare suppliers, home healthcare services providers, 
veterinary care and pet day care providers, mental and behavioral health providers and 
support groups, substance use providers and support groups, physical therapists and 
chiropractors, cannabis dispensaries, or any related and/or ancillary healthcare 
services, manufacturers and suppliers. Behavioral health or substance use disorder 
support group meetings must implement the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health’s Reopening Protocol for Substance Use Disorder and Mental Health Support 
Groups. Healthcare operations does not include fitness and exercise gyms and similar 
facilities. 
  (b) Grocery stores, water retailers, farm and produce stands, 
supermarkets, convenience stores, warehouse stores, food banks, and other 
establishments engaged in the retail sale of canned food, dry goods, fresh fruits and 
vegetables, pet food and medication supply, fresh or frozen meats, fish, and poultry, 
and other household consumer products necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation 
and essential operation of residences. This includes stores that sell beer, wine, and 
liquor. Following guidance issued on June 28, 2020 and July 13, 2020 from the 
California State Department of Public Health, bars, brewpubs, breweries, wineries, and 
pubs should close until those establishments are allowed to resume operation under 
state and local guidance. Certified farmers markets may operate only if they are able to 
obtain written approval from the Bureau of Street Services (BSS) and only according to 
the guidelines and set forth by BSS.   
  (c)  Agricultural and horticultural cultivation, including farming, livestock, 
and fishing. 
  (d) Organizations and businesses that provide food, shelter, and social 
services, and other necessities of life for economically disadvantaged or otherwise 
needy individuals (including gang prevention and intervention, domestic violence, and 
homeless services agencies). 
  (e) Newspapers, television news, radio, magazine, podcast and 
journalism; and music, film and television production, after adopting the Los Angeles 
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County Department of Public Health’s Reopening Protocol for Music, Film and 
Television Production. 
  (f) Gas service stations, auto/motorcycle part supply, mobile 
auto/motorcycle repair operations, auto/motorcycle repair shops (including, without 
limitation, auto repair shops that operate adjacent to or otherwise in connection with an 
used or retail auto dealership), bicycle repair shops and related facilities.  Auto 
dealerships and motorcycle dealerships may open to the public, under the conditions 
required by and upon implementation of the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Car Dealerships.  Car washes are permitted to operate 
upon implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocol for Car Washes. 
  (g) Banks, credit unions, financial institutions and insurance 
companies, and pawn shops. 
  (h) Hardware and building supply stores, day labor centers, nurseries 
and horticulture wholesale distributors. 
  (i) Plumbers, electricians, custodial/janitorial workers, handyman 
services, funeral home workers and morticians, moving services, HVAC installers, 
carpenters, day laborers, landscapers, gardeners, exterminators, property managers 
and leasing agents, private security personnel and other service providers who provide 
services to maintain the safety, sanitation, and essential operation to properties and 
other essential activities discussed in this subsection. 
  (j) Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, boxes and 
packaging, and post office boxes. 
  (k) Educational institutions -- including public and private K-12 schools, 
colleges, and universities -- for purposes of facilitating distance learning, planning for 
the upcoming school year or performing essential functions provided that social 
distancing of six-feet per person is maintained.  
  (l) Laundromats, dry cleaners, and laundry service providers. 
  (m) Restaurants and retail food facilities that prepare and offer food to 
customers via delivery service, to be picked up, via drive thru service.  Restaurants 
must not seat customers inside their establishments, but may provide seating for 
customers outdoors. Restaurants interested in offering outdoor seating should consult 
the City of Los Angeles’ Al Fresco dining program. Restaurants and other food facilities 
that wish to provide in-person dining must implement the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Restaurant Opening for On-Site Dining Protocols, including 
requiring diners to wear face coverings when not eating. For those establishments 
offering food pick-up options, proprietors are directed to establish social distancing 
practices for those patrons in the queue for pick-up.  This includes maintaining a 
distance of at least six-feet away from others.  Schools and other entities that typically 
provide free food services to students or members of the public may continue to do so 
under this Order on the condition that the food is provided to students or members of 
the public on a pick-up and carry out basis only.  Schools and other entities that provide 
food services under this exemption shall not permit the food to be eaten at the site 
where it is provided, or any other gathering site. Cafeterias, commissaries, and 
restaurants located within hospitals, nursing homes, or other licensed health care 
facilities may provide dine-in service, as long as Social (Physical) Distancing is 
practiced. 
  (n) Businesses that supply or provide storage for retail goods and 
products needed for people to work from home. 
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  (o) Businesses that supply other essential businesses with the support, 
services, or supplies necessary to operate, provided that strict social distancing is 
maintained.  This section includes, without limitation, utility companies. 
  (p) Individuals and businesses that ship, truck, transport, or provide 
logistical support to deliver groceries, food, goods, or services directly to residences, or 
businesses engaged in essential activities or essential infrastructure.   
  (q) Airlines, taxis, ride sharing services, car rental companies, and 
other private transportation services providing transportation services necessary for 
essential activities and other purposes expressly authorized in this Order. Small water 
vessel charters may operate after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of 
Public Health Protocols for Small Water Vessel Charters. 
  (r) Home-based care for disabled persons, seniors, adults, or children. 
  (s) Residential facilities and shelters for homeless residents, disabled 
persons, seniors, adults, children and animals. 
  (t) Office-based businesses included on the State of California listing 
of critical sectors, when teleworking is not possible. Professional services, such as 
legal, leasing and real estate transactions, payroll or accounting services, when 
necessary to assist in the permitting, inspection, construction, transfer and recording of 
ownership of housing, and when necessary to achieve compliance with legally 
mandated activities are permitted.  Housing units and real property may be shown, 
provided that appointments and other residential viewings occur virtually or, if a virtual 
viewing is not feasible, by appointment with no more than two visitors at a time residing 
within the same household or living unit and one individual showing the unit.  However, 
such in-person visits are not permitted when a tenant occupant is still residing in the 
residence, unless the owner first obtains the tenant’s written consent. 
  (u) Day Camps, after implementing the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health’s Reopening Protocol for Day Camps, along with childcare 
facilities providing services that enable employees exempted in this Order to work as 
permitted.  To the extent possible, childcare facilities must operate under the following 
mandatory conditions: 

(1) Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 10 or fewer 
(“stable” means that the same 12 or fewer children are in the same 
group each day). 

(2) Children shall not change from one group to another. 
(3) If more than one group of children is cared for at one facility, each 

group shall be in a separate room.  Groups shall not mix with each 
other. 

(4) Childcare providers shall remain solely with one group of children. 
  (v)    Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities, and must 
implement the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for 
Hotels, Lodging and Short-Term Rentals. Campgrounds, RV parks and cabin rental 
units may open after adopting the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Reopening Protocol for Campgrounds, RV parks and Cabin Rental Units. 

(w)   Military/Defense Contractors/FFRDC (Federally Funded Research 
and Development Centers).  For purposes of this Order, essential personnel may leave 
their residence to provide any service or perform any work deemed essential for 
national security including, without limitation, defense, intelligence, and aerospace 
development and manufacturing for the Department of Defense, the Intelligence 
Community, and NASA and other federal government, and or United States 

https://covid19.ca.gov/essential-workforce/
https://covid19.ca.gov/essential-workforce/
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Government departments and agencies.  Essential personnel include prime, sub-prime, 
and supplier contractor employees, at both the prime contract level and any supplier 
level at any tier, working on federal United States Government contracts, such as 
contracts for national intelligence and national security requirements.  

(x) Businesses that manufacture retail goods. These businesses must 
also implement the County of Los Angeles Reopening Protocol for Warehousing, 
Manufacturing and Logistic Establishments. 

(y) Retail stores may operate, after implementing the County of Los 
Angeles Department of Public Health Protocols for Retail Establishments Opening for 
In-person Shopping. All indoor malls and shopping centers must close to the public until 
further notice. Businesses located entirely within the interior of an indoor mall or 
shopping center that are permitted to operate pursuant to this Order, may offer goods 
and services via outdoor curb-side pick-up. Businesses or activities that are part of an 
indoor mall or shopping center and that are permitted to operate pursuant to this Order, 
but that are accessible by the public from the exterior of the indoor mall or shopping 
center may remain open to the public.  Indoor malls and shopping centers must adopt 
the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols for Shopping Center 
Operators. 

(z) Following guidance issued by the State of California, places of 
worship, provided that the gathering of congregants is held outdoors. 

(aa) Hair salons and barbershops may open for outdoor operations only, 
after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocols for Hair Salons and Barbershops, including requiring workers and customers 
to wear face coverings. 

(bb) Fitness facilities, including private gymnasiums, may open for 
outdoor operations only after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of 
Public Health Reopening Protocols for Gyms and Fitness Establishments. 

(cc) Libraries for curbside pickup only, after implementing the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols for Libraries Opening for 
Curbside Pickup. 

(dd) Outdoor areas of museums, galleries, aquariums and zoos, after 
implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol 
for Museums, Galleries, Zoos, and Aquariums. 

(ee) Businesses renting outdoor equipment for transportation and/or 
physical activities after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Protocols for Outdoor Equipment Rental Services. 

(ff) Professional sports leagues, teams and facilities may operate for 
training and competition, without spectators, after implementing the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Protocol for Professional Sports Leagues and Facilities 
Opening for Training Sessions and Spectator-Free Events. 

(gg) Cardrooms, satellite wagering facilities, and racetrack onsite 
wagering facilities, after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Cardrooms, Satellite Wagering Facilities, and Racetrack 
Onsite Wagering Facilities. 

(hh) Personal care establishments, including nail salons, tanning salons, 
esthetician, skin care, and cosmetology services; electrology, body art professionals, 
tattoo parlors, and piercing shops; and massage therapy (in non-healthcare settings), 
can open for outdoor operations only and after implementing the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Personal Care Establishments. 
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 (viii)    Government Employees.  This Order does not apply to employees of 
government agencies working within the course and scope of their public service 
employment.  Employees of the City of Los Angeles shall follow any current or future 
directives issued by the Mayor. 
 
 (ix) Essential Infrastructure.  Individuals may leave their residences to provide 
any services or goods or perform any work necessary to to build, operate, maintain or 
manufacture essential infrastructure, including without limitation construction of public 
health operations, commercial, office and institutional buildings, residential buildings 
and housing; airport operations, food supply, concessions, and construction; port 
operations and construction; water, sewer, gas, electrical, oil extraction and refining; 
roads and highways, public transportation and rail; solid waste collection, removal, and 
recycling; flood control and watershed protection; internet and telecommunications 
systems (including the provision of essential global, national, and local infrastructure for 
computing services, business infrastructure, communications, phone retail sales and 
servicing, and web-based services); and manufacturing and distribution companies 
deemed essential to the supply chains of the industries referenced in this Paragraph, 
provided that they carry out those services and that work in compliance with social 
distancing practices as prescribed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
and the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health, to the extent possible. 
 
 (x) Non-Essential Businesses.  Businesses regarded under this Order as 
“non-essential” may be permitted to conduct minimum basic operations including 
inventory, security, custodial services, payroll and employee benefits processing, and 
any reasonable activity designed to maximize the ability for its employees to work 
remotely from their homes. Any Non-Essential Businesses conducting minimum basic 
operations, as allowed for in the paragraph, shall keep its doors closed and locked to 
the public at all times and shall post a sign on its main entrances stating that the 
business is closed to the public. 
  
6. Public Notice of Social Distancing Protocols for Certain Public-Facing Essential 
Businesses.  The City of Los Angeles has adopted all safety protocols developed by the 
County of Los Angeles Department of Public Health. All individuals, except young 
children at risk of suffocation and people with certain disabilities, engaging in the 
permitted activities described below must wear face coverings and adopt social 
distancing requirements. All businesses described below must require workers and 
customers to wear face coverings and adopt the County Public Health protocols, which 
are available for download at https://www.lamayor.org/COVID19Orders. For relevant 
businesses, (i) the protocols notice must be posted at or near the entrance to the facility 
so that it is easily viewable by the public and employees; and (ii) copies of the protocols 
must be provided to each employee performing work at the facility; and (iii) the business 
must provide evidence of its implementation of the protocols to any authority enforcing 
this Order upon demand.  The required protocols include: 
  
 a) The owner, manager, or operator of any business described in Paragraph 
1 of the April 7, 2020 Worker Protection Order (Revised May 7, 2020), shall prepare and 
post by no later than 11:59 p.m. on April 15, 2020, a the County’s Social Distancing 
Protocol for each of their facilities within the City of Los Angeles. 

https://www.lamayor.org/COVID19Orders
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 b) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted retail business 
described in Paragraph 5 (vii)(y) of this Order must implement the County’s Protocols 
for Retail Establishments Opening for In-person Shopping. 
 
 c) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted auto dealer described 
in Paragraph 5 (vii)(f) of this Order must implement the County’s Car Dealership 
Protocols. 
 
 d) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted public and private golf 
courses described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order must implement the County’s Golf 
Courses Protocols. 
 
 e) All hikers and visitors of trails described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order 
must adopt the County’s Trail Use Protocols. 
 
 f) All visitors to beaches described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order must 
adopt the County’s Beach Protocols. 
 
 g) All visitors to bike parks described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order must 
adopt the County’s Bike Park Protocols. 
 
 h) All visitors to community gardens described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this 
Order must adopt the County’s Community Gardens Protocols. 
 
 i) All visitors to equestrian centers described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order 
must adopt the County’s Equestrian Centers Protocols. 
 
 j) All visitors to model airplane areas described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this 
Order must adopt the County’s Model Airplane Protocols. 
 
 k) All visitors to tennis and pickleball courts described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of 
this Order must adopt the County’s Tennis Pickleball Courts Protocols. 
 
 l) All operators and participants of substance use disorder and mental health 
support groups described in Paragraph 5(vii)(a) and (d) must adopt the County’s 
Substance Use Disorder and Mental Health Support Groups Protocols. 
 

m) All outdoor shooting facilities described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order 
must adopt the County’s Outdoor Shooting Facility Protocols. 

 
n) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted warehouse business 

described in Paragraph 5 (vii)(n), or any permitted logistics business described in 
Paragraph 5 (vii)(p), or any permitted manufacturing business described in Paragraph 5 
(vii)(y) must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Warehousing, Manufacturing 
and Logistic Establishments 

 
o) The owner, manager, or operator of a car wash described in Paragraph 

5(vii)(f) must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Car Washes 
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p) All hosts and participants of vehicle-based parades or drive thru events 

must adopt the County’s Protocol for Vehicle Based Parades or Drive Thru Events. All 
hosts and participants of drive-in theaters must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol 
for Drive-In Movie Theaters. 

 
q) The owner, manager, or operator of a place of worship or faith-based 

organization hosting in-person services must adopt the County’s Protocol for Places of 
Worship Protocols. 

 
r) The owner, manager, or operator of office-based businesses must adopt 

the County’s Office-Based Worksites Protocol. 
 
s) The owner, manager, or operator of shopping centers or malls must adopt 

the County’s Shopping Center Operators Protocol. 
 
t) The operator of pools, hot tubs, and saunas that are in a multi-unit 

residence or part of a Homeowners’ Association must adopt the County’s Protocols for 
Reopening of Swimming Pools in Shared Residential Facilities. 

 
u) The owner, manager or operator of Outdoor Museums, Open Air 

Galleries, Botanical Gardens and other Outdoor Exhibition Spaces must adopt the 
County’s Protocols for Opening for Outdoor Museums and Galleries. 

 
v) The owner, manager or operator of restaurants and other food facilities 

that provide in-person dining must adopt the County’s Restaurant Opening for On-Site 
Dining Protocols. 

 
w) The owner, manager or operator of hair salons and barbershops must 

adopt the County’s Reopening Protocols for Hair Salons and Barbershops. 
 
x) The owner, manager or operator of public swimming pools, including 

campground pools, club pools, commercial pools, health or fitness clubs, hotel pools, 
licensed day care facility pools, medical facility pools, mineral spring pools, motel pools, 
municipal pools, public or private school pools; recreational or mobile home park pools, 
resort pools, special purpose pools, and swim school pools must adopt the County’s 
Protocols for Reopening of Public Swimming Pools. 

 
y) The owner, manager or operator of small water vessel charters must 

adopt the County’s Protocols for Small Water Vessel Charters. 
 
z) Owners, managers or operators of hotels, lodging and short term rentals 

must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Hotels, Lodging and Short-Term 
Rentals. 

 
aa) Owners, managers or operators of libraries must adopt the County’s 

Protocols for Libraries Opening for Curbside Pickup. 
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bb) Owners, managers or operators of museums, galleries, zoos and 
aquariums must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Museums, Galleries, Zoos, 
and Aquariums. 

 
cc) Owners, managers or operators to campgrounds, TV parks and cabin 

rental units must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Campgrounds, RV parks 
and Cabin Rental Units. 

 
dd) Owners, managers or operators of fitness facilities and gyms must adopt 

the County’s Reopening Protocol for Gyms and Fitness Establishments. 
 
ee) Studios, owners, managers, operators or participants in music, film or 

television production must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Music, Television 
and Film Production. 

 
ff) Owners, managers or operators of businesses renting outdoor equipment 

for transportation or physical activity must adopt the County’s Protocols for Outdoor 
Equipment Rental Services. 

 
gg) Owners, managers or operators of professional sports leagues, teams and 

facilities must adopt the County’s Protocol for Professional Sports Leagues and 
Facilities Opening for Training Sessions and Spectator-Free Events. 

 
hh) Owners, managers or operators of cardrooms, satellite wagering facilities, 

and racetrack onsite wagering facilities must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for 
Cardrooms, Satellite Wagering Facilities, and Racetrack Onsite Wagering Facilities. 

 
ii) Owners, managers or operators of personal care establishments must 

adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Personal Care Establishments. 
 
jj) Owners, managers or operators of bars, wineries and tasting rooms must 

adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Bars, Winery and Brewery Tasting Rooms. 
 

 
7. To the extent that this Order is in conflict with earlier Orders, this Order 
shall supersede the others.   
 
8. Failure to comply with this Order shall constitute a misdemeanor subject to 
fines and imprisonment.  I hereby urge the Los Angeles Police Department and 
the City Attorney to vigorously enforce this Order via Sections 8.77 and 8.78 of the 
Los Angeles Administrative Code.  
 
9.         If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any 
application of it to any person, structure, or circumstance is held to be invalid or 
unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such 
decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications of this 
Order. 
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This order shall be in place during the local emergency period, and it may be amended 
or rescinded as warranted according to local public health conditions. 
 
  
  

_______________________________ 
Eric Garcetti, MAYOR 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dated: July 31, 2020 at Los Angeles, California  
Time: _2:30 p.m.___ 
 
Filed with the City Clerk  
Date: _____________________  
Time: _____________________  
By: _______________________ 
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This document contains tools for Los Angeles houses of worship to plan for the 
safety of employees, volunteers, members, and visitors as they prepare to 
resume operations during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

This material has been developed in collaboration with a working group of 
organization, business, and community representatives. It takes into account
guidance from federal and state agencies as well as industry organizations. It is 
intended as supplemental information to organizations and businesses as they 
develop COVID-19 preparedness plans. It does not replace Los Angeles County 
Public Health required protocols or guidance from the state of California. 

As of date of publication of this document – July 22, 2020 – houses of worship 
are not permitted to operate indoor activities. House of worship may conduct 
outdoor services. Please refer to the Los Angeles County Public Health 
Department for the required protocols for allowable activity for your 
organization and/or business at this time.

This document will continue to evolve to adapt to developments in the overall 
public health conditions of Los Angeles. The latest information can be found on 
Coronavirus.LACity.org/Business.

City of Los Angeles
Houses of Worship

Toolkit last updated: July 22, 2020

https://coronavirus.lacity.org/Business
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Preparing to Resume Operations
Houses of Worship

The questions below bring up common topics houses of worship may need to address to safely resume operations. 
This is not an exhaustive list. Each organization will need to adapt their plan to address their unique circumstances 
and needs. You may find it helpful to write down your plan for some questions. 

Physical distancing: 
q Have you reconfigured floor plans to ensure workstations, seating areas, and individual prayer or 

meditation areas are spaced 6 feet apart? Installed physical barriers where that is not possible?
q Have you changed worker schedules to maximize physical distancing during start / end / break times?
q Do you have a plan to hold services outside or broadcast online, if possible and permissible?
q Have you considered using a sign-up model for in-person services to better space attendees in advance?
q Have you explored ways to reduce in-person meetings?

Cleaning and sanitizing: 
q Have you deep-cleaned your facility? 
q Do you have enough cleaning supplies in inventory?
q Do you have a disinfection plan for high-touch surfaces such as chairs, railings, and seating cushions?

Health and personal hygiene:
q Do you have enough face coverings, gloves, other PPE required for employees / volunteers in inventory? 
q Do you have enough hand sanitizer / hand soap for employees, volunteers, and visitors?
q Do you plan to make any recommendations or modifications for vulnerable populations?
q Do you have a plan to screen individuals for symptoms before entering facility, or to provide self-

screening guidance?
q Do you have a response plan in case an employee, volunteer, or visitor tests positive? 

Facility safety: 
q Do you have a process to log all employees and volunteers at facility?
q Have you considered ways to remove or modify high-touch, shared, or community items?
q Have you posted signs to remind employees, volunteers, and visitors of best practices? Where will they 

be posted?
q Is the HVAC system working properly? Have air ducts been cleaned recently?

Visitor expectations:
q Have you defined and communicated guidance on worship, faith traditions, and any suggested practice 

modifications for your organization and community?
q Do you a have plan to make sure visitors are informed and prepared to visit site?

Employee support:
q Have you trained employees and volunteers returning to work on COVID-19 health and safety guidelines?
q What has been done to better understand stressors, anxieties, and other COVID-19-related concerns of 

employees and volunteers returning to work? Have you taken steps to address concerns?

Employee notification:
q Has 5 day notice been provided to recall any furloughed employees? (For more information, please see 

City of Los Angeles Ordinance 186602)

http://clkrep.lacity.org/onlinedocs/2020/20-0147-S15_ORD_186602_06-14-2020.pdf


Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 

These suggestions are not exhaustive. They will continue to be refined and revised. You can find the latest on 
Coronavirus.LACity.org/Business.

Note: Houses of worship provide a wide range of activities and services in a range of venues. Please reference the other 
industry toolkits from LA City and protocols from LA County as applicable, which may be helpful for planning purposes.

Note: Modified practices for houses of worship should be defined and communicated by community/ service/ worship 
leaders, taking into account the particular circumstances of their organization.

Physical Distancing (continued on next page)
Los Angeles County  guidance
q Attendance at religious services and cultural ceremonies at the house of worship is limited to a 

maximum of 25% of building capacity or 100 individuals, whichever is lower. This figure is understood 
to include all participants, celebrants, staff, organizers and visitors. Pre-registration is offered for all 
services and ceremonies to include participants name, email and phone number. 

q Measures have been implemented (advance registration, counting attendees at entry) to assure 
compliance with house of worship occupancy restrictions. 

q Parking area has been reconfigured to limit congregation points and ensure proper spacing (for example 
by closing off every other space).

q If drive-in services are offered cars are directed to park at least 6 feet apart. 
q Permitted religious events are planned to allow for physically distancing. The only exceptions to this are 

the two people who comprise a couple who are getting married and the members of a single 
household, who may attend the event together and sit together as a unit if permitted by their religion.

q Virtual access is considered for visitors who wish to participate in services or events but are at high risk 
if exposed to COVID-19. 

q If attendees at events must wait online prior to enter or at any other point during their presence at the 
site, tape or other markings are used to demonstrate the required 6-foot distance between individuals.

q Events are conducted outdoors to the extent feasible, to permit physical distancing and allow for air 
flow. 

q Services and celebrations are shortened to limit time spent at the site.
q Onsite events such as meetings and conferences are limited to the extent feasible. 
q Separate entries and exits have been identified to minimize crowding, allow for monitoring of 

occupancy and leave room for symptom checks as staff and visitors enter. 
q A staff person (or staff people if there is more than one entrance) wearing a cloth face cover is posted 

near the door but at least 6 feet from the nearest entering or department person to monitor use of face 
coverings and track occupancy. 

q Event spaces are reconfigured to permit physical distancing. Whether chairs, benches or floor space are 
used arrangements and markings are used to permit a 6-foot space between individuals or between 
family groups and other family groups or individuals. 

q Offices, public seating areas and other non-production worksite areas are reconfigured to support 
physical distancing. 

https://coronavirus.lacity.org/Business


Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

Physical Distancing (continued from previous page)
q If applicable, aisles in the house of worship are designated as one-way to support physical distancing. 
q Podiums, platforms and other speaker areas have been reconfigured to allow at least 6 feet between 

speakers or celebrants. 
q Staff have been instructed to maintain at least a 6-foot distance from each other in all areas of the site. 
q If applicable, elevator capacity is limited to 4 individuals or fewer at a time for any elevator that does 

not allow for 6-foot physical distance between riders. All riders are required to wear cloth face 
coverings. Consider elevator sizes, number of building floors, and daily number of employees and 
visitors to establish physical distancing guidelines appropriate for elevator riders. 

q If applicable, stairwells have been opened for “up” or “down” traffic with increased cleaning of 
stairwells. 

q Workstations in offices and other areas are separated by at least 6 feet and common areas are 
configured to limit employee gatherings to ensure physical distancing of at least 6 feet. 

q Occupancy in staff restrooms, break rooms and other common areas is limited to permit physical 
distancing. 

q Indoor religious services and cultural ceremonies at places of worship are prohibited until further 
notice by the State Public Health Officer. Alternative options may be used for public religious services 
and cultural events. These options are:

q Services and events are conducted outdoors in compliance with infection control and physical 
distancing requirements;

q Services and events are conducted virtually via live streaming or taping for later broadcast. ▪ Note that 
indoor space at the place of worship may be used as the setting for services and events that are 
conducted virtually, as long as infection control and physical distancing requirements are followed and 
no more than 10 individuals participate in production and broadcast processes.

q Use of indoor space at the site is otherwise limited to staff carrying out non-public or virtual activities.
q Measures have been implemented to promote physical distancing at outdoor events.
q Measures have been implemented (advance registration, counting attendees at entry) to assure 

attendance does not exceed the number of people who can be accommodated with physical distancing 
at outdoor events.

q Parking areas have been reconfigured to limit congregation points and ensure proper spacing (for 
example, by closing off every other space).

q If drive-in outdoor services are offered, cars are directed to park at least 6 feet apart.
q Outdoor areas are configured to permit physical distancing. If chairs, benches or standing space are 

used, arrangements and markings are employed to permit a 6- foot space between individuals or 
between household groups and other household groups or individuals.

q If applicable, aisles within the area used for outdoor events are designated as oneway to support 
physical distancing.

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 



Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

Physical Distancing (continued from previous page)
q Arrangements are in place to make restrooms safely available to attendees at outdoor events. The site 

may choose to provide portable outdoor toilet and handwashing facilities. and/or to make indoor 
restrooms available. If indoor facilities are made available, the following precautions are in place:

q A defined route is marked from the outdoor area used for the event to the indoor location of 
restrooms.

q Tape or other markings are used to assure physical distancing if attendees must line up to use 
restrooms.

q Attendees are encouraged to use restrooms as needed during the service or event to avoid 
crowding at the end.

q Restrooms facilities are in good working order and are equipped with adequate soap and one-
time use towels to permit required handwashing.

q Restroom facilities are configured to permit physical distancing outside of walled cubicles.
q A staff person (or staff people if there is more than one interior restroom option) wearing a 

cloth face covering is posted at the entrance to the restroom but at least 6 feet from the nearest 
arriving or departing person to monitor use of face coverings and track occupancy.occ

q The California Department of Public Health directs that “activities such as singing and chanting negate 
the risk-reduction achieved through six feet of physical distancing” due to an increased likelihood for 
transmission from contaminated exhaled droplets. These activities may be included in outdoor events 
with much greater physical distance or through alternative methods (such as internet streaming) that 
ensure individual congregation members perform these activities separately in their own homes. Please 
review the updated State Industry Guidance for Places of Worship and Providers of Religious Services 
and Cultural Ceremonies.

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 



Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 

Physical Distancing (continued from previous page)
Additional guidance 
q Consider resuming operations gradually with some meetings or services online and some in-

person
q Stagger positions of stationary seating areas or workspaces so individuals can avoid sitting 

directly next to or opposite one another
q Use markings or tape to promote physical distancing, marking floor areas, tables, chairs, sinks, 

etc. not in use
q Use floor markings to promote physical distancing for entry, exit, queue, and other movement 

pathways
q Develop clear entry and exit plans tailored to each site to enable congregation entry and exit that 

maintains physical distancing 
q Develop plan to reduce congestion around entry/exit areas or other congregation points
q Consider closing shared spaces in which physical distancing would be difficult to enforce or 

maintain
q Stagger employee and volunteer schedules to limit crowding during start / end / break times
q Provide and encourage use of face coverings per LA County guidance,  which includes requiring 

face coverings during services and celebrations except for young children or others with impaired 
breathing or other at-risk conditions.

q If possible, hold multiple services in place of a single service to decrease size of attending group
q Hold meetings, study / social groups, and classes via virtual means if possible; if not possible, hold 

meetings in larger spaces to allow for proper physical distancing
q If possible, limit hand-shaking, hand-holding and other forms of physical contact; have 

community/ service/ worship leaders provide alternatives, such as nodding, bowing, or waving
q Consider modification of practices that are specific to particular faith traditions and may pose a 

challenge to physical distancing recommendations; consult with local health officials as needed
q For example, congregations that practice Communion could consider modifying by 

ensuring that leaders always sanitize their hands prior to conducting service, as well as 
placing the Communion elements in the recipient’s hand, not on their tongue, and 
avoiding use of a common cup (CDC)

q For example, with appropriate guidance from leader(s), congregations that practice 
ablution can consider performing ablution at home prior to attending service, to limit 
crowding in restroom or other areas of site 

q If appropriate and permissible, limit use of a choir or other vocal musical ensemble during 
services and other programming; consider alternatives such as musical recordings or use of a 
soloist

q Ensure singing, chanting, and other vocal or musical groups adhere to physical distancing, face 
covering, and gathering size guidelines, per LA City/County and CA state guidelines



Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

Cleaning and Sanitizing
q Use EPA-registered sanitation and disinfectant products 
q Complete thorough and detailed cleaning of entire facility prior to resuming operations, with focus on 

high-touch areas
q Complete frequent sanitization of high-touch surfaces and shared items, per CDC guidelines (e.g., door 

handles, tables, chairs, counters, railings, restrooms)
q If an object is frequently touched, for example as a part of religious observance, it should be cleaned, as 

appropriate within the religious tradition, after each use
q Disinfect all reused or shared items after each use (e.g., texts or materials, chairs)
q When possible, shared or community high-touch cloth items (e.g., prayer or meditation rugs, cushions) 

should be machine-washable, used by one individual at a time, and laundered before being used by 
another individual

q When possible, congregation members should be encouraged to bring their own high-touch cloth items to 
services, and follow cleaning and sanitization guidelines for these personal items at home

q If cloth face coverings are being used, face coverings should be washed after each shift or period of use
q Launder all towels, tablecloths, uniforms, etc. frequently, using the warmest appropriate water setting
q Cleaning staff or volunteers should wear appropriate PPE for all cleaning tasks, including handling trash
q All employees and volunteers should clean hands often, including immediately after removing gloves and 

after contact with another person, by washing hands with soap and water for 20 seconds
q Provide enough time for employees or volunteers to clean before, after, and in between services; 

employees should be compensated for time spent on cleaning tasks they are assigned
q Consider reducing open hours for extra deep cleaning
q Ensure sanitary facilities are operational and stocked with soap, hand sanitizer, and paper towels
q If an individual tests positive, close off areas used by sick person until any areas affected can be cleaned 

and disinfected per CDC guidelines

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 



Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

Health and Personal Hygiene (continued on next page)

Los Angeles County guidance

q Staff who can carry out their work duties from home have been directed to do so.
q Vulnerable staff (those above age 65, those with chronic health conditions) are assigned 

work that can be done from home whenever possible.
q All staff have been told not to come to work if sick and to follow DPH guidance for self-

isolation, if applicable.
q Work processes are reconfigured to the extent possible to increase opportunities for 

staff to work from home.
q Upon being informed that one or more staff test positive for, or have symptoms 

consistent with COVID-19 (case), the place of worship has a plan or protocol in place to 
have the case(s) isolate themselves at home and require the immediate self-quarantine 
of all staff that had a workplace exposure to the case(s). The place of worship’s plan 
should consider a protocol for all for all quarantined staff to have access to or be tested 
for COVID-19 in order to determine whether there have been additional workplace 
exposures, which may require additional COVID-19 control measures.

q Symptom checks are conducted before staff may enter the facility. Checks must include 
a check-in concerning cough, shortness of breath or fever and any other symptoms the 
employee may be experiencing. These checks can be done remotely or in person upon 
the employees’ arrival. A temperature check should also be done at the worksite if 
feasible.

q All staff who have contact with visitors or other staff during worktime are offered, at no 
cost, a cloth face covering. The covering is to be worn by the staff person at all work 
times when in contact or likely to come into contact with others. Staff need not wear 
cloth face coverings when alone in a private office or workspace.

q Appropriate personal protective equipment is provided to staff, including eye protection 
and gloves as needed, responsible for washing religious garments and linens, seat or 
floor coverings, or other cloth items used in services or ceremonies.

q Staff are instructed to wash their cloth face coverings daily. 
q All work areas are separated by at least 6 feet or by partitions
q Common areas, including the both public areas and restrooms and other areas used by 

Staff are disinfected frequently, on a schedule.
q Staff are prohibited from eating or drinking anywhere inside the facility other than 

designated dining areas to assure that masks may be worn consistently and correctly.
q Staff are allowed frequent breaks to wash their hands.
q Staff have been instructed not to conduct home or other off-site visits to anyone who 

has tested positive for or exhibits symptoms of COVID-19 unless that person has 
completed the prescribed self-isolation or self-quarantine period.

q A copy of this protocol has been distributed to each staff person.
q Each staff person is assigned their own tools, equipment and defined workspace. Sharing 

held items is minimized or eliminated.
q All policies described in this checklist other than those related to terms of employment 

are applied to staff of delivery and any other companies who may be on the premises as 
third parties.

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 



Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

Health and Personal Hygiene (continued on next page)

Los Angeles County guidance
q Visitors are verbally screened at entry for respiratory symptoms and fever.
q If prayer books, rugs or other direct touch items are used in services or ceremonies, individuals are 

instructed to bring their own or disposable items are offered for participants.
q Microphones, stands, music stands, instruments and other items on pulpits and podiums are 

disinfected between uses.
q Site has discontinued passing offering plates and similar items. Digital systems or touch-free 

collection boxes or other devices are used for collection of contributions.
q In-person singing has been eliminated from services and celebrations except where singers can be 

placed at least 6 feet from each other and from other attendees. Outdoor spaces are used for events 
that require singing whenever possible.

q Self-service foods and beverages are not offered.
q Religious garments and linens are washed after each service or event at the highest temperature 

water setting possible.

Additional guidance 
q If an individual tests positive for COVID-19, inform others if applicable and ensure all close contacts are 

tested before returning to site; if testing is not possible inform those that had close contact to self-
quarantine and self-monitor for symptoms per public health guidance

q Consider developing a written plan on how to inform workers of positive case and how they can get 
tested / self-quarantine

q Explore non-punitive sick leave options to allow employees to stay home when ill
q Consider making special modifications  for vulnerable populations (e.g., special hours of operation for 

members or visitors ages >65 yr, low-contact roles for vulnerable employees or volunteers)
q Provide and encourage use of face coverings per LA County guidance, which includes requiring face 

coverings during services and celebrations except for young children or others with impaired breathing 
or other at-risk conditions.

q Note that face coverings do not replace the need for physical distancing and are not PPE
q Train all employees and volunteers on the importance of frequent handwashing and the use of hand 

sanitizers with at least 60% alcohol content, and give employees and volunteers clear instruction to 
avoid touching hands to face

q Train all employees and volunteers on symptom detection, sources of high risk to COVID-19, COVID-19 
exposure prevention measures, and employee leave benefits/policies

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 



Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

Health and Personal Hygiene (continued from previous page)
q Reinforce employee and volunteer training on health and safety guidelines with periodic refresher 

trainings
q Establish a safety team or designate employees to monitor workplace safety, conduct safety trainings, 

and carry out health screenings
q Consider how to document all COVID-19 related trainings, training completions, and communications 

to employees regarding operational changes or positive cases in workplace
q Provide a copy of your COVID-19 related safety and health plan to employees and volunteers and 

document receipt

Facility Safety 
Los Angeles County guidance
q The HVAC system is in good, working order; to the maximum extent possible, ventilation has been 

increased through opening of doors and windows during gatherings.
q Hands-free equipment is installed wherever feasible (including restrooms) to reduce risk of 

contamination.
q Signs in visible locations are used to remind visitors that face coverings are required during services 

and celebrations except for children under age 2 or others with impaired breathing or other at-risk 
conditions.

q Signs in visible locations discourage visitors from engaging in handshakes, hugs, or similar greetings 
that pose contamination risk.

q If multiples services are conducted daily, disposable seat covers are provided. Disposable or 
washable covers are provided for pillows used as seating on floors. Washable coverings are changed 
after each use.

q Workspaces and the entire facility are cleaned at least daily when in use, with restrooms and 
frequently touched areas/objects cleaned more frequently.

q The site is kept closed between scheduled events to avoid contamination.
q Staff responsible for cleaning between events/or at the close of the workday are paid for time spent 

on these duties if not part of their regular work.
q Restroom signs remind visitors to wash hands frequently for 20 seconds.
q Restrooms are kept operational and stocked with extra soap, paper towels and hand sanitizer.
q Restrooms are sanitized regularly using EPA approved disinfectants consistent with manufacturer’s 

directions on a predefined following schedule.
q Hand sanitizer, tissues and trash cans are available to the public at or near the entrance of the 

facility.

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 



Best Practices for Safe Operations
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Facility Safety (continued from previous page)

Additional guidance
q Log workers and volunteers that come on-premise for purposes of supporting public health contact 

tracing
q Use no-touch common-use items where possible (e.g., trash cans, water fountains, hand sanitizer 

dispensers) 
q Limit use of re-usable goods (e.g., bags, cups, silverware)
q Consider ways your community can reduce the number of objects the community collectively handles 

(e.g., texts, hymnals)
q Alternatives include encouraging individuals to bring their own materials, providing single-use 

copies of that day's printed materials, or projecting that day's materials on a shared screen
q Consider ways your community can reduce the passing of objects between congregation members 

(e.g., instead of passing offering plates, have a central collection box by entrance/exit; encourage 
online donations)

q Limit social sharing of food or drink before or after services and other programming; pre-package food 
for individual attendees where possible

q Confirm HVAC system is operating correctly; regularly clean and replace HVAC filters 
q Increase air flow / ventilation (via HVAC or other means) where possible
q If it is safe and appropriate, keep doors open to improve ventilation and reduce touching of door 

handles
q Explore outdoor options for breaks and lunch times, if available and safe
q Ensure adequate storage of necessary materials to meet PPE (face masks / coverings, gloves, etc.) and 

cleaning requirements
q Consider offering a separate service for vulnerable population members only
q Consider providing additional (portable) handwashing stations as needed
q Communicate health and safety guidelines to all employees, volunteers, members, and visitors, 

including available contact to report violations
q Post signs for employees, volunteers, members, and visitors to remind them of physical distancing, PPE 

recommendations, and to use hand sanitizer provided

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 



Member & Visitor Expectations
q Have visible signage throughout the site on health and safety guidelines (including proper hygiene and 

sanitization, physical distancing/PPE guidance, etc.)
q Make safety guidelines publicly available
q Consider using social media to educate members and visitors on site guidelines and what to expect 

when visiting
q Request that only members of the same household sit / congregate together
q If applicable, encourage by community/ service/ worship leaders to remind members and visitors of 

the need for careful physical distancing, use of face coverings per LA City guidance, as well as any 
recommended modifications to practices

Employee Support
q Identify employee and volunteer stressors; mitigate anxiety when going back to work through clear 

and transparent communication, listening, and surveying individuals regularly
q Provide training and updates to employees and volunteers on new and pre-existing wellness programs, 

people policies, etc. 

Best Practices for Safe Operations
Houses of Worship

The following list contains suggestions for houses of worship to safely resume operations. These suggestions should be 
adapted based on the unique circumstance of each organization. 



Supporting Materials
Houses of Worship

Signs to post – download at Coronavirus.LACity.org/Business

Best practices: Use PPE, keep 6' distance, 
wash hands, do not enter if feeling ill

entryway, office, small 
gathering room, etc.

main room, near 
queuing or 

congregation areas, etc. 

The following supporting materials are intended to supplement the suggested best practices for safe operations. 

Key message of sign Places to post

bathroom, kitchen, 
entry / exit, etc.

Washing hands: Remember to wash with 
soap / water or hand sanitizer

entryway, main room, 
shared spaces, etc.

Face coverings: Reminder to wear face 
covering in accordance with LA City 
mandate

Physical distancing: Keep 6'+ of distance 
at all times

More signage, including industry-specific posters, 
available on website

https://coronavirus.lacity.org/Business


Supporting Materials
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Sample on-site materials for cleaning and sanitizing

Example sanitization kit list and cleaning checklist

• Hand soap readily available at every sink
• 60% alcohol-based hand sanitizer throughout facility 
• Cleaning supplies (e.g., soap and water, bleach, rubbing alcohol, etc.)
• EPA-registered disinfectant products
• Disinfectant wipes
• Signs throughout facility encouraging everyone to frequently wash hands and sanitize
• Laundry detergent
• Disposable gloves, face masks / coverings and gowns for cleaning staff

Sample cleaning checklist
Clean on a frequent basis:

• Worship area (e.g., pews, prayer rugs, cushions, kneelers, etc.)
• Books
• Desks and chairs
• Countertops and other surfaces
• Workstations
• Shelves
• Break rooms
• Shared resources (e.g., pens, plates, trays)
• Computers
• Windows
• Doors and door handles
• Railings
• Bathroom surfaces
• Carts, drawers and bin
• Others items or equipment used during worship

• Signs throughout the facility (on windows, walls, etc.) reminding 
people to maintain proper physical distancing and remain 6 feet apart 
whenever possible

• Floor markings (e.g., tape or graphics) to instruct people where to 
walk, stand, and sit

• Reminders to refrain from physical contact, if possible and permissible
• Block off alternate seating to limit individual proximity during worship

Sample on-site materials for physical distancing

Examples for physical distancing

Sample physical distancing sign
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Example employee training best practices

• Employees and employers should consult the CDC's Symptoms of Coronavirus
• Employees with COVID-19 symptoms should report them to their supervisors immediately
• Sick employees should stay home and follow the CDC's What to do if you are sick with COVID-19
• Send home employees who experience COVID-19 symptoms at work

• Clean and disinfect surfaces in their workspace
• Inform fellow employees if there has been a possible exposure to COVID-19 in the workplace while maintaining 

confidentiality
• Employees who are well, but know they have been exposed to COVID-19 should notify their supervisor and follow CDC-

recommended precautions 
• For previously sick employees who are returning, follow CDC's guidance for discontinuation of home isolation for 

persons with COVID-19

CDC recommended employee health guidelines

• Wash hands for at least 20 seconds, especially after going to the bathroom, before eating, after blowing your nose, 
coughing or sneezing, and after extended contact with high-touch surfaces

• Always wash hands with soap and water. If soap and water are not readily available, use an alcohol-based hand 
sanitizer with at least 60% alcohol 

• Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands
• Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw tissue in the trash and wash hands after
• Try not to use other employees' stations or other work tools and equipment when possible. If necessary, clean and 

disinfect them before and after use
• Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects around you

For detailed training materials please see:
Interim Guidance for Businesses and Employers to Plan and Respond to COVID-19 (CDC)

CDC recommended personal hygiene guidelines for employees

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/critical-workers/implementing-safety-practices.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/disposition-in-home-patients.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-business-response.html
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Example communications best practices

• Communicate frequently to make employees aware of operational changes for health and safety
• Provide details of the changes to employees, in writing
• Encourage employees to participate and comply with new work practices
• Conduct demonstrations and training to introduce new skills to staff before activities officially resume; examples 

include:
• How to practice physical distancing/sanitizing at workstations and within dining areas
• How to follow floor markings in facility
• How to handle essential interactions with others at work

• Consider a variety of communication channels and materials, including email, text messages, posters/digital displays
• Consider communications focused on

• Why the facility is safe and how it is following state guidelines
• Instructions for how to prepare for arrival
• Overview of what to expect when returning employees arrive, including new entrance guidelines, supplies, 

sanitization requirements, capacity limits, etc.

Recommended employee communication practices for employers

Sample visitor communication topics

Cleaning procedures
• Let visitors know about adjusted cleaning 

guidelines

Opening hours and locations
• Share updated opening hours and 

locations currently open/closed with 
visitors

What to expect
• Communicate guidelines for what visitors 

can expect when visiting the facility (e.g. 
physically distanced seating, floor arrows, 
hand sanitizer, adjusted practices as led by
community/ service/ worship leader)

Contact information
• Phone number or email for visitors  to 

contact if they have further questions

Links to government and health websites
• Links to COVID-19 guidance from CDC
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Source
CDC Guidelines for cleaning and 
disinfecting your facility

Comprehensive guide for facility
cleaning and sanitization, including 
recommended disinfectants and 
procedures

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/disinfecting-building-
facility.html

CDC Preparation guide for small 
businesses and employees

Guide for small businesses to protect 
employees from infectious outbreak
and prepare for business disruption

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/guidance-small-
business.html

OSHA Guidance on Preparing 
Workplaces for COVID-19

Guide for how to protect employees 
form infection in a workspace

https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA
3990.pdf

CDC Guidelines for religious 
organizations

Comprehensive set of resources for 
religious and faith-based organizations to 
plan, prepare, and respond to COVID-19

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/organizations/index.ht
ml

WHO Practical considerations and 
recommendations for religious 
leaders and faith-based 
communities in the context of 
COVID-19

A tool to provide practical guidance and 
recommendations to support religious 
and faith-based organizations

https://www.who.int/publications-
detail/practical-considerations-and-
recommendations-for-religious-leaders-
and-faith-based-communities-in-the-
context-of-covid-19

COVID-19: Recommended 
Preventative Practices and FAQS 
for Faith-Based and Community 
Leaders

A compiled set of resources to assist 
faith-based and community leaders in 
COVID-19 response

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/3
-17-20-faith-and-community-based-covid-
19-faq.pdf

Description Link

Additional resources on safe operations

The following resources provide additional guidance for houses of worship on safe operations during the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/disinfecting-building-facility.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/guidance-small-business.html
https://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3990.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/organizations/index.html
https://www.who.int/publications-detail/practical-considerations-and-recommendations-for-religious-leaders-and-faith-based-communities-in-the-context-of-covid-19
https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/3-17-20-faith-and-community-based-covid-19-faq.pdf
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City
Los Angeles City Small Business Emergency Microloan Program (LA City)
In light of the sweeping impact the COVID-19 pandemic is having on our small business community, the City of Los Angeles 
has responded swiftly and decisively to support our local, community businesses. The newly established Small Business 
Emergency Microloan Program now provides financing needed to strengthen small business enterprises in this time of acute 
need that have been affected by the COVID-19 outbreak.

Los Angeles Commercial Evictions Moratorium
No landlord shall evict a commercial tenant in the City of Los Angeles during this local emergency period if the tenant is able 
to show an inability to pay rent due to circumstances related to the COVID-19 pandemic. These circumstances include loss of 
business income due to a COVID-19 related workplace closure, child care expenditures due to school closures, health care 
expenses related to being ill with COVID-19 or caring for a member of the tenant’s household who is ill with COVID-19, or 
reasonable expenditures that stem from government-ordered emergency measures.

L.A. CARES Corps
LA CARES Corps is a partnership between the City and County of LA to provide small businesses with the help they need to 
apply for federal loans under the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act.

County
Unemployment Insurance Work Sharing Program (LA County)
Employers can apply for the Unemployment Insurance (UI) Work Sharing Program if reduced production, services, or other 
conditions cause them to seek an alternative to layoffs. The Work Sharing Program can help minimize the need for layoffs, 
retain trained employees and quickly prepare for when business conditions improve, and avoid the cost of recruiting, 
training and hiring new staff. It also helps employees whose hours and wages have been reduced keep their current job, 
receive UI benefits, and avoid financial hardships.

Payroll Tax Assistance (LA County)
Employers experiencing a hardship as a result of COVID-19 may request up to a 60-day extension of time from the EDD to file 
their state payroll reports and/or deposit state payroll taxes without penalty or interest. A written request for extension 
must be received within 60 days from the original delinquent date of the payment or return.

Additional Business Resources (1/3)

The following city, county, state, and federal resources are available to support workers and businesses during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. This list will be updated as additional resources become available.

https://ewddlacity.com/index.php/microloan-program
https://www.lamayor.org/mayor-garcetti-orders-moratorium-commercial-evictions-related-novel-coronavirus
https://ewddlacity.com/index.php/lacarescorps
https://www.edd.ca.gov/unemployment/Work_Sharing_Program.htm
https://www.edd.ca.gov/about_edd/coronavirus-2019.htm
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State
Workers Compensation for COVID-19 (State of CA)
Governor Gavin Newsom announced that workers who contract COVID-19 while on the job may be eligible to receive 
workers’ compensation. The Governor signed an executive order that creates a time-limited rebuttable presumption for 
accessing workers’ compensation benefits applicable to Californians who must work outside of their homes during the stay at 
home order. Those eligible will have the rebuttable presumption if they tested positive for COVID-19 or were diagnosed with 
COVID-19 and confirmed by a positive test within 14 days of performing a labor or service at a place of work after the stay at 
home order was issued on March 19, 2020. The presumption will stay in place for 60 days after issuance of the executive 
order.

Waiving Penalties for Property Taxes (State of CA)
The Governor signed an executive order that waives penalties for property taxes paid after April 10 for taxpayers who 
demonstrate they have experienced financial hardship due to the COVID-19 pandemic through May 6, 2021. This will apply 
to residential properties and small businesses. Additionally, the executive order will extend the deadline for certain 
businesses to file Business Personal Property Statements through May 31, 2020, to avoid penalties.

Paid Sick Leave (State of CA)
Governor Newsom issued an executive order to support California workers from large employers in the food sector industry 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic with two weeks of paid sick leave, filling a gap left by federal relief that had provided 
similar paid leave benefits for employers with fewer than 500 workers. The Executive Order provides health and safety 
standards to increase worker and customer protection by permitting workers at food facilities to wash their hands every 30 
minutes, or as needed, to increase proper sanitation measures.

Small Business Relief Payment Plans (State of CA)
Effective April 2, 2020, small business taxpayers, those with less than $5 million in taxable annual sales, can take advantage 
of a 12-month, interest-free, payment plan for up to $50,000 of sales and use tax liability only. Payment plan requests can be 
made through the State’s online services system in the coming months. At this point, the program is only available for sales 
and use tax liabilities. Qualifying sales and use taxpayers with deferred liabilities up to $50,000 will pay their tax due in 12
equal monthly installments. No interest or penalties will be assessed against the liability. The maximum amount that any 
taxpayer can defer, interest-free under this relief effort, is $50,000. If a taxpayer owes more than $50,000 and needs a 
payment plan for the amount over $50,000 we will have to have the taxpayer enter into one payment plan and adjust the 
appropriate amount of interest off toward the end of the 12 month period.

Extended State Tax Deadline (State of CA)
California State Controller Betty Yee announced that the deadline for filing income taxes for Californians is July 15, 2020. Due
to the coronavirus outbreak, taxpayers and businesses will get three additional months to file income taxes and make 
payments without interest or penalties.

Additional Business Resources (2/3)

https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/05/06/governor-newsom-announces-workers-compensation-benefits-for-workers-who-contract-covid-19-during-stay-at-home-order/
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/05/06/governor-newsom-announces-workers-compensation-benefits-for-workers-who-contract-covid-19-during-stay-at-home-order/
https://www.gov.ca.gov/2020/04/16/governor-newsom-announces-paid-sick-leave-benefits-for-food-sector-workers-impacted-by-covid-19-additional-protections-for-consumers/
https://www.cdtfa.ca.gov/news/20-07.htm
https://www.ftb.ca.gov/about-ftb/newsroom/covid-19/extensions-to-file-pay.html
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Federal
Paycheck Protection Program (SBA)
PPP offers small business loans with 1% interest rate to continue employing and paying employees and cover other 
business expenses during the crisis. This program provides $349 billion in forgivable loans to help small businesses stay 
afloat. Qualified applicants include small businesses and nonprofits with 500 or fewer employees, including sole 
proprietors and independent contractors. The maximum loan granted will be equal to 2.5 times the average monthly 
payroll cost for the previous calendar year — up to $10 million. SBA will forgive loans if all employees are kept on the 
payroll for eight weeks and the money is used for payroll, rent, mortgage interest, or utilities.

On April 27, the SBA began accepting applications for the second round of PPP. The $484 billion COVID-19 rescue bill 
signed late last month by President Donald Trump included $310 billion in new money for the latest bailout. The initial 
round of $350 billion in forgivable PPP loans, which was allocated as part of the $2.2 trillion CARES Act stimulus, were 
exhausted in less than two weeks. The loan will be forgiven if employees are kept on the payroll for eight weeks and if the 
money is used for payroll, rent, mortgage interest or utilities.

Small Business Administration (SBA) Debt Relief
The SBA will pay 6 months of principal, interest, and any associated fees that borrowers owe for all current 7(a), 504, and 
Microloans in regular servicing status as well as new 7(a), 504, and Microloans disbursed prior to September 27, 2020. This 
relief is not available for Paycheck Protection Program loans or Economic Injury Disaster loans. Borrowers do not need to 
apply for this assistance. SBA has notified 7(a), 504 and Microloan Lenders that it will pay these borrower loan payments. 
Lenders have been instructed to refrain from collecting loan payments from borrowers. If a borrower's payment was 
collected after March 27, 2020, lenders were instructed to inform the borrower that they have the option of having the 
loan payment returned by the lender or applying the loan payment to further reduce the loan balance after SBA's 
payment.

Additional Business Resources (3/3)

https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-relief-options/paycheck-protection-program
https://www.sba.gov/funding-programs/loans/coronavirus-relief-options/sba-debt-relief
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Public Order Under City of Los Angeles Emergency Authority 

  

Issue Date:  August 07, 2020 

 

Subject:       SAFER L.A. 

 
Following the City’s initial Safer at Home Order, Los Angeles was able to reduce the 
spread of COVID-19, stabilize our rate of hospitalization and COVID-19 patients treated 
in intensive care units, increase our testing capacity, supply protective equipment for 
healthcare workers and meet the State of California’s criteria to resume some of the 
activities that were temporarily prohibited.  We saw those successes because, in a short 
period of time and at an unprecedented scale, residents in every community embraced 
social distancing practices.  We wore face coverings and diligently washed and 
sanitized our hands.  We adopted these behaviors not just to protect ourselves, but to 
protect others.  
 
Because of that early success, following the guidance set forth by the Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Health, the City progressively permitted more activities 
with certain modifications which were designed to ensure health and safety.  But we 
must now respond to the reality that our public health data presents: that COVID-19 is 
spreading at a rate that threatens our medical system and the economy cannot fully get 
back on track until we have a handle on this virus. 
 
We have consistently warned the public that, throughout this pandemic, it may become 
necessary to step backward and be more restrictive. 
 
Now, following the guidance of the State of California, the City reinstitutes some of the 
restrictions we saw in the early days of the pandemic.  The overarching guidance is 
straightforward.  Angelenos must minimize contact with others as much as possible.  
Even if you believe that the virus does not present a particular threat to you, consider 
the impact that your choices have on others.  Because COVID-19 can be transmitted by 
someone who is unaware that she is carrying it, one person could be unknowingly 
infecting many people if she is not careful.  Now is the time to think of our loved ones, 
friends, colleagues, fellow residents, and favorite businesses.  The better we are now at 
staying apart, the sooner we will be able to come back together.  
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Under the provisions of Section 231(i) of the Los Angeles City Charter and Chapter 3, 
Section 8.27 of the Los Angeles Administrative Code, I hereby declare that the Safer 
L.A. Order, dated June 1, 2020 (Revised July 2, 2020), is withdrawn and superseded by 
this Order, which is necessary for the protection of life and property in the City of Los 
Angeles and is effective immediately: 
 
1. Subject only to the exceptions outlined in this Paragraph and Paragraph 5 below, 
all persons living within the City of Los Angeles are hereby ordered to remain in their 
homes.  Residents of the City of Los Angeles who are experiencing homelessness are 
exempt from this requirement.  The City is working, along with partner government 
agencies and non-governmental organizations, to make more emergency shelters 
available for the unhoused residents of our City.  City of Los Angeles officials and 
contracted partners responsible for homelessness outreach shall make every 
reasonable effort to persuade such residents to accept, if offered, temporary housing or 
shelter, as the Health Officer of the County of Los Angeles recommends that sheltering 
individuals will assist in reducing the spread of the virus and will protect the individual 
from potential exposure by allowing the individual access to sanitation tools.  People at 
high risk of severe illness from COVID-19 and people who are sick are urged to stay in 
their residence to the extent possible except as necessary to seek medical care. 
 
2.  Subject only to the exceptions outlined in this Paragraph and Paragraph 5 below, 
all businesses within the City of Los Angeles are ordered to cease operations that 
require in-person attendance by workers at a workplace.  To the extent that business 
operations may be maintained by telecommuting or other remote means, while allowing 
all individuals to maintain shelter in their residences, this Order shall not apply to limit 
such business activities. 
Businesses, recreation sites, commercial properties, and activities that should remain 
closed include: 

i. Lounges, nightclubs and bars 
ii. Public entertainment venues: movie theaters, live performance theaters, concert 

venues, theme parks, and festivals; 
iii. Family entertainment centers, such as bowling alleys, arcades, miniature golf, ice 

skating rinks, roller skating rinks and batting cages; 
iv. Indoor and outdoor playgrounds for children, except those associated within a 

school or childcare centers;  
v. Hot tubs, steam rooms, and saunas not located on a residential property;  
vi. Indoor fitness centers; 
vii. Indoor hair salons and barbershops; 
viii. Indoor areas of zoos and museums; 
ix. Tasting rooms at breweries and wineries;  
x. Offices in non-critical sectors, as defined by the California Department of Public 

Health; and 
xi. Indoor malls and shopping centers, except for outdoor curbside pick up 

operations where feasible. 
 
3. All public and private gatherings of any number of people are prohibited, except 
as to those exempted activities described in this Paragraph and Paragraph 5.  This 
provision does not apply to gatherings of people who live within a single household or 
living unit.   

https://covid19.ca.gov/essential-workforce/
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4. All travel, including, without limitation, travel on foot, bicycle, scooter, motorcycle, 
automobile, or public transit is prohibited, subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 5. 
 
5. Exceptions.  People may lawfully leave their residence while this Order is in 
effect only to engage in the following activities: 
 
 (i) Intentionally left blank. 
 
 (ii) Essential Activities.  To engage in certain essential activities, including, 
without limitation, visiting a health or veterinary care professional, obtaining medical 
supplies or medication, obtaining grocery items (including, without limitation, canned 
food, dry goods, fresh fruits and vegetables, pet supplies, fresh or frozen meats, fish, 
and poultry, any other household consumer products and products necessary to 
maintain the safety and sanitation of residences and other buildings) for their household 
or to deliver to others, or for legally mandated government purposes.  In addition, any 
travel related to (a) providing care for minors, the elderly, dependents, persons with 
disabilities, or other vulnerable persons; (b) returning to one’s place of residence from 
outside the City; (c) travelling to one’s place of residence located outside the City; (d) 
compliance with an order of law enforcement or court shall be exempt from this Order; 
(e) legally mandated government purposes; (f) attend a funeral with no more than 10 
individuals present or manage after-death arrangements and burial; or (g) to participate 
in a vehicle-based parade, drive-thru events (hosts and participants of such activities 
must observe and comply with the Vehicle-Based Parade Protocol published by the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health) or drive-in movie theaters (hosts and 
participants of such activities must observe and comply with the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health’s Reopening Protocol for Drive-In Movie Theaters); or (h) 
to participate in an outdoor in-person protest as long as persons participating in a 
protest observe the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocol for Public 
Demonstrations.  Persons engaging in these essential activities are required to maintain 
reasonable social distancing practices.  This includes maintaining a distance of at least 
six-feet away from others, frequently washing hands with soap and water for at least 
twenty seconds or using hand sanitizer, covering coughs or sneezes (into the sleeve or 
elbow, not hands), regularly cleaning high-touch surfaces, not shaking hands and 
wearing a cloth face covering whenever there is or can be contact with others who are 
non-household members in both public and private places.  Young children who are at 
risk of suffocation and people with certain disabilities are not required to wear a face 
covering. 
 
 (iii) Outdoor Activities.  To engage in passive outdoor activity and recreation, 
provided that the individuals comply with social distancing requirements, including, 
without limitation, walking, running, cycling; use of scooters, roller skates, skateboards, 
or other personal mobility devices.  All individuals engaging in outdoor activities must 
wear a cloth face covering whenever there is or can be contact with others who are non-
household members.  Young children who are at risk of suffocation, people with certain 
disabilities, and individuals engaging in water activities and certain sports specified in 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols (such as tennis, pickleball 
and solo horseback riding) are not required to wear a face covering. Golf is permitted; 
public and private courses may operate upon implementing the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Golf Courses. Indoor and outdoor 
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playgrounds for children, except those located within childcare centers, shall be closed 
for all purposes.  The City of Los Angeles, following the recommendations and 
directives of the County Department of Public Health, shall cancel its recreational and 
cultural programming and close piers and park facilities. Beaches are open for active 
recreation, including swimming, surfing, running and walking; however, sunbathing, 
sitting, gatherings, youth camps, group sports and athletic competitions are not allowed. 
Visitors to beaches shall follow the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Reopening Protocol for use of Public Beaches. Pools may open upon implementing the 
Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols for Public Swimming Pools. 
Pools, hot tubs, and saunas that are in a multi-unit residence or part of a Homeowners’ 
Association may open upon implementing the Los Angeles County Department of 
Public Health Protocols for Reopening of Swimming Pools in Shared Residential 
Facilities. Parks shall remain open for recreational activities while practicing social 
distancing and shall follow the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Reopening Protocol for Use of Public Trails. “Recreation and cultural programming” 
refers to recreational and cultural activities, indoor and outdoor sports leagues, aquatics 
classes, instructional courses, and group sessions on City-owned and operated park 
land.  “Park facilities,” which shall be closed to the public, refers to the City’s 
Department of Recreation and Parks facilities, including: skate parks, basketball courts, 
volleyball courts, baseball fields, Venice Boardwalk (except as necessary to travel to an 
essential business), Griffith Observatory, Travel Town, Griffith Park train rides and pony 
rides, the Cabrillo Marine Museum, Sherman Oaks Castle, EXPO Center, and aquatics 
facilities.  Tennis and pickle ball courts, shooting and archery ranges, equestrian 
centers, model airplane areas, community gardens, and bike parks may operate upon 
implementing the required Los Angeles County Department of Public Health protocols 
found in paragraph 6. Census Centers located at Recreation and Parks facilities may 
remain open, provided strict adherence to social distancing practices.  Outdoor 
Museums, Open Air Galleries, Botanical Gardens and other Outdoor Exhibition Spaces 
may open upon implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Protocols for Opening for Outdoor Museums and Galleries. For hire fishing, guided 
fishing or small-group chartered boat trips may operate upon implementing the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocol for Small Water Vessel Charters. 
Businesses may offer outdoor equipment rentals for transportation and/or physical 
activities only, such as kayaks, standup paddleboats, kitesurfing, electric boat rentals, 
and bikes, after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Protocols for Outdoor Equipment Rental Services. Participants in outdoor professional 
sports must adhere to the requirements of the Los Angeles County Department of 
Public Health Protocol for Professional Sports Leagues and Facilities Opening for 
Training Sessions and Spectator-Free Events.  
 
 (iv) Work in Support of Essential Activities.  To perform work providing essential 
products and services or to otherwise carry out activities specifically permitted in this 
Order. 
 
 (v) To care for or support a friend, family member, or pet in another household. 
 
 (vi) Emergency Personnel.  All first responders, gang and crisis intervention 
workers, public health workers, emergency management personnel, emergency 
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dispatchers, law enforcement personnel, and related contractors and others working for 
emergency services providers are categorically exempt from this Order. 
 
 (vii) Essential Activities Exempt.  Certain business operations and activities are 
exempt from the provisions of this Order, on the grounds that they provide services that 
are recognized to be critical to the health and well-being of the City.  These include: 
  (a) All healthcare operations, including hospitals, clinics, dentists, 
pharmacies, pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, medical and scientific 
research, laboratories, healthcare suppliers, home healthcare services providers, 
veterinary care and pet day care providers, mental and behavioral health providers and 
support groups, substance use providers and support groups, physical therapists and 
chiropractors, cannabis dispensaries, or any related and/or ancillary healthcare 
services, manufacturers and suppliers. Behavioral health or substance use disorder 
support group meetings must implement the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health’s Reopening Protocol for Substance Use Disorder and Mental Health Support 
Groups. Healthcare operations does not include fitness and exercise gyms and similar 
facilities. 
  (b) Grocery stores, water retailers, farm and produce stands, 
supermarkets, convenience stores, warehouse stores, food banks, and other 
establishments engaged in the retail sale of canned food, dry goods, fresh fruits and 
vegetables, pet food and medication supply, fresh or frozen meats, fish, and poultry, 
and other household consumer products necessary to maintain the safety, sanitation 
and essential operation of residences. This includes stores that sell beer, wine, and 
liquor. Following guidance issued on June 28, 2020 and July 13, 2020 from the 
California State Department of Public Health, bars, brewpubs, breweries, wineries, and 
pubs should close until those establishments are allowed to resume operation under 
state and local guidance. Certified farmers markets may operate only if they are able to 
obtain written approval from the Bureau of Street Services (BSS) and only according to 
the guidelines and set forth by BSS.   
  (c)  Agricultural and horticultural cultivation, including farming, livestock, 
and fishing. 
  (d) Organizations and businesses that provide food, shelter, and social 
services, and other necessities of life for economically disadvantaged or otherwise 
needy individuals (including gang prevention and intervention, domestic violence, and 
homeless services agencies). 
  (e) Newspapers, television news, radio, magazine, podcast and 
journalism; and music, film and television production, after adopting the Los Angeles 
County Department of Public Health’s Reopening Protocol for Music, Film and 
Television Production. 
  (f) Gas service stations, auto/motorcycle part supply, mobile 
auto/motorcycle repair operations, auto/motorcycle repair shops (including, without 
limitation, auto repair shops that operate adjacent to or otherwise in connection with an 
used or retail auto dealership), bicycle repair shops and related facilities.  Auto 
dealerships and motorcycle dealerships may open to the public, under the conditions 
required by and upon implementation of the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Car Dealerships.  Car washes are permitted to operate 
upon implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocol for Car Washes. 
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  (g) Banks, credit unions, financial institutions and insurance 
companies, and pawn shops. 
  (h) Hardware and building supply stores, day labor centers, nurseries 
and horticulture wholesale distributors. 
  (i) Plumbers, electricians, custodial/janitorial workers, handyman 
services, funeral home workers and morticians, moving services, HVAC installers, 
carpenters, day laborers, landscapers, gardeners, exterminators, property managers 
and leasing agents, private security personnel and other service providers who provide 
services to maintain the safety, sanitation, and essential operation to properties and 
other essential activities discussed in this subsection. 
  (j) Businesses providing mailing and shipping services, boxes and 
packaging, and post office boxes. 
  (k) Educational institutions -- including public and private K-12 schools, 
colleges, and universities -- for purposes of facilitating distance learning,planning for the 
upcoming school year or performing essential functions provided that social distancing 
of six-feet per person is maintained.  
  (l) Laundromats, dry cleaners, and laundry service providers. 
  (m) Restaurants and retail food facilities that prepare and offer food to 
customers via delivery service, to be picked up, via drive thru service.  Restaurants 
must not seat customers inside their establishments, but may provide seating for 
customers outdoors. Restaurants interested in offering outdoor seating should consult 
the City of Los Angeles’ Al Fresco dining program. Restaurants and other food facilities 
that wish to provide in-person dining must implement the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Restaurant Opening for On-Site Dining Protocols, including 
requiring diners to wear face coverings when not eating. For those establishments 
offering food pick-up options, proprietors are directed to establish social distancing 
practices for those patrons in the queue for pick-up.  This includes maintaining a 
distance of at least six-feet away from others.  Schools and other entities that typically 
provide free food services to students or members of the public may continue to do so 
under this Order on the condition that the food is provided to students or members of 
the public on a pick-up and carry out basis only.  Schools and other entities that provide 
food services under this exemption shall not permit the food to be eaten at the site 
where it is provided, or any other gathering site. Cafeterias, commissaries, and 
restaurants located within hospitals, nursing homes, or other licensed health care 
facilities may provide dine-in service, as long as Social (Physical) Distancing is 
practiced. 
  (n) Businesses that supply or provide storage for retail goods and 
products needed for people to work from home. 
  (o) Businesses that supply other essential businesses with the support, 
services, or supplies necessary to operate, provided that strict social distancing is 
maintained.  This section includes, without limitation, utility companies. 
  (p) Individuals and businesses that ship, truck, transport, or provide 
logistical support to deliver groceries, food, goods, or services directly to residences, or 
businesses engaged in essential activities or essential infrastructure.   
  (q) Airlines, taxis, ride sharing services, car rental companies, and 
other private transportation services providing transportation services necessary for 
essential activities and other purposes expressly authorized in this Order. Small water 
vessel charters may operate after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of 
Public Health Protocols for Small Water Vessel Charters. 
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  (r) Home-based care for disabled persons, seniors, adults, or children. 
  (s) Residential facilities and shelters for homeless residents, disabled 
persons, seniors, adults, children and animals. 
  (t) Office-based businesses included on the State of California listing 
of critical sectors, when teleworking is not possible. Professional services, such as 
legal, leasing and real estate transactions, payroll or accounting services, when 
necessary to assist in the permitting, inspection, construction, transfer and recording of 
ownership of housing, and when necessary to achieve compliance with legally 
mandated activities are permitted.  Housing units and real property may be shown, 
provided that appointments and other residential viewings occur virtually or, if a virtual 
viewing is not feasible, by appointment with no more than two visitors at a time residing 
within the same household or living unit and one individual showing the unit.  However, 
such in-person visits are not permitted when a tenant occupant is still residing in the 
residence, unless the owner first obtains the tenant’s written consent. 
  (u) Day Camps, after implementing the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health’s Reopening Protocol for Day Camps, along with childcare 
facilities providing services that enable employees exempted in this Order to work as 
permitted.  To the extent possible, childcare facilities must operate under the following 
mandatory conditions: 

(1) Childcare must be carried out in stable groups of 10 or fewer 
(“stable” means that the same 12 or fewer children are in the same 
group each day). 

(2) Children shall not change from one group to another. 
(3) If more than one group of children is cared for at one facility, each 

group shall be in a separate room.  Groups shall not mix with each 
other. 

(4) Childcare providers shall remain solely with one group of children. 
  (v)    Hotels, motels, shared rental units and similar facilities, and must 
implement the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for 
Hotels, Lodging and Short-Term Rentals. Campgrounds, RV parks and cabin rental 
units may open after adopting the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health 
Reopening Protocol for Campgrounds, RV parks and Cabin Rental Units. 

(w)   Military/Defense Contractors/FFRDC (Federally Funded Research 
and Development Centers).  For purposes of this Order, essential personnel may leave 
their residence to provide any service or perform any work deemed essential for 
national security including, without limitation, defense, intelligence, and aerospace 
development and manufacturing for the Department of Defense, the Intelligence 
Community, and NASA and other federal government, and or United States 
Government departments and agencies.  Essential personnel include prime, sub-prime, 
and supplier contractor employees, at both the prime contract level and any supplier 
level at any tier, working on federal United States Government contracts, such as 
contracts for national intelligence and national security requirements.  

(x) Businesses that manufacture retail goods. These businesses must 
also implement the County of Los Angeles Reopening Protocol for Warehousing, 
Manufacturing and Logistic Establishments. 

(y) Retail stores may operate, after implementing the County of Los 
Angeles Department of Public Health Protocols for Retail Establishments Opening for 
In-person Shopping. All indoor malls and shopping centers must close to the public until 
further notice. Businesses located entirely within the interior of an indoor mall or 

https://covid19.ca.gov/essential-workforce/
https://covid19.ca.gov/essential-workforce/
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shopping center that are permitted to operate pursuant to this Order, may offer goods 
and services via outdoor curb-side pick-up. Businesses or activities that are part of an 
indoor mall or shopping center and that are permitted to operate pursuant to this Order, 
but that are accessible by the public from the exterior of the indoor mall or shopping 
center may remain open to the public.  Indoor malls and shopping centers must adopt 
the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols for Shopping Center 
Operators. 

(z) Places of worship, provided that the gathering of congregants is 
held outdoors, and after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Places of Worship Protocol. 

(aa) Hair salons and barbershops may open for outdoor operations only, 
after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening 
Protocols for Hair Salons and Barbershops, including requiring workers and customers 
to wear face coverings. 

(bb) Fitness facilities, including private gymnasiums, may open for 
outdoor operations only after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of 
Public Health Reopening Protocols for Gyms and Fitness Establishments. 

(cc) Libraries for curbside pickup only, after implementing the Los 
Angeles County Department of Public Health Protocols for Libraries Opening for 
Curbside Pickup. 

(dd) Outdoor areas of museums, galleries, aquariums and zoos, after 
implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol 
for Museums, Galleries, Zoos, and Aquariums. 

(ee) Businesses renting outdoor equipment for transportation and/or 
physical activities after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Protocols for Outdoor Equipment Rental Services. 

(ff) Professional sports leagues, teams and facilities may operate for 
training and competition, without spectators, after implementing the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Protocol for Professional Sports Leagues and Facilities 
Opening for Training Sessions and Spectator-Free Events. 

(gg) Cardrooms, satellite wagering facilities, and racetrack onsite 
wagering facilities, after implementing the Los Angeles County Department of Public 
Health Reopening Protocol for Cardrooms, Satellite Wagering Facilities, and Racetrack 
Onsite Wagering Facilities. 

(hh) Personal care establishments, including nail salons, tanning salons, 
esthetician, skin care, and cosmetology services; electrology, body art professionals, 
tattoo parlors, and piercing shops; and massage therapy (in non-healthcare settings), 
can open for outdoor operations only and after implementing the Los Angeles County 
Department of Public Health Reopening Protocol for Personal Care Establishments. 
 
 (viii)    Government Employees.  This Order does not apply to employees of 
government agencies working within the course and scope of their public service 
employment.  Employees of the City of Los Angeles shall follow any current or future 
directives issued by the Mayor. 
 
 (ix) Essential Infrastructure.  Individuals may leave their residences to provide 
any services or goods or perform any work necessary to to build, operate, maintain or 
manufacture essential infrastructure, including without limitation construction of public 
health operations, commercial, office and institutional buildings, residential buildings 
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and housing; airport operations, food supply, concessions, and construction; port 
operations and construction; water, sewer, gas, electrical, oil extraction and refining; 
roads and highways, public transportation and rail; solid waste collection, removal, and 
recycling; flood control and watershed protection; internet and telecommunications 
systems (including the provision of essential global, national, and local infrastructure for 
computing services, business infrastructure, communications, phone retail sales and 
servicing, and web-based services); and manufacturing and distribution companies 
deemed essential to the supply chains of the industries referenced in this Paragraph, 
provided that they carry out those services and that work in compliance with social 
distancing practices as prescribed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
and the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health, to the extent possible. 
 
 (x) Non-Essential Businesses.  Businesses regarded under this Order as 
“non-essential” may be permitted to conduct minimum basic operations including 
inventory, security, custodial services, payroll and employee benefits processing, and 
any reasonable activity designed to maximize the ability for its employees to work 
remotely from their homes. Any Non-Essential Businesses conducting minimum basic 
operations, as allowed for in the paragraph, shall keep its doors closed and locked to 
the public at all times and shall post a sign on its main entrances stating that the 
business is closed to the public. 
  
6. Public Notice of Social Distancing Protocols for Certain Public-Facing Essential 
Businesses.  The City of Los Angeles has adopted all safety protocols developed by the 
County of Los Angeles Department of Public Health. All individuals, except young 
children at risk of suffocation and people with certain disabilities, engaging in the 
permitted activities described below must wear face coverings and adopt social 
distancing requirements. All businesses described below must require workers and 
customers to wear face coverings and adopt the County Public Health protocols, which 
are available for download at https://www.lamayor.org/COVID19Orders. For relevant 
businesses, (i) the protocols notice must be posted at or near the entrance to the facility 
so that it is easily viewable by the public and employees; and (ii) copies of the protocols 
must be provided to each employee performing work at the facility; and (iii) the business 
must provide evidence of its implementation of the protocols to any authority enforcing 
this Order upon demand.  The required protocols include: 
  
 a) The owner, manager, or operator of any business described in Paragraph 
1 of the April 7, 2020 Worker Protection Order (Revised May 7, 2020), shall prepare and 
post by no later than 11:59 p.m. on April 15, 2020, a the County’s Social Distancing 
Protocol for each of their facilities within the City of Los Angeles. 
 
 b) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted retail business 
described in Paragraph 5 (vii)(y) of this Order must implement the County’s Protocols 
for Retail Establishments Opening for In-person Shopping. 
 
 c) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted auto dealer described 
in Paragraph 5 (vii)(f) of this Order must implement the County’s Car Dealership 
Protocols. 
 

https://www.lamayor.org/COVID19Orders
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 d) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted public and private golf 
courses described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order must implement the County’s Golf 
Courses Protocols. 
 
 e) All hikers and visitors of trails described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order 
must adopt the County’s Trail Use Protocols. 
 
 f) All visitors to beaches described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order must 
adopt the County’s Beach Protocols. 
 
 g) All visitors to bike parks described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order must 
adopt the County’s Bike Park Protocols. 
 
 h) All visitors to community gardens described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this 
Order must adopt the County’s Community Gardens Protocols. 
 
 i) All visitors to equestrian centers described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order 
must adopt the County’s Equestrian Centers Protocols. 
 
 j) All visitors to model airplane areas described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this 
Order must adopt the County’s Model Airplane Protocols. 
 
 k) All visitors to tennis and pickleball courts described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of 
this Order must adopt the County’s Tennis Pickleball Courts Protocols. 
 
 l) All operators and participants of substance use disorder and mental health 
support groups described in Paragraph 5(vii)(a) and (d) must adopt the County’s 
Substance Use Disorder and Mental Health Support Groups Protocols. 
 

m) All outdoor shooting facilities described in Paragraph 5 (iii) of this Order 
must adopt the County’s Outdoor Shooting Facility Protocols. 

 
n) The owner, manager, or operator of any permitted warehouse business 

described in Paragraph 5 (vii)(n), or any permitted logistics business described in 
Paragraph 5 (vii)(p), or any permitted manufacturing business described in Paragraph 5 
(vii)(y) must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Warehousing, Manufacturing 
and Logistic Establishments 

 
o) The owner, manager, or operator of a car wash described in Paragraph 

5(vii)(f) must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Car Washes 
 
p) All hosts and participants of vehicle-based parades or drive thru events 

must adopt the County’s Protocol for Vehicle Based Parades or Drive Thru Events. All 
hosts and participants of drive-in theaters must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol 
for Drive-In Movie Theaters. 

 
q) The owner, manager, or operator of a place of worship or faith-based 

organization hosting in-person services must adopt the County’s Protocol for Places of 
Worship Protocols. 
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r) The owner, manager, or operator of office-based businesses must adopt 

the County’s Office-Based Worksites Protocol. 
 
s) The owner, manager, or operator of shopping centers or malls must adopt 

the County’s Shopping Center Operators Protocol. 
 
t) The operator of pools, hot tubs, and saunas that are in a multi-unit 

residence or part of a Homeowners’ Association must adopt the County’s Protocols for 
Reopening of Swimming Pools in Shared Residential Facilities. 

 
u) The owner, manager or operator of Outdoor Museums, Open Air 

Galleries, Botanical Gardens and other Outdoor Exhibition Spaces must adopt the 
County’s Protocols for Opening for Outdoor Museums and Galleries. 

 
v) The owner, manager or operator of restaurants and other food facilities 

that provide in-person dining must adopt the County’s Restaurant Opening for On-Site 
Dining Protocols. 

 
w) The owner, manager or operator of hair salons and barbershops must 

adopt the County’s Reopening Protocols for Hair Salons and Barbershops. 
 
x) The owner, manager or operator of public swimming pools, including 

campground pools, club pools, commercial pools, health or fitness clubs, hotel pools, 
licensed day care facility pools, medical facility pools, mineral spring pools, motel pools, 
municipal pools, public or private school pools; recreational or mobile home park pools, 
resort pools, special purpose pools, and swim school pools must adopt the County’s 
Protocols for Reopening of Public Swimming Pools. 

 
y) The owner, manager or operator of small water vessel charters must 

adopt the County’s Protocols for Small Water Vessel Charters. 
 
z) Owners, managers or operators of hotels, lodging and short term rentals 

must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Hotels, Lodging and Short-Term 
Rentals. 

 
aa) Owners, managers or operators of libraries must adopt the County’s 

Protocols for Libraries Opening for Curbside Pickup. 
 
bb) Owners, managers or operators of museums, galleries, zoos and 

aquariums must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Museums, Galleries, Zoos, 
and Aquariums. 

 
cc) Owners, managers or operators to campgrounds, TV parks and cabin 

rental units must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Campgrounds, RV parks 
and Cabin Rental Units. 

 
dd) Owners, managers or operators of fitness facilities and gyms must adopt 

the County’s Reopening Protocol for Gyms and Fitness Establishments. 
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ee) Studios, owners, managers, operators or participants in music, film or 

television production must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Music, Television 
and Film Production. 

 
ff) Owners, managers or operators of businesses renting outdoor equipment 

for transportation or physical activity must adopt the County’s Protocols for Outdoor 
Equipment Rental Services. 

 
gg) Owners, managers or operators of professional sports leagues, teams and 

facilities must adopt the County’s Protocol for Professional Sports Leagues and 
Facilities Opening for Training Sessions and Spectator-Free Events. 

 
hh) Owners, managers or operators of cardrooms, satellite wagering facilities, 

and racetrack onsite wagering facilities must adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for 
Cardrooms, Satellite Wagering Facilities, and Racetrack Onsite Wagering Facilities. 

 
ii) Owners, managers or operators of personal care establishments must 

adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Personal Care Establishments. 
 
jj) Owners, managers or operators of bars, wineries and tasting rooms must 

adopt the County’s Reopening Protocol for Bars, Winery and Brewery Tasting Rooms. 
 

 
7. To the extent that this Order is in conflict with earlier Orders, this Order 
shall supersede the others.   
 
8. Failure to comply with this Order shall constitute a misdemeanor subject to 
fines and imprisonment.  I hereby urge the Los Angeles Police Department and 
the City Attorney to vigorously enforce this Order via Sections 8.77 and 8.78 of the 
Los Angeles Administrative Code. Additionally, individuals, businesses, and 
properties which fail to comply with this Order may be subject to having their utility 
services shut off by the Department of Water and Power.  The Deputy Mayor of 
Public Safety, or his written designee, after issuance of a written warning, may 
request the Department of Water and Power to shut off utility services at the 
business or property.  Upon receiving such a written referral, the Department of 
Water & Power is authorized to shut off utility services to the identified business or 
property operating in violation of the Order. 
 
9.        Business owners and operators are authorized to refuse service to any 
individual who fails to wear a face covering and I strongly encourage business 
owners/operators to do so. 
 
10.  If any subsection, sentence, clause, phrase, or word of this Order or any 
application of it to any person, structure, or circumstance is held to be invalid or 
unconstitutional by a decision of a court of competent jurisdiction, then such 
decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions or applications of this 
Order. 
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This Order shall be in place during the local emergency period, and it may be amended 
or rescinded as warranted according to local public health conditions. 
 
  

  
_______________________________ 

Eric Garcetti, MAYOR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dated: August 7, 2020 at Los Angeles, California  
Time: _10:00 a.m.___ 
 
Filed with the City Clerk  
Date: _____________________  
Time: _____________________  
By: _______________________ 
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LOS ANGELES (CBSLA) — The death of unarmed black man George
Floyd at the hands of police in Minnesota earlier this week sparked
heated demonstrations in downtown Los Angeles on Wednesday
afternoon, with dozens of protesters shutting down traf�c on the
101 Freeway.

The protest, which started out
peacefully, turned violent after
some individuals smashed the
windows of two California
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Caught On Camera Confrontation
Between Anti-Masker, Grocery Store
Employee In Laguna Woods Goes
Viral
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Only On 2: Video Shows Deputies
Taking Aggressive Action Against
Inmate at Los Angeles County Jail
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Crowds along the 101 Freeway in downtown
Los Angeles protest the death of Minnesota
man George Floyd. May 27, 2020. (CBSLA)

An American �ag is burned during protests
against the death of George Floyd. May 27,
2020. (CBSLA)

Highway Patrol cruisers and
jumped on the vehicles.

At least one protester was taken away from the scene by
emergency responders with unknown injuries after falling off a
cruiser.

A group was also seen burning an American �ag in protest.

The front sign at Los Angeles Police Department headquarters was
later defaced with graf�ti.

Police con�rmed Thursday that no demonstrators were arrested.

The L.A. chapter of Black Lives Matter shared news of the protest at
211 W. Temple Street, the of�ce of L.A. County District Attorney
Jackie Lacey and LAPD headquarters.

“I’m tired of seeing people who look like me murdered for no
reason,” protester Jamiu Carter told CBSLA. “It’s not new, it’s been
going on since day one.”

Other groups may have also
responded to the
demonstration, which shut
down the 101 Freeway for
about 15 minutes.

Many of the people in
attendance were seen wearing
masks in observance of coronavirus guidelines.
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L.A. County Sheriff Alex Villanueva urged protesters to avoid
unlawful behavior in a tweet on Wednesday night, saying, “I share in
the nation’s outrage over the tragic death of George Floyd. Police
brutality is unacceptable under any circumstances, and in order to
gain the public’s trust, we have to respect the very rule of law, we
are sworn to uphold.”

LAPD responded similarly:

“Earlier we saw people on the streets of Downtown L.A., at times
going onto the 101 freeway, to protest the death of George Floyd.
We hear your anger & your pain. We will always facilitate freedom
of speech. Period. All we ask is that protests are held in a safe &
legal manner.”

Meanwhile, there were violent protests in Minneapolis overnight
Wednesday. According to CBS Minnesota, buildings were set ablaze
and one man was shot to death.

The protests follow the arrest and death of George Floyd on
Monday, who lost consciousness with the knee of a Minneapolis city
police of�cer pressing against his neck. Floyd died hours later at a
hospital.

Video of Floyd’s arrest spread
Tuesday on social media. While
lying facedown on the road,
Floyd repeatedly says he can’t
breathe, which is reminiscent of

Kara Finnstrom
@KaraFinnstrom

Graffiti removed outside #LAPD 
Headquarters in downtown LA, following 
escalating protests over death of an unarmed 
black man while in police custody in 
Minneapolis. @CBSLA

7:22 AM · May 28, 2020
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An undated photo of George Floyd. (WCCO)

the dying words of Eric Garner
who died in 2014 after being
held in a chokehold by an NYPD
of�cer.

The of�cers involved in Floyd’s
arrest — identi�ed by the city of
Minneapolis as Derek Chauvin,
Thomas Lane, Tou Thao and J

Alexander Keung — have since been �red.

They were called to the Powderhorn neighborhood of Minneapolis
following a report that someone tried to used a forged document at
a deli. Police initially said Floyd was resisting of�cers and appeared
intoxicated.

Floyd’s death has drawn demands for justice across the nation.

RELATED: Video Of Fatal Arrest Shows Minneapolis Of�cer
Kneeling On George Floyd’s Neck For Several Minutes

Minneapolis Mayor Jacob Frey called for the release of body
camera footage in Floyd’s arrest and is also calling on the of�cer
seen kneeling on Floyd’s neck to be charged.

The FBI, Minnesota Department of Criminal Apprehension and the
Hennepin County Attorney’s Of�ce are currently investigating the
incident.
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GEORGE FLOYD

O�cer Attacked and 533 Arrested in Downtown LA Protests

By City News Service • Published May 29, 2020 • Updated on May 30, 2020 at 11:48 am

    

Video shows police and protesters Friday May 29, 2020 in downtown Los Angeles.
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Police worked Saturday morning to disperse crowds in downtown Los Angeles as multiple businesses were

looted following demonstrations against police brutality following the in-custody death of George Floyd in

Minneapolis Monday

The Target store at Seventh and Figueroa streets, a Rite Aid store at 7th and Hope streets, along with the 6th

Street Market and the Starbucks on Sixth Street between Broadway and Main Street and jewelry stores near Sixth

Street and Broadway were among the businesses looted just before midnight Friday.

A trash can was set on fire near Olympic Boulevard and Hill Street and quickly extinguished by officers. Three

fires were set near the intersection of Hill and Seventh streets, one in the intersection, another south of the

intersection on Hill Street and a third on a sidewalk near a building.

Local

Local news from across Southern California

OC Supervisors Approve 8/24 as Kobe Bryant Day

SBA Extends Deadline for Businesses to Get Loans for Damage Caused During Protests, Looting

As Los Angeles firefighters arrived to extinguish the flames, someone in the crowd grabbed a department fire

hose and tossed it into the fire burning in the intersection.

At least one Los Angeles Police Department cruiser was tagged with graffiti.

Police set up skirmish lines throughout the downtown area and, in at least one instance, fired non-lethal

ammunition as they pushed a crowd out of the area, some in the crowd stopping to hide behind vehicles to throw

objects at officers.

Arrests were reported. LAPD announced Saturday that 533 people had been arrested.

"The charges include Burglary, Looting,Probation Violation, Battery on Police Officer, Attempt Murder and Failure

to Disperse," LAPD said in a press release.  "All but 18 of the arrestees have released on their own recognizance."

The looting came about four hours after several people were detained shortly before 7 p.m. near Fifth and Olive

streets for allegedly throwing objects at officers and damaging police cars that were parked near the

intersection, according to broadcast reports from the scene.
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A protestor was seen on video spraying a fire extinguisher at officers, then running through the crowd spraying

fire retardant.

"I'm sorry that L.A. failed tonight," LAPD Chief Michel Moore told reporters Friday night. "Our ability to have a

demonstration, express our views, our anger, our disgust unfortunately turned into an unruly situation with

officers being injured, property damage occurring."

An officer was put in a chokehold and kicked by some protesters in the Pershing Square area, according to

reports from the scene. It was not clear if this was the same officer who was sent to a hospital with injuries from

a confrontation with demonstrators.

Los Angeles Police Department Capt. Gisselle Espinoza told reporters it was disappointing to see protestors

attack the officer.

"This was not what we wanted," Espinoza said. "We wanted it to be peaceful. We want people to exercise their

First Amendment right to assemble, for speech and we wanted this to be peaceful. We want peoples' voices

heard and that's not what's happening."

No arrests have been made in connection with the attack on the officer, Espinoza said.

At least two other officers were injured, including one who was struck in the face by a flying object.

Shortly before 7:30 p.m., a group of about 100 blocked traffic on the Harbor (110) Freeway, near the James M.

Wood Boulevard exit. They were cleared from the freeway, but re-entered near Fifth Street at 8:20 p.m.

2:46

Protesters Clash With Police in DTLA Over Police Use of Force
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Christine Kim reports for Today in LA on Saturday, May 30, 2020.

KNX Newsradio reporter Pete Demetriou was attacked during the protests, he said on Twitter. About five people

punched him before others came to his aid, and a woman grabbed his microphone and yelled obscenities into it,

but he was able to push her away.

Photos posted by Demetriou showed items confiscated by officers, including brass knuckles, knives, bottles of

urine, spray paint cans and a gun that fires pepper balls.

In Minneapolis protests continued for a third day, with protesters looting and lighting �res inside a police station. Robert Kovacik
reports for the NBC4 News at 11 p.m.... Read more

Demonstrators initially gathered at 5 p.m. outside City Hall and marched south on Spring Street, then north on

Figueroa Street.

The protest was declared an unlawful assembly shortly before 9:30 p.m. due to "repeated acts of violence and

property damage," according to the LAPD.

People were advised to get off the streets and businesses were told to close in the downtown area from the

Santa Monica (10) to the Santa Ana (101) freeways and the Harbor (110) Freeway to Alameda Street.

3:43

Protests Continue for a Second Day in Downtown LA Over George

Floyd's Death
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A helicopter announced that those left protesting could be arrested.

Mayor Eric Garcetti sent a message on Twitter at 10 p.m. Friday calling for calm.

"I believe in our city. L.A. is strong enough to stand for justice and walk in love," Garcetti said.

"We respect every Angeleno's right to protest, but violence and vandalism hurts all. Let's remember why we

march, protect each other, and bring a peaceful end to a painful night.''

People took to the streets Friday for the third consecutive night to demand justice for George Floyd, who died

Monday after being handcuffed and pinned to the ground by a white Minneapolis Police Department officer,

Derek Chauvin, who pressed his knee on the 46-year-old man's neck for several minutes while three other officers

looked on.

Video footage of the arrest, in which Floyd is heard saying "I can't breathe," spread widely online, and all four

officers were fired.

Chauvin was charged with third-degree murder and second-degree manslaughter on Friday.

The Los Angeles Police Department was placed on tactical alert at 2:20 p.m. as a precaution ahead of the

protests, according to Officer Tony Im.

"While the vast majority of individuals in Los Angeles have expressed those views in a peaceful manner, we have

witnessed an increasing level of violence and property damage committed by a small number of detractors," the

LAPD said in a statement issued Friday afternoon.

"The violence involved dangerous projectiles directed at our people as well as some property damage to

businesses in the area. While isolated, if left unchallenged we face the potential of those actions expanding and

hurting innocent individuals."

Moore added: "We stand with our communities and rebuke any instance of police brutality as well as acts of

violence or property damage."

The issuing of a tactical alert requires all on-duty personnel to remain on duty, Im said.

"We're going to have more people on-duty because staff is not going home... For example, all the day watch

people stay on and the night watch people have started, so we have double the amount of staffing," Im said.
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More protests are scheduled Saturday.

One organized by the National Alliance Against Racist and Political Repression calling for justice for Floyd and

immediate safe release of prisoners in the Men's Central Jail and Twin Towers Correctional Facility is scheduled

for noon Saturday.

Demonstrators are scheduled to meet on the corner of Alhambra Avenue and Vignes Street, then caravan to the

jail facilities and end with a rally at LAPD headquarters.

Black Lives Matter Los Angeles and BLD PWR will hold a rally at noon at Pan Pacific Park, 7600 Beverly Blvd., to

call for an end to police brutality against unarmed black Americans and justice in the death of Floyd and for "the

601 people murdered by police in L.A. County."

Another protest, hosted by the Coalition for Community Control Over the Police, is set for 1 p.m. Saturday

outside LAPD's Southeast Station, 145 W 108th St. and will include a march to the L.A. County Sheriff's office at

1310 W. Imperial Highway.

A National Day of Protest - Los Angeles demonstration is set for 3 p.m. at Mariachi Plaza, 1831 E. First St. to

"demand #MassReleaseNow for all prisoners, as well as an end to police terror and crimes" against Latinos and

blacks. Masks and social distancing will be required.

Protests in Los Angeles have been generally peaceful, though some demonstrators shattered the windows of

two on-duty California Highway Patrol vehicles while hundreds of demonstrators blocked traffic on the

Hollywood (101) Freeway, near Alameda Street, downtown Wednesday afternoon.

Thursday's protests outside the Los Angeles Police Department headquarters were on a smaller scale, and some

demonstrators surrounded a California Highway Patrol vehicle, but it did not appear to sustain damage, even as

at least one protester kicked the cruiser.

Another handful of protesters on Thursday threw water bottles and a skateboard at a law enforcement vehicle

near the headquarters. That car also sped off without visible damage.

The department's headquarters was vandalized with graffiti that read "1312 ACAB," a common acronym and its

numeric code for "All Cops Are Bastards."
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CAPITOL ALERT

Capitol Alert

‘Your rage is real,’ Gavin Newsom tells California
protesters

BY HANNAH WILEY
JUNE 01, 2020 02:55 PM , UPDATED JUNE 01, 2020 05:06 PM

At a press conference at Genesis Church in Sacramento on Jun. 1, 2020, California Governor Gavin Newsom
addressed the looting and violence that has followed many protests over the death of George Floyd across the
state. BY CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR
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Addressing demonstrators from a Meadowview church in Sacramento Monday after a weekend of protests,
Gov. Gavin Newsom said he was committed to dismantling the “institutional racism” that’s driven activists to
California streets.

“For those of you out there protesting, I want you to know that you matter,” Newsom said. “To those who
want to express themselves... God bless you. Keep doing it. Your rage is real.”

The governor also said he was prepared at the request of local leaders and law enforcement to send in
4,500 National Guard troops to dispel the kind of looting that cities up and down the state, from Sacramento
to Oakland to Los Angeles, have experienced in recent days. He said another 7,000 members of the California
Highway Patrol are on full tactical alert to help local authorities cope with vandalism and looting.

TOP ARTICLES

He said local authorities will determine whether to impose curfews based on conditions in their communities.

“For those who want to exploit this moment, who want to flame the violence and fear, we hear you as well.
But we don’t have the same sensitivities as it relates to those who are trying to exercise their voice from a
place of hurt and pain,” Newsom said. “The looting, the violence, the threats against fellow human beings,
that has no place in this state and in this nation.”

California National Guard spokesman Lt. Col. Jonathan Shiroma said he could not give specifics about what
the troops already deployed in Los Angeles County are doing, except that they are “trained and equipped to
protect lives and property.”
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The National Guard troops deployed in LA and any that are deployed to other cities will work to support
local law enforcement agencies, he said.

The demonstrations, orchestrated by local leaders and national groups like Black Lives Matter, have popped
up across the United States since May 25, when a black man named George Floyd was killed in Minneapolis
by a police officer who kneeled on his neck for several minutes during an arrest.

America is experiencing a “double pandemic,” said Tecoy Porter, pastor of Genesis Church in South
Sacramento. The first, he said, is the coronavirus called COVID-19 that has killed more than 100,000
Americans in just a few months.

“Then we have this other virus that’s going on that we’ve seen in Minneapolis with George Floyd,” he said.
“And that virus is racism.”

While most have organized peacefully to spread their message, smaller groups have turned to violence and
destruction, smashing windows, looting businesses and sowing discord.

The disorder has led to increased clashes with police, who have at times have used tear gas and rubber bullets
to dispel the crowds.

The violence has also forced local leaders to issue curfews and restrictions against the organizing in efforts to
end the chaos. After two nights of riots throughout midtown and downtown Sacramento, where small
businesses were hard hit by the anarchy, Mayor Darrell Steinberg said a curfew would be instituted Monday
night.
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“We are going to try to shut it down tonight even before it gets dark,” Steinberg said, referencing the violence
Saturday and Sunday that kicked up after dark.

President Donald Trump called on governors in a Monday telephone call to make arrests and “dominate” the
groups of looters who have used the protests as an opportunity to sow division. He later said he would use the
U.S. military instead if governors did not act.

Newsom and Trump have long railed against each other on social media and during public appearances. But
since the coronavirus pandemic, the Democratic governor has largely declined to criticize the president. He
didn’t respond Monday to questions about the president’s recommended approach to the civil unrest.

“I can choose to focus a message that I think is so much more powerful, and I hope more resonant to the
people watching,” Newsom said, “and that is I care more about them than some of the noise I heard on a
morning phone call.”

“People have lost patience because they haven’t seen progress,” he added. “People have lost patience for a
reason.”

HANNAH WILEY 916-321-5236

Hannah Wiley joined The Bee as a legislative reporter in 2019. She produces the morning newsletter for Capitol
Alert and previously reported on immigration, education and criminal justice. She’s a Chicago-area native and a
graduate of Saint Louis University and Northwestern.
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Governor of California Gavin Newsom’s June 1 press conference. He addressed the

George Floyd protests in California and provided updates. Read his full speech here.

 

(https://twitter.com/RevTranscripts)

Transcribe Your Own Content

Try Rev for free (https://www.rev.com/services?coupon=ac851668) and save

time transcribing, captioning, and subtitling.

Dr. Tecoy Porter: (00:27 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=27.22))

Good morning. My name is Dr. Tecoy Porter. I’m the pastor of the Genesis Church in

South Sacramento. I’m also the president of the National Action Network here in

Sacramento and California state chair. It’s so important to have a clear voice in this

hour. And Governor Newsom has been that just not only for California, but also for

the nation. We just got through meeting in regards to what I believe is happening in

America, double pandemic. The first pandemic we are so well aware of is that is

with the Coronavirus, which is impacting so many. We have crossed that threshold

of a 100,000 persons being impacted and dying in our nation. And then in fact,

hurting so many in our nation is heart wrenching. And then we have this other

virus going on that we’re seeing in Minneapolis with what happened with George

Floyd and that virus is racism.
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Dr. Tecoy Porter: (01:45 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=105.18))

And I’m happy to say that we’ve actually are speaking against that. We’re talking

about it and we have a governor here that’s going to call that out. And I’m glad that

we just had a conversation with myself, him, and other leaders that are calling this

other virus out. This virus is not impacting just the black community or brown

community, but impacting our nation and facing that. And so I’m glad to welcome

here, our governor here, and to welcome you to this press conference and I guess

the meeting after the meeting. And so thank you for governor for coming. Welcome

to Genesis. Welcome to Sacramento. Governor?

Governor Gavin Newsom: (02:35 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=155.09))

Thank you, Pastor Porter. And thank you to all of those that were assembled here,

are assembled here behind the cameras that took the time to reach out and

connect, not just with me, to one another and to talk about the state, not only of

the State of California, but the state of this nation. And more broadly, the world

that we live in.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (03:03 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=183.89))

Today’s meeting, like so many that I’ve had are humbling. The voices of concern,

consternation, anxiety are real, they’re raw. And I recognize foundationally and

fundamentally that so often people in my position are inadequate to the moment.

So often we try to meet the moment with rhetoric. We feign resolve. We make a

point to assert a new paradigm and yet over and over and over and over again, we
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hear the names of those whose lives have been lost, have been taken, justice that

was never advanced. And communities continuing to feel that they’re not only

being torn asunder, but not being listened to.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (03:54 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=234.65))

And I fear as I know many Americans fear that we could be back in that moment.

Every moment when you’re in it feels like it’s a different moment. Every moment

when we’re in it, we feel like, well, this time we’re going to do things fundamentally

differently, yet over and over and over and over again, we don’t meet that next

moment. Over and over and over again, we fail to rationalize the goodwill and we

fail to materialize and manifest the ideals that we so often assert. And so I come

here today, this place of worship, humbled by that past, humbled by the fact that

I’ve been part of that past as a former County supervisor, as a former mayor, as a

former lieutenant governor, as a governor of the nation’s largest state. The

question I have to ask myself, the question we have to ask ourselves, are we

capable of not just meeting this moment, but capable of doing justice to the

moments in front of us? I could put together group of advisors. I could put

together a task force. I could promise and promote a few pieces of legislation. But I

said this on Friday, I’ll say it again, program passing’s not problem solving. You’ve

got to change hearts, minds. You’ve got to change culture, not just laws. And we

have to own up to some very difficult things. The black community is not

responsible for what’s happening in this country right now. We are, we are. Our

institutions are responsible. We are accountable to this moment. Let’s just call that

out. We have a unique responsibility to the black community in this country, and

we’ve been playing lip service about that for generations, generations. Just things

move away and headlines. And we indulge on the margins, but we don’t

systemically foundationally address the root of these issues. We prune. We don’t

tear out the institutional racism from all of our institutions, large and small. We

don’t.
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Governor Gavin Newsom: (06:13 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 373 34))

We know that. The community knows that. You’re seeing that manifested out in the

streets in the last five days  They know that  The question is, do we do deeply

understand that? Are we prepared to do something differently about it? Each and

every one of us watching, what are we going to do differently? Foundationally,

fundamentally, not in the short run, but in the long run to do justice to this

moment  People have lost patience because they haven’t seen progress

Governor Gavin Newsom  (06 48 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=408.01))

So if you’re out there saying, well, people need to be patient  Consider, people have

lost patience for a reason. They’ve been told that over and over and over and over

again, not just the 52 years I’ve been around  My parents, my grandparents, their

parents generation heard the same, just be patient. Heck, I’ve quoted Dr. King on

ad nauseum, “The long arch of history bends towards justice ” You’ve made

progress, but this is a manifestation of everything we’ve been promoting that we

haven’t delivered  People have lost patience  And if leaders are going to meet, not

just this moment, but the moments in front of us, we better start listening. We

better start hearing people  We better own up to our own responsibility, on

accountability that led to this moment. Society becomes how we behave. We are

our behaviors  Each and every one of us as an obligation to do more and better

And folks in my position, more still. I get that. I own that, but leaders can be found

everywhere

Governor Gavin Newsom  (08 16 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=496.88))

Leadership is not just some fancy title  We are desperate for leadership in this
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y p

country. Desperate for leadership in the State of California, desperate for

leadership in communities, large and small  Leaders can be found anywhere  You

don’t have to be something to do something to soften the edges. And in the spirit

of Bobby Kennedy, “Make more gentle the life of this world ” Dr  King didn’t wait to

become president of the United States to exercise his authority. Every day he

shared his moral authority  Each and every one of us has the capacity to exercise

their moral authority every day.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (09:02 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 542 871))

…Capacity to exercise their moral authority every day, and we need moral leaders

now more than ever  Each and every one of us has that capacity  It resides inside

of us. It’s our capacity to lead by example, to find our better angels, to focus on the

things that unite us, not what divide us, and to reinforce a sense of optimism

because we recognize we have to do things differently. And we’re resolved to prove

that, not just to assert that, and to hold ourselves to account, because each of us

will be judged and judge each other, to the extent we do justice and advance our

cause in a different way

Governor Gavin Newsom  (09 46 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=586.08))

And so I am here as your governor, humbled over the course of the last five days,

resolved to keep the peace, but recognizing that an armed camp is not a place of

peace and that the answer to violence is not more violence  And that if we’re going

to create the conditions to truly advance police, people have to know we mean it

and they have to know that they matter and we care  And so for those of you that

are out there protesting, I want you to know you matter, and I want you to know I

care  We care  And I don’t want to just demonstrate that rhetorically  I want you to

know that I have a unique responsibility to prove that to you, not just assert. You’ve
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lost patience. So have I. You are right to feel wronged. You are right to feel the way

you are feeling. And we, collectively, society has a responsibility to you to be better

and to do better.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (10:57 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=657.22))

To those that want to exploit this moment, that want to flame the violence and

fear, we hear you as well, but we don’t have the same sensitivities as it relates to

those that are trying to exercise their voice from a place of hurt and pain. When

you try to cause pain on others, when you’re out there to exploit conditions, not

advance the cause of justice, that is not serving the greater good. And we need to

also call that out. The looting, the violence, the threats against fellow human

beings, that has no place in this state and in this nation. We as a society need to

call that out, and we need to call forth our better angels, and those that want to

express themselves and have, thank you. God bless you. Keep doing it. Your rage is

real. Express it so that we can hear it. Let’s not let others drown out that rage and

those that want to advance this cause in a responsible and thoughtful way.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (12:15 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=735.86))

I’m not patient any longer. I know you’re not. We hear you, and we have a

responsibility now to prove to you, not just to assert, that we’re capable of being

more and doing better as a society and a community. And so I just, again, want to

express my deep gratitude, my deep humility, to those leaders of every stripe that

all across this state and all across our nation are doing justice in this moment,

those demonstrators that were reaching out and trying to calm other people, to

those community leaders that were out there with brooms in the early morning,

sweeping up glass, to folks that were on the periphery, that said, you know what? I

can’t stand on the periphery any longer. I need to be part of this effort. Thank you

to all of your examples, as well.
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Governor Gavin Newsom: (13:19 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=799.17))

So much good and so much right that’s out there. But there is a stain on the

history of this country we have concealed, and it’s rearing its head again because

we never come to grips with it. We’ve never owned it. It’s the issue of racism. The

pastor is exactly right, pandemic on top of a pandemic, impacting our health,

impacting our economy, and impacting our capacity to live up to our greatest

ideals. We could talk about being bound together by a web of mutuality, as Dr. King

said, and if that’s the case, we need to reconcile that fact that we are all in this

together. The Bible teaches us we’re many, many parts, but at the end of the day,

we’re one body. And when one part suffers, we all suffer. We have an obligation to

reconcile the fact that our fate is tied to the fate of others. South Africa, called

[inaudible 00:14:22], “I am because you are.”

Governor Gavin Newsom: (14:27 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=867.82))

Time for more empathy, more care, more capacity to collaborate. Society, it’s about

dominance and aggression. This is what you get, not because of the protestors,

but the conditions that led to this moment where protest was inevitable. So we are

committed and resolved to bringing peace back to the streets, not only in this

state, but to support the efforts all across this nation. We’ll do our part, but it’s not

just a situational moment. We have to focus on the medium and longterm, and we

have to prove our commitment and our resolve in that space.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (15:12 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=912.2))

So I just want to thank all the leaders, not only again assembled here, but
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throughout this state, once again for your courage, because now is a time for

courage. Now it’s time for your voice to be brought to the forefront. And let me

thank all of those that are doing their best to keep people safe under very difficult

circumstances, and all of those leaders that are out there supporting others,

keeping people safe, our communities large and small, all across the state of

California safe at this very trying and difficult moment. So with that, we’re happy to

take any questions. We of course are happy to also step aside and have members

of the community respond, as well.

Sophia Bollag: (15:58 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=958.94))

Thank you, governor. Sophia Bollag here from the Sacramento Bee. I’ll be asking

questions on behalf of the Press Corps today. Many of us would like to know what

your reaction is to Trump’s comments this morning to governors to get tough on

protesters.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (16:15 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=975.36))

My reaction is the meeting I just had. My reaction are the words that I just spoke.

My reaction is my commitment to the people of this state, the most diverse state in

the world’s most diverse democracy, to focus on the things that unite us, not what

divides us. To make sure people are safe, but to make sure people recognize that

there’s something that lies deep underneath that has come to the fore that needs

to be dealt with, with an equivalency of energy, focus, and resolve. We will provide

the resources as needed to members of our community leaders all up and down

the state of California. But we must resolve to provide those resources to address

the systemic problems at the same time.
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Sophia Bollag: (17:01 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1021.93))

You’ve avoided criticizing the president since the start of the pandemic. Should we

interpret your comments today as a criticism of what he said this morning?

Governor Gavin Newsom: (17:10 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1030.4))

I have a choice. We all have a choice. I could be part of the daily back and forth in

the news cycle and continue to perpetuate the problems that persist in this

country. I could choose to go back and forth and just be another voice in that

cause, or I can choose to focus a message that I think is so much more powerful,

and I hope more resonant with people watching. And that is, I care more about

them than some of the noise I heard on the morning phone call.

Sophia Bollag: (17:42 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1062.54))

You said that the country needs leadership right now. Do you think that the

president is providing adequate leadership?

Governor Gavin Newsom: (17:48 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1068.56))

As I said, leadership can be found anywhere. In the absence of leaders, of people in

positions of formal authority, we have people that exercise their moral authority

each and every day, church leaders, community leaders, faith based leaders of all

stripes, teachers.
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Governor Gavin Newsom: (18:03 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1083.48))

Community leaders, faith-based leaders, of all stripes. Teachers, parents,

caregivers, people, strangers walking the street that exercise their moral authority

by trying to soften the edges of people that are apt to do more harm and create

more violence. Leaders in law enforcement that meet this moment, that recognize

the empathy that’s called for as well. That kind of leadership is desperately needed

in this nation and is ample if people begin to exercise it. And that’s my hope and

that’s my resolve, is to find those leaders to call for more that kind of leadership in

this country.

Speaker 3: (18:41 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1121.62))

Tim Puko of the Wall Street Journal would like to know what the plan is tonight for

managing protests in dealing with break-ins and theft. And in particular, what

changes, or tactics you’re supporting to deescalate confrontations, violence and

damage?

Governor Gavin Newsom: (18:57 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1137.4))

Well, we’re working with mayors in cities and counties, large and small, sheriffs, and

obviously working with leaders of the community, not just those in law

enforcement, to exercise more control, more authority, again, moral authority, not

just formal authority to address the issue of violence.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (19:15 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?
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loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1155.99))

As many know, we have been working with mayors on deploying National Guard to

resources. The state of California has, from a law enforcement perspective,

California Highway Patrol, which has been on tactical alert for days, 12 hour shifts,

up and down the state of California. Working mutual aid positions, pre-positioned

and also in strike teams to react.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (19:38 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1178.41))

The National Guard was brought up. Over 3,400 National Guards men and women

were called up today. We added another 1100, so we have over 4,500 National

Guardsmen and women that are available throughout the state of California. Part

of the protocols of mutual aid. It’s a bottom up process, not a top down process.

Mayors working with their chiefs, working to coordinate and collaborate the

deployment of those teams. The National Guard, as you know, have been already

distributed parts of the state, disproportionately concentrated in Southern

California, but in Northern California, we have people pre-assembled.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (20:21 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1221.71))

We have folks in other parts of the state that have been called back up, but

thousands and thousands of National Guardsmen and women, by the way, who are

also members of the community, many putting on their uniform, dentist, doctors,

folks that work in construction, that are part of that group that are participating in

making sure that we keep the peace and will continue to meet the requests, we

believe of every mayor and every police chief in the state. We’ve done so, so far,

and we intend to continue to.
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Speaker 3: (20:58 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1258 48))

Are you waiting for local leaders to ask you for help before deploying more National

Guardsmen and women, or are you proactively sending them to places that you

think need help?

Governor Gavin Newsom: (21:09 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1269 4))

Well, you cannot proactively send them in without creating more problems than

you fix  If the state of California, from the state capitol, is sending national guards,

men and women, without concurrent support collaboration and coordination

through the mutual aid system, through a spirit of collaboration and support at the

County level and the local level, then that’s a recipe for more problems.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (21:35 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1295 28))

The process we have today is well-established, very formal. It’s a mutual aid

process established as just two proxy examples in the Bay Area, in Oakland and in

San Francisco. San Francisco had mutual aid yesterday from Tulare County, from

Santa Barbara County, other parts of the state coming in to provide mutual aid into

the city and county of San Francisco. Similarly, mutual aid from surrounding

regions into Oakland, other parts of the state, a mutual aid approach first  Working

with CHP to help coordinate and collaborate as it relates to efforts on freeways, as

it relates to jurisdictions where those lines begin to blur and then the National

Guard on top of that to come for logistical supports.
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Governor Gavin Newsom: (22:22 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1342 61))

But all of that is done through a command and support structure that has a local

framework that is appropriate, in order to keep all of these jurisdictions and keep

the law enforcement approach in a very organized manner and keep people safe.

Speaker 3: (22:39 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1359 61))

Are you planning any statewide actions to deal with the protest tonight, like a

statewide curfew or anything like that?

Governor Gavin Newsom  (22 47 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1367.29))

We believe the conditions are very different in Del Norte, versus other parts of the

state, Imperial, or places in San Diego, different than even here in the Bay Area.

Each and every jurisdiction, as a former mayor, I understand this intimately, has

made determinations based on conditions as they see them in real time. Curfews

as early as 1 00 PM in some parts of the state, others as late as 8 00 PM  And that

is a determination made by the experts on the ground, based upon the conditions

in their communities

Governor Gavin Newsom  (23 23 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1403.78))

Statewide, we have 7,000 California Highway Patrol  Again, full tactical alert, have
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been for days with protective gear all up and down the state of California. Working

again to deploy the National Guard, an additional 1100 guardsmen and women that

are deployed just today, thousands over the last few days.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (23:45 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1425 81))

We are looking, we have many National Guardsmen and women working on COVID

response  We are looking at a subset of those on COVID response to see if we can

pre-position and make them available to meet the needs of communities all across

the state of California  So, substantial support from the state of California and

obviously robust local support. Mutual aid system, well-defined, well organized,

and a county overlay with the County sheriffs, working with CHP and ultimately

with the National Guard.

Speaker 3: (24:18 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1458 75))

Next question is from Jill Cohen of the New York Times. She would like to know

how worried you are about the spread of COVID 19 at these protests and how the

state is tracking any related spread. And after we saw testing sites close in Los

Angeles, as curfews went into effect, how are you and local health officials

ensuring that protesters can get tested?

Governor Gavin Newsom: (24:38 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1478 13))

Well, we want to make sure everybody can get tested. I encourage people to go on

the covid19 ca gov website, type in your zip code, and you’ll see the closest site for

testing available and open today. Yesterday, we conducted over 67,000 tests, day
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four and five into this very challenging period. People are being tested

substantially all throughout the state of California, even in the midst of this latest

challenge.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (25:09 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1509 75))

And so we encourage that from public health and public safety perspective, and

we want to make sure we continue to provide more sites, more points of access for

people to get tested. And obviously, when those testing sites open, to deal with

the backlog, as it relates to those individuals that otherwise would have gotten

tested. Which again, we continue to encourage people all throughout the state

with symptoms and those that are asymptomatic that may be in an environment

where they’re more vulnerable, prospect of the spread of this disease.

Speaker 3: (25:41 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1541 5))

The next question is from Kathleen Ronayne of the Associated Press. You’ve said

you were monitoring violent, extremist organizing  Have you found any evidence of

such groups infiltrating the protests? And if so, who are they? And do you think

that the police are handling them appropriately?

Governor Gavin Newsom  (25 56 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1556.93))

Yeah  They’re well defined all throughout this country  They’re names you’ve heard

of. Names I don’t even particularly want to reinforce and promote, which is their

intent and their interest, but they’re well defined  Those same names, those same
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groups, that many do come from out of the communities of which they’re creating

havoc, many come from other parts of not only the  Well, let’s be honest, other

parts of the country, many are homegrown.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (26:26 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1586 07))

Want to monitor all of these groups and it’s our intention to continue to collaborate

and share that information  A lot of it’s generated by the federal government a lot

by the state and then a very well organized system that has existed for some time

in this state, where we share that in real time with local law enforcement  But that

is also a two way conversation, local law enforcement sharing what they’re hearing

in real time as well  We are monitoring those groups and I will say this, I don’t think,

because I’ve been deeply involved in terms of the collaborative spirit and

engagement at the local, regional, federal level

Governor Gavin Newsom  (27 03 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1623.401))

 Of spirit and engagement at the local, regional, federal level  It’s been an

incredibly focused and very effective system. And I’m pleased with the

communication flow between those respective agencies in those jurisdictions

Speaker 4  (27 16 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1636.85))

I understand that you don’t want to name the specific groups, but could you

generally characterize what type of extremist groups you’re talking about here?

Governor Gavin Newsom: (27:22 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?
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loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1642.3))

Look, groups that are hell bent on creating problems and anarchist groups  You’ve

got the folks that are well-defined, that have been highlighted by the president

and others  And there are other groups out there that are organized, some less

organized, and some that individuals that are not even organized, that certainly are

looking to create havoc  I don’t, by any stretch, I’m suggesting that we hide these

names. These names are well-reviewed, well-received. But I also see every time an

elected official like me mentions them, they start to be spread between their

supporters, and with all due respect to some of these groups, I’m not going to give

you that privilege right now

Speaker 4  (28 00 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1680.68))

Genoa Barrow of the Sacramento Observer asks, Locally, African American

protestors have been injured, shot in the face with rubber bullets not far from the

Capitol  She would like to know if you can address this and if shooting into a crowd

of people is justifiable in this situation.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (28:16 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1696 36))

Yeah. I don’t know specific issues related to those incidences. And I’m happy to get

more details about those incidences  All across the State, we’re monitoring from

Bakersfield to Modesto, Fresno, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, LA, San Francisco,

San Jose, up Northern parts of the State  We’ve been monitoring all across the

State activity. And all I could say this is, we want restraint. We want as much

expression of respect with law enforcement and protestors as humanly possible;

empathy, understanding. Again, a collaborative spirit, but we also need peace. And

we need to protect small businesses  And we need to protect people that are
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scared that they’re behind walls with their children. They’re scared about their

safety as well  And we need to call out those that are hell bent on creating violence

and drowning out the voices of legitimate protests.

Speaker 4: (29:18 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1758 42))

Instances of police firing into crowds of what appeared to be peaceful protesters

or targeting individual peaceful protesters, have been well documented  Have you

seen those? And what is your reaction to seeing videos of those types of things?

Governor Gavin Newsom: (29:31 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1771 98))

well, nothing breaks my heart than see anyone get hurt period. And nothing breaks

my heart more to know that in some instances, though, one has to quantify this,

that that kind of violence was unnecessary to keep the peace. And so again, I

cannot impress upon all of our partners up and down the State of California to

promote restraint, respect the honor and the privilege of the work that they do, and

make sure that we are not creating an environment where we’re putting people at

harm’s way. And we are not doing things that don’t do justice to our calling.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (30:10 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1810 55))

And so, when there are inappropriate acts done, people need to be accountable.

And that’s another message  There’ll be accountability  We will appropriately

investigate any acts of violence against others, whether those acts be perpetuated

by people in positions of power and influence with badges on, or uniforms, or

members of the community that are attacking and assaulting in a violent manner,

innocent people and businesses
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Speaker 4: (30:40 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1840 53))

I’m being told that we need to wrap it up. So as our final question, a number of

reporters have asked about the State budget  As you know, the State Senate

passed their own proposal last week. What was your reaction to what they passed?

Do you agree with the parts that they’ve passed related to State workers  They are

not suggesting a pay cut as you have. And are you planning to add anything to

your budget proposal to help some of the businesses that have been hurt by both

the coronavirus shut down and by the protests?

Governor Gavin Newsom: (31:18 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1878 19))

Yeah. We obviously have to do more to help support our small business leaders. As

a former small business person, myself, I intimately appreciate the incredible

sacrifice, the courageous entrepreneurial-ism, that is so much part of the State of

California, in particular, where innovation and entrepreneurial spirit runs through

our veins.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (31:40 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1900 22))

And so, I’m deeply concerned about the pandemic as it relates to the impact on

small businesses  We doubled the budget that we put together for small business

loans, micro loans for business, particularly women and minority-owned

businesses  We had other very targeted support for small business, as it relates to

waving fees for new small business creation in the budget. And clearly, this

moment will demand us to consider perhaps even more
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Governor Gavin Newsom: (32:08 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 1928 64))

As it relates to the give and take of a budget process, I’ve been through this many,

many times  All I can say is, I appreciate the collaborative spirit  I appreciate the

work that the Senate is doing, the support that the assembly is giving to this

process  And we continue to have very robust and very, very positive

conversations. And that’s what a budget is all about. We submit our thoughts. We

go through a deliberative process  They put out competing proposals  We work

across those differences in the spirit of collaboration and the spirit that defines

this moment, which is the spirit of collabo ation  And we work to get to a threshold

where we can together support a package that needs to be delivered by June 15th

and signed by myself by July 1st  And I’m confident we’re well on our way to

meeting those goals. And I respect and appreciate the work that they’ve done in

the process to date

Governor Gavin Newsom  (33 04 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=1984.42))

I also just want to, in closing, express real appreciation for the work that we have to

do together over the course of the next hours, days and weeks and many, many

months and years to head as it relates to our commitment, our resolve, to do more

than just pass resolutions urging or our pass this moment by, by not recognizing

the enormity of our responsibility, to not only quell the violence that persists today,

but to address the foundational issues that led to the violence in the first place.

Governor Gavin Newsom: (33:40 (https://www.rev.com/transcript-

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom PastedDeeplink&ts 2020 03))

And so again, I want to just thank everybody for their persistence, their power of

their voice  I, again, want to just encourage people to exercise their voice and
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recognize how resonant each and every one of you are, in terms of your capacity

to lead and lead us through this very difficult and challenging time, and do so with

the spirit of commonality, the spirit that brings us all here together in this house of

worship

Governor Gavin Newsom  (34 05 (https //www.rev.com/transcript

editor/shared/j6fbYcsl8atr4Hb8Xyri4J3I4nlHsFB1AE7woet6n0vR-

IyFCdAgfq54nIE5uYgun99wUgJCT7eANnKCNsLP70XJ580?

loadFrom=PastedDeeplink&ts=2045.45))

I want to thank the pastor for his support and his leadership  And for all of those

leaders that were assembled here today, thank you for your guidance. Thank you

for your faith and devotion and cause, not only to the State of California, but the

State, the black community here in the United States of America. Thank you.
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He added that it’s understandable that people are fed up with the lack of progress and that leaders in society need
to be held accountable.

“People have lost patience because they haven’t seen progress. If you’re out there saying, ‘People need to be
patient,’ consider that people have lost patience for a reason,” Newsom said. “They have been told that over and
over and over again. This is a manifestation of everything we’ve been promoting but haven’t delivered. If leaders
are going to meet not just this moment but the moments in front of us, we better start listening. We better start
owning up to our own accountability and responsibility.”
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Newsom also said, “Each and every one of us has more to do better. I get that. I own that. Leaders can be found
everywhere. Leadership is not just some fancy title. We are desperate for leadership in this country.”

The governor condemned looters but refused to back President Trump’s call for governors to “dominate”
protesters.

“When you’re out there to exploit conditions, not advance the cause of justice — that is not serving the greater
good,” he said. “And we need to also call that out. The looting, the violence, the threats against fellow human
beings — that has no place in this state and in this nation. We, as a society, need to call that out.”

Beverly Hills, Long Beach, West Hollywood and Santa Monica have been hit with looting over the past few days.
Newsom said Monday that another 1,100 members of the National Guard have been called up to assist cities in
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dealing with the protests and violence, bringing the total to about 4,500.

Trump urged the nation’s governors to get tough on civil unrest across the country on Monday, and said most of
them looked “weak,” according to a CBS News report.

“You have to dominate, if you don’t dominate you’re wasting your time,” Trump said. “They’re going to run over
you. You’re going to look like a bunch of jerks. You have to dominate.”

Newsom responded indirectly at the news conference, and did not mention Trump by name, referring to the
president’s comment as “some noise I heard.”

“I have a choice. We all have a choice,” Newsom said. “I can be part of the daily back and forth in the news cycle,
and to continue to perpetuate the problems that persist in this country. I can choose to go back and forth and just
be another voice in that cause. Or I can choose to focus a message that I think is so much more powerful that I
hope has more resonance for people watching, and that is I care more about them than some of the noise I heard
on a morning phone call.”
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Gavin Newsom O @Gavin Newsom - May 30 

Millions of people are lifting their voices in anger -- rightfu lly outraged at 
the systemic racism that persists in America. 

Our state and nation must build f rom this moment -- united and more 
resolved than ever -- to address the reality of racism and its root causes. 

Q 3.6K t_l, 4K (:? 19.SK 

Gavin Newsom O @Gavin Newsom - Jun 5 
Protesters have the right to protest peacefully -- not be harassed. Not be 
shot at by rubber bu llets or tear gas. 

Today I am calling for the creation of a new statewide standard for use of 
force in protests. Acts of v iolence against peaceful protesters will not be 
tolerated. 

Q 8.SK t.1, 26.6K (:? 122.4K 
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Gavin Newsom Retweeted 

ABC30 Fresno0 @ABC30 · Jun 19 V 

A day before Juneteenth, the City of Fresno officially made June 18th "Black 
Lives Matter Day" in the city - and hundreds came together to paint the 
street in front of City Hall. 

Hundreds gather to paint Black Lives Matter street art 

Hundreds of people grabbed their brushes and their chalk and gathered 
to paint "Black Lives Matter· on a normally busy street in Fresno. 

c9 a bc30.com 
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CALIFORNIA

Huge, peaceful protests spread across L.A. and end in more arrests

By BRITTNY MEJIA, DORANY PINEDA, ALEJANDRA REYES-VELARDE, SARAH PARVINI, HANNAH FRY, LAURA NEWBERRY

JUNE 2, 2020 | 3 AM  UPDATED 7:35 PM

1/82

A protester dances on top of Donald Trump’s star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame during a demonstration by members of
Refuse Fascism who are calling an end to the Trump administration on June 20 2020 (Gina Ferazzi/Los Angeles Times)
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In a dramatic display of outrage over police brutality and the death of George Floyd,

thousands converged across Southern California for peaceful protests that began in the

morning and continued into the night.

Marchers streamed through Hollywood, downtown Los Angeles and outside Mayor Eric

Garcetti’s home.

A citywide curfew that began at 6 p.m. Tuesday is in effect until 6 a.m. Wednesday. By

7:30 p.m., police were beginning to arrest downtown protesters who refused to leave.

In Larchmont at around 8:30 p.m., 40 or so people entered an apartment complex on

the 400 block of Van Ness Avenue and went to the roof in order to avoid arrest. The

complex was surrounded by helicopters and police ordering the presumed

demonstrators to get down.

ADVERTISEMENT

Helicopter footage showed the demonstrators laying down on the roof, forming the

letters BLM 

— Black Lives Matter — with their bodies.

Around the same time in Koreatown, police detained more than 40 people near West

8th Street & South Crenshaw Boulevard. The protesters chanted “peaceful protest”

intermittently and for the most part, calmly complied with police as they were cuffed

with plastic bands and escorted to a Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department bus.

The effort to keep people at home comes after the Los Angeles Police Department’s

Hollywood Division made more arrests Monday than on any single day in history in

response to protests that devolved into a series of looting incidents, mostly in Van Nuys

and Hollywood.
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Officers took at least 585 people into custody Monday. Most arrests were for curfew

violations, but officers detained 20 people on suspicion of looting and impounded 50

vehicles, a law enforcement source told The Times on Tuesday.

Authorities arrested about 2,500 people from Friday to Tuesday morning after a mix of

peaceful protests and property destruction rocked downtown, the Fairfax district, Van

Nuys and Hollywood, LAPD Chief Michel Moore said.

“Each day has seen the continuation of peaceful protests, but we have seen instances of

burglaries and looting of businesses in various parts of the city,” Moore said. “For the

first time in decades, every sworn member of the Los Angeles Police Department is

working. Days off have been canceled.”

Booking records reviewed by The Times show the vast majority of those arrested in L.A.

County on looting, vandalism and burglary charges are county residents, seeming to

refute perceptions that “outside agitators” were fueling unrest.

#CURFEW EXTENDED. 

@LACoSheriff Sheriff Alex Villanueva, & The Chair of @LACountyBOS,

@kathrynbarger, have EXTENDED the countywide curfew for all @CountyofLA

effective today, 06-02-2020, starting at 6:00 PM, till 6:00 AM 06-03-2020. Visit

https://t.co/wSlSPlK5RW for more info. pic.twitter.com/bX5wMZlDce

— Alex Villanueva (@LACoSheriff) June 2, 2020

Even still, Long Beach Mayor Robert Garcia blamed looting and nearly 100 small fires

in his city on organized criminals unaffiliated with peaceful protests.

“It’s pretty clear, given the type of activity and how organized the activity was, there is a

strategy going city to city and doing this criminal work,” Garcia said this week. The

damage to small business owners, he said, was unacceptable.
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Speaking Tuesday evening, Garcetti said he has directed LAPD to minimize their use of

rubber bullets during interactions with peaceful protesters.

“I think that we’ve seen less of any of those tactics, and I hope that we can see the most

minimal, if not zero, of those tactics,” said Garcetti, who earlier in the day took a knee

with protesters outside City Hall.

Garcetti took the extreme step of asking for the National Guard to be brought to Los

Angeles, evoking for many in this city the bloody memories of the 1992 riots sparked

after the police officers’ acquittal in the beating of Rodney King.

Garcetti said that about 1,000 guardsmen were on the streets as of Tuesday night.

Earlier in the evening, more than 1,000 people gathered outside Garcetti’s residence in

Windsor Square, chanting “defund police!” as an LAPD helicopter circled overhead.

About half the crowd left as the clock struck 6 p.m.

To Whitney Peterson, 35, of Los Angeles, the chant was not a call for abolishing law

enforcement but limiting it and steering resources elsewhere.

“When ... people are getting killed by police, and yet we have schools and lower-income

communities struggling, it’s hard to swallow,” she said of public spending for police.

“These communities are not being protected, and that needs to change.”

An independent autopsy commissioned by Floyd’s family this week found he died of

asphyxiation caused by neck and back compression after a Minneapolis police officer

pinned him to the ground with a knee on the handcuffed man’s neck for several

minutes.

Hundreds of protesters gathered at Hollywood Boulevard and Vine Street late Tuesday

morning to express their dismay over recent and historic oppression. After a few

https://www.latimes.com/world-nation/story/2020-06-01/george-floyd-independent-autopsy-asphyxia
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minutes, the group began walking through the streets of Hollywood, where they

approached a line of several dozen officers holding batons. The officers blocked the

crowd’s advance.

“Let us walk,” the crowd yelled. Chants of “I can’t breathe” and “No justice, no peace”

echoed throughout.

Aijshia Moody, 30, was among the crowd, holding a cardboard sign that read, “Am I

next?” Her brother is 14 years old and has often dealt with racial profiling in Pacoima

where they live, she said.

“He can’t even get on his skateboard,” she said, adding that she’s dealt with racism

throughout her life. “That’s why I’m here.”

Walking alongside the crush of protesters, community organizer Pete White briefly

stopped in front of a Chase bank branch to snap a photo of a scrawled message: “Chase

yo dreams.” Nearby, Kendrick Lamar’s “Alright” and N.W.A’s “F— tha Police” blasted

from a speaker.

“State violence brings me out here today,” said White, who turned 49 on Tuesday.

“We see the signs that say ‘Justice for George Floyd,’ but also, when you see the

kaleidoscope of faces, it’s justice for immigrants, it’s justice in thinking that housing is a

human right,” said White, a South L.A. resident and founder of the Los Angeles

Community Action Network.

There is no peace without justice, he added.

“How do you get justice? By making sure you defund the police and take all of those

resources and put it in schooling, put it in services, in housing, in universal healthcare,”
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White said. “We’re saying we don’t need another commission, another study or implicit

bias training. We’ve been there and the same thing keeps happening. Again and again.”

CALIFORNIA

What time are the curfews in and around L.A. tonight?
June 2, 2020

In addition to the countywide curfew, three cities in L.A. County have opted to extend

their own curfews through at least Wednesday morning.

Beverly Hills will be under curfew from 1 p.m. Tuesday till 5:30 a.m. Wednesday. Police

will be “actively patrolling” the city, including residential areas, officials said.

In Torrance, officials imposed a curfew from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. daily for as long as L.A.

County is under a state of emergency. Los Angeles city officials and Gov. Gavin Newsom

declared the emergency shortly before midnight Sunday after protests in the Fairfax

district turned violent and widespread looting erupted.

CALIFORNIA

Meet the immigrant shop owner who had his business trashed in Santa Monica
June 1, 2020

And in Santa Monica, where several businesses were vandalized and looted Sunday, a

curfew went into effect at 2 p.m. Tuesday and will last till 5:30 a.m. Wednesday.

Santa Monica police made 41 arrests Monday after taking 438 people into custody

Sunday. The city also recorded 347 damage reports, including 84 for graffiti, with the

majority affecting retail businesses. More than 150 buildings sustained significant

damage, city officials said Tuesday.

https://www.latimes.com/california
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-02/tuesday-june-2-curfews-southern-california
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-02/tuesday-june-2-curfews-southern-california
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-05-30/protesters-march-toward-beverly-hills-demanding-justice-for-george-floyd
https://www.latimes.com/california
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-01/protests-looting-santa-monica-business-owner-immigrant
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-01/we-lost-everything-in-10-minutes-santa-monica-merchants-hit-by-looting-survey-whats-left
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-01/we-lost-everything-in-10-minutes-santa-monica-merchants-hit-by-looting-survey-whats-left
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“If you were out around our city Monday morning, as I was, you know our streets were

full of residents with brooms and sweepers. Volunteers cleaned graffiti off walls. The

resilient spirit of our city was evident everywhere. Even after the shocking events of

Sunday, it is again great to be a Santa Monican,” Mayor Kevin McKeown said.

Under the curfews, people are prohibited from being on streets and sidewalks or in

parks and other public spaces. The restrictions do not apply to law enforcement, first

responders, people traveling to and from work, or individuals seeking medical care.

Although the county curfew applies to all cities and unincorporated areas, individual

cities can impose stricter limits.

After peaceful protests across the region, tensions escalated in Hollywood and Van Nuys

on Monday evening, when numerous stores were looted.

1/81
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Just after 1 p.m. in Hollywood, dozens of activists chanted, “Take a knee” at members of

the National Guard. After several minutes, at least two guardsmen complied.

The crowd cheered.

National Guard troops take a knee with protesters on Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood.

pic.twitter.com/dwxjrYww9g

— Dorany Pineda (@DoranyPineda90) June 2, 2020

Other protesters encountered a line of police officers and began chanting, “Walk with

us,” and “Let us walk.” The group was trying to reach another crowd of demonstrators

farther up Hollywood Boulevard, past Cherokee Avenue.

The marchers were met with a line of at least 20 LAPD officers who wouldn’t let them

pass. As the group neared the line, their hands up, police began raising their batons to

hold them back.

One protester placed a white flower in an officer’s pocket. The officer threw it to the

ground.

A segment of the protest hit a snag later Tuesday afternoon as part of the crowd that had

gathered near Ivar Avenue and Hollywood Boulevard surrounded police.

The confrontation came after law enforcement received a radio call about armed looters,

authorities said. Protesters began throwing bottles and sticks in response to a growing

police presence. Officers then fired rubber bullets.

As police pushed the crowd down Ivar, they confronted two women in a red pickup. The

driver did not want to stop or put her keys on the dashboard as police tried to pass by,

Protesters stand on top of a bus stop at the Los Angeles Civic Center to demonstrate for justice Wednesday night (Luis

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-02/hollywood-protesters-ask-national-guard-to-kneel-and-cheer-when-they-do
https://t.co/dwxjrYww9g
https://twitter.com/DoranyPineda90/status/1267917233528778752?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-02/we-are-tired-we-are-the-majority-we-will-be-heard-voices-from-the-protests
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officers said. She was quickly detained.

“We don’t need a confrontation,” one officer later said into megaphone. “Leave the

area.”

“Get out of the street, you can continue with your peaceful protest,” he continued.

Another officer, who declined to give his name, acknowledged that the protest had

mostly been peaceful.

“Just a few people who ruin it for everybody else,” he said.

Heaven Bouldin had been demonstrating for several hours as the curfew neared.

At 25, she said, she has been protesting for 10 years.

“I’m tired, I’m tired, I’m tired,” she said, holding a sign that read, “Stop killing black

people.”

“My people have been getting killed for the last 200 years. We’re in 2020 and we still

can’t bring an end to this,” she said. “Somebody has to do something.”

On North Cahuenga Boulevard in Hollywood, police were standing in a line blocking the

road as a crowd chanted and screamed at them. One woman shouted: “All of you ... are

found guilty. You violent criminals. All of this because y’all don’t want to stop killing

black people. You treacherous snakes!”

One officer approached the protesters to announce through a megaphone that they were

standing in a line to protect businesses that had been looted.
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“We understand why you’re here,” the officer said before assuming his position in the

line again.

When the crowd began chanting, “Take a knee! Take a knee!” at the officers, the woman

screamed, “We will not take a knee!” and charged toward officers, the yellow caution

tape stopping her. “Back up, sis!” A young woman told her.

The woman explained, emotionally, why they should not ask the officers for a knee.

“I’ve been doing this longer than you’ve been alive,” she said. “Y’all are stupid.... They

already took a knee ... and they took a life. This don’t look like that to you?” she said,

taking a knee herself and raising her fist in the air. “Y’all are ... ignorant. This ain’t a

time to take a knee.”

The crowd stopped the chant and started a new one: “Say his name! George Floyd!”

Times staff writers Richard Winton, James Queally, Matthew Ormseth, Laura J.

Nelson, Gustavo Arellano, Seema Mehta, Taryn Luna, Luke Money, Alene

Tchekmedyian, Julia Wick, Jaclyn Cosgrove, Benjamin Oreskes and Anita Chabria

contributed to this report.

CALIFORNIA
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GEORGE FLOYD

Live Updates (June 2, 2020): LA County Declares Curfew for
Third Straight Night
This blog will be updated with developments Tuesday during another day of protests in LA over
the death of George Floyd.

By Staff Report • Published June 2, 2020 • Updated on June 3, 2020 at 9:28 am

  

Note: This blog will no longer be updated. Click here for today's updates.

After a night that ended in hundreds of arrest, most or unlawful assembly during another day of
curfews in Los Angeles County, more protests are planned for Tuesday in Southern California.

Once again, peaceful protests were marred Monday night by looting and vandalism, this time in Van
Nuys and Hollywood.

National Guard troops take a knee during a protest in Hollywood on Tuesday, June 2, 2020.

NBCLA
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The protests are in response to the death of Floyd, a handcuffed black man who was pinned under
the knee of an officer during an arrest a week ago in Minneapolis. One officer has been arrested and
charged in the arrest, which sparked nationwide outrage and demonstrations.

Follow Tuesday's developments in Southern California below.

Protester Hugs Officers as They Stand Watch Over Upland Demonstration

LAPD Officers Join Protesters in Taking a Knee Outside Police Headquarters

Update 10:30 p.m.:

Around 25 people were being arrested in East Hollywood, only a few blocks away from a group of
about 15 people being arrested. The roughly 40 people were likely being arrested for curfew
violations, as the police had been clamping down on people failing to follow the 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
countywide curfews that had been in place for the third straight day.

Update 9:25 p.m.:

At least 100 people near the intersection of 8th Street and Crenshaw Boulevard near the border of
Koreatown and Mid-City were being arrested. They appeared to be peaceful protesters, but the large
crowd on the street after the 6 p.m. curfew were surrounded by LAPD officers, with about 50 people
up against a wall and dozens more on the ground.

JUN 2

JUN 2

2:05

At Least 100 People Arrested in Koreatown

https://www.nbclosangeles.com/on-air/protester-hugs-officers-as-they-stand-watch-over-upland-demonstration/2373054/
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A large group of people are arrested in Koreatown for curfew violations on Tuesday, June 2, 2020.

Update 9:15 p.m.:

After a group of protesters fled onto the roof of an apartment complex in Hollywood to avoid arrest,
police ended a long standoff and took a group of about 20 to 30 people into custody.

Update 7:30 p.m.:

About 10 to 15 people were arrested in Hollywood after an incident where someone threw a water
bottle at officers while they were making a traffic stop. The officers chased the person who throw the
bottle into an apartment complex.

Then, officers returned to the traffic stop and arrested at least three people who were inside the car,
including the driver who was refusing to the leave the car and even attempting to drive away. The
officers proceeded to break the driver's side window and remove the man from the car, before
tackling him and taking him into custody.

As this scene was playing out, a group of onlookers appeared to be exchanging words with the
officers, who then formed a skirmish line and cleared the block--arresting people for curfew violations
in the process.

At least 10 people were arrested as officers moved down the block.

1:01

Group of People Arrested in Hollywood for Curfew Violations
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People are arrested on Tuesday, June 2, 2020 in Hollywood, California.

Update 6:30 p.m.:

Mayor Eric Garcetti said Tuesday evening he believes Los Angeles Police Chief Michel Moore
misspoke on Monday when he equated looting to the murder of George Floyd in Minneapolis.
Garcetti said he has not lost confidence in the LAPD chief.

At the news briefing, Davion Pilgrim, 16, of Compton, called for calm after nights of looting.

"I have seven brothers and sisters and I surely don't want that to happen to them . While I think we
should keep protesting and demanding change I don't think we should loot. The police need to
understand where we're coming from.

"When we take a stand together, we have to hold officers accountable. Thank you, amen."

1:55

16-Year-Old Davion Pilgrim Calls For Unity and Peace During
Protests
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16-year-old Davion Pilgraim from Compton spoke during Mayor Garcetti's address on Tuesday evening. He called
for calm after nights of looting.

Update 4:30 p.m.:

A large group of protesters have gathered outside the Getty House in Windsor Square, Mayor Eric
Garcetti's official residence.

A line of officers surrounded the group which stood peacefully outside the house chanting.

Some protesters said they were demonstrating against the big budget devoted to the police
department.

Earlier, Garcetti met with protesters and took a knee in solidarity.

Update 2:30 p.m.:

Protests were peaceful in Hollywood Tuesday afternoon. Demonstrators wearing masks were
handing out water bottles during a scorcher of a day in Hollywood. A line of people sitting in an
intersection held signs as a line of National Guard members stood behind them. Demonstrators could
be seen shaking hands, doing fist and elbow bumps and talking with the troops.

"I don't have a lot of words," said Malcolm, who tried to hold back his emotions. "We have a president
who isn't doing his job right now. He is dividing it and it hurts. We don't deserve this."

At one point a group of Guardsmen took a knee in solidarity.

Signs read, "We want accountability," "BLM."

Meanwhile, a large crowd of people marched downtown around Los Angeles Police Department
headquarters. The demonstrations there were peaceful.
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Update 1:49 p.m.: March Enters 110 Freeway

Marchers briefly entered the 110 Freeway in downtown Los Angeles before taking an exit ramp back
onto streets.

Update 1:23 p.m.: Marchers Near West Hollywood

A group of protesters that grew in size since it left the Hollywood and Vine area is nearing the West
Hollywood area in what has been a peaceful demonstration.

Update 12:30 p.m.: Protest Marches Grow in Hollywood

At least two groups of protesters are marching in the heart of Hollywood on and around Hollywood
Boulevard.

Update 12:06 p.m.: March Organized by Rapper YG Moves Through Hollywood

A protest march organized by rapper YG is moving through Hollywood. The march began near the
intersection of Hollywood and Vine around noon. Protesters stopped and chanted, "I can't breathe,"
at Las Palmas Avenue and Hollywood Boulevard near the historic Musso & Frank Grill, which is
boarded up.

Update 11:44 a.m.: Beverly Hills Protest

A group of protesters is marching on South Santa Monica Boulevard east of Canon Drive in Beverly
Hills. About 200 people are at the protest.

Update 11:35 a.m.: Curfews Declared for Tuesday

Los Angeles County declared a curfew for 6 p.m. Tuesday to 6 a.m. Wednesday. Traveling to an from
work, going to vote in Commerce and Pico Rivera, seeking or giving emergency care are exempt.
Click here for an updated list of curfews in Southern California.

Update 10:30 a.m.: Officers Join Protesters in Crowd

https://www.nbclosangeles.com/news/news-curfews-announced-throughout-the-los-angeles-area/2371629/
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At least two police officers could seen mingling with a crowd of protesters who gathered near the
LAPD headquarters in downtown Los Angeles. The officers could be seen taking pictures with some
of the protesters and joining them by taking a knee in honor of Floyd.

Update 9:59 a.m.: Baptist Pastors March To Honor George Floyd

The Baptist Ministers Conference scheduled a 10 a.m. march on Los Angeles City Hall to honor
George Floyd. The organization's president, K.W. Tulloss, said hundreds of clergy from the area will
unite to demonstrate solidarity and demand justice for Floyd. The peace march was to begin on the
corner of 1st and San Pedro. 

Update 9:40 a.m.: Venice Protests

Police and National Guard members stood watch as a peaceful protest embarked Tuesday morning
in Venice. The protest began near Abbot Kinney and Lincoln boulevards.

Photos: Powerful Messages of Peace and Unity at Protests in Southern California

1 OF 65
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Black Lives Matter Estimates that as Many as 100,000
Protesters Gathered in Hollywood on Sunday
More than a week into an anti-police-brutality movement that’s gone worldwide, Los Angeles saw its biggest organized gathering yet

After more than a week of protests against police violence following the death of George Floyd, Los Angeles
saw its largest demonstration so far flood the streets of Hollywood on Sunday. An estimated 100,000 people
attended the march, according to Black Lives Matter Los Angeles, which organized the action along with
BLD PWR and the rapper YG. Early crowd size estimates by the LAPD placed the number around 20,000,
though the throng of protesters stretched unbroken from the TCL Chinese Theatre all the way to Vine Street
and beyond. In addition to the march in Hollywood, Sunday saw dozens of other protests throughout the
city, including in downtown Los Angeles, Beverly Hills, and Compton.

Aside from a few LAPD helicopters monitoring the protest from the sky, there was virtually no visible police
presence at the march—a marked departure from earlier protests, which saw large numbers of heavily armed
police and National Guardsmen. The LAPD has come under heavy criticism for its tactics in those protests,
including accusations of misuse of force and conducting mass arrests of peaceful protesters.

A class action lawsuit filed by Black Lives Matter on Friday alleges that the LAPD illegally detained 2,600
peaceful protesters and engaged in “excessive force with batons and rubber bullets, and prolonged
handcuffing and improper conditions of confinement.”

Melina Abdullah of Black Lives Matter and actor Kendrick Sampson

SAMUEL BRASLOW

The mood on Sunday was alternately festive, impassioned, and defiant.

“If any one of you has ever wondered what you would have done during the Civil Rights era, what you would
have done when the Black Panther Party was taking to the streets, this is your answer!” said Janaya Future
Kahn, the co-founder of Black Lives Matter Toronto.

Dozens of volunteers handed out free water, snacks, sunscreen, pumps of hand sanitizer, and masks, urging
attendees to stay hydrated and safe. Almost everyone in the march wore masks, though social distancing

By  Samuel Braslow  - June 8, 2020

https://www.lamag.com/author/sam-braslow/
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quickly became an afterthought. Afterwards, some protesters crowded into recently opened bars along
Hollywood Boulevard.

For Jordan Simpson from Carson, Sunday’s protest felt particularly moving. “We just felt the spirit of the
community,” he said. “Everyone was just encouraging and lifting up everyone [else].”

The crowd displayed the diversity of the current movement against police violence and systemic racism.
Protesters carried signs reading “Latinos for Black Lives,” “Koreans for Black Lives,” and “Palestinians for
Black Lives.” While the crowd was mostly young, parents brought their children and grandchildren brought
their grandparents.

One sign, written in Greek, read “Cops, Pigs, Murderers,” a common refrain at protests in Greece, according
to Dee, who didn’t provide a last name.

“I’m glad that it took an anti-capitalist turn and became a movement for defunding the police,” she said
about the wave of protests. “Especially in L.A., we see so many homeless people that could benefit from
housing services [and] mental health services.”

Actor and activist Kendrick Sampson played emcee for the event, leading the crowd in chants of “Defund the
police” and “Jackie Lacey must go,” a reference to the L.A. District Attorney. Sampson has joined protests
over the last two weeks, getting shot seven times by LAPD officers using rubber bullets at an action on May
30, he said. A CNN broadcast captured Sampson being repeatedly struck with a baton the same day.

The final speaker for the day was Black Lives Matter Los Angeles co-founder Melina Abdullah, who
continued the day’s message of defunding the police and holding police accountable.

“We can’t see the end of this march just like we can’t see the end of our fucking power,” Abdullah said to the
crowd, commenting on its size. “Our power is infinite.”

“We have the power to end the police as we know it,” she said.

RELATED: These Black-Owned Restaurants and Shops Are Open for Business

Stay up to date with everything you need to know about L.A. by following us on
Facebook and Instagram.

https://twitter.com/MizTeeFranklin/status/1266870483984711680
https://www.lamag.com/digestblog/black-owned-businesses-los-angeles/
https://www.facebook.com/LosAngelesmag/
http://instagram.com/lamag
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CALIFORNIA

Mayor Garcetti takes a knee amid chants of ‘Defund police!’ at
downtown L.A. protest

Mayor Eric Garcetti takes a knee with protesters and clergy members during a peaceful protest outside of L.A. City Hall.
(Kent Nishimura / Los Angeles Times)

By JACLYN COSGROVE, TANIA GANGULI, JULIA WICK, HAILEY BRANSON-POTTS, MATT HAMILTON, LIAM DILLON

JUNE 2, 2020 | 4:55 PM  UPDATED 8:40 PM

It was the kind of scene that, it seems, only this tumultuous year of 2020 could produce.
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With the National Guard patrolling the streets of Los Angeles after several nights of

looting, violence and fires, hundreds of people gathered downtown to protest the death

of George Floyd and police brutality against so many other black people. After weeks of

calls for strict social distancing amid the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, Mayor Eric

Garcetti joined the crowd, took a knee and pulled down his blue Los Angeles Dodgers

face mask to speak.

As he spoke, chants rang out: “Defund the police!”

Los Angeles County was, yet again, under a sweeping overnight curfew, and the nation

was on edge after seven nights of chaotic protests and threats by President Trump to

deploy “thousands and thousands of heavily armed soldiers, military personnel and law

enforcement officers” to American cities.

ADVERTISEMENT

At the protests downtown, many of those gathered Tuesday decried comments made by

Los Angeles Police Department Chief Michel Moore, who said looters across Southern

California over the weekend were “capitalizing” on the death of George Floyd.

“We didn’t have protests last night — we had criminal acts,” Moore said during a news

conference with Garcetti on Monday night. “We didn’t have people mourning the death

of this man, George Floyd — we had people capitalizing. His death is on their hands as

much as it is those officers.”

Moore apologized minutes later, saying he “misspoke when I said his blood is on their

hands” and that he regretted “that characterization.”

“But I don’t regret, nor will I apologize, to those who are out there today committing

violence, destroying lives and livelihoods and creating this destruction,” Moore said.

“His memory deserves reform. His memory deserves a better Los Angeles, a better

United States and a better world.”

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-02/tuesday-june-2-curfews-southern-california
https://www.latimes.com/politics/story/2020-06-01/trump-tells-governors-to-dominate-as-he-shrinks-from-crisis
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On Tuesday, protesters’ chants rang out outside the LAPD’s glass headquarters: “Fire

Michel Moore! Fire Michel Moore!”

And: “Hey, hey, ho, ho! Michel Moore has got to go!”

Garcetti on Tuesday night defended Moore, saying he was glad the chief apologized.

“I’m glad he quickly corrected it, and I’m glad that he further apologized, as well,”

Garcetti said. “I want to be very, very clear about that. If I believed for a moment that

the chief believed that in his heart, he would no longer be our chief of police. I can’t say

that any stronger.”

1/82

A protester dances on top of Donald Trump’s star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame during a demonstration by members of
Refuse Fascism who are calling an end to the Trump administration on June 20, 2020.  (Gina Ferazzi/Los Angeles Times)
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Nearly 3,000 demonstrators in Southern California have found themselves in handcuffs

after taking to the streets since Friday. Booking records reviewed by The Times show

the vast majority of those arrested in Los Angeles County for looting, vandalism and

burglary offenses are from here, seeming to refute perceptions of “outside agitators”

coming in to fuel unrest.

A man with a sidearm and assault rifle impersonating a National Guard member was

arrested Tuesday by the LAPD on suspicion of illegal possession of an assault weapon

near a protest at City Hall.

Police said the man was confronted by real members of the National Guard at First and

Main streets. Greg Wong, 31, was taken into custody after Guardsmen confronted him

after noticing the decals on his uniform were incorrect.

Demonstrators on Tuesday were intent on keeping it peaceful. As one group of people

marching approached a line of police officers near 8th and Figueroa, a man asked them

to step back, shouting, “Everyone go home safe tonight!”

The young man, who declined to give his name but said he was from Glendale, said this

is the first march he has attended.

“I just couldn’t sit there and not do anything anymore. All four of those cops should

have been arrested,” he said of the Minneapolis police officers present for Floyd’s death.

Floyd last week died after police officer Derek Chauvin pressed his knee into his neck

for 8 minutes and 46 seconds. Chauvin was fired and charged with third-degree murder

and manslaughter in George’s death. He is now out of jail on $500,000 bail. The other

officers at the scene when Floyd died — Thomas Lane, Tou Thao, and J. Alexander

Kueng — are being investigated for their roles.
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On the steps of City Hall on Tuesday, protesters urged each other to stay back from a

barricade placed between them and rows of police and National Guard troops.

A black woman with a megaphone stood before the crowd and them to show gratitude

for each other. She asked people to look around and thank people of different races who

were with them.

“We have Caucasian people here, we have Asian people here, we have Hispanic people

here,” she said. “We have Americans here. We have non-citizens here. … We need to

thank everyone for standing united because, guess what? We are standing together.”

Nearby, Raynard Sterling, a nurse practitioner and former combat medic, stood in a

white coat and teal surgical mask, taking in the scene.

ADVERTISEMENT

“I think individuals like me, African Americans that have seen this happen routinely and

even in other states, in urban America, we’re angry,” said Sterling, 52. “The underlying

emotion is anger. We’re also hurt for [Floyd] and his family, but we’re very angry.”

Lauren Skillen, 26, of Los Angeles, and her sister Taylor, 28, woke up Tuesday and

wanted to do something to help the protest efforts.

Skillen’s office, a production company, had let everyone off work for Blackout Tuesday,

in which people posted black boxes to their social media feeds to show solidarity with

the Black Lives Matter movement.

The sisters asked for donations on social media and got $160 in two hours. They went to

two stores and bought Gatorade, water, bandages, alcohol wipes and tissues. After

assembling 60 care packages in Ziplock bags, they headed downtown to distribute to

protesters.
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“Sometimes it feels hollow to be another body — I know that’s not right thinking — but I

wanted to be able to do something,” Skillen said.

Many parents brought their children to experience this moment in history. Khalil Bass,

30, who is black, brought his 6-month-old son.

“I don’t want him, when he gets his driver’s license, to be pulled over for no reason and

have guns drawn on him,” Bass said.

When Bass was a football player in high school and college, he was repeatedly pulled

over as he drove his teammates around and officers saw a car full of men of color, he

said. Bass also played football in Canada and said the police are remarkably different.

ADVERTISEMENT

“When you come home, it’s that feeling like you did something wrong when you know

you didn’t,” he said.

Bass was laid off from his job as a trainer at a gym in Beverly Hills in mid-March. He

said it seems like people have more time to pay attention and read the news because so

many millions are not working amid the pandemic.

“There’s a feeling of being a part of history,” he said. “Everyone feels like we can make a

change, and more people are jumping on the bandwagon. This is the first time it is not

all black people at a protest.”

Standing in front of several National Guard troops on Spring Street, a 6-year-old boy

named Quentin, who is black, wore a Spider-man face mask and held up a handwritten

sign: “PLEASE LET ME LIVE!!! MY LIFE MATTERS!!”

ADVERTISEMENT
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Quentin had seen videos of burning buildings in the news and worried about his mom,

who had been protesting since Saturday. He asked her to bring him along “to show me”

what a peaceful protest looks like.

Wearing a short-sleeve shirt covered with photos of cats and a pink-hued, leopard print

mask, 8-year-old Gianna Garcia said people needed to know that the protesters were

strong and powerful.

“It’s going to be a good army,” she said.

Sitting atop a slow-moving black Jetta on Spring Street with her legs dangling through

the sunroof, Gianna held her small, clenched fist aloft. She clutched a sign reading:

#ChargeAllFour.

ADVERTISEMENT

Her mother, Maureen Maldonado, was in the back seat, holding another sign with the

words “I can’t breathe.”

Maldonado, a Latina, said that she and her daughter had been protesting for four days.

Coronavirus had “removed all types of childcare” from the 38-year-old office manager’s

life, but she believed that her daughter needed to be here.

“At least for me, the only change I can make is that I shape my daughter the right way,”

Maldonado said.

Hundreds of people remained downtown after the 6 p.m. curfew passed.

ADVERTISEMENT

One 37-year-old man, who stood outside City Hall half an hour past curfew, said that if

the coronavirus pandemic had not forced the closure of so many businesses, “most of us
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wouldn’t be here. We’d be at work.”

“I’m out of work right now; most of us are, I bet you,” said the man, who declined to

provide his name but said he lives in Hawaiian Gardens. He lost his job as a motor

coach bus driver in March because of the stay-at-home orders.

As the clock struck 6 p.m., crowds remained downtown despite the curfew.

About 120 to 150 people were arrested Tuesday evening on Broadway north of Fifth

Street. At 8:15 p.m., several were lined up near the boarded-up windows of Mattress

Central and Planet Fitness, their hands zip-tied.

ADVERTISEMENT

LAPD Sgt. Rex Ingram said all of them were arrested for curfew violations. Ingram said

there had been no reports of looting downtown Tuesday evening.

Andy Freeland, 29, was walking with a crowd of people around 7 p.m. when, he said,

officers charged at them near 5th and Broadway.

He scurried down Broadway, and someone opened a door in a boarded up residential

building. A few dozen people ran inside. About an hour later, Freeland was hiding the

building’s parking garage, hoping not to get arrested but expecting police to come in.

“We’re in the trash room and left the lights on and are sitting silently to hopefully not

appear threatening if the LAPD opens it,” he told a Times reporter in a text message.

ADVERTISEMENT

Eventually, police officers entered the building and told Freeland and others to go

home. He was not arrested.
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More than 1,000 people gathered outside Garcetti’s residence in Windsor Square

Tuesday evening, chanting “defund police!” as an LAPD helicopter circled overhead.

The crowd did yoga, deep breathing and stretching exercises. Someone burned sage.

To Whitney Peterson, 35, of Los Angeles, the chant was not a call for abolishing law

enforcement but limiting it and steering resources elsewhere.

“When...people are getting killed by police, and yet we have schools and lower income

communities struggling, it’s hard to swallow,” she said of public spending for police.

“These communities are not being protected, and that needs to change.”

ADVERTISEMENT

Speaking Tuesday evening, Garcetti said he had directed LAPD to “minimize” their use

of rubber bullets when dealing with peaceful protesters.

“I think that we’ve seen less of any of those tactics, and I hope that we can see the most

minimal if not zero of those tactics,” he said. He mentioned that an officer had their

skull fractured and that officers needed to make peaceful protesting possible.

Garcetti said there needed to be more national leadership “to bring this moment to a

calmer place.”

“The political pyromania of this moment that we see coming out of Washington right

now — it’s not only not bringing us together, it is fanning the fuel of this fire.”

ADVERTISEMENT

Times staff writers Benjamin Oreskes and Richard Winton and photographer Kent

Nishimura contributed to this report.

https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-06-02/lapd-will-limit-use-of-rubber-bullets-on-protesters-garcetti-says
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LA County Supervisor Hilda L. Solis’ Statement on George
Floyd’s death
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Los Angeles County Supervisor Hilda L. Solis issued the following statement urging for calm
as people take to the streets to register their outrage over the death of Minneapolis resident
George Floyd:

“George Floyd’s death was unjust and wrong. His killing was an inhumane act of brutality,
and we must stand united to denounce his passing.

“I share your pain and frustration. It is wrong that our communities of color are treated
di�erently on account of race and ethnicity, and this plays out every day in their lack of
access to quality healthcare and housing and in their interactions with our criminal justice

https://hildalsolis.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/27georgefloyd-superJumbo.jpg
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system. We need to push for true police accountability and advocate for meaningful
investments in our marginalized communities to honor George Floyd: an unarmed African
American man who died a�er enduring unconscionable police violence.

“Too many individuals from our communities of color have had their lives cut short across
the country and throughout Los Angeles County, and we should not stay silent. Because of
Los Angeles County’s unique history and diversity, police brutality and harassment have
impacted all of our communities of color. We need to push for true accountability. Our black
and brown families should not live in fear of being racially profiled when they go out for a
walk or a jog in our neighborhoods.

“This pandemic and economic crisis have upended our lives. I am certain we will get
through this di�icult moment together, which is why I urge all of you to give voice to George
Floyd’s life, and the lives of all other black and brown people who were taken from us too
soon due to police brutality. We must advocate for the reforms we know we need in
policing, in our criminal justice system, and in our healthcare system. My hope is that the
right to protest is practiced, and protected, nonviolently and that everyone remains safe.

“We upli� George Floyd’s life by protesting his death peacefully.”

###
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Thousands March For Black Lives In Martinez Sunday

As many as 2,000 Black Lives Matter marchers gathered Sunday in Martinez, which has been racked by
instances of racism in recent days.

By Bay City News, News Partner
Jul 12, 2020 6:38 pm PT | Updated Jul 12, 2020 6:41 pm PT

 Reply (10)

People march down a street in Martinez, Calif., Sunday, July 12, 2020, during a protest calling for an end to racial injustice and
accountability for police. (AP Photo/Jeff Chiu)

MARTINEZ, CA — Between 1,500 and 2,000 people walked from the downtown Martinez courthouse to Martinez

Waterfront Park in a peaceful Black Lives Matter protest Sunday afternoon.

The march took place in the wake of a series of local developments over the last several weeks related to national protests

against police brutality.

https://patch.com/users/patch-california-0
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Other than a minor skirmish when a man shouted, "All lives matter," and a handful of people waved signs before the

march started, there were no incidents or disturbances.

The march started around 4 p.m. and took place in an orderly fashion, with protesters stopping a few times to chant as

they walked the approximately half-mile distance.

Police said at least one person was treated for a heat-related issues.

Subscribe

Sunday's protest comes eight days after a city-permitted BLM mural was painted on Court Street downtown. The protest,

which Martinez Police Chief Manjit Sappal said could draw thousands of people, was originally planned as a relatively

small event.

The protest was planned by organizations including Richmond-based Together We stand in response to the June 28

discovery of "white power" flyers posted about a half-block apart on a residential street near downtown Martinez.

Similar flyers were discovered the same day in Antioch and Pittsburg.

Opponents of the Black Lives Matter movement in Martinez have been bold. The paint on the street mural literally hadn't

dried when a woman took a roller and black paint to the mural.

The woman began painting over the mural in the presence of several Black Lives Matter supporters, saying Black Lives

Matter "is not happening in my town." She was accompanied by a man who shouted statements including that racism is a

"leftist lie."

Videos of the pair went viral. Both now face misdemeanor hate crime and vandalism charges.

The next evening, a 30-year-old Martinez man was arrested on suspicion of brandishing a loaded revolver during an

argument with a supporter of the mural. And on Tuesday, someone painted "White Lives matter" across Howe Road in

Martinez. (The words were soon covered up.)
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Neighbors Surprise Birthday Girl With Unexpected
Delivery
When Eejipt was driving to the grocery store with her son, Jaelan, they saw a birthday sign in
a neighbor’s yard. On the way back, they stopped by with a sweet surprise.
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Chief Sappal asked the organizers to postpone the event, but they refused, saying a delay would be tantamount to

silencing voices against racism.

Two other groups, the Southern Alameda County Resistance Network and the local group Martizians for Black Lives, are

also set to take part in Sunday's protest.

In a letter to the Martinez community on Saturday, Sappal said he arranged for mutual aid from "every (law

enforcement) agency in Contra Costa County" to be ready to help Martinez officers should there be any violence, from

protesters, counterprotesters or both.

Protest organizers said this past week that they implored those coming to the protest not to engage counterprotesters,

and to remain completely peaceful.

Many downtown businesses, wary of what could happen should protesters and counterprotesters clash, boarded up their

businesses downtown on Thursday and Friday.

The Martinez Farmers' Market, at the suggestion of Chief Sappal, decided not to open its usual midday Sunday market

along Main Street, saying the market will be back July 19.

Copyright 2020 by Bay City News, Inc. — Republication, Rebroadcast or any other Reuse without the express written

consent of Bay City News, Inc. is prohibited.
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Supervisor Kathryn Barger Talks Coronavirus Response,
Sheriff’s Department Feud

cbsloc.al/31fwbTe

LOS ANGELES (CBSLA) — Los Angeles County Supervisor Kathryn Barger spoke candidly Wednesday
about a number of issues facing the county, including the battle against the coronavirus pandemic,
countywide protests and the board’s ongoing feud with Sheriff Alex Villanueva.

“I definitely think there’s a direct correlation between the protesters and the spike,” Barger said. “I mean,
obviously, the opening up probably threw something into it.

“But remember, the first night that we had the protesters was the first day that restaurants and all were
allowed to reopen — many of them did not.”

And because of the sheer size of protest crowds, Barger said contact tracing was next to impossible,
though she noted that most of the county’s new cases were in people between the ages of 18-40.

“It’s not a criticism per se, what the protesters were protesting about,” she said. “A lot of the protesters
were not wearing a mask, and they definitely were not social distancing. And I believe that that’s what
we’re seeing play out right now is as a result of that.”

The comments came as L.A. County health officials reported an additional 1,260 newly confirmed cases,
34 deaths and a concerning growth in hospitalizations, but Barger said the county would likely not shut
down like it did before.

“There is absolutely no appetite,” she said. “And I have yet to meet with anybody that has an appetite to
go back to Safer at Home.”

https://cbsloc.al/31fwbTe
https://losangeles.cbslocal.com/live/cbsn-la/
http://www.cbsla.com/coronavirus
https://cbsloc.al/3dt2eBT
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Though, she said, it could mean that the pace of reopening might slow as officials get a better handle on
the numbers.

“Realistically that would probably be a wise thing to do,” she said. “And I’m talking about a delay of a
week to see what the numbers come back.”

And despite the economic situation the county now finds itself in as a result of coronavirus-related
closures, she said closing everything down was the only option.

“There was no other way to do it,” she said. “At that point, I was thinking more about public health.”

Now, after months under Safer at Home orders, the county is facing a nearly $1 billion deficit, though
Barger said layoffs were not necessarily imminent.

“We would rather curtail services and lay off individuals,” she said.

And when it comes to the recent civil unrest as a result of recent fatal shootings by L.A. County Sheriff’s
deputies who do not currently have body-worn cameras, Barger disputed Sheriff Alex Villnueva’s claim
that the department lacked the funds to implement the program.

“He has the money for the cameras,” she said. “And so now it’s on his back. Get it done. Stop complaining.
You wanted this office, act like a sheriff.

“Stop whining, and saying, ‘They’re picking on me.’ Because at the end of the day, he was elected to do his
job.”

Villanueva responded Wednesday evening with a statement that read, in part:

“I have asked the board since my first week in office, and again, I am urging the Board of Supervisors right
now to author an emergency motion to expedite the body-worn cameras program.”

Comments (5)

Leave a Reply 
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OAKLAND

How 2 Oakland students got 15,000 people to
march against police violence on Monday
Youth organizers hope the massive student-led action, which o�ered hundreds of
masks and hand sanitizer for COVID-19 safety, will inspire other young people to
organize, too.

By Darwin BondGraham, June 2, 2020, 12:18 p.m.

Akil Riley, 19, one of the co-organizers of Monday’s massive
youth-led action against police violence that started at Oakland
Tech. Photo: Darwin BondGraham

It started with a phone call last week between two
childhood friends who grew up together in Oakland.
Reeling from the killing of George Floyd by
Minneapolis police o�cer Derek Chauvin, Xavier
Brown and Akil Riley, both 19, said they felt
compelled to “disrupt the peace”—a peace in which
they feel Black lives are seen as expendable.

Back home in Oakland for summer break from
college — Brown just �nished his freshman year at
UCLA, Riley his �rst year at Howard University in
Washington D.C.—they decided to organize a protest.

“I just had an idea one day and called Xavier,” said
Riley. “We put out a call and it spread around.”

Initially, that call was a simple Instagram post asking
other students from across the city to rally on the

i d h
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steps of Oakland Technical High School on Monday,
June 1 and to march from there to the Oakland Police
Department s̓ headquarters downtown.

“We �nna march,” Brown posted on May 27. “It is a
march to say: Oakland Stands With You…This is to
show we arenʼt letting shit slide. There s̓ an agenda
against us. We cannot let incidents like this happen,
and move on to the next ʻviralʼ social media event.”

Brown and Riley didnʼt want to lead an event that
resulted in more property destruction, so they were
careful about how they described the protest to
potential attendees, adding speci�cally: “No
destruction.”

However, they urged militancy. “We are not asking
for a change of heart of the people in power,” Riley
wrote on Instagram. “What weʼre doing is disrupting
shit, weʼre saying if there s̓ no justice, we will
continue to disrupt.”

The posts caught the attention of organizers with
Oakland-based groups like Community Ready Corps,
Anti Police-Terror Project, East Bay Democratic
Socialists of America, Arab Resource and Organizing
Center, Sunrise Movement, and others. With a small
coalition suddenly supporting them, the studentsʼ
clarion call spread further and faster. In just a couple
days, Riley, Brown and their friends managed to
summon the largest protest the East Bay has seen
since widespread civil disobedience and unrest
erupted last Friday. Approximately 15,000 people
attended the rally and march, according to Oakland
police who observed from a helicopter.

“We out here really just to show solidarity to
Minneapolis and to everybody that lost lives to police
brutality, at the hands of the brutal police system,”
Riley told The Oaklandside before the start of
Monday s̓ march.

“This is a direct response to the murder of George
Floyd,” said Brown. “We are disrupting the peace
with our words.”

Darwin BondGraham
@DarwinBondGraha
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The Instagram post invited people to begin gathering
at 4 p.m. By 4:30 p.m., the mass of protesters,
including thousands of high school students, parents,
teachers and other allies, spilled over Oakland Techs̓
lawn and into Broadway. Many attendees held alo�
signs with messages calling to “defund the police”
and “abolish the police,” and other slogans
demanding a radical shi� in how public resources
are distributed and law enforcement s̓ relationship to
local communities.

Thousands of young people erupted in cheer when
Riley bluntly began his speech by saying, “Fuck the
police, bruh.” He went on. “Donʼt let them tell you
that a few bad apples ruin the reputation of the
police system,” he said in his remarks. “The police
system is not a good one. They thrive on brutalizing
the lower class.”

Most of the dozen or so speakers during Monday s̓
rally were Black youth, including current high school
students and recent graduates. Some recited poetry.
Others spoke of feeling “tired” of having to endure a
seemingly endless loop of Black deaths and empty
promises for reform. They spoke urgently about the
problem of police brutality, but they also demanded
systemic changes far beyond police reform.

“Iʼm just so tired,” said Oakland student Jacqueline
Azah, who spoke at one point. She asked the
thousands of attendees, especially other Black
women and girls who were present, “Are you tired?”

“Yes!” hundreds shouted back.

Azah spoke about what she feels is an imbalance of
images in the media which have disproportionately
focused on rioting and �res in major cities,
underrepresenting the widespread civil disobedience
and the root cause of the unrest.

“Donʼt let them fool you because theyʼre rioting. They
want to send pictures of �res and things burning
down but they will never show this,” she said, waving
her arms at the thousands of youngsters gathered
around her. “Not a single fucking �re in the crowd.
Weʼre here. Weʼre peaceful.”

Organized in just a few short days, Monday s̓ rally had
an impressive focus on COVID-19 safety. Student
organizers encouraged the crowd to space out as
much as possible, and virtually every attendee wore a
face mask to prevent the spread of the coronavirus.
The group Mask Oakland, which formed in the 2017
�re season to distribute protective face masks to
vulnerable groups, donated over 500 masks to pass
out to protesters in need.

The Common Humanity Collective, a volunteer
mutual aid group that works with unhoused people,
donated 400 bottles of hand sanitizer. Students with
allied groups managed to assemble a sizable cache of
bottled water and additional hand sanitizer, which
were handed out along with other supplies
throughout the day.

Rick Perez, whose son, Richard “Pedie” Perez, was
killed by a Richmond police in 2014, heard about the

https://twitter.com/DarwinBondGraha/status/1267822805430632453
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studentsʼ march and showed up with his �atbed truck
for students to use as a platform. The socialist group
Speak Out Now provided a sound system.
Community Ready Corps and members of other
organizations volunteered to serve as marshals
during the rally and march, o�ering to help protect
the students so they could focus on expressing
themselves.

“I think it s̓ great,” said Yael Friedman, an OUSD
teacher who attended the rally. “Iʼm really happy to
support anything that is student-organized.”

Nearly 15,000 people joined a youth-led action against police
violence on Monday. Photo: Darwin BondGraham

In the middle of the rally, a mass-alert text message
buzzed the cellphones of attendees notifying them of
an 8 p.m. county-wide curfew imposed by the
Alameda County Sheri�. Oakland Mayor Libby
Schaaf and her City Administrator Ed Reiskin also
declared an 8 p.m. curfew, warning that protesters
out past that time would be arrested.

Authorities across the nation have started clamping
down on the protests a�er days of civil unrest, rioting
and looting that have spread to many cities. President
Trump said yesterday he would direct the military to
end the protests, and federal police attacked
protesters and media near the White House.

A�er the 15,000-strong rally le� Oakland Tech, it
spread along Broadway, occupying much of the two-
mile distance to downtown Oakland.

Meanwhile, dozens of Oakland police o�cers
mustered at a barrier blocking Broadway. A police
armored vehicle was parked nearby as the Police
Chief Susan Manheimer walked among o�cers,
thanking them for their work. Manheimer told a
group of police o�cers that the city is considering
placing some kind of “bu�er” structure around the
police building, which has been the target
destination of at least two protests so far this week.

But rather than head to O.P.D. for a confrontation
with the police, the student leaders of the Oakland
Tech march directed the wave of people into Frank
Ogawa Plaza for another rally. They spoke again
about the urgent need for change. As much as
Monday s̓ protest was directed against the police,
organizers said, it was also about showing love for
Black people.

“We out here for George Floyd,” Riley said. “We out
here to show love to him.”

Shortly a�er the demonstration largely dispersed
around 7 p.m., smaller groups of protesters,
including some students, walked around downtown
Oakland. As Oaklands̓ 8 p.m. curfew approached,
police moved in with force and ultimately arrested 80
people related to the curfew, unlawful assembly and
failure to disperse.

KQED reporter Erin Baldassari reported that police
used gas and �ash-bang grenades on a group of
protesters gathered near the police headquarters at
7:41 p.m., nearly 20 minutes before the curfew took
e�ect.
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Darwin BondGraham is news editor of The Oaklandside. Email: darwin@berkeleyside.com.

Darrell Owens, a Berkeley resident who attended the
student march, tweeted that Oakland police forced
students to disperse before the curfew. “The kids
were hanging out in Downtown Oakland, with no
instances of any documented violence, but the police
got pissy they werenʼt con�ned to ʻwhere they were
allowed to marchʼ and started tear gassing the entire
group,” he also wrote. “Most of the kids were chatting
or heading out. No violence.”

Overall, Xavier Brown, one of the two original
organizers of the massive youth-led action, told The
Oaklandside he hopes what happened on Monday
will set an example for other young folks. “I want the
youth to know that they have the power to organize
and protest just like we did here,” he said.

mailto:darwin@berkeleyside.com
https://twitter.com/IDoTheThinking/status/1267686796692881408
https://twitter.com/IDoTheThinking/status/1267686375865778176
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LOCAL

Sacramento unites for Black Lives Matter as
thousands take to downtown streets

BY SAM STANTON, ALEXANDRA YOON-HENDRICKS, DALE KASLER, VINCENT MOLESKI,

ROSALIO AHUMADA, EMILIANO GÓMEZ, AND RYAN SABALOW

JUNE 06, 2020 04:53 PM , UPDATED JUNE 06, 2020 06:28 PM
   

Hairdressers from across California protest at the Capitol on Tuesday, Aug. 11, 2020, the public health order prohibiting salons from cutting hair
indoors amid the coronavirus crisis. Mannequins were used to show how hard it is to cut hair outdoors. BY DANIEL KIM 
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A day of peace and unity in downtown Sacramento suddenly bristled with intensity
Saturday after 100 protesters hopped a security fence guarding the Capitol and
staged a peaceful yet emotional exchange with the commissioner of the California
Highway Patrol.

Attempting to defuse a situation that was growing more delicate by the minute, CHP
Commissioner Warren Stanley, who is black, emerged from the Capitol building
early in the afternoon and declared over a loudspeaker that the death of George
Floyd at the hands of police in Minneapolis was “totally unacceptable.” He said he
was speaking on behalf of “myself and the 11,000 other employees of CHP.”

Stanley, accompanied by a handful of officers but not wearing protective riot gear,
asked the demonstrators to retreat behind the fence. “You go back, we’ll go back,” he
said.

TOP ARTICLES

A few heeded his call but most stuck around, some of them surrounding the CHP
chief. Stanley chatted privately for about a half-hour with clusters of demonstrators
inside the fence line about the use of tear gas and rubber bullets on protesters last
weekend – a tactic, Stanley said, that was employed by Sacramento police, not his
officers.

Then he headed inside the building with a small group of protesters for a private
dialogue that lasted nearly an hour. The remaining protesters planted themselves on
the ground, at the base of the east steps of the building, and listened to speeches as
the sit-in continued even after Stanley came back outside with the protesters. Dozens

Listen to this article now
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Hours-long standoff ends peacefully with arrest, Sacramento sheriff’s officials say
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of helmeted CHP officers guarded the building as the confrontation continued late
into the afternoon with no obvious resolution in sight.

The extraordinary drama, on the ninth straight day of protests over police brutality,
unfolded after thousands of demonstrators had finished marching through
downtown streets in an event organized by the NAACP and other groups. The crowd
strode past boarded up buildings, the result of two nights of vandalism last weekend,
and wound up at Cesar E. Chavez Plaza. There they heard poetry, music and uplifting
speeches from the likes of Kings chairman Vivek Ranadive, Mayor Darrell Steinberg
and activists.

Breaking news & more
Sign up for one of our many newsletters to be the
first to know when big news breaks

SIGN UP

Sacramento Kings General Manager Vlade Divac marches with demonstrators from Golden 1 Center to the state Capitol in Sacramento on Saturday,
June 6, 2020, to protest the killing of George Floyd. Jason Pierce JPIERCE@SACBEE.COM
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Steinberg, whose neighborhood was the scene of a “die-in” protest the night before
that drew hundreds, drew cheers for announcing the end of the curfew and the
removal of the National Guard from city streets. The mayor declared his solidarity
with the Black Lives Matter movement and talked about his personal struggles to
understand white privilege. The largely positive reaction from the crowd contrasted
sharply with the public scolding he received when he visited the makeshift shrine
set up at the plaza Wednesday.

Others exhorted the vast throng, which spilled into the streets surrounding the two-
acre park, to do more than just march.

“You’ve got to go vote,” said Bobby Jackson, a former Kings player. “You have a voice
.... Use that voice.”

Another ex-King, Sacramento native Matt Barnes, said the two nights of violence that
struck downtown and midtown were unfortunate but served as a wake-up call.

“They hear us finally,” he said.

One issue that has simmered throughout the week also had resolution. The
Sacramento Police Department announced late in the day that it was prohibiting the
use of carotid control holds – or neck restraints – as a use of force for its officers.
Gov. Gavin Newsom had ordered the technique ended by state training agencies.

A LARGE MARCH THROUGH SACRAMENTO

The march was one of the largest Sacramento has seen in years. The crowd was so
big that hundreds of people were still waiting at the starting point at Golden 1 Center
when the marchers at the head of the line reached Chavez Plaza after a walk that
looped around the Capitol – a trek of a little more than one mile.

While most of the protesters headed home after the official rally, about 1,000 of them
assembled at the east side of the Capitol, where the CHP had erected a short security
fence several days earlier. They chanted “Black Lives Matter” and invoked the name
of Stephon Clark, the unarmed black man shot to death by Sacramento police two
years ago.
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The situation was peaceful, with only a handful of CHP officers guarding the steps
without the riot gear they’ve been wearing during protests the last several days.

Then a protester hopped the fence. CHP officers advanced toward him and he
retreated into the crowd. A few threw water bottles at the officers but calm was
quickly restored, and the demonstrators chanted, “Peaceful protest.”

A few minutes later, however, roughly 100 protesters jumped over the fence and
refused to go back. That’s when Stanley came out of the building and spoke to the
crowd over a loudspeaker.

At one point the CHP commissioner traded the microphone with a demonstrator,
who demanded an end to the city’s curfew. Stanley explained that the curfew –
which went into effect after two nights of violence in downtown and midtown – had
been declared over. The man then demanded the “release of detained civilians in
Sacramento,” an apparent reference to those arrested for vandalism, curfew
violations and other issues in recent days. Stanley said he had no control over their
fate.

The protesters’ main grievance, though, was about Sacramento police officers’
decision to disperse a largely peaceful demonstration Sunday night with tear gas and
rubber bullets.

Protesters sit in on top of a parking garage near Caesar Chavez Plaza in Sacramento, Saturday, June 6, 2020, looking over a large crowd gathered to
protest the killing of George Floyd that had marched from Golden 1 Center. Jason Pierce JPIERCE@SACBEE.COM
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“We didn’t use tear gas,” Stanley told them.

Sacramento police used those means to disperse a large crowd that was gathered
that night at 10th and L streets, just northwest of the Capitol. The crowd left but
several splinter groups went on a spree of window-smashing and theft around
downtown in a repeat of the violence from the night before.

On Saturday, as Stanley tried to mollify the crowd at the Capitol, it was clear that his
words weren’t going to easily defuse the situation. He said he would pray with the
demonstrators but not take a knee.

One of the protesters, Chris Thomas, was unsatisfied with Stanley’s pledge to treat
demonstrators fairly. “The actions have got to follow up with what he said.”

Stanley’s meeting with a small group of protesters inside the building did accomplish
one goal: He appeared to convince them that it wasn’t CHP responsible for the tear
gas.

“More than anything, that’s the CHP in there,” said Jamarri Lovejoy, who spoke with
Stanley inside. “There’s not too much they can do. We need Sac PD. We need to get in
contact with Sac PD.”

But the hundreds who refused to leave the Capitol grounds also were angry with the
CHP officers, who refused their pleas to take a knee in solidarity with the Black Lives
Matter movement.

“If you knew how much healing you could start if you took a (expletive) knee,” said
Joshua Carter, 35, of Sacramento. ”I understand you got to work. I understand you
gotta pay the bills. But one day your kids are gonna watch the tape and they’re
gonna say, ‘That’s my dad, Officer Williams, and he didn’t take a (expletive) knee.’”

OTHER CALIFORNIA PROTESTS

Thousands more demonstrated elsewhere across the state Saturday, including San
Francisco, where at least a thousand people marched back and forth across the
Golden Gate Bridge, briefly closing it to vehicles, before taking to Van Ness
Boulevard. That occurred as most of the state’s 4,200 Guard troops, called up to
protect cities, were being ordered to stand down.

In San Diego, more than 3,000 people marched downtown and faced off with officers
guarding police headquarters, while a caravan of 300 cars moved past the state
university there.

In Simi Valley, several thousand demonstrators spilled onto streets in the town
where four white LAPD officers were found not guilty of beating motorist Rodney
King, which helped spark the 1992 riots in Los Angeles. Protesters a few miles away
took over Hollywood Boulevard chanting, “Revolution, nothing less!”

In Huntington Beach, police officers separated protesters at a beach-side rally from a
few dozen counter-protesters who waved American flags and pro-Trump signs. A
fight broke out, according to the Orange County Register, and one person was
detained and taken into a police car.

RELATED STORIES FROM SACRAMENTO BEE
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Gavin Newsom asked to reconcile support for protests with newGavin Newsom asked to reconcile support for protests with new
warnings on gatheringswarnings on gatherings

Eric TingEric Ting, SFGATE, SFGATE
Updated: July 2, 2020 1:58 p.m.Updated: July 2, 2020 1:58 p.m.
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During his Thursday press conference, California Gov.During his Thursday press conference, California Gov.  Gavin NewsomGavin Newsom  was asked why Californians should heed his newwas asked why Californians should heed his new

warnings against gatherings for Fourth of July weekend when he was previously supportive of protests against police brutality,warnings against gatherings for Fourth of July weekend when he was previously supportive of protests against police brutality,

where officials did not enforce mask-wearing or social-distancing.where officials did not enforce mask-wearing or social-distancing.

Over the past week, Newsom has told residents not to gather with individuals outside their households and to avoid large crowdsOver the past week, Newsom has told residents not to gather with individuals outside their households and to avoid large crowds

for any Fourth of July parades or demonstrations, while adding the state will "mitigate" any large crowds.for any Fourth of July parades or demonstrations, while adding the state will "mitigate" any large crowds.

"As always, we've had a mandate for a consistent period of time as it relates to large crowd gatherings," he"As always, we've had a mandate for a consistent period of time as it relates to large crowd gatherings," he  said on Wednesdaysaid on Wednesday..

"Please, avoid those crowds. We're going to do our best to try to mitigate people congregating and doing what we can to"Please, avoid those crowds. We're going to do our best to try to mitigate people congregating and doing what we can to

In this photo taken Friday, June 26, 2020, Gov. Gavin Newsom speaks about the coronavirus pandemicIn this photo taken Friday, June 26, 2020, Gov. Gavin Newsom speaks about the coronavirus pandemic
as he gives an update on the state's response to it at a news conference in Rancho Cordova, Calif.as he gives an update on the state's response to it at a news conference in Rancho Cordova, Calif.
Rich Pedroncelli / Associated PressRich Pedroncelli / Associated Press
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encourage good behavior."encourage good behavior."

On Thursday, KCBS Radio's Doug Sovern asked the governor, "I've heard from a number of people who don't understand whyOn Thursday, KCBS Radio's Doug Sovern asked the governor, "I've heard from a number of people who don't understand why

they're being told you can't go see grandpa this weekend, you can't see Uncle Joe, you can't have a barbecue with your neighborsthey're being told you can't go see grandpa this weekend, you can't see Uncle Joe, you can't have a barbecue with your neighbors

but then they turn on the TV and see hundreds or thousands of people protesting. So can you explain the selective enforcementbut then they turn on the TV and see hundreds or thousands of people protesting. So can you explain the selective enforcement

or preferential treatment given based on political persuasion? Can you explain to people why they should listen to theseor preferential treatment given based on political persuasion? Can you explain to people why they should listen to these

messages when they do see that happening and no one is getting tickets, no one is even being told to enforce the masks or socialmessages when they do see that happening and no one is getting tickets, no one is even being told to enforce the masks or social

distancing?"distancing?"

Newsom responded with, "If they care about their grandfather, their uncle, their aunt, that's why they should listen."Newsom responded with, "If they care about their grandfather, their uncle, their aunt, that's why they should listen."

The governor then stated that no one will be cracking down on social gatherings in backyards before returning to commenting onThe governor then stated that no one will be cracking down on social gatherings in backyards before returning to commenting on

the protests.the protests.

"I maybe was unique in my household but I don't think I was, I think it was universally taught: Just because someone else is"I maybe was unique in my household but I don't think I was, I think it was universally taught: Just because someone else is

doing it, doesn't mean you should," Newsom said. "People know what the right thing to do is. I encourage them to do the rightdoing it, doesn't mean you should," Newsom said. "People know what the right thing to do is. I encourage them to do the right

thing. And people also understand that we have a Constitution, we have a right to free speech and we are all dealing with athing. And people also understand that we have a Constitution, we have a right to free speech and we are all dealing with a

moment in our nation's history that is profound and pronounced... but I recognize the dichotomy and to the extent the dialecticmoment in our nation's history that is profound and pronounced... but I recognize the dichotomy and to the extent the dialectic

between those examples and all I can offer is this consideration: Do what you think is best not only for you but for the health ofbetween those examples and all I can offer is this consideration: Do what you think is best not only for you but for the health of

the people you love."the people you love."

It is unclear to what extent the protests contributed to the spread of the virus. AnIt is unclear to what extent the protests contributed to the spread of the virus. An  Associated Press investigation found littleAssociated Press investigation found little

evidenceevidence  the demonstrations are primarily responsible for recent upticks, but Los Angeles County public health director Barbarathe demonstrations are primarily responsible for recent upticks, but Los Angeles County public health director Barbara

FerrerFerrer  has stated it is "highly likely"has stated it is "highly likely"  the protests led to an increase in positive cases.the protests led to an increase in positive cases.
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nychealthy
@nycHealthy

Plan to protest? Here are tips to reduce the risk of spreading 
#COVID19: 

Wear a face covering 
Wear eye protection to prevent injury 
Stay hydrated 
Use hand sanitizer 
Don't yell; use signs & noise makers instead 
Stick to a small group 
Keep 6 feet from other groups

1:11 PM · May 30, 2020

677 See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter
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CALIFORNIA

LAPD coronavirus cases spike, adding to debate over role of
protests in spread

LAPD o�cers in riot gear and face masks stand in front of police headquarters to keep Black Lives Matter protesters from
advancing. (Gina Ferazzi / Los Angeles Times)

By KEVIN RECTOR  | STAFF WRITER 

JUNE 23, 2020 | 4:57 PM

Coronavirus infections among Los Angeles police officers spiked in recent weeks,

reflecting a broader increase in cases regionally and raising fresh questions about the
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role of protests in the spread.

Police officials have said that officers were exposed on skirmish lines as they worked to

disperse screaming crowds. Protesters say officers recklessly arrested people en masse

without wearing masks, exposing not just themselves but others.

In the last week, positive cases within the LAPD workforce jumped from 170 to 206,

Chief Michel Moore told the civilian Police Commission on Tuesday.

“This was a 21% increase and is about twice the rate of our historic rate of change over

the history of the pandemic,” he said.

ADVERTISEMENT

Moore said the bulk of the LAPD employees who tested positive were sworn officers,

though dozens were civilian employees. Three have been hospitalized with COVID-19,

while many have recovered and returned to work.

After the commission meeting, Moore said he attributed the increase in part “to the

challenging conditions officers faced” during the recent protests and demonstrations.

Tens of thousands of people have marched in recent weeks in Los Angeles and in other

cities across the country and world to protest police killings of Black men and women,

including George Floyd in Minneapolis and Breonna Taylor in Louisville, Ky. For days

on end in late May and early this month, police officers squared off with protesters on

skirmish lines, screaming orders and using force to disperse crowds.

“Officers in many instances attempted to wear face coverings but were challenged in

effectively communicating with each other or over the radio, given the conditions,”

Moore said.
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Protesters and their supporters, meanwhile, have lambasted the LAPD and individual

officers for weeks for not wearing masks during the protests, which they said put them

at risk. Multiple lawsuits over the LAPD’s protest response cite the lack of masks on

officers and the crowding of arrested protesters into packed buses during a pandemic as

examples of the department’s unjust response.

During a public comment portion of the Police Commission’s online meeting Tuesday,

multiple callers ripped into Moore over the issue, saying he should not be surprised that

officers had contracted the virus, given that many of them had dismissed public safety

concerns and refused to wear masks amid the protest crackdowns.

The incubation period for the coronavirus can last as long as two weeks, meaning

infections caught in the last week may have originated as protests raged across the

region.

L.A. County Public Health Director Barbara Ferrer recently said it is “highly likely” that

the recent overall increase in positive cases is related in part to the mass protests.

Ferrer also suggested that an increase in social gatherings and the opening of more

businesses after weeks of stay-at-home and closure orders has likely played a role.

Moore also cited such factors.

Los Angeles County officials reported more than 2,000 new COVID-19 cases on

Tuesday, bringing the total number to more than 88,200. Nearly 3,200 have died.

Watch Why These Furry Friends Love
STAINMASTER® PetProtect® Carpet 
By Stainmaster

Embrace your floof, Bodie! That STAINMASTER®
PetProtect® carpet is made to resist pet hair, so it’s no
problem when you shed those beautiful golden locks.
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Multiple protesters who were arrested or otherwise interacted with police during the

protests said officers laughed at them or dismissed their concerns when they asked why

the officers weren’t wearing masks.

Kamila Baran, 24, of Studio City, was arrested downtown the evening of June 1, with a

friend and hundreds of others, over curfew violations, during what she described as a

peaceful protest.

Throughout the process, most protesters had masks on, but none of the police officers

did, Baran said. It was a point of contention, she said.

“One girl actually asked, ‘Why are none of you wearing masks? You’re putting all of us at

risk.’ And one officer was like, ‘Well, we don’t believe that masks will help anyone,’”

Baran said. “This girl was basically fighting this officer, saying, like, ‘What about facts

and statistics and science?’ And one of the officers was like, ‘Well, it makes it harder for

us to do our job.’”

Moore said officers were instructed to wear masks whenever possible, and many did so

under face shields attached to riot helmets. Moore also said the department has

increased cleaning of work areas and pushed for hand washing and the regular use of

gloves.

In all, the LAPD has administered 1,900 tests on employees. Positive results have

increased, too; the positivity rate rose to 11.7% in the last two weeks, Moore said,

mirroring an increase across L.A. County. The county’s positivity rate has spiked from

5.8% two weeks ago to 8.4% this week.

ADVERTISEMENT

Los Angeles Times reporter Colleen Shalby contributed to this article.
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LA Mayor Garcetti admits 'connection' between
coronavirus outbreak and protests, after downplaying link
By Nick Givas

Published July 02, 2020

Fox News

Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti said Wednesday that public protests are likely causing the number of citywide coronavirus
cases to spike, just two days after claiming there wasn't "any conclusive evidence" showing a connection between the two.

Garcetti, a Democrat, was speaking at a press conference concerning the recent Black Lives Matter protests in Los Angeles
when he was asked if the demonstrations were contributing to the spread of COVID-19.

He claimed he'd consulted with Dr. Barbara Ferrer, LA County's director of public health, and determined the protests were in
fact contributing to the spread of the virus.

“I talked again with Dr. Ferrer about that this morning. She does think some of the spread did come from our protests," he
said. "It’s not the act of protesting – that’s a great and American thing to do no matter what your opinion is… but protesting
without maintaining physical distancing, without wearing your mask, without having sanitizer – we just have to be smart.
Whether you’re at a protest or at your home, whether in your workplace or whether you’re out shopping, these rules don’t
change.”

He added, “We do believe there is a connection, we don’t believe that everybody has been doing this safely and wherever you
can, please stay at home.”

LA COUNCIL TAKES STEP TOWARD SENDING UNARMED SERVICE PROVIDERS TO SOME 911 CALLS:
REPORTS

Fox News reached out to the County Health Department for comment and received a video of a Wednesday interview with
Dr. Ferrer, where she affirmed the statement.

"In situations where people are close together for longer periods of time and it’s very crowded, we are certain that there is
going to be spread. So, we’ve never said that there’s no spread from people who were protesting," she explained.

After being asked earlier in the video if government officials were downplaying the protests' effect on coronavirus stats, she
said, "We’ve been really honest and said from the beginning that for any people that are in crowded situations for long
periods of time – which long for us means more than 15 minutes – where you’re in close contact with people, less than six
feet apart and people aren’t wearing a cloth face covering you have a heightened risk of either transmitting the virus if you
are an asymptomatic spreader, or getting the virus from someone else who is spreading because they also are an
asymptomatic spreader."

This clashed with statements made by Garcetti during the Tuesday press conference, however, where he called the idea a
hypothesis and minimized the potential impact mass public demonstrations were having on the number of COVID-19 cases
in the city.

"We follow the data closely," he said, according to Fox 11. "There's no evidence yet that the protests led to much spread
though it's something that Doctor Ferrer has hypothesized, but we haven't seen any conclusive evidence there."
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Fox News reached out to Mayor Garcetti's press office for followup, but they did not return the request for comment.

Nick Givas is a reporter with Fox News. You can find him on Twitter at @NGivasDC.
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(Screenshot via Twitter)

A protest in Los Angeles on July 1 drew thousands of people hours after California
governor Gavin Newsom discouraged residents from holding Independence Day
gatherings with anyone outside an immediate household.

A photo published by the LAPD showed protesters standing shoulder to shoulder, with
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L.A. Protests Draw Thousands Hours
after Gov. Newsom Prohibited Fourth of
July Gatherings
By July 2, 2020 1:22 PMZACHARY EVANS

many wearing masks. Los Angeles has seen a resurgence of coronavirus cases over the 
past week, leading some businesses to reduce or shut operations.   
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Rick Stabile 
@LAPDRickStabile

LAPD is monitoring a peaceful protest between City 
Hall and the Hall of Justice. Please  adhere to social 
distancing protocols.

5:26 PM · Jul 1, 2020

159 See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter
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Los Angeles police have not issued permits for mass gatherings since March 3, when
Mayor Eric Garcetti issued an executive order forbidding such gatherings because of the
coronavirus pandemic. However, police have not intervened to break up the gatherings.
The protests are part of a wave of demonstrations in response to the death of George
Floyd, an African American man killed during arrest by Minneapolis police officers, has
sparked waves of massive demonstrations in major cities across the U.S.

Newsom’s executive order on Wednesday required restaurants and museums to shift to
outdoor operations in 19 counties, with bars closing entirely. While large family
gatherings are technically forbidden, the governor acknowledged that enforcing that rule
would be impossible.

“You have 40 million people in the state of California, and if 40 million people turn their
back on these guidelines and common sense, that is not something we can enforce,”
Newsom said at a press conference. “No one is naive about that.”

Los Angeles County public health director Dr. Barbara Ferrer urged residents during a
Wednesday press briefing to avoid crowded situations. When asked if county officials had
downplayed the risk of contracting coronavirus at mass protests, Dr. Ferrer said that
health workers’ recommendations for avoiding crowds applied to any mass gathering.

“In situations where people are close together for longer periods of time, and it’s very
crowded, we are certain that there is going to be spread,” Dr. Ferrer said. “We have never
said that there’s no spread from people who are protesting, and we have, in fact, said that
those very same conditions that allow for spread among people who may be protesting
apply in all kinds of other situations as well.”

Los Angeles County Supervisor Kathryn Barger said last week that she believed the
current spike in coronavirus cases in the area were connected to increased protests.

“I definitely think there’s a direct correlation between the protesters and the spike,”
Barger told the local CBS affiliate. “I mean, obviously, the opening up probably threw
something into it.” Barger added that the size of the crowds made contact tracing for
coronavirus almost impossible.
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Los Angeles beaches will be closed and the city will feature no fireworks or block parties
for Independence Day.

“Yes, this weekend is a holiday weekend. As much as we all want to celebrate with friends
and family, gathering with people outside of our households is not permitted and puts
everyone at risk of COVID-19,” the Los Angeles County administration warned residents
on Twitter earlier this week. “Protect yourself and others by avoiding gatherings this July
4th.”

Send a tip to the news team at NR.

ZACHARY EVANS is a news writer for NATIONAL REVIEW ONLINE. He is a veteran of the Israeli Defense

Forces and a trained violist.
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John MacArthur, Pastor 
Grace Community Church 
132848 Roscoe Blvd. 
Sun Valley, CA 91352 

MILLER BARONDESS, LLP 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

1999 AVENUE OF THE STARS 

Sum 1000 
Los ANGELES, CAl!FORNIA 90067 

TEL: (310) 552-4400 
FAX: (310) 552-8400 

\<\l\VW.MILLE RBARONDE SS.COM 

July 29, 2020 

Re: Notice of Violation of Public Health Orders 

Dear Pastor MacArthur : 

JASON H. T OKORO 
DIRECT DIAL: (3 10) 552-5226 
.ITOKORO@ MILLERBARONDESS.COM 

The County of Los Angeles (the "County") has been advised that Grace Community 
Church held indoor in-person worship services on July 26, 2020. Media coverage of the services 
included photographs depicting hundreds of persons within the Grace Community Church. An 
online recording of the indoor service is also available on the Church's website. As of July 13, 
2020, indoor worship services are prohibited within the County. The County requests that you 
immediately cease holding indoor worship services or other indoor gatherings, and adhere to the 
Health Officer Order directives governing activities at houses of worship. If you or Grace 
Community Church continue to hold indoor services in violation of the law, you are subject to 
criminal and civil liability. 

The County is facing an unprecedented public health crisis due to the spread of COVID-
19. As of July 28, 2020, there were over 178,000 known cases of COVID-19 and more than 
4,400 deaths in the County. Statewide, there are more than 466,000 confirmed cases and 8,500 
deaths. COVID-19 is a highly contagious disease that is easily spread when persons are in close 
contact, especially in indoor settings. By holding indoor services for hundreds of persons during 
this pandemic, you are placing the health and safety of not only the persons attending the service, 
but also the community at large at risk. 

Beginning in March 2020, federal, state, and local authorities issued a series of 
emergency orders to try and slow the spread of COVID-19 and avoid overwhelming the 
healthcare system. On March 4, 2020, Governor Gavin Newsom proclaimed a State of 
Emergency in California as a result ofCOVID-19. The County Board of Supervisors proclaimed 
a local emergency the same day. 

On March 19, 2020, the Governor issued the State's "Safer at Home, Stay at Home" 
Order-Executive Order N-33-20-and directed the Office of Emergency Services to take 
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necessary steps to ensure compliance with the order. A copy of Executive Order N-33-20 is 
available at https://covid19.ca.gov/img/Executive-Order-N-33-20.pdf The Governor's order 
required almost all establishments, including houses of worship, to close. 

On April 14, 2020, the State Public Health Officer ("SPHO") issued the State's 
"Resilience Roadmap" for a phased reopening. The Roadmap includes four stages of reopening. 
The March 19 Stay-at-Home order was dubbed Stage 1, while Stage 4 would mark the end of the 
Stay-at-Home Order and all restrictions. A copy of the Resilience Roadmap is available at 
https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/u1 loads/2020/04!Update-on-CaJifornia-Pandemic
Roadinap.pdf. 

On May 4, 2020, Governor Newsom indicated that the State would enter the initial 
phases of Stage 2 on May 8th and gradually begin reopening establishments across the State. 
That same day, Governor Newsom issued Executive Order N-60-20, which directed the SPHO to 
establish criteria and procedures for counties to seek a variance to allow them to move more 
quickly through Stage 2. A copy of Executive Order N-60-20 is available at 
htlJ)s://wv.1w.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/upJoads/2020/05/5.4.20-EO-N- 0-20-text.1 df 

Under the State's Resilience Roadmap, counties could submit a variance form attesting 
that they met certain perfonnance metrics relating to COVID-19. The County submitted a 
variance form, and the State granted a variance on May 29, 2020. 

After the State granted the County's request for a variance, Dr. Muntu Davis, the County 
Health Officer issued an order on June 18, 2020 allowing reduced-capacity indoor operations at 
houses of worship. A copy of the Health Officer's June 18th order is available at 
http://www.publichealth.lacounty.gov/meclia/ ronavirus/docs/HOO/HOO COVID-
19 Safer at Work and in the Community-Phase%203 06182020 WITH APPENDICES.pdf. 

Subsequently, the situation in the County deteriorated significantly. Case numbers, 
hospitalizations, and deaths rose at an alarming rate. On July 13, 2020, the SPHO issued an 
order prohibiting indoor operations at a variety of establishments, including houses of worship. 
A copy of the SPHO's July 13th order is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

In accordance with the new statewide order, the Dr. Davis revised the County order on 
July 14, 2020. The revised order prohibited indoor services at houses of worship. A copy of the 
County Health Officer's July 14th order is attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

The County Health Order was last revised on July 18, 2020. Under the current order, 
indoor worship services remain prohibited. A copy of the County Health Officer's July 18th 
order is attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
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As explained in the Protocol for Places of Worship accompanying the County Health 
Order, "[i]ndoor religious services and cultural ceremonies at places of worship are prohibited 
until further notice." A copy of the Protocol for Places of Worship is attached hereto as Exhibit 
D. 

While having the ability to conduct outdoor and virtual services, Grace Community 
Church conducted indoor in-person services on July 26, 2020, violating the State and County 
health orders. Violating these orders is a crime punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and 
imprisonment of up to 90 days. Cal. Health & Safety Code§ 120295. Each day that you 
conduct indoor services is a separate offense. Pursuant to the State and County health orders, 
Grace Community Church must immediately cease holding indoor worship services. 

The County again request Grace Community Church's assistance and adherence to the 
health and safety protocols listed above as we collectively continue trying to close the spread of 
COVID-19 in Los Angeles County. Please note that unless written confirmation is received by 
5:00 p.m. on July 30, 2020 that Grace Community Church will comply with the law, the County 
will pursue further action through all available avenues of relief. 

Should you have any questions or wish to discuss this matter further, I encourage you or 
your counsel to contact me immediately to schedule a call. 

The County looks forward to your immediate cooperation and compliance. 

Sincerely, 

Jason H. Tokoro 

JHT:OA 
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